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DISCOURSE V.

Sources 0! Evil

SECTION (I)

What shortens Life ?

VEESE (I)

THE SAGES, HAYING HEABD THE DUTIES OF THE ACCOMPLISHED

STUDENT AS JUST DESCKIBED, SAID THIS TO THE HIGH-SOULED

BHRGU, WHO SPBANG FROM FIKE. (1)

HJiasya

Having heard the duties of the Student and the Householder

as expounded in the foregoing three Discourses, the great Images,

Marichi and others, 'said to^ asked the following question of

Bhrgu, their teacher.

uln the text we find the expression of the Accomplished

Student isnatakasyd ; why then do you bring in the Student I
"

Our answer to this is that the present verse is meant to

be descriptive of what has gone before
;
and as a matter of fact, the

duties of the Student also have been described.

'High-souled* and *who sprang from the fire" are the epithets

of Bhrgu ;
'He whose origination was from the fire/

"But in discourse I, verse 34, Bhrgu has been spoken of as

the son of Manu".
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True
; but what was stated there was an imaginary commen-

dation, while what is said here is in accordance with the

account found in the Vedas of Bhrgu having been born out of

fire. The name ^BJirgu has been thus explained 'What

rose out first out of the fallen semen was the Sun, and what rose

as the second was Bhrgu'. Or
?
what is asserted here may be

only figurative ;
the origin of Bhrgn being described as 4Fire'

?

on the basis of similarity, as regards effulgence.

In any case, it is not necessary to lay stress upon either of the

two explanations as b^ingthe more reasonable of the two; because

this is not what forms the main subject-matter of the treatise.

The whole of the text, describing the question and the

answer, is meant to indicate the importance of the subject of the

evils attaching to food
;
the meaning being that the evils attaching

to the food itself are more serious than those attaching to the

nature of its gift and acceptance ;
and this on the ground that the

defects attaching to the thing itself are more intimate, and hence

more serious, than those arising from contact.

4S In connection with the defects of contact, the Expiatory Rite

that is laid down is a three days' fast ; while that in connection

with the thing itself
f

is a single day's fast (5. 20). How then

can this latter be said to be more serious ?"

Our answer is as follows: The greater seriousness here spo*

ken of refers to garlic and such things, in connection with

which it is stated that *by eating these intentionally the man
becomes an outcast' (5.19) ;

so that the expiation necessary

would be that which has been prescribed for outcasts (which

is very serious)* (1)

\: ERSE (2)

UHOW IS IT
,
O LOKDj THAT DEATH OVEBPOWERS THE BBAHMANA8

WHO ABB LEABNED IN THE VEDIC LOBE, AND WHO PERFOKM
THEIK DUTY EXACTLY AS IT HAS BEEN THUS DESCRIBED?" (2)

Hhasya
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Thus ?

refers to the manner In which the Treatise has

propounded the subject ; and fi

exactly as described
?

refers to the

subject-matter of the Treatise*

Those Twice-born men who perform the duty exactly In the

form In which It has been described in the present Treatise ;
that

all twice-born men are indicated by the terms t

ripra
' * brahmana \

in the Text will be clear from what Is going to be said in verse

26 below,, where c twice-born
5

is the term used
;

4 how is it that

Death overpowers them ' while still In the state of the c

Student,
5

or in that of the c

Accomplished Student !

? How Is this, when, in

reality, they should live the full span of human life ? The span
of a man's life is a hundred years ; so that the death of

Brahmanas before that is not proper ; specially as it has been

declared that 6 from right conduct one attains longevity
'

(4*156),

and 6 no calamity befalls persons who recite the Veda and offer

oblations' (4'146). (2).

VERSES (3-4),

BHRGU, THE RIGHTEOUS SON OF MANXJ, SAID TO THE GREAT SAGES '

"
LISTEN, BY WHAT FAULT DEATH SEEKS TO DESTROY THE

BRAHMANAS." (3).

DExlTH SEEKS TO DESTROY THE BRAHMANAS ON ACCOUNT OF

THEIR OMITTING- THE STUDY OF THE VEDAS, ON ACCOUNT OF

NEG-LECT OF RIGHT CONDUCT, ON ACCOUNT OF SLOTHFULNESS

AND ON ACCOUNT OF THE DEFECTS OF FOOD* (4)

Bhasya.

Objection
" When the question has been put forward in

regard to Brahmanas who perform their duties, it is not right to

answer it by indicating the c fault
'

; nor can there be any con-

nection with what follows (in verse 4} [as omission of Vedic

Study &c. is not possible for those who perform their duties],
"

The answer to the above is as follows : 'Omission of Vedic

Study' and the rest have been put forward only by way of

illustration : the sense beln^ -Hast as the omission of Vedic Study
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and the rest are acknowledged by yon all to be the causes of

deathj so also are the defects of food, going to be described

below* Even when a man carries on Vedic Study &e., the

fulfilment of his above-described duty is not complete, if it is

beset with the very much* more serious drawback of defective

food. This is emphasised here in view of the fact that this is

an entirely different section (dealing with defects of food). (3-4)



(t)

Objectionable Food*

VERSE (5),

GAELIC, LEEKS AND ONIONS, 2UUSHBCOMS AND ALL THAT PBOCEEDS

KROM IMPUBE THINGS, ABB UNFIT TO BE EATEN BY TWICE-

BORN MEN. (5).

BhUsya.

The terms *

garlic
'

&c. are well-known among men.

The term *karakd? Is the name o a genus, sometimes regarded

as the same as the well-known thing 'kryakrf (?) ;
mushrooms also

are
c hivaka

'

;
as it is forbidden tinder the name of c

Iavaka 9

,

while the expiatory rite In connection with its eating has been

prescribed under the name of
*

chhatrdkaj in verse 19
; and no

other thing (except the mushroom) is known by the name
i

chhafrdka
'

;
nor will it be right to regard, on the basis of

verbal similarity alone (between
*
chhatraka

'

and i Matrdkdra
*,

umbrella-shaped), all those things as
c
chhafrdka

*

which re*

semble the umbrella, are chhafrakdra
'

; as In that case the

prohibition ( of 'chhatrdka
'

) would apply also to the suvarchala

and other things (which also are umbrella-shaped ) j and this

would be contrary to all usage. Hence we conclude that chhatrd-

ka
'

and 'kdvaka
J

are one and the same thing. Says the author

of the Nirukta
* The chhatraka is feunna, since it is smashed.*

From this it is clear that the name L kanaka* applies to those

white shoots that grow out of the earth that has been ploughed ;

this is also in keeping with what is going to be said In connection

with * kanakas growing out of the earth
*

(6*14) ; and it has also

been just pointed out that the name applies to what is
*
smashed

f

by a stroke of the foot. It is for this reason (of its being des-

cribed as growing out of the earth^ and of its bwg mashed by&
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stroke of the foot) that the prohibition (of
i kavaka '

) is not

applicable to those vegetable growths that shoot out of the trunks

of trees.

In medicinal treatises the kukunda has been described

as
* kavaka ?

;
but this explanation (of the name on a purely

conventional basis) cannot be accepted in the same manner as

that in regard to the term fc

go
' and the rest. Further, as a

matter of fact, in ordinary parlance the term c kavaka
9

is always

applied to a vegetable. Hence it is on the basis of usage that the

exact signification of the term, wherever it occurs in a medical

or other scientific treatise, should be ascertained, and we have

already shown what that signification is.

Other things also, which resemble garlic and such things

mentioned here, which resemble these latter in colour and smell,

have been forbidden by Visnd. In the Smrti of Parashara however

the prohibition is by name, and this for the purpose of pres-

cribing the special Expiatory Rite of 4

Chfindrayana
*

in connec-

tion with it. From this it follows that 6 lavataka *,
4

karnikara?

and such other things are forbidden.

^Things proceeding from impure substances''; those that

grow of impure things or are in contact with them.

Others have declared that it is not right to forbid those things
that grow only out of impure things, these standing on the same

footing as 'mula* (radish) 'vasfufca* (a kind of grass) and such

other things (known to grow out of impure things); -so that

the prohibition does not apply to those grains and vegetables

growing in fields specially manured for the purpose of enriching
the harvest.

This however is not right. Because from what the text

says it is clear that all these things are equally unfit to be eaten.

Further, what has been suggested might have been accepted,
if it were absolutely impossible for anything to grow without
the use of impure substances. There are some things however
that grow directly out of impure substances, while there are some
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that grow out of mere connection with, them
; the right view

to take therefore is that the prohibition applies to the former only,
and not to the latter.

As regards meat, even though it grows out of semen and blood

(both impure substances), yet the present prohibition does not apply
to it

; because it has been dealt with in a totally different

context. (5)

VERSE (6)

HE SHALL CAREFULLY AVOID THE BED EXUDATION FROM TEEES
S

AS ALSO THOSE FLOWING FBOM INCISIONS, THE SHELU

BEBBIES, AND ^CURDLED 3JILK* OF THE COW. (6)

Bhasya

*Exudation from trees*
'; anything, apart from the constituent

parts of the tree itself, such as, the root, the trunk, the branches,
the leaves, the fruits and the flowers, which proceeds from the

tree, either in the form of some liquid flowing from the cavity
in the tree, or in some other form. The epithet red' excludes,

from prohibition, such exudations as the camphor and the like.

Those that have their origin, source
9
in ^incisions*

$
those

that flow from the bark and such parts of the tree. These things,

if not red, are not forbidden.

'Shelif the Mesmataka fruit, to be known from medical and

other treatises. It should not be taken to mean the cream of fresh

milk i
as it is never known to have that meaning. It has been

argued that "it is better to take the word as standing for cream,

on account of its proximity to the term, 'curdled milk' ". But

proximity becomes a means of deciding in favour of one of the

two possible meanings of a term, only when the term is actually

found in usage to be used in both senses ; but it can never be

the authority for attributing an unheard of meaning to a word.

*0f the cow*', this shows that that of the buffalo etc. is not

fprbidden. The milk; is unfit to be eaten if, by mere contact with
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fire. It becomes c

curdled\ Le. thickened without adhesion ;
the

term 'plyuso? Is used In the sense of the milk o the newly-calved

cow.
16 The text is going to declare, as unfit to be eaten^ the milk,

along with all its preparations, of the cow for the first ten days

of its calving; and it is only during three or four days that the milk

is of the nature described above (i.e. curdled by mere contact with

fire) [so that no separate prohibition appears to be called for.]"

True | the thing is mentioned in the present verse with a

view to those cases where the milk continues to be so curdled
J

even after the first ten days.

The two words *

carefully* and 'avoid' are added only for

filling up the metre ;
since 'unfit to be eaten' (of verse 5) continues

to be connected with all that is mentioned in the text.- (6)

VERSE (7)

NEEDLESSLY COOKED RICE-SESAMUM AND BUTTEB-^UGAB-SESAMUM,
MILK-BICE AND FLOUR-CAKES, UNCONSECRATED MEAT

5 FOOD OF THE

GODS AND SACBIFICIAL VIANDS
J (7)

Bhasya

'Krsarasamyavan* Is an aggregative copulative compound.
Rice cooked with Sesamum Is called ^krsarat ; 'samydva? is a

particular article of food, made up of butter, sugar, sesamum and

such things, well-known In cities.

Some people, on the strength of the root 6

yu* (from, which
the term 'samyava* is derived) signifying the act of mixing, ex-

plain the term 'samyava? as standing for all those articles of food

that are prepared by{mixing together different kinds of grains,
such as the mudga, the kusthaka and the rest.

For these persons the separate mention of 'krsara? would be

superfluous; as this would be included under 'samyava*, as just

explained.
The term 'needlessly cooked* is to be construed with all the

terms. It stands for what the householder cooks for himself,
aud not fpr the sake of Gods, Pitra or guests,
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This however does not appear to be right. Because the or

dinary cooking that the Householder does is not always for any
,such set purpose as that of making ofEerlngs out o it. What hap-

pens is that the cooking having been done
?
without reference to

any particular purpose, and only in a general way3
the Five Sacri-

fices have been laid down, as to be offered out o the food thus

cooked,, So that if the man eats the food without having made
the offering to the Vishvedevas out o it, he transgresses a direct

injunction ; but no prohibition enters into the case. According
to the present text however, as just explained, such eating would

necessitate two expiatory rites, one due to transgressing an

injunction (by not making the offering to the Vishvedevas), and
another due to the doing of a prohibited act (of cooking the Rice-

sesamum needlessly). If however such articles of fo^d as 4Bice-

sesamum* and the rest, are cooked without reference to a-particu-
lar God, or to a particular sacrificial rice, this . involves a trans-

gression of the rules pertaining to one's daily duties also.

As regards the text c

oiie shall not cook for himself\ this

cannot be regarded as a prohibition ; because it being absolutely

necessary to do the cooking, all that the sentence does is simply
to make a reference to the act of eating done by one who has dis-

obeyed the rules (regarding the daily 'sacrifices'). For, as already

pointed out above, if it were a prohibition, there would be a

twofold expiatory rite involved. Then again, even when the

cooking is done for some other purpose, it cannot be absolutely
denied that it lias been done by the man for himself also. 'Cook-

ing' means the act of cooking food, and the fact of its being done

for one's own self cannot be denied by means of the same word;
as the man is directed to live upon the same food (i.e. what is left

after the feeding of the guests &c). The eating of the remnant

of food, after the guests and others have been fed, (which has been

laid down for the Householder) is not meant to be a mere *embei-

lishtnent' of the Remnant (and not an act necessary for the main-

tenance of the man himself). Nor has it been laid down any-

where that at the time of cooking the Householder is to mwke use

of any such formula of determination as frcook food for me\
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.which would be regarded as forbidden (by the sentence 6one shall

not cook for himself
5

) In fact the cooking Is said to be *for

himself
5

only in consideration of what happens subsequently.

That is to say, if the food were cooked with the determination

to make an offering to the Gods, and then subsequently the man
were to eat it all himself, this would, involve the wrong of being

false to one's own resolve also. From all this it is clear that the

sentence in question is a mere reiterative reference, the sense

being Svhafc one cooks, he should not use for himselfj until he

has made the offering to the Vishved$vas\

It is in view of all this that this same rule has been held to

be applicable also to the case of the man eating uncooked food ;

In accordance with the assertion 'the Gods of a man have the

same food as the man himself 9

{ Valmlklya Ramayana.)

Further, cooking is not to be done only by the hungry house-

holder ; In fact, the act of cooking every day forms an integral
factor of Householders/lip itself. So that even on the day on which
the man himself does not eat, if he omits the act of cooking, he
incurs sin.

The upshot of the whole is this : The man may cook for

himself, or for others
;
the words '

shall not cook for himself
'

can only mean that people should not undertake the act, if they
do not intend to make the offering to the Vishvedevas. So
that this only reiterates the obligatory character of the offering.

Similarly also the text that ' For the removal of the sin of the

Five Slaughters, the Vishvedeva-offering shall be made in the or-

dinary fire, in the Vedic sacrificial fire, in the fire in which oblations

have been already poured and the deity dismissed, in water or

on the ground,
'

only reiterates the obligatory character

of the offering to the Vishvedevas. Because the said offering
cannot be made into the Vedic sacrificial fire

; specially as there

i's no authority attaching to a Smrti text (as against a Shruti

text) [so that the text just quoted cannot be taken in its literal

sense].
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^ Jfilk-rice and flour-cakes '.-
'

Payasa
9

,

*

Milk-rice,
*

stands for rice cooked in milk, and not for preparations of
milk

;

&
Purodilsha f

is flour-cake.

'Food of the Goods' ;
- what these are can only be ascertained

from usage.

^Sacrificial viands \ the materials laid down in the Shruti

as to be offered into the Fire.

These are * unfit to be eaten
'

only before the GrahaJiomas ;

as the text is going to lay down the necessity of eating the

remnants of the offerings.

The meat of an animal that has not been consecrated/ i%e.

which has not been killed at a sacrifice. Consecration
?

is a

peculiar form of purification of the animal
s prescribed in con-

nection with the ' Animal -Sacrifice.' The mention of this

indicates that one should eat the remnant of the meat that has

been offered at a sacrifice.

Though the Text has already us^d the qualification 'needlessly

prepared \ yet the epithet
6 unconsecrated

'

has been added with

a view to forbid the meat of the cow, the sheep and the goa that

may have been left by the guest and other persons to whom they

may have been offered. Or, the term unconsecrated may be taken

as refering specially to the meat of the cow, the sheep and the goat;

since it is the killing of these animals only that has been enjoined in

connection with sacrifices; the other animals being described as al-

ready 'proksita
9

1
washed clean* (fit for eating).

VEESE (8)

THE MILK OF THE COW THAT HAS NOT PASSED ITS TEN DAYS, AS

ALSO THAT OF THE CAMEL AND OP ONE-HOOFED ANIMALS AN1>

OF SHEEP; THE MILK OF THE IRREGULAR COWf
AS ALSO

MILE OF THE COW WITHOUT HEB CALF. (8)

Bhdsya.

If we read the opening words as 'anirda&hdham gofy

then the prohibition regarding the milk of tlae camel aad otker MH^
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mels also would be understood as limited to the ten days from calv-

ing; bo that the qualification 'that has not passed its ten clays' being
taken with every one o the animals, it would become necessary to

depend entirely upon usage in support of the absolute prohibition
of the milk of the camel and other animals. If however we read

^finirdashdydJ^ in the feminine form, then there would be no pos-

sibility of the above misunderstanding Because it would not be

possible to interpret the nominal affixes (attached to the names of

the other animal si as, in any way, connecting these animals with

the epithet ^anirdashaydfo)

In as much as the word 6rnilk
9

is repeated in" the second half

of the verse
s
this implies that what are forbidden by the former

half are the milk of the camel
5
of the one-hoofed animals^ of the

sheep, of the goat and of the cow within ten days of its calving,

along with all its preparations; while in the case of the 'irregular'

cow and the cow 'deprived of its calf
5

,
it is the milk only that is

forbidden. Such is the usage also.

That cow is called ^anirdashahaj
snot parsed its ten days', in

whose case ten days have not passed since her calving.
1

Irregular cow'
',

the cow that is expected to give milk both

morning and evening, but gives it only at one time; giving milk

in the evening only if not milked in the morning; and on account

of the suppiy of milk being scanty, she is milked once only.

Some people explain 'Sandhinl' as standing for that cow which,

on having lost herown calf, is made to yield milk by bringing to her

the calf of another cow ;
and in this case the cow *ivithout her calf

would be one whose calf is alive, but is separated from
it,,

and is

milked, independently ot the calf, through presenting before her such

special articles of food as the husks of barley, rice etc., so that the
* cow would be called * without her calP by the calf being held aside;

just ns people say 'bring the cow without her calf.

The ccow* having been already mentioned in tiie" first half,

the term is repeated in the second half, with a view to show that

similar milk of the goat and the buffalo is not forbidden. The same
does not hold good regarding the epithet 'anirdashay&h,' that has

ZK>t passed ifcs ten daysj* so that in this connection the *cow* in-
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eludes the ^oat and the buffi uo also. S> says Gautama (17.22-23)
sThe milk of the cow that has not passed its ten days, during

the period of impurity; also of the goat and the buffalo.'

The term ^paynlf
Cmilk

9

9

has been added because it is not easy
to construe the term ^gofy^ of the cow,

9

with the term ^'kslram* rnilk*

as contained in the compound
t>sandhimksi,ram* (8)

VEESE (9)

THAT OF ALL WILD ANIMALS, EXCEPT THE BUFFALO: THE MILK
OF FEMALES (WOMEN) AND ALL SOURED SUBSTANCES SHOULD
BE AVOIDED. (9)

Bhdsya

L Wild animals' cows, elephants, monkeys and so forth.

There can be no milk of: males ; hence the masculine gender
used in connection with the words * sirwsam mrgdiia m

?
is to be

taken as standing for the genus, and the connection is with the

female members of that genus : the term *

mtyakxlram
'

thus

being similar to
; Icukkutdndarn*. This has been made clear by

the author of the Mahabhdsya in connection with the rules

relating to the change of the feminine form into the masculine,

(when occurring within a compound).

* Mdhisam vind' ;
the neuter form has been used, in view

of the neuter form payafy
'

milk'.

c

Females^ human females, women, 'Though in such

passages as
c
strl gaufy somtkrayim \

' the female cow is the price

of the soma\ the term s srl*
9

* female
?

3
Is found to be used

in connection with the animal ivith the dewlap also, yet It is

to be understood here in the sense o the * woman *,

in as much, as in the present context the term cannot apply to

any other species of enimals
3
and as it is better known as stand-

ing for the * human female
'

only. In all such assertions as

* females desire sweets' ,
females are the best jewels

'
the word

is understood as standing for the woman.
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The term *
fiva

*
In the text has been explained as Indicating

the prohibition of npplying the woman's milk to the eye ard

such other uses of it
;
the meaning being that the milk of the

woman is to be avoided, not only In eating, but al^o in all similar

uses. The word can be taken as indicative of all this only on

the strength of usage and other Smrti texts ; and It cannot be

regarded as directly expressive of it. (9).

VERSE (10.)

AMONG SOUBED SUBSTANCES, THE CUED is FIT TO BE EATEN, AND

ALL THAT IS PBEPABED OUT OF IT
;
AS ALSO ALL TEAT IS

DISTILLED FEOM PUKE FLOWERS, BOOTS AND PHUITS; (10)

Bhasya

All * soured substances
f

having been forbidden in the fore-

going verse, the present text makes an exception hi favour of a

few of them.

* Shukta \
4 soured substance ',

is the name of those subs-

tances which, being juicy in their constitution and having a

distinct taste of their own, become soured either by the flux of

time, or by the contact of some other substance. For instance,

the AmrdtaJca^ which is sweet and full of juice, becomes * soured '

after the lapse of some time
; cane-juice becomes soured *

after

sometime. Things that are sour by their very nature e* gmj

the Pomegranate, the Amalaka
5

the Lemon &c. are not called
c soured substances

'

; nor those that are still unripe. Because
the term * shukta \

* soured ', is not synonymous with * sour *.

"What are directly forbidden here are only those soured substances
that have become sour by fermentation ; and those that turn
sour by the contact of flowers and roots &c. are only indirectly
Indicated ; according to what Gautama has said (17*14) * All
soured substances except Curd only'.

*
Distilled* -Distillation consists In allowing the thing to

remain soaked in water over-night.
" In that case the sourness would be due to the length of

time (so that all these would be included among
& Soured

Substances*).
1*
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True; these also are ^soured substances'
;
and the Instrumental

ending may signify either instrumentality or association. The

meaning thus is
swhat are distilled e.g. made out of flowers

etc. along with water
9

.

Some people offer the following explanation: "The roots

of trees are directly productive of sourness Such 5soor sub*

stances
3

as the Pomegranate, the A mala/at and the rest are
4

it to be eaten', while those that are distilled from grapes
and other sweet things are not eaten. 'Distillation* means

producing acidity ;
hence 'distilled from flowers* means soured

by flowers and such things. Grapes and such other things however

are not themselves productive of acidity; in their case it is

time alone that is the acidulating agent."

This however i not right; simply because snch is not

the meaning o the term ('distillation'). When one says
6 he

is distilling Soma 5

this is not understood to mean that he

is makintj it sour; what is understood is as we have explained
above.

*

Prepared out of curd* ^ <?.//. Udashvit, filastu (whey), Kildta

(Coagulated milk), Kfirchika( Inspissated milk) and so forth. (10)

VERSE (11)

HE SHALL AVOID ALL CAKNIVOROUS BIRDS, AND ALSO THOSE

LIVING IN VILLAGES, THE ONE-HOOFED ANIMALS NOT

SPECIFIED, AND ALSO THE TlTT*BHA. (11)

Bhasya

'Carnivorous*; those that eat raw flesh : such as the

Heron, the Vulture &c What are meant are those that eat

raw
m

ftesh only; and not those that eat both (raw and cooked

flesh), such as the Peacock and the rest.

c

Living in milages
*

even though they be not carnivorous.
c

Qne~hoofe<d animals ; '#.#., the Horse, the Mule, the Ass

and so forth.
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& Not specified
J

; ijs* those that have not been specified as

fit to be eaten should not be eaten
; those that have been so speci-

fied are fit to be eaten. For instance, it has been declared that
* one who desires to obtain offspring shall eat the meat o the

camel 5
the horse, the bear and the white ass '. [and here the

one-hoofed animals^ horse and white ass, are specified as fit to be

eaten].
" The eatability of these animals is known only from this

Shntfi* passage. And the presence of the term 6

specified' in

the verse would be understood to mean that the animals thus

specified in the V
r
edic passage may be eaten even elsewhere (apart

from Vedic sacrifices also) ; the meaning of the text being
6 one

shall avoid those not specified, but not those specified** As a

matter of fact however, nowhere in the JSmrti have any one-

hoofed animals been specified as fit to be eaten
?
with reference

to which the term *not specified' (of the text) could be explained.

Hence it comes to this that 6 those not specified in the Shruti are

unfit to be eaten V 3

Our answer to the above is that such a sense of the Smrti

would be contrary to all usage. The term 4 not specified
'

is a

mere re-iterative reference.

^TittibhcC is a bird which is always screaming tit',
e
tit '.

In mofet cases the names of birds are in imitation of their sounds ;

as says the Nirukta * The name Kaka is in imitation of the

sound ; such is the case with most bird-names.* (1 1).

"VERSE (12).

THE SPABEOW, THE PLATA, THE HAMSA, THE CHAKBAVAKA,
THE VILLAGE-COCK, THE CEANB, THE B,AJJUDALA

t THE

DiTYUHA, THE PARROT AND THE STABLING, (12).

Bhasya.

*Sparrow\ ^Kalabifika^ is the name of a village-bird described

in the scriptures. Its prohibition being already got at by the

general prohibition of all
*

village-birds *,
the separate mention of
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the bparrow implies the eatability of the female sparrow ;-the

term *
kalabifika

'

being a masculine just like the term *bulL*

Others have explained that this name has been added for

the purpose of excluding (from the prohibition) the tcild sparrow,
which retires to the forest during the rains. They are called
*

village-birds
'

because of their living in the villages during the

greater part of the year; jnst as is the case with the 'wild

buffalo/

The prohibition of the 7>7ruvx, the hamsa, and tho ^hnL-ra-

rak-u
*

being already got at from the general prohibition of ail

6 web-footed birds \ the separate mention of the*e i? for the

purpose of emph&sising tlie obligatory character of their exclusion,

the eating of the '

Atya
' and other * web-footed

J
birds being

regarded as optional*
g

Village-cod
1 'the specification o the 'ivV/ac/^-cock

'

permits

the eating of the wild cock.
u But why should there have been any suspicion regarding

the non-eatability of the ?rz7dcock at all ?
r

Because another Srnrti text says simply-
*

Among birds, the

cock *,
which indicates that all kinds of cock are equally

s

unfit to

be eaten
'

;
it is for this reason that this general statement has

been sought by the present text to be limited in its scope.

"But why cannot this be regarded as a case of option,

since the present text permits the eating of the wild cock
?
which

the other text forbids ?"

This cannot be a case of option; it is a case of option only

when there are two contradictory texts of equal authority

bearing upon the same subject ; in the present case however,

there is no contradiction; there is no difference in the actual teach-

ing of the two Smrti-texts concerned ; because it is quite reasonable

to regard the general statement as restricted in Its scope; specially

as a third independent text hns already been quoted above.

**T this be so
5
then the general prohibition regarding the web-

footed birds may be taken as restricted in its scope to the Hamsa
and other specified birds; so that the prohibition does not extend

to all crows and web-footed birds/
1
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This would have been the case if the Smrti-treatises were not

the work of a human author. In the case of works of non-human

origin,, If they proceed from different sources, there would be no

useful purpose by making the general statement restricted to the

particular case of the TIamsa and other birds; while In the case o

the work of human authors, if they proceed from different

persons^ it is quite possible that the person who knows the

truth in its general form is ignorant of it in the restricted form,

or the person who know it in tiie limited form is ignorant of it in

the wider form ;
so that when we come to consider the source

of the two statements, we assume the existence (in the Veda) of a

general statement as the source of one
?
and a particular statement

as the source of the other ; and these two Vedic statements occurring

in two different recensional texts, the only reasonable course is to

construe them together5
unless there are distinct injunctions bear-

ing upon the two statements. Specially as no such complaint can be

raised against the Vedas as 6What is the use of the general state-

ment if it is to be taken in its restricted sense ?
p There is no room for

such a complaint, because there is no author in the case against
whom such a complaint conld be raised. Specially as in the case of

a Vedic statement the only idea that is obtained is from the actual

words of the text, only that which can be derived from the words

themselves ; and there can be no justification for the assuming of any
other meanings for any purpose whatsoever.

What the 'Rajjudffla* and other birds are is to be learnt from

persons versed in the science of birds. (12)

VERSK (13)

THOSE BIBBS THAT FEED BY STRIKING WITH THEIB BEAKS, THOSE
THAT ARE WEB-FOOTED, THE KOYASTI, THOSE THAT SCRATCH WITH
THEIE NAILS, THOSE THAT DIVE AHD RAT FISH, SLAUGHTER-HOUSE:

WEAT^ ANB DBIED MEAT.- (13)

Bhdsya.

Those that feed by
*

striking
*

piercing
' with their beaks.

Such ife the nature of these birds. The Sliatapatra and other

belong to this class*
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4 Web-footed
7

. The Afi&nd the rest. That there is an option

in regard to this has already been pointed out above { fth'tsya on

12.)

"Wherever there is an vptivn^ It depends upon the H3an
5

s wish

which of the two options he will adopt : and as a matter of fact, it

is only an unforbidden course that can be so adopted. The act of

eating is an ordinary temporal act
9 possible only when there is a

desire on the part of the man (to do it); it is not a spiritual

act, which would have to be done in any case. So. that

we do not see any useful purpose that could be secured by
an optional prohibition/"

Our answer to this is that this has already been answered.

"But what has been said may, be all right in regard to

cases where (as in the Veda) the comprehension of the mean-

ing depends entirely upon the words of the text, and there

is no intention (of any author) behind them (to indicate their

true purport). The present treatise however is the work of

a human author, having been composed by him with great
care and labour, for the purpose o supplying in brief

all the information that was contained in another voluminous

work containing a hundred thousand verses; so that no need-

less word can be used in it. In fact it is for this reason

(of his not using a single superfluous word) that the author

comes to be regarded as a ^Teacher*. It is not that there

is no prohibition of all teeb-footed birds in genera! 9
in which

case alone the prohibition of a particular web-footed bird,

the Hamsa could be justified. Since the present verse also

is a Sxnrti-text (and it forbids all web-footed birds in general).

Some people have held that the term ^jalapadc? (web-footed bird)

in the present verse is a wrong reading'**

We have already explained that the Intention of the

Teacher is midertsood with, the help of gestures, actions and

the spinning out of long explanations; and in the present
case particular details are also inferred. What was meant
to be said was that *one shall not eat web-footed birds in

normal times
9

; but the author has propounded the prohibition
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in the wider form, with a view to justifying both, prohibitions

(o tceb-tooted birds in general, and of the Hamsa In

particular)*

*/>7w/'
4

Slaughter house
5

, is that piece where animals are

killed for the purpose o selling their flesh. Others explain

it us *ineat-market'.

fDried -meai\
4

allttra\ Is flesh dried and kept for several

days*

'Nakhaviskircf are those birds that scratch with their

nails; "e.g. the Peacock, the Cock &c.

These birds are partly fit to be eaten
9

also
9

in view of the

assertion that these may be eaten 6ln abnormal times ;' specially

in view of what another Smrti-writer has said regarding the

Cock among birds
9

(being eatable)* Bat the present text of

Manti cannot be regarded as referring to the Cock; as in

that case the separate mention of the *Cock' would be

useless, -(IS)

VERSE (14)

THE BAKA, THE BALAKA, THE KA KOLA, THE JVHA^JABITA,

THE FISH-EATERS, AND VILLAGE PIGS ; AS AL9O FISH AL-

WAYS , (14)

Bhasyu

Tke prohibition of the 'Haka, Baldkd and Rakola* being

already included under that of *fish-eaters'
9

these have been

mentioned separately la order to Indicate that the eating

of the other fish-eating birds is optional.

'Fish-eaters*. Animals other than birds also
?
which eat fish,

are to be regarded as s
unfit to be eaten

11

; such animals, for

instance, as the alligator and the like; that this is what Is

meant Is clear from the fact that the name 'fish-eater' Is to

be applied In Its literal sense.

Kdfcola is the same as the Kite, such being its name
in loreign lands j for instance. It Is known by this name in

the BaMlka country-
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The prohibition of the 4

t*illa*je-piff

'

implies the permission
to eat the wild pig. The prohibition of those 'living in villages

9

in the preceding verse (11) should be taken, on the strength
of the context^ as referring to birds only. It is only thus that

there would be any point in the mention of the *

village-pig
J

in

the present verse. The pig that lives in villages is called
4 vidvaraha \

&

village**piff.
J

"If in verse 11,
s those living in villages

*

are to be taken
?

on the strength of the context, as birds only, then the term
c
fish-eaters

*

in the present verse also should be taken as referring
to birds only."

Not so ; because the present context is not restricted to birds

only ; since it mentions also non-birds, such as the 4

village-pig
*

and l
fish,

f

i Sarmsha&,' always.

This is a genera
1 rule : its exceptions we -hall explain later

on. (14).

-SE (15).

WHO EATS THE ET,ESH OF AN ANIM AX*
?

JUS CALLED THE * EATEB

OF ITS FLESH f

;
HE WHO EATS FISH IS THE 4 EATER OF

ALI, KINDS OF *\J3SH
'

9 HE^CE O"NE SHALL AVOID FISH*-(15).

Bkasya.

This is a commendatory supplement to the foregoing prohi-

bition 'O fish*

When one eats the flesh of an animal, he comes to be des-

cribed as connected with the act o eating that animal ; e.g. the

muagoose is called serpent-eater ', the cat * rat-eater
* and so

forth. He who eats fish eats all kinds o flesh ;
it would be right

to speak of him as a beef- eater
'

also.

Hence, by reason o the possibility ojE this calumny, one

should avoid fish. ~(15)
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VERSE (16).

THE c PATHINA ' AND THH to ROHITA * ABB FIT TO BE EATEN WHEH

USED AS OPFEBINGS TO GODS OR PtTRS ; THE 4 ElJIVA ',

THE 4 SlMHATUXDA
' AND THE ' SASHALEA/ (ONE MAY BAT) ON

ALti OCCASIONS -(1 6)

lihasytt.

* Paffuna
f and * Rohitct*~kwo particulars kinds of fish-

havin^ 1 been mentioned as fit to be offered to Gods and to Pitrs,

the eating o these is permitted on the occasion o the perform-

ance o Shrdddha and other rites ;
and not in the coui'se o ordi-

nary daily ood* A^ for the Rajlva, the e Simhatunda * and the
c Sashalka,

'

fish on the other hand, these are to be eaten * on alt

occasions
*

j
i.e. they may be eaten also on occasions other than

the offerings to Gods and to Pitrs.

&

Rajiua
'

; some people regard this as standing for lotus-

coloured fish. Others explain it as standing or those fish that are

marked by lines.

SimhatundaJ those having a lion-like face*

s Sashalka'- is the same as the fish called * Shakalin.
'

(16).

VERSE (17).

JEE SHALL HOT BAT SOLITARY ANIMALS, NOB UHKNOWN BEASTS
AND BIRDS, MVEN THOUGH INDICATED AMONG THOSE FIT TO
BE EATEN ; HOB ANY FIVE-NAILED ANIMALS, (17).

Bhdsya,

&

Solitary
f

those animals that mov$ about singly (not in

herds) 5 such as serpents, owls aad the like.

6 Unknown ?
as regards name and kind.

* Beasts and birds ;

*

neither beasts nor birds are fit' to be
taken.
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though indicated ftmarnj tho#e fit to be eaten* Those

that are not actually forbidden are, to that extent, regarded as fit-

to be eaten
;
and hence indirectly

6 indicated
3

as such. In reality,

there is no direct indication o those fit to be eaten. Those

that are not specially recognised as to be avoided come to be

regarded as fit to be eaten ;
and these are spoken of as 4 indicated

as fit to be eaten \

c Fiue-nailed mrimrds ; '.17. the Monkey, the Jackal and the

like.

4

Any
?

has been added for filling up the metre* "(17)

(18)

AMONG FIVE-NAILED ANIMALS THEY DECLARE THE POECDPINE,
THE HEDGE-HOG

5
THE ALLIGATOR, THE $HlNOCBJROS, THE TOR*

TOISB AND THE HARB^ AS FIT TO BE EATEN ; AS ALSO ALL

ANIMALS HAVING ONE LINE OF TEETH, EXCEPT THE CAMEL.

(18)

Among five-nailed animals, the Porcupine and the rest are

fit to be eaten o

w

In another Smrti^ there is option regarding the Rhinoceros.

Says Vashistha (14-47)
c

They dispute about the rhinoceros.

With the exception of the camel, all those animals are fit

to be eaten which have only one line of teeth ; for instance, the

cow, the goat and the deer.

" In as much as the present verse specifies the porcupine

&c. as alone fit to be eaten, among five-nailed animals, it

follows that all the other five-nailed animals are unfit to be eaten ;

so that the^ prohibition of &
all five-nailed animals' beconies

entirely superfluous.'*
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There Is nothing wrong In this. Wh>n ihe prohibition is

stated in so many wcix!^ our comprehension of it is [direct ;
if

on die other hand, \*AJ were to derive our kno\vledge of what

should not be eaten from the specification of what should be

eaten, our comprehension of the prohibition would be only

inferential, indirect ; and this would be a complicated process,



(8).

Penalty for Food,

(19.)

THE MUSHROOM, THE TILLAGE-PIG, GAELIC, THE VILLAGE-COCK,

ONIONS AND LEEKS,-THE TWICE-BOKX MAX EATING THESE INTEN-

TIONALLY WOULD BECOME AN OUTCAST, (19).

Bhasya.
5

ChhatraJca
?

Is the same as kavaLia^ the mushroom,
4 Vidvaraha

'

is the village-pig, which wanders about un

checked.

By eating these the man becomes an outcast. That is,

he should perform the Expiatory Rites prescribed for outcasts.

It will be asserted later on (11*56)
4 The eating of forbidden

food is like the drinking of wine.' (19.)

VERSE 2

HAVING EATEN THESE UNINTENTIONALLY, HE SHOULD PERFORM THE
4 KUOHOHHRA SANTAPANA \ OR THE * YATI-CHANDBAYANA *

;

AND IN THE CASE OP THE BEST ONE SHOULD FAST FOE A DAY. (20)

Bhdsya.
6

Unintentionally
*

unwillingly,
c

having eaten these
'

any one of the six just mentioned ; that It is any one that is

meant, and not all together^ is indicated by the fact that the act of

eating in this case is not; what Is actually enjoined.

6 In the case of the rest
?~Le. in the case of eating the other

things-' red exudations from trees
'

and other things forbidden

above, -one should desist from eating
*

for a day
'

;- the term
4

day
9

is used as including the night also
;
e. g. in such passages

as the day is dark, the day is bright
*

(Itgueda 6. . 1.)

In connection with the eating of some of the things here

forbidde% the text Is going to prescribe in the section on Expiatory

4
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Rites (Discourse 11) distinct expiatory rites ;
e* g, in connection

with * carnivorous animals, pig etc/ (11*156) ;
and in this case

those are the Rites to be performed ;
since they have been

directly enjoined in so man words; specially as the single

'day's fast
'

here prescribed will have its application only in cases

other than those especially provided for. -
(20)

VERSE (21)

ONTJE A YEAR THE BRAHMANA SHALL PEKFOILM THE c K RCHCJIHEA"

PENANOK, IX OEDER TO ATONE FOE UNINTENTIONAL EATING
;

BUT FOR INTENTIONAL EATING, SPECIAL ONES. (21).

Blids tia*

This refers to the Brahmana who is in the habit of eating at

the house o those STiudra whose food he is permitted to eat.

It is possible that at the house of a Shtldra, there may be

some articles of food that are not fit to be eaten by the Brahmana
9

which can not always be avoided
;

if the Brahmana eats at the house

of such a Shildra, there is always a fear of his having partaken

of some forbidden food ; hence for him it is laid down that he

should perform the *

Prajtipatya Kre7ichhra\ In all cases wheie

the precise form of the c krchcJihra
'

is not laid down, it should be

understood to be 'the *

Prarjapatya
'

krchchhra, as we shall explain

later on.

6

l)i order to atone for 'unintentional eating '; i.e. in the event

of there being suspicion of his having unwillingly partaken of

forbidden food
; that is, for the expiating of the sin incurred,

in the event of Ms having eaten forbidden food.

fifi But the expiation for this is going to be prescribed later

on, under 5*127."

What that means and refers to we shall explain in connection

with that verse.

For the act committed intentionally, special rites should be.

performed ;
i.e. that expiatory rite which has been prescribed in so

many words in connection with a particular case (21),



(4)

Killing of Animals for Food.

VERSE (42).

THE COAIMKNDED BEASTS AND BIKDS MAY BE KILLED BY BEAHMANAS
FOIi THE PURPOSE OF SACRIFICE, AND FOB THE PURPOSE FEEDING

TI1BIK DEPENDENTS ; AS AGA8TYA DID THIS OF OLD.- 22*.

In connection with food tit to be eateo^ the Text proceeds to

sanction the act o killing.

If one's dependents are very much pressed by hunger, and

no other food can be found, then one may kill such birds and

beasts as are fit to be eaten. The exact meaning of the term

"dependent* has been explained before (as standing for parents,

wife etc.)

The mention of Agastya that Agastya did the act is only

by way of recommendation.

The first half of the verse is purely commendatory; because

the act of killing in connection with sarcifices is directly enjoined

by the Vedic injunctions themselves (and as such does not stand

in need of any sanction from th<* present text).

^Commended? /. e. permitted as fit to be eaten.

This same thing is stated in the next verse in greater detail,

as bearing upon the recommendation of certain acts. {2 2),

VERSE 23

IN ANCIENT TIMES, AT SACRIFICES PERFORMED BY THE SAGES, AS

ALSO AT SACRIFICES PERFORMED BY BRA.HMANAS AHD KsATTRIYAS,
THE SACBIFICIAL CAKES WERE MADE OF EATABLE BEASTS ANP

BIKDS.-(23)

Bhasya

The killing of beasts and birds has been prescribed in con-

nection with the sacrifice named '$adiwti$hat-$amvatsara' (Twenty-
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six Years}. Tills Is what is referred to in the present verse.

The Brahmana-passage bearing upon the subject is as follows:
sAt the end of the day the master of the house goes out hunting,

and out of the flesh of the animals that he kills sacrificial cakes

are made7
.

In as much as the present verse is purely commendatory ?
no

significance is meant to be attached to the past tense in the term

'babhtl'Va'i 'were made' : hence the same thing is done now-a-days
also*

The same holds good regarding the term 'purd-nestf^
4m

ancient times'. This also means that people should not consider

that the said sacrificial practice has come into force in recent

'times only. Or?
the term may be taken to mean that 4

it should

not be understood that there is nothing to sanction the practice

o killing animals at sacrifices *. Or, the term may be regarded as

added for the benefit of those persons who are incapable of com-

prehending the meaning of the scriptures themselves, and who

regulate their conduct entirely in accordance with the practices of

other people, on the principle that *the right path is that whereby

great men have gone'. The meaning is that 6this practice is not

of recent origin, it is without beginning' .

The ^ancient sages
3
are certain Brahmaiias, well-known for

their austerities. Or, it may stand for JL distinct species of beings;

as described in the Mahabharata and other works. In this con-

nection it is not necessary to press the objection that "If these

sages belong to a distinct species of beings, they are like Gandhar-
vas and others* and as such

?
not entitled to the performance of sa-

crifices/*; -since the passage is a purely commendatory one, and
as such, may be understood in any way one chooses.

'Brahmakfattriyasavcij sacrifices performed by Brahmanas
and Ksattriyas.



(S)

SUCH FOOD AND EATABLES AS ABE MIXED WITH OILS MAY BE EATEN

THOUGH STALE, IF UNSPOILT; SO ALSO WHAT MAY BE THE REM-

NANT OF A SACBIFICIAL OFFERING. (24)

Bhiisya

fi Whatever food is mixed with oils*
* Food

'

stands fro Rice

etc. Though the roots to 'eat* and to "feed
9

are synonymous,, yet

the two terms c food
J

and L

eatables
9

have been used with a view

to the various articles of food.

'

Unspoilt' here stands for what ha& not become sour by

keeping,

Such food s

may ^e Gaten, though stale*. That is called
*
stale

?

which has been kept over night. What is cooked on one day
also becomes *stale

5

the next day

* Mixed with oils! In regard to this the following question

is raised :

" Does this mean that whatever in the shape of vegetable*

juice etc. has been cooked with oils should be eaten even when

stale ? Or5 that oils are to be mixed up with dry articles of fodd,

at the time that they are going to be eaten stale ? According to

the latter view stale cakes and sweets also would have to be eaten

only after having been mixed with oils?*

There is, it is argued, no room for any such^doubt ; since what

is asserted by the words fi

may be eaten though stale
'

is only the

eatability of food mixed with oils ;
so that the epithet

c mixed

with oils
'

is part of the Subject, and not of the Predicate. Nor

do we find it referred to by the pronoun
*

tat\
*
that *, by any

such form of expression as
4 what is stale, that may be eatea mixed

with oils
f

(which would make the epithet part of tl^e Predicate).
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The answer to this 5^ that there Is still some ground for

doubt ; as (according to the explanation just suggested) there

would be no point in the separate mention of the * remnants oi"

sacrificial offering ', which are stale and not mixed with oils (the

latter being implied by their being mentioned apart from 6 food

mixed with oils :

?

because there is no chance of these remnants

being
6 mixed with oils

' and becoming
*
stale \ Consequently

the separate mention of these can have some sense only it: in their

case it were not considered necessary to mix oils at the time of

eating. So that the separate mention of these becomes justified

only if, in the case of these Remnants, it be not necessary to mix

oils at the time of eating (which is considered necessary in the

case of the other articles of food.)

But, even so, there need not be any doubt. For in that ease,

it would be only right to take the epithet
& mixed with oils

'

as

part of the Predicate, for the purpose of justifying the separate

mention of the * Remnants of sacrificial offerings '. [So that thus

also, the meaning would be quite clear, though different from

what we had explained before.]

In answer to this it is argued that there is only this ground
for doubt that in view of the fact that the direct construc-

tion o the words as they stand is always to be preferred to any
other roundabout constructions, would it be right to regard the

mention of the l
sacrificial remnants '

as merely reiterative

(and not injunctive) [ in which case it may well be left pointless ] ?

Or that, inorder to guard against the mention being pointless, the

words should be construed to mean that whatever is stale should

be mixed with oils at the time of eating ?

On. this point there is no doubt
;
rather than allow the words

o the text to be regarded as pointless, it is far more reasonable

to have recourse to the indirect method of construction. The
real decision however depends entirely upon usage.

1 Oils.
* This term stands for butter, oil, fat and bone-

marrow (24).
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(25).

ALL THAT IS MADE OF BARLEY AND "WHEAT, AS ALSO ALL PREPARA-

TIONS OF MILK, HAY BE EATEN BY TWICE-BORN MEX WITHOUT

BEING MIXED WITH OILS, EVEN THOUGH THEY MAY HAVE BEEN

KEPT LONG (25).

hill ftSlid

Kept Ifitly 'i.e. kept for two nights.

The term c
eren. tltovgli

'

Implies that those * mixed with oils
'

are also meant to be included.

Even though unmixed with oils, such things as fried flour

and cakes, etc* as are made of barley and wheat.

ilso &

preparations of mtfkSsiicli as curd, skimmed milk and

the like, (25).



(8)

Lawful

VERSE (26)

THUS HAS BEEN DESOBIBED IN PULL WHAT IS FIT AND WHAT UNFIT

TO BE EATEN BY TWICE-BOEN MEN, NEXT I AM GOING TO

EXPLAIN THE RULE REGARDING THE EATING AND AVOIDING OF

MEAT. (26)

Bhasya

The first half of the verse cuts off the preceding section
;

and what is implied by this cutting off of the section is that the

section that has gone before pertains to the twice-born castes

only, not to Shndras, while what follows applies to Shildras also.

It is for this reason that several methods of eating meat shall be
,

described, and the reward resulting from, the giving up of meat-

eating shall accrue to the 'Shudra also. If this were not so, then,

in the matter of eating meat also, the Shtldra would be free to do

what he likes ; just as he is in regard to the eating of garlic and

other things that has been forbidden for c twice-born persons
1

only,

in verses 5 etc. etc. above,,

"If It is as you say, then there is the following difficulty : ~

In verse 82 below3
the Text is going to declare the eatability of the

meat left from the worship of the Grods : viz. 'One does not

become contaminated by sin if he eats meat after having worshipped
the G-ods and the Pitrs'

;
now the 'worship of the gods' etc. can

be done only with such meat as is sacred
;
and those beasts and

birds that have been forbidden for twice-born people (in the next

section) are not sacred
; hence, the worshipping of Gods etc, with

the meat of these beasts and birds being impossible, and
what does not form the 'remnant of worship

5

being unfit to be

eaten, these other beasts and birds also
? mentioned in a different

context, become forbidden for the twice bora people ; and the
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prohibition of these could be made to apply to the Shildra also by
some such other method (of reasoning). So that there Is no

point in the dividing of the sections (rimply for making the prohi-

bitions o the next section applicable to Shudras also). And as

for the prohibition of garlic and such things (that have been.for-

bidden specially for twice-born persons), It is not applicable to

Shildras at all"

There Is this useful purpose served by the dividing of the

two sections, that the prohibition of garlic and other tilings

ceases to be applicable to the Shndra. As regards meat also, in as

much as the Householder only is entitled to do the worshipping
of GodSj it is a matter purely optional for such Slwdrak as are not

householders
5

*

" As a matter of fact, Shndtas also are entitled to the per
formance of sacrifices with cooked food ; the eating of food has

also been prescribed for Householders ;
but no c

sacrifices with

cooked food
9

are ever offered with garlic and such other things.

So that these things may be eaten, or not, by Shndras,

entirely according to their option*-
4 Why

?

? What would

be the harm ?
' In that case the mention of twiceborn

persons
J

(In connection with the forbidding of garlic, etc.)

would have no point at all."

This has been already answered by the explanation that one

who is not a Householder, or who Is travelling away from home,

may do what he likeR NOT is it necessary that the House-

holder Bhall not eat what has not been offered in oblations ; the

meaning of the declaration
4 one shall live on remnants' being

that
* he shall not eat until he has made the offering to the

Vishedevas.' Now, that substance alone Is
5 sacred \ and can be

offered as oblation, which has been prescribed as to be offered at,

and thus helping the fulfilment of, a sacrifice. Some people fetch

food from somewhere, at the time of eating, and eat it in their

own house; and In this case even though the food may not be

the 'remnant of a sacrifice
1

,
it would not be forbidden. As regards

meat however, we have the restriction directly imposed, that *it

shall never be eaten unless It has been offered to the
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"If this is applicable to all the four castess
then there

Is no point In what is going to be said (under 5B57) in connection

with purifications/
5

The use of that we shall explain at that place*
" In view of the mention of ticice-born people In the fore-

going section. It follows that dog^s meat and such things also

are fit to be eaten by Shudras^
3

Under Discourse XI we shall show that there are indications

to the effect that sthe village-pig', the *?ss
?
the camel

?
and other

animals mentioned In the three verses (157 ect.) are unfit to be

eaten
5

for the Shudra also a (26),

VEESE (27)

HE MAY BAT MEAT THAT HAS BEEN CONSECBATEB ;
ALSO AT THE

WISH OF BBAHMANAS ; AND WHEN INVITED ACCORDING TO LAW ;

AHD WHEN HIS X.IFB IS IN BANGER. (27)

BJiclsya

The remnant of the meat of the animal sacrificed at the Agnis-
foma Is figuratively called ^consecrated

1

*

u The term ^proksita? literally means sprinkled with water\

being derived from the root *foa,*
4to sprinkle, ; and it is in this

sense that the word has been used In all such expressions as %ring
the proksam water-vessels,"

* butter is theprofoana, the sprinkling-

material/ tproksantbhib udvejitafyj ^bothered by sprinklngs,' and so

forth. Thus then. If the word literally means *what Is done by
sprinkling,

9
then why should such terms as are expressive of

certain consecrations prescribed in the Veda, (such as sprinkling
with water and the like), be taken as indirectly indicating
the animal (sacrificed) and Its meat ? Why should the direct signi-
fication of the word be abandoned in favour of an indirect indica-

tion ? For these reasons It Is better to take the text to mean fimeat

sprinkled with water and such liquids*
"

What is urged would be quite true. If there were no other
texts and commendatory passages bearing upon the matter; such as
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we have In the shape of such texts as fiUnconsecrated meat etc/

(Verse),
4Animals not consecrated with sacred texts etc/ (36).

A careful examination of all these texts leads to the con-

clusion that the meaning of the word Is as we have explained
it.

" If so, then what is said here being already mentioned in

the texts quoted, what would be the use of the present text ?
1f

Some people say that the present verse is purely re-iterative*

It cannot be an injunction of eating meat when one wishes to

do so Because the man who is hungry and wishes to eat meat

can take to it through his desire to relieve his hunger (and he

does not need an injunction for that). That is called an c

lnjune-
tion

1 which points to such activity of the agent as would not be

possible under the influence of any ordinary visible motive;

such injunctions^ for instance^ as eone shall perform the Agnihotra

through out his life ;

9 and on such a matter, the scripture is the

sole source of knowledge (and authority) available. We need not

seek for scriptural authority in the ease of the acts in connection

with which we have the positive and negative notions to the effect

that 'i it is done, such and such a reward shall follow
5and if

it is not done, such and such an evil shall befall us,
9 And it is only

when there is no such source of knowledge available5 and the matter

is knowable by means of scriptures alone, that it becomes a case of

'Injunction.
5 As regards the case in question^ even infants at the

breast know, without being told, that eating brings strength and

removes pain. [So that the present text cannot be regarded as an

Injunction]. Nor again can it be taken as a Restrictive Injunction^

for the simple reason that no such sense of restriction is recognised

(as conveyed by the words), (a) For instance, if the restriction

were in the form *one must eat what has been .consecrated,
9

then, since no time is specified the due observance of this injunction

would disturb the entire routine of food and rest? and the man

may have to be eating constantly; so that an impossible aet will

have been enjoined in this case. It has been said that *one who
eats not afc Shraddhas etc/, and again

fi the day on which he is

remiss etc-
1 Then again ?

the author of the Mahabh&&ya has declared
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that a Restriction is always supplementary to an Injunction; so

that when there is no Injunction, how can there be any Restric-

tion? What has been 'consecrated* by one man cannot be obtained

by another man ; so that every man will have to eat all the meat
that he consecratee, and this would entail a great calamity, (b) If.

on the other hand, the restriction be taken to be in the form of

preclusion
sone shall eat only -what Is consecrated^ and not what

is not consecrated/ on the ground of its fulfilling the condition of

'Preclusion', that hunger cannot be alleviated except by the eating
of both consecrated and unconsecrated food

?
either simultaneously

or one after the .other: even so this would be already implied
by what has been said above . regarding ^consecrated meat* (in
verse 7)* (So that in this case also there would be no point in

taking the present text as an Injunction.)

Others however find the following fault in the above view :

If all unconsecrated meat were forbidden, birds would fall in the
category of "forbidden food"; specially as there is no authority for

any such restricted view that those alone are forbidden in their
unconsecrated form, in connection with which consecration has been
enjoined (and no consecration has been enjoined regarding birds).

Some people regard this view as improper. Because even
so, the text cannot but be regarded as implying (if not directly
asserting) the prohibition of (unconsecrated) birds also.

For these reasons, in as much as every Restriction is subservi-
ent to some enjoined act, it appears better to regard the present
text as purely re-iterative of the eatability of consecrated meat
Justus

at sacrifices, one must eat the consecrated meat, and
omitting to eat it involves disobedience of the scriptural Injunction
so would it be in connection with all other occasions (on which
meat is consecrated). And when the text is purely reiterative
it may also imply a preclusion (as shown above). The rule that
'one shall not eat the unconsecrated meat of the cow, the sheep and
the goat

5

would only be a reiteration of the
uneatability of uncon-

secrated meat* (mentioned, in verse 7)j thia reiteration in the
present verse serving the purpose of permitting the eatinc? of
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anconsecrated meat also,
sat the wish of Brahmaiias', and under

certain other circumstances (specified In the present verse).

Others again have taken the following view. Under 4*215

we have the mention of 'needlessly prepared meat/ and the present
verse serves the purpose of explaining what the 4

needlessly pre-

pared meat ?
is ; as in the absence of this it could not be known

what is
4

needlessly prepared meat 5
.

Or
?
it may be that in one verse we have the rule lor the

eater (who does the consecration himself), while what the other

means is that other persons, guests aad others, shall not eat the

meat belonging to (and offered by) a person who has not per-

formed the worship of the Grods ?
etc. (and consecrated the meat

at it). In the event o the householder being somehow not

entitled to worship the G-ods
?
his guests and other persons would

be justified in doing that worship for him ; and if the meat has

been consecrated at such a worship, then they may eat it. The
second prohibition (of unconsecrated meat)-

6 one incurs no sin

by eating meat after having worshipped the Gods and the Pitrs
*

(Verse 32) is meant for those persons who are capable of per-

forming the worship at their own house and have not performed
it. What is stated in verse S6 c animals not consecrated by
sacred texts etc.

9

^is meant to be explanatory of what is meant

by the term consecration*
5

Thus we have shown that all the five prohibitive passages
have five distinct meanings and serve distinctly useful purposes.

c At the wish of the Brahm&nas' ^Brdhmandncha kdmyaya''**

'kdmya* is kamanfij ^tcish? ; the form *kamya? being a

Vedic anachronism.

"If this text permits the eating of uneonscrated meat at

the wish of the Brdhmanas, then what is the sense of this

restriction? Does it mean that if one omits to eat at their

wish, he incurs the sin of disobeying the scriptures? Or, does

the present section set forth only a counter-exception? I

it is a mere counter-exception, then such counter-exception^

setting aside the force of the prohibition, would be available also

in the shape ofsuch assertions as 6
meafc may be eaten at marriagesV*
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The text does not mean that one must eat meat under the

circumstances; all that Is meant Is that if the Brahmanas are very

superior persons, then the disobeying of their wish would

not be right.

Others again construe the term ;of Brahmanas' with verse 32

also, and take the present text as an Injunction for the eating of

meat of the hare and other animals also; the sense being that at

sacrifices and marriages, or at other large dinner-parties. If the

Brahmanas request one to eat meat, then the meat o such animals

should not be regarded as forbidden, as they are, by their very

nature, consecrated to the Gods 5

; and it Is only under special

circumstances that consecration and worship of: the Grods etc, may
be performed. In fact it is only those kinds of meat that have been

forbidden under certain circumstances whose eating is sanctioned^ at

the wish of Brahmanas ; and the sanction does not apply to the

eating of ^carnivorous birds
5 and the rest, or to the case of a man

who has resolved to give up meat In view of &

ceasing to eat meat

being conducive to highest results,' irrespective of the fact of the

meat being either consecrated* or *

unconsecrated,' or s offered
*

or c not offered.
5

& When invited according to Iaw
9 and when his life is in

danger?*When Invited, at the Madhuparka offering, or at a

Shrdddhct,) one may eat the meat even without consecration* This

is what is meant by being
4
invited according to law ?

; the rules

to be observed by inviters at Shrdddhas have been described before

(under 3-100) ; so that havig promised to dine at the Shrdddha,
no one can say

* I shall not eat such and such a thing,
5

barring of

course anything that may be either unfit to be eaten, or unclean or

unwholesome ; specially as the food offered at Shrdddhas is gener-

ally such as is fit for offering to &ods5 and also agreeable to the

guests. (Thus then, there being no possibility of one refusing to eat

the meat offered at the Shraddha.) what is said here must pertain
to the Mdhuparka offering only.

" But there is no invitation for the Madhuparka offering/
9
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All that Is meant by the present text is thai; the man who
Is entitled to receive the Madhuparka offering shall eat the un-

consecrated meat that may be offered to him; and it does not contain

an Injunction of offering the Madhuparl-a. The person meant
here as the recipient of the Madhuparka Is the Guest

5
and not

the king and other honoured persons ; just as we find It laid

down for the Householder that 4 the guest shall not dwell in his

house without eating." From this It would follow that nothing
shall be offered to the guest against Ms desire. As for the notion

that one may do what he likes in the matter of receiving an
honoured guest and in feeding him, If this Idea were acted up to,

then those acts would not have been done for the sake of the guest.'
u But the position of the guest also is uncertain."

True ; but It has been found that the performance of the act

brings spiritual merit by producing pleasure in the recipient's mind.

Hence it Is that by way of a rule it has been laid" down for the

glver^ In accordance with the practice by which the calf is offered,

that 6 there can be*no Madhuparka without meat/

"What Is herein laid down may be regarded as pertaining to

the case of priests officiating at one ?

s sacrifice.
31

In that case
3
this also, like the preceding clause, may be only

reiterative of what pertains to the officiating priest and to Shrdddhas.

"But In connection with the work of the priests, the eating of

the Ida and such other materials has been prescribed ; and the re-

strictions bearing upon that pertains to the Sacrifice, and not to

the priests."

True ; but if the priests do not eat, they are censured, and

also become beset with transcendental evil. Even if they eat, they

do not become related to the result following from the act.

Servants employed pn wages (such as the priests are) perform the

details prescribed in the scriptures ; and It has been prescribed that

{ the priests along with the sacrificeras the fifth eat the, Ida cake,;
9

so that It Is incumbent upon those who have accepted the priestly

office to do that eating* And in that case it is only right that this

eating should be reiterated, There is however uothing
fc

scriptual
*
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in the eating clone by persons eating at Shraddhas or by the priests.

So that the reiteration Is of the eating done by the sacrifices It may
be asked" For what purpose Is this reiteration?" -But reiteration

does not always need a purpose. All that Is done Is that it reiterates

what has been enjoined elsewhere. Similarly In the case In

question also, If the owner oE the cow has promised to honour the

guest with the killing of the cow, then the guest must eat It ;

for he accepts the offering of Madhuprka as a favour to the

offerer ; so that it Is necessary that he should accomplish the act

preceding the offering. Otherwise, in the event of the MndhuparJ^a
not being accepted, the said favour would not be bestowed ; conse*

quently in the matter of the eating of forbidden meat. It Is neces-

sary for the man at the very outset to accept the Madhuparka and

the duties of the priest ; similarly in the matter of feeding

the Brahmanas. As regards the Student, since certain strict ob-

servances have been prescribed for him, meat should be regarded
as altogether

ft

unfit to be eaten*
1

When his life is indanyer\ From the context It follows that

what Is meant is that
*
In the event of Ms not eating meat with-

out worshipping the gods, and no other food being available, if

there be a fear of his losing his life, either though disease or through

hunger, one may eat the cow, the sheep and the goat*
5

This rule

Is based upon the Vedlc declaration that sone shall protect himself

from everything,' So that under the circumstances. If one omits
to est meat, he becomes his owu murderer ;

and suicide has been

forbidden by such text as{a) One shall protect himself from every-

thing'; (b)
c Hence the man, expecting to live to the fullest extent

of human life, shall never kill himself with a desire to proceed to

heaven
;
as such an act would make him unfit for heaven5

; all

which shows that by eating even forbidden meat to save his life,

one does not Incur sin. Says the Mantra also (Ishopanisad 3)
'Those who kill themselves gof after death, to those regions that
are covered by blind darkness and are fit only for demons/*

When there Is danger to life, even the Student may, eat meat ;

and for him his young age would necessitate the performance o
the expiatory rite as prescribed in the text* If the Student ever
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meat and honey, etc.' (11*158). VyFtsa has declared that

when there Is fear of losing one's life through hunger, one may
eafceven forbidden meat ; and by the Instance of the 4

dog
s

s thigh
1

Beaten by Vishvamitra) It Is indicated that such meat may be

eaten
?
but once only.

From this It follows that in the case of serious developments
of diseases, where one cannot be sure that the man will certainly

recover by eating meat, one sh-ill aot eat forbidden meat, su^h as

that of the villige-eock aad the like : though it Is permitted to eat

such meat as has been consecrated or offered to the gods*

In the case of disease also one shall aot eat meat for the

purpose of recovering from a disease that may have just set in ;

but In the case of men who have become enfeebled and emaciated

through disease, the eating o meat Is always permitted ; as assert-

ed In the verse * Persons daily addicted to wine and women, con-

sumptives, those emaciated through fatigue and disease, as also

enfeebled patients, live upon the juices oE meat." It Is necessary
for these persons to worship the -jjods in the case of the meat of

unconsecrated goat ; there would however be no harm, if on some

day this I>3 not found possible. -(27).

VERSE (23).

PBA.JAPA.ri CHEATED ALL THIS AS FOOD FOB THE VITAL SPIRIT; AND

ALL THAT IS MOVABLE OR IMMOVABLE IS THE FOOD OF THE

VITAL SPIEIT (28)*

Bhasya.

4 Vital spirit, the breath within the body, the very seed of

life. For the sustenance of this breath, as functioning in

fold form of * Uda.no? and the rest, and for Its :

body,
'

Prajdpati created all this
*

world as foe

Having indicated. the world la a general wayj
the pronoun 'this

9

, the author proceeds to specif
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ail that is movable or immovable*. All this, on account of what

is said in the first half, is the 'food or the vital spirit". The

second *
all

'

Is not redundant, since It Is added with a view to

indicate the various kinds o beings, beasts, birds, men, reptiles,

etc.

Since Prajapati has ordained all this to be : food
?

in times of

distress^ all of it Is the food of the vital spirit* This is also what

we read in the dialogue of the Vital Breath contained In the

Upanisads ~~6 He asked what shall be my food ? Whatever ex-

ists
9
down to the dogs and^down to the insects and worms 1

(28).

(29).

THE IMMOBILE is THE"^ FOOB OF THE MOBILE ; THOSE DEVOID OF

FANGS ARE THE FOOD OF THOSE ENDOWED WITH FANGS ; THOSE

WITHOUT HASTDS ABE THE FOOD OF Trios WITH HANDS*;
AND COWAEDS ABE THE FOOD OF THE BRAVE, (29).

* Mobile % those that are capable of walking and flying and
are courageous and active; e.g. the kite, the mongoose and the rest.

Of those the & immobile
*

lethargic animals
?
such as the pigeon^

the serpent and the like are s
the food?

Similarly
* of those endowed with fangs? i.e. of the lion, the

tiger, etc.,
c
those devoid of fangs 'the Ruru, the Prsat and the

other kinds of deer rare the *

food*

6 Those without hands *< i.e.. serpents, fish and the like are
the food of '

those with hands, 'of the mongoose and the fishei>

man, etc.

4
Oj the brave 1

of those that are endowed with great cour

age 'cowards' those who are over-fond of life are the food.

The meaning is that those possessed of inferior strength are
filled for food (29).
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(30).

THE INCURS MI> SIN BY BATING, EVE 21 BAIL?, SUCH

AS ARE EATABLE ; SINGE BATEB AS WELL AS

ANIMALS HAVE BEEX CHEATED Bl7 THE HIMSELF (30).

4
-Baler 'one who eats.

& Eatable**which are capable of being eaten. He incurs no

sin even by eating them daily.

By the * Creator
*

Prajapati himself haw been created

both the eater and the eaten..

For this reason when there Is danger to iie
s
meat must be-

eaten. This is the sense o the three verses, which are purely

eoiiiemendstory- (30).

(31)
1 THE EATIXG- OF MBAT FOB SACRIFICES 'THIS IS DECLARED TO BE

DIVINE TAW
;

BU3? BEHAVIOUR COXTBABY TO IS DES-

OB1BEB AS 4 DEMONIACAL PRACTICE
7

~(31).

Bhasya

*The eatiny of meai in the Eorm o offerings and obim-

tions *Jor sacrifices.'

'This is the dlnhic -/aw" ; this is what has been ordained by
the Grods*

^Behaviour contrary to thiSiL e. eating meat for the

fattening of the body is *tlie demoniacal practice*; it is only
demons that eat meat in this fashion* This is said in deprecation
of the practice, (31)

VERSE (32)

HAVINO- BOUGHT IT, OB HAVI0 OBTAINED IT HIMSELI^ OB HAVIHG- 10?

PBESEHTBD BY OTHERS, IF ONE EATS MEAT AFTEB HAVING

WOBSHIPPB0 THE (xODS AH3> THE PlXTJS, HE DOES HOI? BSTOUB

SIN (32)

Bhasya

The law here laid down refers to the meat of deer and

bird*. The meanin is that there is HD sin incurred in
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the meat of the Paim, the Prsat and other kinds of

deer^ or the partridge and other birds, If It is done after

having worshipped the Gods and the Pitrs.

In the case of the ottering to the Vishvodevas, when

there is no preparation for It in the house
?
one may eat rice and

other things, even without making the offering; but not so

meat; it is with a view to emphasise this that the text

repeats ^having worshipped the Gods and the Pitrs etc: If

mere sanction to eat after worship were meant
5

this has

already been accorded before .

What Is meant by the 'worshipping of the Gods' here is

the offering of the meat on a clean spot with the words
c
this is for the Gods'; or that *the worship of the Gods'

should be done in such terms as
6
this to Agni ?

to Vayu ?

to Surya5
to Jatavedas.

1 That this must be the meaning of

the ^worship
5

Is proved by the fact that 'offering of oblations

into the fire
9

(which could be the other meaning ^worshipping the

Grods
5

) Is not possible for persons other than Agnihotrins; nor can

there be any offering made to the Gods without oblations having
been poured into^the fire; specially as It has been already shown

that the two are distinct actions and Involve distinct methods

of procedure. This matter may rest here for the present.

Others have explained the 'worship of the Pitrs
5

to

mean Shraddha; and in Shrdddhas we do find worshipping being
done. It is the Pitrs again that are spoken of as the ^deities

9

of the Shraddha, Hence it Is that in connection with the

Pitrs, all writers on Sinrti have prescribed the Shraddha only,

and no other act.

"How can 'the buying of meat be permissible ? The meat

obtained from the market becomes 'Sauna 9

, ^butcher's meat9

(which has been forbidden); and as for the meat of animals

dying of themselves, and not killed by the butcher, this

Is *unfit for eating
9

,
on the ground of Its causing disease."

Our answer to the above is that one can always *buy*
fche meat brought by fowlers and birdcatellers

j
and these are
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known as 'butchers* ; and they wander about from house to

iiouse
? carrying meat for sale

?
when It Is possible to buy It;

and It does not become 'butcher's meat.*

^Having obtained it himself,* the Brahrnana by begging
It

p and the Ksatlriya by lianting. (32)

(33)

IN NORMAL TIMES THE TWIOE-BOKN MAN CONVERSANT WITH THE
LAW SHALL NOT EAT MEAT UNLAWFULLY

; HAVING EATEN

IT UNLAWFULLY, HB SH1LL
?
AFTER DEATH, BE BEVOUBBD BY

THEM HELPLESSLY,, (33)

That is called ''unlawful* which Is done apart from the

above-sanctioned occasions o the worshipping of the Grods5 the

wish of the Brahinauas and so forth; and in this 'unlawful*

manner one shall not eat meat*

This is only a reiteration of what has been said

before*

'In normal times'.* In abnormal times of distress, when
one

9

s life Is in danger, he need not wait for the worship of

the Gods etc.

^Danger to life has already been sanctioned as one of the

occasions on which meat may be eaten; so that such eating

would be quite lawful^ not unlawful"

True; but what has been said on the previous occasion

was in connection with the consecrated meat of the cow5 the

sheep and the goat; and in the present text the phrase
6In normal times' has been added with a view to extend

the sanction to the meat of the hare and other animals

also*

It Is not the mere knower of the law that Is called con-

versant with the law" but one who. In practice acts up to

the law. In connection with ordinary worldly acts also the

term 6

know/
sbe conversant .with,' is used In this ;

.
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when it Is said o a man she knows this', what is meant is

that *he acts up to it*.

When the question arises regarding the effect of the act

in question, the text says
**

Having eaten meat -unlawfully^

i-e. in a manner not prescribed in the scriptures
4he shall,

on death, be devoured?, by those animals. All that ismeant

Is that when a man eats meat in an unlawful ma,nner
3

he

suffers various kinds of pain. If these were not meant by
the passage (and if it were taken in its literal sense ), then,

in as much as it is the meat of the goat that is commonly
eaten by people^ and the goat is a not carnivorous animal

how could it
6 devour *

its eater?]

Or s
the meaning may be that the ieater, by virtue

of the sin of that act, comes to be devoured by carnivorous

animals ; and as this would be the result of his having eaten

the goat, he would be described as being devoured by the

(34)

THE SIN OF THE MAN WHO KILLS ANIMALS tfOB GAIN IB HOT

SO GKBBAT, AFTEB DBATH, AS THAT OF THE MAN WHO EATS

NEEBLESSI^HPBEPABED MEAT8 (34)

Bhasya

The meaning of this verse is well known (34).

VERSE (35)

BUT WHEN INVITED ACGOBDIHd TO I,AW
?

IP A MAN DOES NOT
EAT MEATg HE BBOOMBS

5 AFXER DEATH, A BEAST
3 BtJBINO-

TWENTY-ONE BIBTHS,-(35)

Bhasya

s Sainbhava* stands for janma^ birth.

Except when there is danger to life through hunger, if a
man does not worship the Gods, and yet eats meat, he certainly
incurs gin* -(35)
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(36)

THE BBAHMAXA SHALL NEVER EAT ANIMALS THAT HAVE NOT

BEEN CONSECRATED SACKED TEXTS; BUT THOSE THAT

HAVE CONSECRATED WITH BAORED TEXTS, HE SHALT, TtJAT,

TAKING, HIS STAND TPON THE ETEBNAL LAW. (3*3)

Bhasyn

In connection with animals-sacrifice, Sprinkling with

water* and other consecrations have been laid clown as to be

done with sacred texts ; and one shall eat the meat of those

animals for whom all these have been performed ,
and which

(thus) are the 'remnants of sacrifices* prescribed in the

Vedas. But in the case of the ^Sltff-yajna* and other sacrifices

that are performed solely on the strength of usage (and for

which there is no Injunction in the Veda),-even though
the meat would, be the 'remnant of sacrifice'^ yet, since there

would be no ^consecration with sacred texts
2

,
it would be

confit for eating
9

.

''Eternal* Vedic.

c

Taking hi^ s fa 11 ^T dependent. (3 6)

VERSE (87)

IF THEEB IS OCCASION, HE SHALL MAKE AN ANIMAL OF OLA-

BIFEfflD BUTTBB
9
OH AN ANIMAL OP 3?LGUE~; BUT HE SHALL

NBVEB SEEK TO KILL AN ANIMAL NEEDLESSLY. (37)

BJiasya

People are likely to entertain such ideas as the following **at

the Sltd -yajna the Khanjikd^yaga^ the CTiatidika^yaga and

the like, which are performed on the authority of usage only,

it is right for the man desiring a certain result to kill animals;

for it has been found that one obtains a rich harvest by

offering sacrifices at which animals are killed."

With a view to set aside such notions the text says
4

1/ there is occasion,* i necessity arises for the offering of

tin animal in sacrifice^
&
7ie shall make an animal 'o'f
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clarified butter' : L e. lie shall make clarified butter the

sacrificial animal; that is, it being necessary to offer an ani-

mal to the G-ods
?

he shall offer, in its place s
clarified butter;

which is as good a 'sacrificial material*.

;
t h\

t
he shall 'make an animal of flour '; L e he shall make

the figure of an animal with flour, and offer that figure to

the G-ods; or, it may be taken to mean that 'instead of the

animal he shall offer cakes and other things made o flour'.

"Why "is this called needless animal-slaughter^ when it

Is sanctioned by the usage of cultured people ?"

Since women, and &hildra<* are ignorant of the Veda,
such sacrifices as those mentioned cannot be assumed to

have any sanction in the Veda ; specially as people have

reconrse to these sacrifices for the purpose of propitiating the

Gods, and no Vedic act is done for the propitiating of Gods;
for the simple reason that in connection with Vedic rites,

Gods have been ^mentioned as subordinate factors. In fact,

what they urge in support o the peformance of the sacrifices in

question is the argument based upon negative and positive induc-

tion, from the experience that there is rich harvest when Gods are

propitiated with the sacrifice of animals. For these reasons,
these sacrifices cannot be regarded as having the sanction of

the Veda* As for the positive and negative induction that also

is entirely mistaken.

From all this it is clear that the present verse only
reiterates what is already indicated as the right course by
al kinds o reasons; and it has been put forward by the
author through feelings of friendly kindliness. (37)

VERSE (38)

AS MANY HAIBS THEBE AEE ON THE BODY OF THE ANIMAI,, SO MAHY
TIB1ES AFTER DYING DOES ITS NEEDLESS KILLER SUFFER
VIOLENT DEATH, BIETH AFTER BIRTH. (38.)

Beasya
For so many live does he suffer violent death.
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'Needless killer or the anhnal\ one who kills the animal in a

way^not prescribed In the Shruti or the Smrti; from the context

it Is clear that this refers to that animal- sacrifice which ordi-

nary people perform on the MjihfinavamT.

The term ^ftashwfluid* is a Vedic form formed with the

affix <ta\ (38).

(39)

ANIMALS HAVE CREATED BY SELF-BOKN GOD HIMSELF FOE

THE PURPOSE OF SACRIFICE; SACRIFICE IS CONDUCIVE TO THE

WELL-BEING OF ALL THIS WORLD; HENCE KILLING AT A

SACRIFICE IS NO &KILLIN&' AT ALL (39),

BJiasi/a*

The evil just describee! does not pertain to the killing of

animals at the **Ites prescribed by SJirutt and Smrft.

That 'killing' which forms part of sacrifices, for the due

fulfilment of that were animals LcreatecT produced, brought into

existence, *% the self-born God9

Prajapati 'hfmseff.'

This is a purely commendatory passage.
**

Sacrifice*- in the form of the Jyotisfoma and the rest -*iV?

conducive to the well- being* -prosperity, development, advancement

'of all this
9 world.

For this reason the killing that is done at a sacrifice should

be regarded as no killing at all. What this means is that it does

not involve the sin of 'killing
1

animals. (39)

VERSE (40)

HEBBS ? ANIMATES, TBEBS, BEASTB AND BIRBS, BEACHING DEATH FOR

THE RAKE OF SACRIFICES, ATTAIN ABVANCEMEETS. (40)

BhtLsya.

"How is it known that killing at sacrifices involves no sin?'*

The answer is as follows: ''killing
1

is the greatest injury

that can befall the being killed; because it involves such grent

evil as the loss of life-j involving separation fyoro wife^ children
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and riches, and all the attendant evil consequences; and also because

it carries the entitles nearer to the fruition |o their sins in the form

o hell and the like. But when an animal is killed at a sacrifice^ this

killing becomes a great benefit conferred upon it, and it Is

not an Injury; because it does not lead it to hell or any such

undesirable conditions,, That this is so follows from the fact

that those Breaching deatH destruction at a sacrifice ^attain

advance-menis* higher positionsf
in regard to caste and so forth ;

being born as a God or a. G-andharvu, or as men born in better

countries or continents such as the Uttarakuru and the like.

The whole of this is a purely commendatory description. We
do not find here any Injunction ; the verb *

attain? being in the simple

Present tense* N"or is there any justification for deducing an Injunc-
tion from the commendatory description, as Is done in the

case of the passage
'
Pratitisthanti etc? (ride, Mimamsa- Sutra,

4. 3. 17. et seq); because in the present case neither there is, nor

is there any possibility of, any other Injunction (apart from

those already set forth in the text).

The whole of this descriptive section Is supplementary to

the prohibition of the eating of unlawful meat; and the upshot of

the prohibition contained in these verses is that 'one should never

seek to kill animals needlessly/ (verse 37) As for the sanction (of

killing) Implied in the statement 6animals have been created for

the purpose of sacrifices
5

(89), all this Is understood as Involving
the prohibition of eating^ which is going to be distinctly emphasised
below in verse 48,

Nor can any Injunction (such SIR "desiring advancement,
the animal shall die at a sacrifice') be deduced from the text.

Because such an Injunction conld not be intended for the animals;
for the simple reason that they would not understand it. And
those for whom the Injunction is not Intended caonot be the agent;
and unless one is an agent, he cannot obtain any reward de-

clared in the scriptures. Specially as In the present case, the

result spoken of does not proceed in any perceptible manner from
nature of the tMn*y Involved : as there Is, for instance, in
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case of the poisoo* which produces its results even on ignorant

persons who take it. There is no such thing in the case of

things spoken of in the Veda.

Further, since the herbs and other things spoken of here

are unconscious beings 5
the "principle of the priests' cannot apply to

their case. That is to say, it is found that in the case of sacrifici-

al performances, results are spoken of as accruing to one person (the

sacrificer) from the acts that are actually done by others, z. e. the

priests officiating for him; e. g. in the case of the passage 'he desires

one to become worse etc/ In the case of such passages we admit

of an Injunction,, because what Is there stated is not capable of

being taken as supplementary to any other Injunction, and secondly
because the indication of the InjuBcfcion is quite clear^ and lastly,

because the Injunction indicated is found to be one that pertains

to human beings,

In the case of all scriptural statements, we aie entitled to deduce

just as much as may be reasonably deduced from the actual words

of the text. For instance, it has been declared that the Brahmana

joining in the sacrificial bath of other people should have to perform
an expiatory rite [and we have to accept this, even though we
fail to see any reason for it]. In the present case, liowevers

there is no possibility of any Injunction being addressed to the

beings concerned (all of which are inanimate).

and the like*

6

Animals,' -the goat and other beasts (which are mentioned

as fit for being offered at sacrifices).

fi

Trees,* ^such as are objects of worship.

*

Beasts,* -those which, though not ordinarily regarded

as fit for sacrificing, happen to be mentioned, in some passages, as

to be offered; e. g. 'one shall kill partridges.
9

Though at the

Vdjapeya and similar sacrifices, the calves are used only for the

purpose of carrying loads, yet they are called
4 beasts ;

5 and even

though these do not suffer actual death, yet .the term fi death '

in

their case stands for all the sufferings that they undergo.
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4

Birds,' the Kapliijala and the rest; even though these are

sometimes spoken of as
* animals \ yet, as a rule, they are not

known by that name : for In such passages as 'there are seven tame

animals and seven wild animals
9

,
the animals meant are the cow

and the rest
s
which are nol birds; in fact the term 'pashu \ 'animals,

denotes quadrupeds ; or the difference between 'animals' and 'birds'

may be regarded as similar to that between the c

go
5 and the

1 balivarda
*

(the former term being wider than the latter) (40).

VERSES (4142.)

AT THE MADHUPARKA OFFERING-, AT SACRIFICES, AND AT THE BITES

IK HONOUR OF THE PlTRS, AT THESE ALONE SHOULD ANIMALS

BE KILLED? AND NOWHERE ELSE
; THUS HAS M*ANU DECLARED

(14)

THE TWICE-BORN PERSON, KNOWING THE BEAL IMPOST OF THE

VEDAj KILLING ANIMALS ON THESE OCCASIONS, CABBIES HIMSELF

AN3> THE ANIMAIi TO THE MOST EXCELLENT STATE* (42).

Bhasyct.

The present text sums up in brief those occasions on which

the killing of animals is sanctioned by the scriptures,

4

Madhuparka
'

has been already described. At this the

killing of the calf has been enjoined.
6
Sacrifice '-such as the Jyotistoma and the like; the

eleventh stage of which consists of the animal-sacrifice
;

as also

the Pashubandha, at which the sacrificing of the animal forms a

sacrifice by itself.

* Rites in honour of the Pitrs^ i.e.> those of which the

Pitrs are the &
deities* ;

what are meant are the Astakd and
other offerings of the kind, and not Shraddhas ; because these

latter are laid down as to be performed with cooked meat, (for

which the meat could be obtained otherwise than by actually

killing the animal at the rite itself) ;
and in connection with this

the killing of animals has not been enjoined ; nor will it be right
to regard this (injunction regarding the offering of cooked meat)
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as implying the killing of animals : because the original injunc-
tion of the Shraddha Hof * not lay down such killing. Further,
the present verse also does not clearly enjoin it ; specially as

what is here mentioned is capable of being taken as pertaining
to the Astuka offerings. If the present verse were an injunction,

it would involve the necessity o seeking for its basis (in some
Vedie text) ; while, as we shall explain later on, it is capable of

being construed as supplementary to another Injunction.

Some people explain the term ;

i>itrdaicatakarma
?

as stand-

ing for the rites performed in honour of the gods find the Piirs

i.e., the Great Sacrifices (daily).

Animals are to be killed by Brahmanas for the 'support of

their dependents/ and the killing of animals is also permitted at

times of distress^ when life may be in danger, (41 42).

(43).

LIVING IN HIS HOUSE, OB WITH HIS TEACHER, OB IN THE FOBEST,
THE SELtf-CONTBOLLED TWICE-BOBN PERSON SHALL HO1?

5 EVEN
IN TIMES OF BISTEBSSj BO THAT KILLING WHICH IS HOT SANC-

TIONED BY THE VEDA. (43).

Bhasya*

Tliis versse forbids such killing as is not sanctioned by the Veda,

it is not meant to sanction that which is already sanctioned

by it.

As a matter of fact, no other killing- (save what is sanctioned)

is possible in the case o the Student 'living with his teacher,
*
or of

the man performing austerities
fi

in the forest ;

5 even though some

sort of killing may be possible' for the incontinent Student, yet for

the Hermit in the forest it ic* not possible in any case. Even for the

Student, an absolute indifference to life (and livelihood) is not

considered desirable. Hence the present verse should be

treated as the Injunction of killing at Shrdddhas ; and the mei>
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tion of the g house 5

is a mere reiteration (Shraddhas being per-

formed only by the Householder).

Some people argue here as follows :
f *

If this were such an

Injunction, what would be the oieaning of the terms ( &n the

forest
* and * in time* of distress* ? For the Kecluse in the forest

?

even though keeping up his Fire, there are no animal-sacrifices ;

as we shall show under 6*11."

Our Teacher however gives the following explanation: What
is urged may be true of the Student ; as regards the Recluse

?
even

self-abandonment
?

has been enjoined by such texts as g

having
recourse to the Aparajita 5 etc. etc.

1 So that for him there can be no

killing for saving Ms life ; all this we shall clearly explain

under 6*31.

" The present verse puts forward the prohibition of killing

even in times of distress ; how then is it that you take it to mean
the permission of it at such times ?

"

True ;
but otherwise (if the text were not taken as permit-

ting killing as sanctioned by the Veda) 5
it would be useless. It

might be argued that it could serve the purposes of a commenda-

tory text. But even for a commendatory text, some sort of basis

(some injunctive text to which it is supplementary) will have to

be sought out. Hence we conclude that the prohibition contained

in the verse relates to normal times- other than those of distress ;

and there is nothing incongruous in its being sanctioned in con-

nection with abnormal times of distress. Further, there are

various degrees of c distress
?

; and under the lesser forms of it,

if one would take to c

killing
f

animals for food under the

consideration that his food-supply was sufficient only for a month
or a fortnight (after which he will have nothing to eat), then

such killing (even though at an abnormal time of distress)

would be what is forbidden by the present text ; on the other

hand, if the man fears that he would die now if he did not

kill for foodj-^or if a desperado with uplifted weapon were

attacking him, then the killing has to be done ; and it is this

killing in abnormal times of distress that is permitted by the text.
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In this manner the i
redic text one should protect himself from

all things
5
also becomes reconciled. (43),

(44).

THAT KILLING- WHICH is SANCTIONED BY THE VEDA HAS BEEN E

IN THIS WORLD OF MOBILE AND IMMOBILE BEINGS ; IT IB TO BE

BBGAEBBD AS NO KILLING AT ALL ; SINGE IT WAR OT'T OF THE

VEDA THAT THE LAW SHONE FOBTH*-- (44).

Bhnsija.

The killing of creatures which {has been prescribed In the

Veda,
L has been eternal 'without beginning

2
in this ?rorld of

mobile anc^ immobile beings ;

J on the other hand, that which is laid

down In the Tantra and other works Is modern, and based upon
mistaken Induction. Hence It is only the former that Is to be

regarded as 4 no killing at all
?

;
and this for the reason that it does

not involve any sin In reference to the other world. When this

killing is called c no killing/ It is only in view of Its effects, and

not In view of Its form (which of course Is that of killing)*

"Since both acts would be equally killing ; how can there be

any difference in their effects ?
"

The answer to this is
* because !f was *

out of the Veda
that the Law shone forth'; the promulgation of what is lawful

(right) and what is unlawful (wrong) proceeded from the Veda ;

human authorities not being at all trustworthy. And as a matter

of fact, the Veda Is found to declare that in certain eases, killing

is conducive to welfare. Nor is there an absolute identity of

form (between the two kinds of killing) ; because firstly

there is the difference that, while one Is done for the sake of

accomplishing a sacrifice, the other is done for entirely

personal motives ;
and secondly there is difference in the intention

also | that is, ordinary killing is done either by one who desires

to eat meat, or by one who hates the creature (killed), while the

Vedic killing is done because the man thinks that it Is enjoined

by the scriptures*.
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1Shone forl/i'* Shone fully ; L e, became manifested. (44).

(45J.

H E, WHO KIIiLS HARMLESS OBEATUBBS FOB THE SAKE OF HIS OWN

PLEASURE, NEVEB ATTAINS HAPPINESS, LIVING OB DEAD (45),

Bhilsya

A half-syllable--" a' -should be understood to be present

(between
*

;/u
' and 6 himsakam 9

). The prohibition regarding
4 harmless creatures' Indicates that there is no prohibition regarding

dangerous animals, such as serpents, tigers and the like. (45).

VERSE (46).

HE, WHO DOES NOT SEEK TO INFLICT SUFFEEIMGS OF GAPTUEE AND

DEATH ON LIVING BSINGSj IS THE WELL-WISHKB OF ALL AND

OBTAINS PEBFECT HAPPINESS. -(46 ).

Bhdsya

"
Capture" ^and

6 death
3

are the 6

sufferings
* meant ; or

sufferings
*

may be taken separately, as standing for *

doing

pecuniary harm
'

etc.

He who seeks to do all this
5

i.e.
9
who not only desists from

such acts, but who never has any desire to do It
; -such a person

does not merely cease to do harm to others, he actuallybecomes
their 'well-wisher \ he Is anxious to do good to them ; and *7ie,

obtains perfect happiness'* (46).

VERSE (47.)

HE WHO DOES NOT IHJUBE ANYTHING OBTAINS, WITHOUT EF3?OBT
5

WHAT HE THINKS OF
?
WHAT HE UNDERTAKES, AND WHAT HE

FIXES HIS HEART UPON. (47),

Bhasya*

What he thinks of *,
In the shape of profit and honour^ <$?
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What he fixes Ids heart ifpnn
*

y
whatever desirable tiling lie

has longing for; all this & he obtains <nthout effort?

4 What lie undertakes
"

whatever act lie does, the reward of

that he obtains, without and difficult}", immediately after the

accomplishment o that aet*{47)

VERSE (48)

MEAT is NEVBE OBTAINED WITHOUT HATING ENCOMPASSED KILLING-

OF ANEtfALS : AND THE KILLING OF ANIMALS NOT LEAD TO

HEAVEN : HEyflE O^E SHOTFLB AVOID ;\IEAT 8 (48)

This verse shows that all the verses forbidding' the killing of

animals are auxiliary to the prohibition of meat-eating.

Asa Blatter of fact, until animals have been killed, meat can-

not be obtained ; and killing is very painful. Hence one should

avoid meat.

"Meat can be obtained from animals that die of themselves ;

how is it then that it is said that it cannot be obtained without

encompassing the death of animals ?
n

The verse is a purely commendatory exaggeration. Further,

there can be no idea of any one eating the meat of animals dying
of themselves, for the simple reason that such meat is the

source of disease* Meat is never eaten without being offered., and

what is a source of -, disease can never be offered as gift.

*

Utpadyatfl
'

; the meat is brought about by killing ; hence

the nominative of killing and of obtaining may be regarded
as one and the same ; so that there is nothing incongruous in

the expression 'nakrtvd utpadyate*. Or? 'utpadyate* may
be construed along with ^does not lead to heaven.*^

"What is meant

is
3
not only that it does not lead to heaven^ but do that it leads to

hell, and other evils- (48)
I
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(49)

DULY POSDEKED OVER THE 03? MEAT ,
AND OVEE

FETTERING AStB KILLING OF LIVING BEINGS, SHOULD

FROM THE EATIKG OF ALL MEAT- (49)

Bhasya

The foetus grows in the womb, which is an unclean place;

and it Is produced from semen and ovule, both unclean things,

Fettering and killing 'Involved in the obtaining of meat.

4

Having duly pondered over 'carefully considered with

an alert mind; 'all this^one shall abstain from the eating of all

meat
5
- /<?. also of that which is not forbidden ;

what to say o

what is actually forbidden ?

The present text is a commendatory exaggeration ; it is not

meant that meat should be always regarded as unclean ; the sentence

does not mean to lay down that all meat is actually unclean, -(49)

VERSE (50)

HE WHO DOES NOT BAT MEAT LIKE A FIEND, DISEEGAEDING THE

FROPEB METHOD, BECOMES POFCJLAB AMONG MEN AND IS NOT

AFFLICTED BY DISEASE. (50*)

Bhasya.

^Proper method* i.e. of worshipping the^Gods and so forth ;

if one does not eat meat, regardless of this manner^ but eats it only
in the right manner^

6 he becomes popular
9

loved by the people ;

he becomes dear to all.

6 Tie is not ajiicted by disease? Diseases are produced if a
man eats the flesh o lean and enfeebled animals. For this reason
also one should eat meat only in the right manner ; and by
eating it thus, he i

is not afflicted by disease.
9

By eating meat in

any other way? he is always afflicted by disease.
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a fiend V -The term 6
iieiid

s

stands for a of

lower animals, which eat flesh always In wrong ;

hence every one who eats It In the wrong manner becomes like a

fiend ; this is the sense of the deprecatory simile. (50).

(51.)

HE WHO APPROVES, HE WHO GUTS, HE KILLS, HE "WHO

SELLS, HE WHO COOKS, HE WHO HE WHO' EATS IT

& SLAYERS 5

(51).,

Bhdsya.

When some one Is killing an animal, If another person
should, corne^ and for his own selfish purposes show his approba-

tion, by such words as & he is doing well in thus killing the anL

nial/ this latter man is called the 'approver*.
4 He tclto ^(fe* he who quarters the dead body.
& He who serves 'places it before persons eating.
* He who eats it \

All these are c

xlayeni.
What is meant by attributing the character of the *

slayer
*

to those who do not actually slay^ but do the other acts of eating,

preparingj selling^ &e., -is the deprecation of all these acts ; all

these persons do not actually become slayers.
9 The ordinary act

of c

slaying
5

is that which results In loss of life ; so that it Is only
one * who does this act that Is the l

slayer/ In accordance

with the rule that *the nominative agent of an act Is one

who does It independently by himself/ that person alone Is

called the 6

slayer
5 who deprives living beings of their life ;

those who do the acts of buying, selling, ete, s are other than that

person.
" But the statement that the approver and the rest also are

slayers also emanates from the Smrti (and as such must be accept^

^d as true)."
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The authority of this Smrti does not extend to the subject

of words and their denotations ; it is confined to the subject

of right and wraiig?
what is lawful and what unlawful. More

authoritative on the subject of words and their meanings is the

revered Panini. In fact Manu and ottiber writers OB Smrti ^ only

make use o words In accordance with ordinary usage5
and they do

not lay down rules bearing upon words and their meanings ;

they use the words, they do not regulate them.

" But as a matter of fact, we do find these writers making
such assertions as

& such and such a person is called a Preceptor
9

and so forth (which lay down the denotation of words)."

True ; but in such cases there is no inconsistency between

what the Smrti says and what we learn from the treatises bearing

upon the subject* Nor again is there any other useful purpose
found to be served by those passages (that explain the meaning
of the term c

preceptor
f

(for instance). In the present case, how-

ever the passage is capable of serving an auxiliary purpose by

being taken as a commendatory statement ; so that it is not possi-

ble?
on the strength of the present text alone, to regard all these

persons as 4

slayers/

Some people argue as follows": "I there is no one to eat,

would be no one*to kill
; so that the kiUiny is really prompt-

ed by the eating ; and the prompter of an act also has been

regarded as its doer ; so that the eater is the slayer, even in the

direct sense of this term ; and it is only right that the eater

should have to perform the same Expiatory Rite as the slayer***

This, we say?
is not right ; because as a matter o fact, a

different expiatory rite has been prescribed, under Discourse xi

for the taster of the meat of the animals killed (by others).

What has been stated above regarding the prompter being
the doer, that also is not true. The prompting agent has been
thus defined He who by means of direction and request,

prompts the independent agentf
is also an auxiliary agent, the

other being the principal one.
5 And as a matter of fact when

he slayer kills the animal, he is not ordered to do HO by the eater ;
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lie docs it as a means o living, with tlie motive that lie shall live

by selling the flesh.

If prompting means abetting, />. i it be held that when a

man proceeds to do a certain act, if another person abets him and

co-operates with him, the latter is to be regarded as the prompter

then, this definition also is not applicable to the present case. In

the act of killing,
the ^abetting' would consist in such acts as -(a)

collecting the weapons, etc, (b) the sharpening of the blunted

axe, (f*) the bringing up of the sword, and so forth ; as without

these the act o killing could not be accomplished, [and none of

these acts is done by the eater] .

K, however, the -prompter be defined as *
that person for

whose take the work is done,' then, in the case of the fi

teaching
of the boy,' the boy would have to be regarded as the prompting

agent in the act of 'teaching* ; and yet
c

teaching
'

does not

mean c

reading
?

(which is what the boy actually does).

Then again ,
when the slayer does the vY/m/y, lie does not do

so for the benefit of any particular person, by virtue of which

the latter^s action of eating could be regarded as sinful. In fact,

all these persons undertake these acts for their own benefit ;

and not one of them is troubled by the idea of benefitting any
other person.

_ Even when the man undertakes the killing for his own

benefit, such action would be absolutely useless if there were no

eater : it is only when there is an eater\ that the man ?

s action

is fruitful ; and the fruit of an act is the ixiotive
f
the 'prompting

force ; and as this depends upon the eater, the eater also is an in-

direct prompter*"

If this be BO, then, when a person is murdered on account of

enmity?
since the enemy would be the prompter of the act

of killing, the murdered man could become the murderer ! For

without enmity, the act of murder would not be possible*

Similarly when in the case of Brahmana-murder, the murderer

(in' course, oi the Expiatory Rite) gives away his entire property,

the act of giving will have been prompted by the murder ; and* as
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could be no recipient without the giver, it is not only the re-

chastitys
but the giver also that would bee )me tainted with the sin.

Similarly a beautiful woman would incur sin by guarding her

chastity against the lover who has his heart burning with the

arrows of love and who has expressed his longing for her

From all this it follows that what has been suggested cannot

b the definition o the prompter,

As a matter of fact, both the slayer and the eater do their res-

pective acts for their own special benefit ; but they become helpful

to one another in the manner of two persons one of whom has lost

Ms horse and another his cart ; and there can be no question of

one being the prompter of the other.

This has been fully discussed under 8 6104 (51).

(52).

IF A MAN, WITHOUT WORSHIPPING THE GOBS ANJ> PlTRS, SEEKS TO

INCBBASE HIS OWN FU5SH BY THE FLESH OF OTHERS, THBBE
IS NO SINNEB GBBATEB THAN THAT PERSON* *

(52).

BJiasya*

This deprecates the man who eats meat for the purpose of

fattening himself, and not one who does It for averting disease*

That this Is so Is clear from the words of the text ^ he who seeks

to increase* In him also, only If he does it
e without worshipping

the Gods and Pitrs* But if the man Is ill, and recovery Is not

possible without eating meat, then there would be no harm
3 even

if the said worshipping were not done. (52),

(53.)

IF A MAN PBBFOEMS THE AsHVAMEDHA SAOBIFIOE EVERY YEAB, "FOR
A HUNDBED YEABS, AND ANOTHER DOES NOT EAT MEAT, -THE
MBBIT ANB BEWABD OF BOTH THESE ABE THE 8AMB.-~(53.)

JShasya*

The eating of the meat of the Hare and other animals, in
the form of remnants of the worship of Gods and Pitrs has been
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sanctioned. If one abstains from this eating, lie obtains the fruits

o the Ashvamtdha sacrifice : and the fruits of this sacrifice bare

been described in tiie words iie obtains ail desires, etc., etc/

In this connection it would not be right to urge the following

objection :
u How can mere abstaining from meat be equal to a

sacrifice Involving tremendous labour and much expense?
"

Because

the said abstention also is extremely difficult. Further, the prin-

ciple enunciated In the Sutra." The particular result would

follow from development as In the ordinary world '- Is operative

here also. Hence there can be no objection against the asserting

of results or fruits of actions.

Oar answer however is as follows : What is said in the text

is a purely commendatory exaggeration ; specially because the state-

ment o the sacrifice being performed 'every year for one hundred

years
8 can be regarded only as such an exaggeration ;

for it is not

possible for the Aslivanwdhn to be performed every year ; nor

can it be performed
* for si hundred yearsC as no performer would

live so long,

*

Punyaphalam,
9

is a copulative compound, it being impossible

to take it as a Genitive Tatpurusct. (53).

(54).

BY SUBSISTING UPON SAOBED FBUITS AND EOOTS3
AND BY BATING THE

FOOD OF HBEMITS, ONE DOES HOT OBTAIN THAT BEWABD

WHICH HE DOES BY ABSTAINING FBOM MEAT (54)*

Bhasya.

* Sacred' fit for G-ods.

* Food of hermits'-r-i.e., such grains as are got without culti-

vation ; e.g*, the Nivara and the like.

This verse also is a purely commendatory exaggeration
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(55).

HE (MAM-SA) WILL DEVOUR m THE HBXT WOBLD, WHOSE MEAT I

EAT IN THIS' "THIS IS THE 'NEATNESS* (MAMSATVA) OF THE
'

(MAMSA), AJ THE WISE ONES DEOLABE. -(55).

This explanation of the name is a commendatory description*
^ Mam sa bhaksayitd\

& He >cilt eat me.' The general pro-

noon ;

.sriJi/ 'he/ has its particular character pointed out by what

follows 6 wlwse meat T eat here? (55),

(56.)

THEBE is NO SIN IN TITKEATIKG OF^FBAT, NOB IN WINE, NOR IN SEXUAL

tNTERCOUBSE, SUCH IS THE NATUBAL WAY OP LIVING BEINGS ;

BUT ABSTENTION IS CONDUCIVE TO GREAT BEWAEDS.~(56).

Rhfisya.

From verse 28 to this we havo a series of purely commendatory
texts

;
there are only two or three verses that are injubctive

in their character.

There /,<? no sin in the eating of meat* This assertion stands

on the same footing as verse 32 above* What we learn from the

present verse (in addition to what we know already) is that
fc abstention Is conductive to great reward*.

7

By various

deprecatory texts the impression has been produced that c no

meat should be eaten/ But by way of providing a means of

living for living beings it has been asserted that ^there is no sin in

the eating of meat
J

; which means that there is no sin if one eats

such meat as is the remnant of the worship of Gods, etc., or what
is eaten at the wish of Brahmanas, and under such similar circum-

stances specified above ; but this only if he wish to eat it,

Abstention
'

taking the resolve not to eat meat and then

to abstain from it -this is
**conducive* %o great reward?* In the

absence of the mention of .any particular reward^ Heaven is to be

"regarded as the reward, . So say the
'

Mlmamsakas.
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Similarly in regard, to
;

wine'
5

for the Ksattriyas^-^oA to

intercourse^ for all castes; but from

maybe alone (a) Muring the day'- or (b) 'with women in

courses
5

,
or

6oo days', (in all of

intercourse has been forbidden).

The three here
?

in

restricted forms, constitute the 'natural way of living beings
f

?

by the scriptures with a view to the of

the body* Says the author of the Science of Medicine
6

Fooc3
?
continence sleep these three. Intoxicants

women, tend to prolong life/

If, however, one can manage to live for

^abstention is conducive to rewards.
9

This is ..

by way of illustration
; being the case all Abstentions

1

from such things as are neither prescribed nor forbidden. Where
a acfe is definitely prescribed, there is

in the man's doing it, if it be done only for

the oE the pleasure that it affords him; in fact abstention

such an act would itself be reprehensible, as done with a view to
c

great rewards'; e g. the 'eating of .honey, having a full meal,

wearing a woolen garment and .so. .forth.- Such also Is the practice

of cultured people; the revered Vyaaa^lso says the same. Those actg,

on 'the other haiidf to which people -have recourse. .only through

desire^ even though these be neither permitted nor.forbidden^- e,g.

laughing, scratching of the body -and' so' forfch^ abstention .'from

these would be conducive to great reward*. (56)
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(57)

I AM TO IN PURIFICATION ON AS

ALSO PUBLICATION OF SUBSTANCES, AS PRESCRIBED FOB ALL

CASTES.- (57)

4For all the four castes n This is meant to imply that the

duties of the Shudra, generally laid down only in a vague orm
?

could not be known without special effort.

i

Pretashuddhi\'-^tliB purification of the living after the death

of other persons. This compound is according to the general

rule *A noon with a declensional ending is compounded with anther

noun with a declensional ending
1

.

Though the author announces that he is going to describe the

purification^ yet, in as moch 'purification is dependent upon f
and

relative to,
S

inipurity
5

f
and as it is the function of the treatise

to provide information regarding both, the author is going to

describe first the occasions of ^Impurity
1

* (6T).

(58)

WHBN A CHILD THAT HAS*TEETHED
?

- OB ONE YOUNGEB THAN IT

WHEN ITS TONSUBE HAS PERFORMED^ ALL ITS RELATIVES

ABB *IMFUBE*. THE SAME IS DECLARED TO BE THB CASE WITH

BIRTHS ALSO, (58)*

BhSsya.

Anujata
*

is taken to mean younger than the child that
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The present verse mentions the several stages only by
of illustration^ and much empha^I* is not meant to be laid on
them ; since the exact period of c

impurity' in regard to the

various stages is going to be prescribed later on
; e.g. 9 in another

Smrfotextwe read- ()
4
Tili the appearance of teeth etc.' (b) 'When

a child dies in a foreign country9 etc., etc/ (5*77), -there is
6 imme-

diate impurity
5

; where the term * child
1

is to be understood as

standing for one thai has not teethed. Thus too ifc is that what the

text (5*67) says regarding the 'one flight's impurity* in connection

with the death of persons whose tonsure has not been performed
etc/ is taken to be applicable also to one who has teethed. It is

in this way that the rules laid down by the two Smrti-texts in

connection with the child
* become reconciled. In Fact the & one

eight's impurity
5

pertains only to children till the performance
of the Tonsure ; since in connection with those who.^e Tonsure

has been performed, the period of impurity is going to be prescribed

as to last for three days ; and this applies to the case of boys
before their Initiatory Ceremony ;

after which the period would

be ten days and so forth, as laid down in the text 6
Tlie Brahmana

is purified in ten days, etc.
9

(5'83).

Some people interpret the several alternative rules laid down

in verses 5.59 et seq
4

Impurity due to death lasts for ten days
f

etc., etc., as pertaining to the different ages (of the dying

person), and construe them differently from their natural order

on the strength of tisage and of other Smrtl-te&te ; by which (a)

the impurity in connection with the Initiated child lasts for ten

daysf (J) in connection with the uninitiated for four days, (e) In

connection with one whose Tonsure has been performed, three

days, (d) in connection with one who has teethed, one day, an4 (e)

in connection with younger children, it is to be only
* immediate

*

;

and so forth. In this way there would be an option between

&
three

* and 4 four
*

days, in connection with one whose Tonsure

has been pesformed.

But in accordance with these views5
there would be no notice

taken of the rule that has been
_ prescribed in another
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ia connection with the death o the boy who lias completed ills

Study. All this we shall explain later on.

A person is called
c
c!ead* when all his functions have ceased, and

the root * xthd
?

with the preposition 'sum,' denotes cessation of

function^ [Hence sanisthita
?

means dead\.

'ftelations
9

, Le^ Sapi/idats (sharers in the ball-offering)

f in the water-offering ').

4 J
Is the birth of a bon 5

etc.

s The is f'O b& the
*

; i. e., all relations

are impure.

Question i
" Whence is any notion of age obtained, by

which the text is interpreted as applying to one whose Tonsure has

performed, and thus refering to a particular sacramental rite ?

In a later texfc the connection o the Initiatory Rite has been

directly mentioned Bat we do not find it anywhere stated upto

a child may be called 6 tonsured*
f*

Oar answer to the above is as follows : By reason of its

having been mentioned along with one who has teethed/ the

term * tonsure
1

is understood as indicating a definite age ; and

this age is to be taken as extending upto the third or the fourth

year*

it has been argued that **Since there is the option of per-

forming the Tonsure during the first year, if one adopts thin

option^ the present rale (which extends the 4

impurity
9

in the case

of the tonsured *
child to one day) would be contrary to the

rule that 6

upto the period of teething, the impurity is only
immediate**

"

This is not right. As a matter of fact, what is the extent of

the * tonsured
*

age {we learn from the juxtaposition of the epit-
hets tonsure* and 'initiated*, which indicates that the new name
becomes applicable only upon the performance of the next sacra-

mental rite [so that the boy 'could be regarded as 'tonsured
"

only
till the? performance of the Initiatory Bite], In this way? the
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present text would become reconciled with such texts a>
s
Till

teething, impurity is to be immediate.* Similarly in the Smrfi-

text~ Till the ceremony o Initiation it is to be for three

days
*

the Initiatory ceremony i& mentioned only as indicative of H

particular age* It might be argued that" there would, in this

case be no age specified for the SJwdra, in the way in which it is

for the Brahma tit a^ the Ksattviya aui the Vaishya* in connection

with whom, the Initiation has been more or less strictly prescribed,

a6 being the eighth year and so forth/' But in this ca^e also, the

would be understood as when the period of * childhood
*

is

passed ; in accordance with the law that & for ail there is a full

of impurity/ Thus then, after the eighth year^ in case o

all the four castes
?
the period of impurity would be the &

full

term *,
and this is applicable to the case of the Shudra also,

In accordance with the view by which the c
Initiation

*
in the

present context is taken as indicating the eleventh (and twelfth)

year in the case o the Ksittriya and the Vi^hya, there would

be no mentioned in connection with the Shadra. Though in

his case also the period o impurity extends to the fall time.

in the case of one who lias passed his chilhood ; before which the

period extends to three days only ; and the passing of childhood

has been defined in another Smr&'-text, which says *Upto the

eighth year one is called a child \ while others declare that * one is a

child till Ms sixteenth year/ Those who hold that * childhood *

ceases after the sixteenth year, according to those also puri-

fication takes place only at<*r a month (the full term),, It has also

been declared that c after six years, the purification of the Shudra

comes after a month ?

; and in another text 4 one month in the

case of the eight-year-old child '.

Objection
4*The rules regarding the several ages are obtained

from the verses that follow
; why then should the 'teething \ etc. f

have been specified in the present verse ?
1f

'True ;
but it has beea answered here also for the

purpose of making the rules more intelligible.
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[59).

AMONG &SAPINDAS\ THE PEBIOD OF IMPUEITY DUE TO is

OKBAINBD TO LAST FOB TEN BAYS ;
OB TILL THE COLLECTING OF

THE BONES,, OB FOB DAYS, OB FOE DAY ONLY- (59).

BJiasya.

The qualifications of the *

Sapind'i* shall be described later on.

* Till the collecting of the bones* ;
this is meant to indicate

the period of four days ; -since there is the text* The bone-

collecting of one who has sefc up the fire shall be done on the

fourth day
9
.

The alternatives here laid down are in consideration of the

man's character and Vcflic learning^ or of his character only ; as

says another /SVwrfr'-text,
6The Brahmana who is equipped with

the Veda only5
in three days, and he who has no qualifications s

in

ten days.
1 The period of 4 one day

'

is meant for the man who
knows three Vedas and has set up the Fire ; that of 4 three days

1

far one who knows onp Veda only ;
and that of ten days for one

who has no such qualifications.

Gautama (14"-44) has spoken, of immediate purity.
9 But

this is for a special purpose ; all that is meant it that Vedic Study
shall not cease- During the period o Impurity 3

several acts are

discontinued,, e. g, for ten days, the food of the two families

is not eaten ; the making of gifts, the receiving of them* the

offering af oblations and Vedic Study are discontinued ; so that

ordinarily all these acts would cease during the period ; but so far

as the Student of several Vedas is concerned, if lie were not to

repeat them regulariyf
he would forget them ; hence in his case

Vedic Study shall not cease.

Similarly it is only right that an alternative should be pro-

videdf
in consideration of the mouraer*s livelihood. For instance,

for the man who lives by the *
six acts

'

(of giving and receiving

gifts, of sacrificing and officiating at sacrifices, and Beading and

teaching), the impurity lasts for ten days ; for him who lives by the
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4 three acts
1

(of receiving gifts, officiating at Sacrifices and Teach-

ing), it lasts for four days,, and for him who lives by
4two acts/ it

lasts for three clays. If, for all these, the Impurity were to last

for ten days, then
5

as the man would not be entitled to receive

gifts and officiate at sacrifices, his living would become extremely

difficult for him.

Some people hold that" there are four age-stages, and four

periods of Impurity ;
so that each of the latter is to be taken along

with each of the former/'

But according to this view, there would be ten days
9

impurity
in the case of the child that has teethed; while in the case of the

death of the initiated boy, it would be for a single day only ; and

this would be contrary to usage and other Smrti-texts.

In order to avoid this incongruity, the connection may be

made in the reverse order; i.e., the death of the /nifiufedboj entail-

ing ten days, and that of the tonsured child four days, the teething

child three days ?
and a still younger child only one day.

Even so in view of the incompatibility (of this view) with the

Smrti-text, that 4
in the case of the tonsured child, the impurity

lasts for three days
?

f
it would be necessary to regard the two

(three and four days) as optional alternatives
; specially as the term

* sva
*
refers to * three days,

* and the period of 4 four days
s would

apply to the particular livelihood of the mouroer? or to the parti-

cular day on which the bones are collected, in this manner all

this becomes reconciled with the other Smrti-texts, which speaks
of c one day, &c/ Iff on the other hand, the option were ex-

plained as based upon the diversity of. aget fchen
f with what

would Manaf
s declaration regarding conduct

f and &

study
f
be

taken as optional ?

From all this it follows that on the strength of 0aiitama
f
s

asserfcion s
there is to be * immediate purification^

*

only so far as

Vedic Study is concerned or the man who
f
like the person posses-

sing a granary
*

f has other means of living than the receiving of

gifts, and who is very much learned in the Vedas* In the case of

the other alternatives, of *three days
1
and, the rest, the purification

is meant simply to qualify the man for the receiving of gifts
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for purposes of a living. This is according to the view of

G-autama. If this were not his meaning, then, he would have said

simply* for the Brahmana learning the Veda /and not 'for the

purpose of avoiding discontinuance of study/

Thus, though purification has been laid down in a general

way, as to be accomplished in a single day, yet it should be

understood as pertaining to certain special acts only. So that the

ordinary period for the Brahtnana being
4 ten days

3

(according to

5'83), there is no need for saying anything else ; from which

It is clear that the option should be admitted io the manner des-

cribed above. In the case howe\7er of
&

purity
f

being immediate^ in

the case of newborn infants, and the period of impurity lasting for

* three days
?

in the case of tonsured children, ainece there is no

option, the purity must pertain to all acts. (59).
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do &

(60.)

4 SAFINDA^BELATIONSHIF
'

WITH IN

SEVBXTH-DSGEEE AND 4 S^MANOBAKA-BELATIONSHIP/
OBIGIN A^D SAME BECOME USEECOGXISABL1 .(60).

Inasmuch as the present context Is meant to provide infor-

mation regarding the exact signification of the term g

anvaya *,

*

family ', and as the term * bcmdhara*
^
^relation

5

(of the preced-

ing verses) is meant to be construed with the present text aiso^ the

meaning of the present verse is that persons born of the same family

are called
'

Sap'tiidas* upto the person in the seventh grade. In view

o the assertion
4 the son shall make offerings to those to whom

his fathers make them \~whieh lays down offerings to be made

also by a person whose father is living, six persons become

recognised as
*

Sapindas
*

(the seventh being' the offerer himself).

Further, according to the statement 5

offerings are made to
'

forefathers, counting one's owe self as the seventh
3

the grand-

father, the great-grand-father and other ancestors are called

&

Sapindas
*

;
and yet?

while the six ancestors are called
*

SapmdasJ
the six descendants 5 beginning with the son^ are also called

*

SapindasJ Because the c

offering of the ball
'

is a single act,

upon which
3
and in connection with which, the title

;

Sapmda
f

becomes applicable, -the
4 son

?

and other descendants also

become associated with this
&
act as performed by the grandson,

and other descendants respectively ; consequently the person to

whom one makes the offering^ and along with whom he becomes

the recipient of the offering all these come to be called
*

Sapinda ;

s

and the reason for this lies in the fact that the
*

ball-offering
'

is

the only indicative in the present case j just as in the ease of %e
10
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assertion
4

you should come at conch-time (gun-time)
3

the fi conch 8

is the only indicative of the time that is meant. Thus it comes to

all descendants npto the seventh grade of the great-

grandfather of one's great-grandfather are Ms 6

Sapindas
^

;

similarly the descending line of one's descendants^ and the des-

cendants of his father, grand-father and the rest. The degrees
are to be counted from that person from whom the two lines

bifurcate. For iiistance
5 among persons who have a common grand-

father, the seven degrees should be counted from that grandfather,
and persons falling within those seven degrees would be the
i

Sapinda '. Similarly in all cases.

In dealing with the question of 4

Sapinda
9

, all that the text

of is person born of the same family/ and no mention

of the caste is made ; consequently persons belonging to the

Ksattriya and other castes also become c

Sapinda
?

o the Brah-

mana,, It is for this reoson that on the birth of such persons also

the Brahmana remains &

impure
9

for ten days ; while in their own
case the period lasts for twelve days (for the Ksattriyct)^ thirteen

for the Vaishya and so forth. Thus then, in the case of the birth

or death of the person of a different caste?
or in that of the Sapinda

of a different castet
the purification is governed by the period

prescribed for the caste of the person concerned*

In the case of the Ksattriya and other castes, their s

Sapinda
f-

relationship to the Brahmana extends to three degrees only ; as

says Shaflkha
" If of one person there are born several persons,

of different mothers and diverse castes^ these are 6

Sapindas \ with

varying periods of purification ; but the ball-offering extends over

three degrees only." In this passage the term of different

mothers* means cborn of mothers oj different castes
9

; the term * of

diverse castes
*

has also been added in view of the fact that persons
born of mothers of the same caste also are 6 born of different

mothers'. These are *Ekapinda\ l.e.
9 Sapinda ;

but * with varying

periods of purification
5

; i.e., the purification of each person
'

is in

accordance with his own caste
;
for instance* for the Brahmana in

the case of the birth, etc,, of his Sapiyda of the Ksattriy and
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other castes, the purification ten days ; while for the

Ksattriya^ in the ease of the birth, &c. of his Brfihmana Sapinda^
it takes twelve days ;

there is the further peculiarity in this

case that 4the ball-offering extends over three degrees only
f

i. *M
it is offered to persons within three degrees only,,

Within the pale of their own castes however, for the Ksctttriya

other castes also the fi

Sapinda-relationship
p extends over

seven degrees, exactly as for Brajhmanas ; specially as in the

words of Shaftkha Justed quoted, we find the qualifying terms
1 born of one person from different mothers

J

it is only in

relation to oilier castes that their ^Sapincla-relstionshlp can

be understood to extend over three degrees only. This same fact

is still more clearly stated In the following Smrti text
4ln the

case of impurity due to the death of those relations of the Brah-

maiia who are descendants from the Ksctttriya^ the Vaishya and

the Shudra^ the purification of the Brahmana comes after ten

daySj opto six, three and one stage respectively.
5

In the case of the wives of different castes^ if the husband

is alive, the purification is determined by the time laid down
for the husband. To this end it is said ~ ln the case of birth

and death among slaves^ and among one:

s wives of lower castes,

the purification would be similar to that of the master or husband,

but if the husband is not living, it shall be similar to that of their

fathers/

In place of the fist quarter of the text (instead of the words

*&ute mrte tu d&sanam^ -'in the case of birth and death among
slaves

9

) some people read *asavarnamtandrri? (
sof sons born of other

castes'). If such be the reading, then such Shcdra-sons as live

in the house of the Brahmana-father would be controlled entirely

by the ways of the father, and hence their time of purification

would be ten days in consideration of their father's caste.

The term 'dti&af *slave*
3
in the text just quoted are -meant

to be those that have been hired ; because for born slaves we have

another rule, -viz:-
c

Artisans, mechanicss
female and male slaves^

and king's officers have been declared to be capable of immediate
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purification
5

. But this 'purification* should be understood to consist

only in their touchability, and not as entitling them to the acts

of offering gifts, feeding Brahmauas and so forth ; and the reason

for this lies in the fact that all the names here mentioned are

such as are based upon professions; which gives rise to the

following questions (a) Is "the purification here laid down sub-

versive of all the rules that have been laid down before ? Or (b)

does It entitle the man to all acts? -Or (c) does It entitle him to a

few of these only? And the conclusion that suggests itself Is that the

man is entitled to just those acts that may be necessary for the

proper carrying out of the King's business. Such also is the usage,

Objection." In the present context we do not find any

prohibition of touching [how then can the text just quoted be

taken as pertainiBg to toncfiability alone] ?"

But in another Smrti-text we read *The touching of the body
is permitted after the bones have been collected;

1 and also

elsewhere- & The Brahmanas become touchable in three or four

days; while at birth or death, purification comes in eleven days;
in the case of the Ksattriya there Is touchability on the sixth or

seventh day, ond their food becomes pure in twelve days; in the

case of the Vaishya^ touchability comes on the eighth or ninth

day, but their food is pure in a fortnight; the Shudra becomes

touchable on the eleventh or twelfth day and the purification of

Ms food comes about in a month. 9 So says Hdrita; and yet

another text also 4The touchability of the different castes comes

about In three9 four5
five and six days respectively; the food of

the Brahmana becomes eatable In ten days,, and that of the other

castes two, three and rix days later
7
.

The several alternatives mentioned In the above texts are

to be taken as based upon the exigencies of individual cases, as

also upon the higher or lower qualifications of the persons concern-

ed ; e. g. the hired slaves of the Brahmana remain untouchable
for three or four days s

while their born slaves become touchable

immediately* Similarly, in the case of the other castes also.

Wherever & Immediate purification
y

Is mentioned, there should
be bathing with all the clothes on.
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As regards the purification of material substances, all details

are going to be explained later on.

Among girls also, the "Saphjda-rt'latio't'ixlti]*' extends to three

degrees. As says Va^histha te For women who have got sons

it is known to extend to three degrees.' This limited 4

xaphida-

relationship
'

in the case o^ women however refers only to

Impurity ; as regards marriaye what Its extent should be has been

already indicated before.

The final conclusion thus is that the seventh degree is the

limit, and the persons up to and including the sixth degree are

'Sapindas
9

. This is what is meant by the words*/* ceases with

the person in the seventh deree
9

& The Samdnodaka 9

relationship i.e. the name g Samdno-
daka s 4 when the oriyin and the name become unrecogni-

sable.
9 '

Origin
*

'such a person is born in my own family
*

;

1 name 3 * he is descended from the father named so and so
s

and the grandfather named so & so
7

; when both these are
*

unrecognisable.
1 That is, when either of these happens to

be unknown^ then also, the name in question is not applicable,

In the case of persons within the limits of ^Samanodaka-rela

tionship/ all that people should do is to enter a river or some other

water-reservoir, till the water reaches up to the nave!
3 they

should face the south and
5 having offered water with the right

hand upward, without looking back^ should return home. -(60)

(61.)

THUS ALSO SHOULD IT BE AT A BIRTH ; BUT PABTUBIBNT

D1SABICJT1 ATTACHES TO THE PABEHTS ONLY ; OE
9 THE FABT-

TJRIBHT DISABILITY WOULD ATTACH TO THE MOTHER ALONS, AND

THE FATHEB WOULD BECOME PURIFIED BY BATHIHG* (61.)

Bha&ya.

The same rule holds good regarding 'birttf among $apind<u
Just as in connection with death several alternative periods of
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Impurity have been laid down. In consideration of one^s livelihood

depending upon the six acts (of giving and receiving gifts and so

forth), and also upon the vastness or purity o one's Vedic learn-

ing, exactly the same holds good regarding cases of birth also;

all that is meant to be applicable to the case of birth Is impurity

pure and simple, without any qualification of time ; so that no

specifications being found to be indicated here
?
the case of birth s

through Its own inherent aptitude, becomes connected with all

that has been said (in the way . of qualifications and limitations)

in connection with death. On the other hand
?
If the words of

the text were taken to indicate the application^ to the case of

birth
?

of Impurity as specially limited by a particular period of

tirae5
then It would be connected only with the period of ten

days 5
which Is the principal alternative laid down ; and In that

case this same period would apply to the case of Vedic Study &c

also. Or, by the closer proximity of the mention of the alterna-

tive of the slngle-day-peiiod, the case of birth would become

connected with this latter period only ; and thus having Its

wants supplied by this, it would have no connection with the

other alternative periods of 6 three days
5 and the rest* And In

that case
?
even in the face of the limitations and restrictions

due to livelihood and study3
the present text would lay down the

same single alternative In connection with both death and birth,

and would. Irrespective of all qualifications of the persons con-

cernedj become conditioned by their caste only9 and thus become

incongruous and opposed to usage*
64 Under this explanation, the alternative periods of three

days and the rest would become applicable also to the women that

have been delivered ; and this would be contrary to all usage.
n

The answer to this Is as follows : -This would be the case

only if what Is laid down In the present verse ( regarding the

delivered woman) were an optional alternative. As a matter

of fact however^ the rule laid down Is absolutely fixed* It is only
thus that the use of the term tu "but" becomes justified*

Then again ?
the term *sutaka? used In the text does not direc-

tly denote impurity ;
it could only Indirectly indicate the impu*
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sed by the word). But through Indirect indication it would

be far more reasonable to make it express untouchability, is

more nearly related to parturition,
if all of impurity

wert then the author would have used the word 'dshoucha*

'impurity', itself ;and the Hue would have read 'ashaiiehammafariva

syaC From all this it follows that another having kid

down three days (for both parents),
and the present text

no mention of any such period, what is here said regarding

the 'parturient disabiliy' attaching
;

to the mother only' is an

optional alternative. So that between the and the mother

the option
to the only.

The father becomes pure after having bathed. This is only

by way of a piefatory statement ;
from what follows in the next-

verse the father also remains untouchable for three dags. (61).
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(62)

THE MAN, HAVING EMITTED SEMEN BECOMES PURE BY BATHING
;

HENCE, ON ACCOUNT OF SEMINAL FILIATION HE SHOULD OBSERVE

IMPUBITY FOR THESE BAYS. (62)

Bhashya,

While laying down purification after three days ?
the author

permits the purification by bathing, which has been spoken '^of
above*

If it be asked
"
why should this be stated ?'

f

4he answer is

that it is stated in the form an injunction; by way of a commendat-

ory assertion, and not a regular in
junction, just as in the case

of the Vedic passage
'

jartilayavagva vajuhuyaf.'

*

Having thrown out semen\ ater emission during the act of

sexual intercourse
s
~the man becomes pure by bathing,

^Rence^ o?i account of seminal filiation
1^Seminar means per-

taining to the semen ifitiliation means begetting of the child ; and

in the event of this, why should he not
&

observe
f

keep up
4

the

impurity for three days.
9

The impurity due to child-birth is not

of the same kind as that which attaches to the man who has

emitted semen and has not taken a bath ;
in fact it lasts for three

days. The period of *three days
5

mentioned here is a reiteration of

the sanieas occurring in the preceding verse* For this "same reasori
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the upa$pr*hy(t
""

in the present verse is taken to mean ltathi/t*i

and not merely trater^i^^ht^ ; specially in view of the asser-

tion that *

xttfl/ta, 'bathing/ has been enjoined for the man who ha*

had seteua/ intercourse.

Some people hold that when a >on is born to a man, he

becomes touchable on that ssim<* day. As says Shaftkhn~ At the*

birth of a boy, before the placenta ha* been .severed,, there is noth-

ing wrong in the man receiving', on that same day* the gift of

sugar, sesaraum, ^oid, cloth, clothes, cow- and grain, so say

some': and again -c for this reason that day is marred, enhancing as

it does the pleasure of the forefathers ; und because it reminds one

of his ancestors, there is no impurity attaching to that clay,' IB

fact some people even go to the length of performing thrdddha*

on that day. From this it follows that in such cases there is no

impurity attaching to the father at all.

In fact the two /SWtf-texts just quoted are to be taken as

providing optional alternatives, in consideration of the man

having, or not having, means of living (other than the receiving

of gifts). (62),

VKRSE (68).

THOSE WHO TOUGH THE OOBPSE BECOME PUBK AFTFJI ONE BAY

ONE DAY AI,ON<* WITH THBEE XHBEB-1M Y PBBIOBB; THOSE

OPFESB wlTBBt
AFTBB THBI5E BAYS.' (6S).

* Three three-day per/vds* i. e. nine days*; along with one

day and one night, make up feu. days. The period has been

mentioned in this fashion in view o metrical exigencies.

'Those who touch the corpse* i. e, those who wash and

adorn the dead body. Mere bathing is going to be laid down later

on, for the other persons touching the body, as also for those

who carry it; as will be made clear from the next verse.

All this refers to the Samcmodaka relations as also to those

who carry the body for wages received . In regard to the carrying

of the dead of helpless and forlorn persons, we hfiw another;

which say s
6 For such persons who do the excellent
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iieecl (of carrying the <loarl body of a helpless man), there is nothing

wrong, nor is there any impurity Involved, for them It has been

ordained that they are Immediately purified by bathing in water/

As regards the assertion of the text under 5. 100 sHe who

carries the dead body of a Bmhmana, who is not his Sapinda-

relatioo, becomes purified in three days'what this means we

etiali explain under that verse.

^ Those who utter nwter* L e. the *&ainanfidaka* relations.

In connection with, these, 'immediate purification" also is going to

be laid down tinder verse 77, Hence the two should be regarded

as optional alternatives.

What is said here is in connection with 'sapindu' relations

and refers to persons not engaged in Yedic study, (63)

(64)

THE PUPIL PERFORMING THE 4 PlTRMEDHA FOB HIS BEAD TEACHER
BECOMES PUBFIBD TN TEN DAYS: JUST AS THOSE WHO OAKKY THE
DEAD BODY. (64)

Bhasyct*

i Pitrmedha '

i. e. the final sacrificial offering ; others

hold that the term stands for the entire procedure (of the

Shraddha) ^performing this, the pupil becomes purified hi fen days,
This same rule applies to the Student also.

*Jusf as those ir>hn carry th># dead body'} -for those who take

out the dead body, the period is ten days; and so it is for the

pupil also. (64).

VERSE (65).

IN THE CASE OF MISCARRIAGE, THE WOMAN BECOMES PURE IN SO

MANY DAYS AS THERE HAVE BEEN MONTHS; AND THE WOMAN IN

HER COURSES BECOMES FIT BY BATHING APTEB THE CEASING OF

THE MENSTRUAL FLOW. '(65)

Bhdsya.

In the case of miscarriage^ the purification, that comes after

as many days as the "months of pregnancy, can pertain only to
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the woman: as it is the trnman that IK directly spoken of in the

ver&e. The rule for the purification, in this case, of her Sapimla-
relation has to be sought from other &j)irti# and from usage.

Yashistha (4. 34) however lias laid down the period o thrae day*
for all Sapinclas *In the ca&e of the death of ji child les& than

two years old, and also in the ca^e of miscarriage, the impurity
lasts for three days."

It is regarded as a case of 'mifecarriagt/ when it happens after

three months and before the tenth month ; others hold that

it is to be so regarded when it happens before the ninth

month. What is called
s-

*rfirsf* (///. y7t> ////?// <>>tt) here is discharge

before fhe siy/if /////e
?
and not necessarily the '7/'v"n# ouloi a liquid

substance.

In connection with niij&uarriagej Gautama also bus declared that
* the period icifct> fur as many days us there have been months *

(14-15;.

As a matter of fact, children born in the seventh month live
;

hence if miscarriage takes place in the seventh month, the period

of impurity is full (ten days). But this is so only if the child is

born alive ; otherwise it is to be as many days as there have been

months,

For the woman in her courses it has been ordained that she is

purified by bathing after the flow has ceased ;
while another Smrti

text says that she becomes pare in three days* On this point the

final conclusion is as follows : 'Before three days, even though the

flow may cease
f
she is not pure; while after three days she becomes

pure even though the flow may not have ceased,
5

In the text

howevei% though the term used first is ^becomes pure
1

, we find

word */?/' (sadhw) used in connection with the menstruating

woman ; and this means that so long as the flow has not ceased^

she is not fit for participating in the Vedic rites ; and it does not

mean that she is untouchable ;
as it has been declared that *the first

four days have been condemned/ The construction thus is The

woman in her courses, on the ceasing of the How, by bathing^

becomes fit' L e., fit for participating in religious rites.
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The term 'woman 9

has been used with a view to Include

women of all castes: the foregoing verses having been explained ub

applying to the Brahtiiaua. The text has osed the term ; woman '

in this verse? with a view to guard against the idea that what ia

here kid down aifeo appb'es to the Brahmana only. In the follow-

ing verses also9 where there is nothing to indicate the restriction

of a rule to any particular caste, it is to be understood as applying

to nil castes ; ae* for instance, the next verse which speaks of 4

per-

sons whose tonsure has not been performed.
5

(# )

VERSE (66),

in xns CASE OFPEBSONS WHOSE TOS^SUBE HAS NOT BKEH PJSRFOBMBD

PURIFICATION HAS BEEN DECLARED TO COME AFTSSK A NIGHT ;

BUT IN THE OASE OF THOSE WHOSE TONSURB HA.8 BEEN PEBFOHM-

ED, PURIFICATION IS HEM) TO COME AFTER THREE PAYS, (66).

Bhasya.

The genetive endings in this verse some people explain ass

having the geBBe of the Nominative, according to Panini
5

Sutra

23 9 65; and in that case the meaning would be -
4the person whose

ionsure has not been performed is purified in one day;
*

and it has

already been explained that some options in this connection are

also based upon the age and condition of the person observing the

impurity ; and the present ver*se lays down specific roles in accord-

ance with the general principle there enunciated.

Others, however, explain the genetive ending as denoting
relationship ; and in this case they have to supply some words ;

the meaning being-
* the Sapimla relation of persons whose tonsttre

haB not been performed etc., etc. f

This latter view is what is in keeping with usage.

Another Smrti text has declared immediate purification ; and
the same text has kid down the exact scope of that rule* Till the

appearance of teeth, JfcJs immediate ; till the performance of the

Tonsure, it comes after one day ; and in the case of tho^e whose
Tonsure hats been performed, it lusts for three df*y^'~(66)
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THE THAT LESS THAIS' "TTO YEARS OLP, Tiff:

B2LATION8 SHOULD. AFTEE HAYING IHSGKED IT. PLACE OUTSIDE.

GROUND THAI! IS CLEAST AND NOT PEFILED BY HEAPS

OF BOMBS. -(67)

/J/4'ZSV61

The child whose isaci'araeuta! files have not been performed*

since whose birth less than two vear> have elapsed, is called

i??/to years old'. Such a child, when it dies,
fi

///f relations

plat'R tfA*/rf#
J-~the vUliigv*under the pround* that has

been dug out.

Another Smrfi-t^xt contains the word *rrikJtattef+ should

bury'.
*

Having decked
9

with ornaments befitting the dead. The

*deckmg\ mentioned here In connection with the child VC*A*.S ihan

two years old*, should be understood, on the strength of usage,
to apply to those aLso whose sacramental rites have been performed.

^ Clean "where there are no bones* That is
?
the ground

that is clean by reason o the absence o heaps of bones, under

such a ground should the child be placed. As a rule, the crema-

torium. abounds in heaps of bones ; hence what the present text

means is that the child should be buried in a place other than the

crematorium ; and it does not mean that in this case the rite of

%onecollecting
f

shall not be performed; because this later fact is

already implied by the absence of burning in the case. (67)

VERSE (68)

F0B THIS OHILB KO SANCTU1CATION BY FIBE 811ALL BE PEBF0BMBD
;

HOB SH&L& WATBB-OB'FBBIHG BE HADE TO IT : HAVING U8FT

IT LIKE A LOG OF WOOB?
IF THE FOBBSl\ ONE SHALL

AIiOOF FOB T1IBEB BATS, (68)

* Like a log ot vwd;
f -this sigiiilies absence of <jLttachmcniy

indifference.
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The meaning is that in this case no ShruddhU) nor any water,

3^ to be offered ;
the prohibition of *

water-ottering^ implying
that of the Shruddhn also

? through the relation of whole and part.

It is thus that we have to get at the omission of SJiraddha^

which is in accordance with usage*

Others explain this to mean the prohibition of burial lairl

down in other Swrfr'-texts. And in this case there would be

option.

Fieej} aloof
5 -abstain from all religious acts prescribed In

scriptures. (68)

VERSE (69)

FOB THE CHILD UP TO THRB13 OF AGEi, THE EKLATIO.N'B SHAIiL

NOT MAKE WATOB-OFFEBINCIS ; BUT .FOE ONE WHOBE TEETH

HAD APPEARED, OH "WHOSE NAMING HAD BEEN DONE, II MAY BE

DONE OPTIONALLY. (69)

Bhasya

*

U-pto three years of <t$e
?

;
this prohibition applies till the

end of the third year ; and not from the fourth year upwards.
It is in this sense that some people read an fi adi \ the line being,

read as ~^trivarsadeva kartarya\ Such also is the ordinary usage*
& tor one whose teeth had appeared it 'may be done optionally?

By association with the 4

water~offering
f

? burning by fire also

becomes permitted.

Objection
" When there Is option^ one may do what he likes;

under the circumstances, who would ever have recourse to that

alternative which involves much effort and expenditure of wealth?
Thus then, the laying down of such a course of action is absolutely

useless."

The answer to this is as follows : What is mentioned here

Is for the parents, as distinguished from all other persons ; the

offerings that are made are for the benefit of the deceased ; and

being of the nature of an 'occasional duty/ it Is one that mnnt be

d6ne, as we have explained before. So thai the option mentioned
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in the present verse is clearly understood as containing, on the

one iiandj the prohibition of a necessary duty ; while, on the

other
f

it permits its performance on the ground of its being bene-

ficial to the deceased. So that if one omits the act, it does not

involve the transgression of an injunction ; while by performing

it, one confers a benefit upon the deceased ; so that there is no

incompatibility between' the Injunction and the Prohibition,- (69)

VERSE (70)

Ol? THE DEATH OF A FELLOW-STUDENT, THE IMPURITY HAS BEEN

DECLABED TO LAST FOE OHE BAY. IN THE CASE OF A BIRTH,
THE PURITY OE? THE s SAMANOI>AKA* RELATIONS IS HELD TO COME
AFTER THEBE DAYS. (70)

Bhdsya

6 Fellow-student* professing the same Vedic Resccnsion.

L Sainanodaka relation^ 'those meant here are to be counted

from the point where the 6

Sapinda-relationship
5

ceases. Among
these, when there is a birth, the impurity lasts for three days.

The option of ' immediate purity
?

is also laid down in

another Smrti-text, for c Samanndalra** relations. (70)

VERSE (71).

IN THE CASE OF WOMEN WHOSE SAOBAMENTABY KITE HAS WOO? BEEH

PEBFOBMED, THE MARITAL BELATIONB BECOME PURE AFTER THREE

DAYS
;
ANP THBIB PATBEHAL BRT^ATIONS ALSO BECOME PURE

ACCORDING TO THE BULB PBESCBIBEB BBSFOBE- (71).

Bhasya.

4 Whose sarrctwientary rite has been performed;
p
-

?"B<?* ? those

who have been accepted verbally, but huve not been nctaally

married ; at the death of auch women, their 4 'marital relations'
5

on her husband ?
s sides &e,j &c.

& Their paternal relations
? on the father's aide are puri-

fied
i

according to the ride prescribed twfor?.
?

*in verse 66 ; Ke* 9 iu
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three navs ; this rule being laid down with reference to a parti-

cular easte*

Others have explained the second half as referring to the rule

that * uterine brothers and sisters are purified in ten days
'

(the

word "
xaiifibhi

9

being taken to mean ' uterine '). The view of

these persons Is as follows : It has been laid down that a girl

should be given away in her eighth year ; so that one who has

been given away Is not spoken of as
^ one whose tonsure has been

performed
9

, just as the 'initiated boy* is not so spoken of; and in

us much as no other rule lias been laid down, the only right

course to adopt is to observe the impurity for ten days.

Others again have read (the second half) as~ c ahastvadatta-

ka'/iy&sit bdlaxu cha rishodhanam '

; and people have explained
this to mean that, even In the case of i girl that remains un-

married till she is nearly fifteen years old, the impurity shall last

for one day only; and this on the ground that there is no justifi-

cation for rejecting the direct injunction and observing a longer

period of impurity,

Oar answer to this is as follows : What is the use of the

expression 'ba/axu <>Jia\ when it has been already asserted that
6

upto fche appearance of teeth, the purity is immediate
'

? It IB

not right to have this assertion set aside by the present later

declaration ; because the present declaration is a general one* while

the former is more specialised. Hence the
* one day* rule, evea

though laid down, can only be taken as referring to children til!

the performonce of their Tonsure ; specially as a general state-

ment is always dependent upon (and controlled by) particular
ones. For these reasons the suggested reading of the second half

of the verse mngt be rejected as not emanating From the sage.
But it may be taken as refering to touehability. There is un-

touchability due to the birth or death of a child, exactly as in the

case of grown up men ;
and it is only with reference to this that

there could be the assertion that there is purity (*.$;, touch-

ability) after one day in the case of unmarried girls and young
children, (Le^ these become touchable in one day)

3

; and it is in this

sense that the Locative ending (in
* balQsu* nncl

4

ffwyntw *) be-
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comes justified ay being the correct one ; since it is a regular case-

ending. If the words were taken in any other sense (e^j.. as

meaning
6

at the death of girls and boys, &c.') ?
it would be

necessary to have elliptical construction and to take the Locative

ending in the * absolute ? sense :
fi

girls and boys having died,

the purity of those living comes about after one day
?

;
and we

could not get at the sense that the impurity spoken o results

from the touching of the dead
; specially as the former (the sen^e

obtained by construing the line as Locative Absolute) has its

sphere of application elsewhere, in the case of burial under-ground ;

and no touching is possible in the case of the body being placed

under the ground.

" Since the assertion is a general one, wherefore is it restrict-

ed to a particular case/ "?.

As a matter of fact, we find a rule regarding the sipping of

water in the same connection
;
and in connection with this, it is

only the said kind of touch that is possible. It is for this reason

that people do not consider it desirable to touch the child that has

touched a menstruating woman ;
and this may be regarded as the

qualifying factor in the present case ^ as has been declared by
Gautama in his Smrti

;
it is only right for such a person to set up

the fire ; hence it is only right that it should be taken us pointing

to the time of setting up the fire.--(71 ).

VEBSE (72.)

FOB TUBEE BAYS THEY SHOULD EAT FOOD FEEE FBOM SALINES AND

SALTS, SHOULD BATHE, SHOULD NOT BAT MEAT-FOOD AND SHOULD

SLEEP APABT ON THE GROUND, (72).

Bhasyct.

' Salmes and salts.
9 The term salines '. stands for nitrate of

potash and such substances, and '
salts

'

for rock-salt and other

salts. These they should not eat,

12
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Or, the term 4 saline \
6 ksdra \ may be taken as qualifying

,
lavana \ "salt/ 1 ta that case the prohibition (applying to only

saline salts) would not apply to rock-salt.

The 4

bathing
'

laid down is to be done in a river or a tank

or such other reservoirs of water as are not regarded as specially
6 sacred

f

; and it is to be done without scrubbing the body.
c

Meat-rood
*

-is prohibited during the period of impurity, on

the basis of other Smrti texts ; where we read 'They shall not

have recourse to women, they shall not scrub their body and the}^

shall not eat meat.' The Grhyasutra however says *For three days

they shall remain without food, or still live upon food obtained by

purchase.*
u Should sleep

'

'iipon the bare platform, without company*

Another Smrti-text has prescribed abstention from sexual

intercourse during impurity due to births also. (75).

VERSE (73).

THIS RULE BEGABDING IMPURITY* DUE TO DEATH HAS BEEN DESCRIBED

IN BBEEBENOB TO CASES WHEBB THE PABTIES ABB HEAR ONJ

ASTOTHEB. IN REFERENCE TO OASES WHERE THEY ABE NOT NEAR,
KINSMEN AND BELATIONS SHOULD

*

OB'SERVE THE FOLLOWING
BULB. (73).

Bhdsya .

fi Near '/.., when the relations are close by the place where
their kinsman has died.

Others have explained the text to mean that the rale applies
to those who were near the man at the time of his death,

4 Kinsmen *
i e., Samdnodakas ;

fi bandhava '

Sapindas.
Others have explained this 4 non-nearness

9

to stand for men
who may b^ living in another village or town.

In the ^ase of these, we have the following rules : (73),
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VERSE (74).

HE WHO HEARS, WITHIN TEN DAYS
?
OF A RELATION BEBIDENT IN A

FOREIGN LAND HAVING DIED, SHALL, REMAIN IMPURE FOR THE

REMAINDER OF TUB PERIOD OF TEN DAYS- (74).

Bhasya,

c

Foreign country
' -means another rillac/e^ &c., as before.

4

Viyaiam'* dead B

4 Within ten days \ This Is only by way of illustration ;

what is meant is the period of impurity that has been prescribed in

each case ; the remainder o that period would be the period to be

observed in the special case mentioned. The repeated mention of
c ten days

9

is for the purpose of filling up the metre.

The period of impurity due to birth and death is determined

by their origin ;
so that the periods of *ten dayvS

5 and the rest are to

be counted from the day on which the birth or the death may have

taken place,, and not from the day on which it may become

known to the relations. As a result of this, if the guest happen
to know of the birth, &c., having occurred in the house, he should

not take Ms food in that house
3
even though the master of that

house himself may still be ignorant of it. Thus in both cases

(of death and birth) the counting is to be done from the day of

origination.

Thus those who are subject to impurity for & ten days
'

shall

remain impure for the remainder of that period; and for those who
are subject to a period of 4 three days \ purification is obtained im-

mediately, by bathing along with all the clothing that may be on

them, (74)*

VERSE (75).

IF THE PEBIOB OF TEN DATS HAS ELAPSED, HE SHALL EEMA1N IMPUBK

FOB THBEE DAYS
;
BUT WHEN A YEAB HAS E

PURE BY MEBEI.Y TOUCHING WATOB. (75),

BMsya.
In ca$es where the period of impurity

days or more^ if this period has elapsed, theimp
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three days. But in cases where the period ordained lasts for three

days, or one day, orless, if this period has ebpsed, one has

simply to bathe along with his clothes ; as is going to be laid

down later (Verse 77.)

* When a year ha$ elapsed
5 one becomes pure

*

by touching

trater\i.e., by bathing. From what has been said elsewhere

regarding touching water with the hands and feet &c.
9 &c.', it is

clear that the whole body is to touch water : and this is what

constitutes
4

bathing
5

. (75).

VERSE (76).

HEABING OF THE DEATH OE A KINSHASA OB OF THE BIETH OF A SON

AFTEB THE TEN DAYS HAVE ELAPSED, THE MAN BECOMES PURE

BY PLUNGING INTO WATER WITH HIS CLOTHES (76).

Bhdsya,

This rule refers to Sainanodaka relations ; and also to Sapin-
da ones

?
but only when the option of three or one day is

accepted.
4 With clothes

*

along with his garments,

Plunging into water 9

bathing. (76) f

VERSE (77).

IN THE EVENT OF A CHILD, BESIDENT IN A FOREIGN COUNTRY, WHO IS

A NON-SAPINDA BELATION, DYING, ONE BECOMES PUBE IMME-

DIATELY, BY PLUNGING INTO WATEB WTH HIS CLOTHES ON. -(77).

Bhdsya

c Child
y

i.e. a son that has not yet teethed
;

-
4

resident zn

a foreign country
9 * who is a non-sapinda relation

9 4

dying \
all these terms are in apposition.

4

Non-Sapinda
'

*i.c. Samdnodaka.

When such a person dies while residing in a foreign country,
. the purification is

L immediate/
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When such a person dies near at hand
,
then the purification

comes after
* three days

'

as declared in verte 63 above- (77).

(78).

IF, WITHIN TEN DAYS, ANOTHBB BIRTH OB DEATH HAPPEN TO BEFALL
3

THE BBAHMANA SHALL REMAIN IMFCBE UNTIL THAT PERIOD OF

TEN BAYS SHALL HAVE ELAPSED* (78).

Bhdsya

Here also the mention of * ten days
*

is meant to stand for the

period of impurity ordained in each individual case. The mean-

ing thus is that 4 before the expiry of the period of impurity
ordained for a particular case, if another cause of impurity should

come about, then purification comes with the lapse of the remainder

of that period ;
and the second period of impurity is not to be

counted from the day on which the cause shall have arisen.
9

Says Gautama (14
8

5)
c lf an impurity should occur again during

the interval, the purification comes with the remainder of the

former.
9

4 Birth and Death '

being mentioned in a compound, and it

being not easy to find out in which order of sequence these are to

be taken,, and intervention being possible by unlike causes of

impurity also, it is to be understood, on the authority of usage?

that what is meant is intervention by a like cause of impurity

(j,e. of impurity due to death by another due to death and so

forth). It is in this sense that the use of the term * another 9

becomes more justifiably significant.

The term 4 Brahmana y

also is meant to stand for persons

observing the impurity.

In another Smrti-teast it has been laid down that *
if it

happens at the close of the night, then it is in two days ; and if

it happens at dawn, then three days
'

; and having begiift with

the statement
* when the Brahmana dies, the impurity lasts

for ten days \ it goes on to *my-
6

it* Ho one dies or is born
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in the interval, lie becomes pure after the remaining days.
5 And

this takes no account of any distinction between like and unlike

sources of impurity. (78;.

(79).

ON DEATH OF THE TjEACHEB, THEY DECLARE THE IMI'UBITY TO

LAST ^OK THEEB DAYS ; ON THE DEATH OF HIS SON OB WIFE, IT

LASTS FOB ONE BAY AND HIGHT t SUCH IS THE LAW.(79)

Bhdsya

4 Teacher \ 'Achdryti \ here stands for the Initiator
; on his

death fche impurity of the pupil lasts for three days.

On the death of the Teacher's son or wife
?

it lasts for one

day and night. (79).

(80),

IN THE CASE OF A LEARNED COMPANION, ONE SHALL REMAIN IMPUEE

FOB THBEB DAYS ; IN THE CASE OF A MATERNAL UNCLE, A PUPIL,
AN OFFICIATING PRIEST AND RELATION, FOE A NIGHT ALONG
WITH THE TWO DAYS (PRECEDING AND FOLLOWING IT). -(80).

Bhdsya

i Ijearned
J Who has studied the Vedic text,

*

Companion '-who, through friendship, has been living with

one*- Or 6

upasampanna
'

may mean endowed with good character*

What has been said before (Verse 70) regarding the case of
* fellow-students

*

pertains to those who have not yet got up the

entire Veda,

In lexicons the term c

upasampanna
*

appears a& a synonym
for

& dead '

; bat in view of the long period of impurity laid down
(wl^ich would not be compatible with the case of: a

the former explanation is the better of the two.
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Others construe the text otherwise- explaining it to mean

that ^ the impurity lasts for three days ift the case of the learned

maternal uncle
?

and i for a night along with the two days in the

case of the pupil, etc/

The term i
relation

*

stands for the wife's brother, the son o

the maternal aunt and so forth.

When we connect the maternal uncle
*

with 4 the night along
with the two days \ then, since this period would be already

applicable to the case of the maternal uncle by reason of his being
a-' relation \ the separate mention of him should be taken as mak-

ing the rule compulsory in his case
;
and this would mean that in

the case of other relations^ it would be discretionary.- (80)

VERSE (81)-

ON THE DEATH OF THE KlNG IN WHOSE REALM HE LIVES, IT LASTS

TILL THE LIGHT
;

IN THE CASE OF A NON-LEABNED TEACHBB,
THE WHOLE DAY ; AS ALSO IN THE CASE OF THE

TEACHEB. (81).

Bhdsya.

The name i

rajan
*
is really applied indirectly to the man of

a particular caste as endowed with the qualifications of anointment

and the rest ; that it is so is clear from the clause 4 in whose realm

he lives.
9

In fact when the word signifies the lord of a coufttry

belonging to a particular caste, it does so only by indirect indica-

tion, and not by direct denotation.

* Till the light* i.t.
9
it continues along with the light. That

is, if the death occurs during the day, the impurity lasts during
the day only, and it does not go on into the night ; Similarly if

the death occurs at night, it lasts during the night only, and does

not extend to the day. The fact that the text has used this

peculiar expression ^sajyotify \ "tilt the light* in the present
context (when only day, and only night are meant), is indicative

of the fact that whenever the term *

day
f

or *'pight
f*U tii&d, it
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means both day and nif/ht ; e.g., in verses 5*66 and 5'59. In 5*64

also, where the term *

night
*

is used in addition to the term
6

day \ it is added only for the purpose o filling up the metre.

At night, the '

light
!

is that of fire, as we read in the Brah-

mana-text bearing upon the Agni'hotra'' The night becomes res-

plendent with the light of fire
3
not with the light of the Sun/

In the case of the i non-learned' who does not study the

Yeda 4 teacher
y

it lasts during the whole day; it does not

extend to the night, even- when the cause of impurity happens

during the night.

u How can a c non-learned 1 man be a *
teacher

9

? In fact

it is only one who has learnt the Veda along with its subsidiary
sciences that is entitled to do the work of teaching*"

True
;

but a mere expounder is also called a *

teacher.'

Hence what is meant is that in the case of the person who has,

somehow, learnt the subsidiary sciences (without learning the

Veda) and expounds them, the impurity lasts during the day/
That this must be the meaning is indicated by the fact that there is

a distinct role HI reference to the Teacher who is properly qualified,

or to the Initiating Preceptor, who is the principal object of

reverence.

Some people connect the negative prefix in *
non-learned '

with the term c teacher
y

; and explain the rule laid down as refer-

ring to * the learned man who is the teacher of other persons, and
bears no relation to the person concerned'* (81

VERSE (82).

THE; BBAHMANA BECOMES PURE IN TEN PAYS,
TWELVE BAYS, THE VAISHYA IN FIFTEEN DAYS AND THE SHUDBA
IN A MONTH. (82).

Shasya

The alternative rules limiting the period of impurity to
'three days',

6 four days' &c., have been laid down above, in consi-

deration of the Character and learning o the persons concerned ;
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and the present verse is added with a view to preclude those alter-

natives from the Ksattriya and other castes* The mention o
ten days

3

in regard to the Brahmana however is a mere re-

iteration,

In this connection the following*question is likely to arise-8

" What is the text that restricts the period of impurity for the

Ksattriya to twelve days (or of the Vaishya to fifteen days, and so

forth) compulsorily, on the strength whereof the present verse

is taken as precluding the other alternatives from them ?
?5

This present text itself serves to indicate the time mentioned

as applying to those castes. And in the face of this text, the other

periods of 'ten
*

days and so forth, wherever mentioned, are under-

stood to be merely indicative of the period specified for each caste.

As a matter of fact, however, even in the presence of the present

verse, the mention of c ten days
* need not be taken to be indicative

(as just stated). For even though the section as a whole may pertain

to all four castes, yet the alternatives mentioned can pertain only to

that caste for whom the period of 'ten days
* has been laid down.

In another* Smrti-text it is with special reference to the Brdhmana

that it has been asserted that
fi the Brahmana may resume

Vedic study after one day
*

;
and it is to this that all the other

alternatives mentioned in other Smrti texts have to be taken as

optional* In any case, on the eleventh day there is no impurity

at alL

The author of the Vivarana says that in the present verse

special significance is meant to be attached to the use of the term

'

day
'

(and it is the day that is meant, as distinguished from the

night) ; so that there is no impurity on the tenth night ; and hence

it is only right and proper that invitations to the shraddha on the

eleventh day should be issued on the previous day. When a person

is going to set up the Fire, the impurity shall be wiped off by the

vigil kept during the previous night.

This however is not right. If the term *

day
' meant the day

only, then on the other days also there would be no impurity

during the nights. It might be argued that those intervening nights
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would fall within the period of impurity by virtue of the general

rule that
fi

impurity doe to death lasts for ten days
*

(5*59). But

what is the authority for denying a similar significance to the term
c

day
?

in this context also ?

Is is for these leasons that we have explained that throughout

this context the word s

day
5
stands for the day and night* It is

for this reason that in the preceding verse, where the day only

is meant, we have the epithet
* whole \

c krtsnam 9 added to

it (82i.

VERSE <83).

ONE SHOULD NOT PROLONG THE DAYS OF IMPUEITT NOR SHOULD

HE INTEBBUPT THE BITES PEKEOKMED IN THE FlEBS
; BECAUSE

HE WHO PEREGBMS THOSE BITES, EVEN IF HE BE A SAP3NDA,

WOULD NEVEB BE IMPUBE. (83.)

Bhdsya.

Some people may entertain the following notion :
" The

various alternatives that have been laid down regarding the period
of impurity extending to three days, &c.

5
all stand on an equal

footing with the alternative of c
ten days,' . and their adoption is

not regulated by considerations of character and study, etc. ; so

that the observing of the longer period being open to me, why
should I have recourse to the alternative of fi one day

f

, which
would entail the trouble of resuming my studies sooner ? I shall

have recourse to the- alternative of
* ten days ', and shall enjoy the

pleasure of havin> nothing to do for a longer period/'

It is for the benefit of such a person that the author, moved
by sympathys makes it clear that the optional alternatives ate

regulated by other considerations ; and that they do not all stand
on the same footing,

*
In what way they are regulated has been

already shown by us.

If this be not the meaning of the present advice, and if it

paean something else
3

what possibility would there be of any
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prolongation of the period that has been specifically fixed for each

Individual ? A*id it is only with such a possibility that there

could be room for the advice contained In the present verse.

What harm could there be In the author making still clearer what

he has already said before (regarding the regulation of the

optional alternatives) ?

Some people hold that even after the prescribed number of

days have elapsed,, purification Is not accomplished until bathing

and other rites have been performed ; as it Is going to be asserted

that 6 the Brdhmana becomes pure after touching water, etc/

(Verse 98) ; and some one may think that so long as he remains

impure he would not Incur any sin by the omission of religious

duties, and hence he may not proceed to take the bath or other

rites ; and it Is In view of such cases that we have the injunc-
tion that * one should not prolong the days of impurity* the

meaning being that the stipulated days having elapsed, one should

-not delay the external purifications.

As regards the assertion that** the use of the term day
Implies that there is no impurity on the night of the tenth day/

5

It has already been pointed out that this view Is not correct. Says
Gautama (14*6)

* If during one Impurity another source of

Impurity should arise, there Is purification after the remainder of

the former '

; and having said this, he thought that people might
be led to think that if the second Impurity should arise about the

end of the last night, there would be purification after that night,

and In order to guard against this he has added* if It happens
about the end of the night, then after two nights

*

(14" 7) [From
which it Is clear that the last night also falls within the period

of impurity] .

* Nor should he interrupt the rites performed in the /?r0#.Vw
TMs is said in view of the fact by reason of impurity all the rites

proscribed in the Shruti and the Smrti become precluded. The

meaning is that the rites that are performed in the fires, ^siich as

the Evening-libation and the rest should not be interrupted, -

i,0., shall not be omitted. ^Interruption
'

rnean^ ami^siony

formanete.
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But this does not mean that the Impure man should himself

perform the rites ; since it is added 5 he who performs the rites^

even if he be a Sapinda, would never ke impure
f

; which means

that fi even a Sapinda-relation would not be impure, to say nothing
of other persons

*

; says the Gfrhyasiitra also
&

They should per-

form in the house-fire the obligatory rites, with the exception of

the Vaitana-Yikz? ; and then & others would perform these.
5

This does not refer to the mere offering of libations that is done

in connection with the setting up of the fires, but to the performance
of the rite in all its details

; since it is only for these that the

employment of other agents is possible, since the principal libation

itself
5
which consists in offering certain substances

9
can be offered

by the householder himself. Hence the rites that are precluded

(during impurity) are those of the J^aishvadeva-offering and the

Darsha^Purnamdsa and other sacrifices. Of other acts, such as

the telling of beads, the saying of Twilight Prayers and so

forth, the preclusion of these has nowhere been indicated ; and
all these are obligatory. Hence what the present taxt does is to

permit the performance of other acts ; specially as another Smrti

text has prohibited such acts as * the offering of libations and Vedic

study.* Thus then, the distinction (as to what acts^are precluded
and what not) is based upon the obligatory or voluntary character

of the acts themselves ; specially as the voluntary act tending to

the accomplishment of desired ends should never be done, since

impurity deprives the man of the title to perform all such acts.

a But the impure man cannot be entitled to the performance
of the obligatory acts either."

As a matter of fact, purity does not constitute an essential

factor in the rites ; and though an obligatory act may be done even

in a slightly deficient form (due to the lack of purity ,
for instance),

such is not permissible in the case of voluntary acts done with a

view to definite ends. It might be argued that they also might be

performed, on the strength of the present text itself- But this

would not be right ;
for all that the present text permits is getting

certain rites performed by proxy j and as this in itself would foe. a
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deficiency. It would be admissible in the case of the obligatory rites

only, and not in that of voluntary ones.

With regard to the Vaishvadeva offering however^ there is a

difference of opinion. Some people quote the following Smrti~

text 6 At a birth or a death, one shall not pour libations into fire,

even with dry grains or fruits, nor should he perform any sacrificial

rites.
f

From all this it follows that one should offer the following s

the Twilight-libations, the DursJia-Purnamasa sacrifices, the Annual

Shrdddha^ the Shrdddha offered in the month of Ashvina and so

forth. As for the Upakarma, its performance depends upon the

lunar asterism and it need not be done on the full-moon- day. (83.)

VEESE (84).

AFTEB HAYING TOUCHED THE CHANDALA, THE MENSTKUATING

WOMAN, THE OUTCAST, THE WOMAN IN CHILD-BED, THE DEAB

BQDY
f
OR TO0CHEE THEREOF ONE BECOMES PUEB BY BATH-

ING. (84),

Bhdsya.
The '

divaklrti* is the chandala ; that it is so is clear from

the fact that he is mentioned along with the worst untouchables,

and also from the use of the name in the Mahdbhdrata^ in course

of a conversation between the Oat and the Mouse cat that time the

Divdkirti became oppressed with fear
'

(where it is the chandala

that is clearly meant). It cannot stand for the barber here; for the

barber is among the touchables, and also because he is one whose

food may be eaten (by the Brdhmana). As for the rule

laying down the necessity of bathing after a shave, this cannot

be put forward in the present context, as the bathing in this case

is necessitated by the consideration that, while one is

shaving hairs are bound to fall on the body, and as, on falling

from the body, they are unclean, it is necessary that one should

bathe.
*

Tatsprstinam\
*
the toucher thereof?-~This compound Is to

be expounded as 'ta&ya sprstam, tada^ymti*. The men who
touch those mentioned above have also ,got to bathe*
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Some people argue that, as the persons mentioned are not all

in equal proximity to the term &

tatsprstinamf
e
the toucher thereof

this refers to the dead body' only3
and not to the ^ Chandala* and

the rest. But others hold that since all are mentioned in the

same sentence, and since the term occurs at the end of all the

other persons mentioned, all these are present before the mind
3

and hence referred to hy the pronoun
&

thereof*; so that the

construction intended is that all the terms up to * shavam9

,

&
the

dead hody*^ form one copulative compound ?
and then compounded

with 6

sprstinam\
*

toucher'; and hence when the term 6
the toucher

thereof* comes up, all the things spoken of by all the members
of the copulative compound come to the mind. There is, on the

other hand, nothing to indicate that the term * toucher
9

is to be

connected with the 4 dead body* only ; for the simple reason that

it is equally connected with the c outcast
* and the rest also. In

fact?, all that is clearly indicated is that the term i
toucher* is con-

nected with some other term that h$s gone before ; in a copula-
tive compound however, each term is regarded as denoting all

the things spoken of
;
and hence all these latter are equally

closely related to the term * toucher\ Another construction that

might be suggested is to construe the term c toucher thereof

with the term '

(
cle$d body*, and then with the other terms. But

in this case, there would be nothing to justify the connection of

the term
' toucher

5

with the '
outcast' and the rest.

From all this it follows that it is only on the strength of usage
that a right conclusion can be arrived at. (84)

VERSE (85).

ON SEEING UNCLEAN THINGS, THE MAN, 'AFTER HAVING SIPPED

WATEE, SHALL ALWAYS ATTENTIVELY EECITE THE SoLAE
MANTEAS ACCORDING TO HIS INCLINATION, AS ALSO THE PAVA-
MANI VEESES, ACOOEDING TO HIS CAPACITY.

6 Unclean /Am^
?,^Those ,

jufc mentioned are to be under*-

jitood as meant here, becaipe of their proximity*
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Those mantras that are addressed to the Sun are called *8o

and the mantras meant are fi

udutyam jatavedasam^ #c. $c.
9

The Pdvamam verses** The verses 6

svddistaye^ $c tjrc.'

occurring In the ninth mandala o the Egveda.

According to his inclination* and s

according to his capacity*
mean the same thing ; two words have been used for the purposes
of metre*

In as much as the c mantras* and c verses
5

are mentioned In the

pluralj at least three verses should be recited
;
and as regards mores

they may be recited only if other and more important duties do

not suffer thereby. Then again, since the text speaks o mantras^
and the term c P&vamam 9

also refers to verses, purification Is

brought about as soon as one has gone beyond three verses,

even though the hymn may not be completed.

The dog also has to be Included among the * unclean things* ; as

it also Is unclean. In the present context G-autama has declared
4 Of the dog also ; whatever It might pollute, say some*

4

Attentively* ; without allowing his mind to wander about ;

he should fix It upon contemplating the deity. Or,
Q

Prayata&
may mean that * at a time when one Is busy with worshipping

deities. If he should happen to touch an unclean thing, he

should do what is here laid down, and not otherwise'. (85).

VERSE (86).

HAVING TOUGHED A
'

FATTY HUMAN BONE, THE BBAHMANA BECOMES

PURE BY BATHING, BUT IF IT BE FBEE FEOM FAT, THEN BY

SIPPING WATER AND TOUGHING A COW, OB LOOKING AT THE

SUN (

y*
*

human,
9
*

belonging to rawa.

*

Fatty* -i.e. Besmeared with flesh, m^yroW fte.

'Alabhya* means touching.

The touching of the cow and looking at $ie sun ar$ poepnt tQ

tie optionalj
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VERSE (87).

THB PEBSON UNDEB INSTBUCTION SHALL HOT MAKE WATEB-0FFEB-

IHGS TUiL THB COMPLETION OF HIS PUPILAGE ; AT ITS COM-

PLETION, HE BECOMES PURE IN THBEE DAYS
9
AFTEK HAVING

MADE THE WATER-OFFEBIN&S.

Bhasya.

Adista* means fi

adesha\ instruction'; and the term ^person
under instruction* denotes the Student^ by reason of his connection

with the instruction that he receives regarding his observances.

The present text prohibits the making o water-offerings by one

who is still in the state of the Student, to such Sapinda relations

as may happen to die during that period. As for those that have

died before, the offering of water to the forefathers and Gods has

already been prescribed for the Student also.

c Till the completion of his pupilage ;
i.e. till the performance

of the ' Samdvartana* ceremony; and it does not mean any forced

completion of the stage in the interval.

On returning after having finished his observances,he shall

make a water-offering to each of the dead relations on one day; and

he should observe *

impurity* for three days.

As regards the making of water-offering to his mother, this

is necessary for the Student also ;
and such an offering does not

interfere with the proper fulfilment of his observances. In

support of this they quote another Smr&"-text -viz.
* The person

undergoing instruction does not commit a wrong in making a

water-offering.
1

(8 7) .

VEESE (88).

THE WATEB-OFFEBING IS WITHDBAWN FBOM THOSE BOBH IN VAIN AND

FBOM INTEBMIXTUBE, FBOM THOSE WHO ABE ADDCITED TO

ASCETICISM AND FBOM THOSE WHO HAVE ABANDONED

THEMSELVES. ( 88)

Bhasya.

The term * born *
is to be construed separetely with each of

*the two terms with which it is compounded^ He is said to be
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1
'born in vain

' who does not worship 6-ods5
Pitrs or Men j z. em

he who does not lead the life proper for any of the four stages
of life, even though he Is capable of doing so ; one who is

excluded from all offerings and invitations. Having referred to

the man fi who for one year does not lead the life proper for any

stage/ the scriptures speak of a great sin attaching to persons

doing this for any length of time. This is so because with the

exception of the Student and the Renunciates
all the others have

to cook food for other people ; and it is only cooking for one's

own self alone that has been prohibited.

'Jiorn of intermixture** ?. e. the Ayogava? and other persons
born of an improper and inverse mixture of the several castes ;

that the issue of improper mixtures is meant is indicated by its

association with those c born in vain/ which implies lowness of

birth. As regards the issue of legal mixtures, even though these

also are * born of intermixtures/ yet these are not meant here
f

because, they belong definitely to their mother's caste and are

entitled to all that pertains thereto. Further, in ordinary usage
children of legal mixtures are not spoken of as being of * mixed

origin'; e.g. in 10.25, where the issues of c mixed origin' are

described. The term also includes (a) the children of such

widows as have not been 'permitted' to beget children, born of the

intercourse of several men, and (i) the children of prostitutes; the

children of women begotten by a person other than their husbands
are not included in this category, if there has not been intercourse

with several men.

Some people hold that this prohibition refers to Sapmda rela-

tions who are as described, and not to their sons ; while in the

case of those who have 4 abandoned themselves,
'

it applies to their

sons also.

This however is not right ; as the text makes no distinction

among those mentioned ,

Asceticisms ; i. e.
9

of heretics, such as the *

BhagalaJ the

Rdktapata
' and the rest. That these are meant is indicated by the

plural number and by the fact that it is the heterodox heretic alo&e"
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that is excluded. These are regarded as heterodox
*

by reason

of their observances &c., being different from those of the orthodox

ascetics*

* Those who have abandoned themselves ;'
/. e. those who, even

before their life's span has been run out, give tip their bodies

(by committing suicide). [It is only such suicide that is reprehen-

sible]. It is considered quite desirable in the case of old men

suffering from incurable diseases given up by the physicians ; as

has been thus declared :
c
If an old man, incapable of puri-

fication and memory, who has passed beyond the reach of the

physician's art, kills himself by falling down from a precipice^

or entering into fire, or by fasting, or by drowning in water, in

Ms case there is impurity for three days ;
his bones being collected

on the second day, on the third day the water offering-should be

made, and on the fourth day the Shrdddha should be performed'.

Suicide is regarded as desirable also in the case of persons suffer-

ing from leprosy and such other diseases ;
as has been said in

connection with men who, though still in the Householder's

state, have lost all energy,
- Bent upon entering the Great Path,

they do not wish to live on uselessly.
3 That man is called

4 devoid of energy
* who is incapable of doing purificatory acts,

as also saying the Twilight Prayers &c. Then again, in texts

deprecating suicide, the words used are *
if one whose body has

not been emaciated, or who has not lost all energy, should kill

himself &c. &c.
?

;
which implies that it is permitted tor those who

are not such as here described.

Other Smrti-texts prohibit the water-offering for other

persons also. It has been thus declared* Those killed by kings,
those killed by horned or fanged animals, or by serpents, and
those who have abandoned themselves, to these no Shrdddha
is to be offered j and water, ball-offerings and other offerings that

are made to the dead, all this does not reach them, it becomes

lost in the intervening regions. Through fear of popular blame,
one should make the Ndrdyana offering ;

and for the sake of

these also food-grains, along with the additional fee, shall be

given,'
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Elsewhere again
s Sinful men meet death from the L-handdla^ from waters

from serpents^ from Brahmanas, from lightning and from fanged
animals/

It Is also laid down that

* For incendiaries^ for keepers o baths and makers oE orna-

ments and for professional mourners, there is purification after

the performance o two Taptcikrchchlira penances. Hence for these

no after-death rites shall be performed by others ; even the name
of such persons, or of their family, should not be pronounced.
For truly fearful is the uttering of the name of such a great

sinner, who has gone to the worst hells.
1

It is in connection with the acts mentioned here that Samvarta

has prescribed the 4

Sdntapana
5

penance ; and Parashara has

laid down the 4

Taptakrchchhra
J

; and Yashistha has prescribed

the &

Chdndrdyana
'

along with the 4

Taptcd'rcJichhra '. But these

differences [may be ignored.

With reference to what has been said above regarding
c the

death of sinners' resulting from
* the Chandala, from water &c. &c.,'

there arises the following question
4CDoes thisrule

y regarding the

non-performance of the Shrdddha and the performance of penance,

pertain to the Chaudala who kills himself intentionally ? -or to

one who is killed through carelessness, without intention ?
"

Why should this question arise ?

(A) Well, Gautama (14-12) has said
c In the case of those

dying from hunger, -by a weapon, by fire, by poison,

in water, in prison, or from a precipice, it is only

when it is unintentional.
9 While in the verse just

quoted it is said simply, without any qualification
* Those dying at the hands of the Chdnddla &c.

f

And? on account of the [necessity of reconciling this

with what has been said in the other Smrti text

regarding the case of *

dying to water ' &a 9
it must

be *
intentional death,

3
that is meant. And the idea*
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arises that by reason of 'association,' the same should

be the case with the others also.

(B) On the other hand, the verse quoted uses the term
s

sinful*; and all sinful act has been prohibited;
he who does what is prohibited is called * sinful *.

And a man becomes the 4 doer
'

of an act through
his own initiative, as also through the urging of

another person. Now, death * from lightning, and

the faoged and horned animals
5

could never belong
to the former category (i.e. this could never be

intentional) ; and no one is ever urged by others

to such death; nor are these means of dying

employed by suicides, as holes* water and sword etc*,

are, and it is only if these were so, and the man
were to kill himself by having recourse to these,

that he could be the 'self-sufficient agett,
? of the act

of 'dying.' The truth therefore is that the man who
comes by such death is understood to have been

sinful in his previous life, as is learnt from the

scriptures j j ust as the possession of * black teeth'

and the rest. If it be asked * what is the use of

this fact of the man's having been sinful in the

past being indicated ?' But in the case of persons
with deficient limbs etc., their previous connection

with sin is clearly indicated ; and the expiatory
rite to be performed in the case has been laid down

by Vashistha, as consisting, in the case of some

men, of the performance of two KrcJichhras^ and
in that of others, of something more.

(C) In reality however, the suicide having died, can have

nothing to do with the performance o any rites. Or?

if he be regarded as having commited a grievous sin,

then, any person who may have entered into any kind
of relationship with him marital, or friendly, or

sacrificial, -would also have to be regarded as sinful.

But such is not the usage of cultured men* For
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as a matter of fact, people having relationship with

suicides are not looked down upon In any way ;

nor do they perform any expiatory rites.

From this it follows that what Is meant Is intentional death,

(D) Some people, having read, In another Smrti text^ the

words those killed by cows and Brahmanas etc.
5

read the words *
fchose who have abandoned them-

selves
J

apart by themselves, and seem to take up
an entirely different position.

From all this (A, B, C and D) there arises the above-

mentioned doubt as to what Is the right view.

The right view Is that intentional suicides are what are

meant ; why ? because of their being spoken of as

'sinful.' The man wbo Intentionally proceeds to set

Into activity the causes leading to his own death
3
wil-

fully disobeys the law that no man shall by his own
desire, cut off his life-span :' and It is only right

that such a transgressor should be spoken of as

sinful.'

" But it has been said and pointed out above that the causes

of death spoken of do not resemble the sword and other things

used by suicides ; so that the intentional killing of oneself

could not be meant."

Our answer to this is a& follows ; If a man does not guard
himself against a danger, he Is regarded to be as good as having

brought It upon himself- So that If a man wanders about alone

in a forest infested with chdndalas and robbers, even though he

may not have the wish that they should kill him
5 yet there is dis-

obedience of scriptures on his part,- since he acts in a way that

Invites danger, and he does nothing to avert that clanger.

Similarly with the man who goes to swim in the river, or enters a

boat of doubtful capacity rowed by incompetent boatsmen.

Under such circumstances^ If by the loss of vigour, or by the

turning over of the boat, the man should happen to die, It

would be only right to regard him a* having committed a sin.-
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On the contrary, If persons were to bathe In water, whose depth they

have duly ascertained by means of sticks etc.
3
and of the presence

wherein of alligators and other animals they are ignorant^ and

were to be carried away by any such animals, no blame would

attach to them* Similarly if one gets into a boat, which is well-

fastened, and rowed by capable rowers, and proceeds to cro^s a

swift stream, if, on the sudden rising of a strong wind, the boat

happen to be tossed on a whril-pool and capsize, and the man be-

come drowned, he would not have transgressed tiie scriptures

at all. Similarly jtgain, If one did not carefully avoid places

known to be infested with snakes, and being bitten by a snake

were to die, he would have acted sinfully ; not otherwise.

Similarly If one does not run to a safe distance, on seeing a

sharp-horned cow or an elephant, and become killed, he is rightly

regarded as sinful. Similarly again if, when It Is raining heavily
and lightning Is flashing, if one wanders about In desolate places
and does not take shelter in a village or town, -his action is repre-
hensible. While If the lightning should, by chance, happen to

fall upon a man who Is In the village, there would be nothing
sinful on the part of the mail. For these reasons it is always

right and proper that the man should do all that has been laid

down (for his safety).

The prohibiting of 6

water-offerings
*

should be taken as

applicable to all kinds of after-death rites ; for
'

such is the view

propounded in another $winf/-te;xt.-(88)

VERSE (89;.

ALSO FROM WOMEN, WHO HAVE JOINED A HEEETIC, WHO BEHAVE TOO

.FBEEkY, WHO HAVE INJUBED A CHILD IN THEIR WOMB OK THEIK

HUSBANJJ, AND THOSE WHO DEIHK WINE (89).

jBhosya.

One who has renounced the scriptures and has taken to

wearing such things 1 as the human skull, red garments and so

forth, on the basis of heterodox theories of life and morals, is a
"heretic? Those women who have 'joined'^ such a person,/.*?.
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who have adopted his distinguishing marks and are under his

control.

6 Those who behave too freely" When a woman renounces

the customs and usages c her family, and allowing free scope to

her desires, has recourse to one as well as several men, her be*

havlour Is called free,
9

The *

injury
'

to the husband consists In giving him poison
etc* ;

and that to the child In the womb consists in abortion.

6 Those icho drink wi/ie? >I.e. those who drink what Is

prohibited.

On this subject some one makes the following observa-

tions : -

a The prohibition of wine-drinking
1

is found in the words
% brahman o na pibet surom \ (* the Brahmana. shall not drink

wine ') ;
and though the words apply to all members of the

caste, yet the particular gender used is Indicative of the fact that

the prohibition applies to males only ? and not to females.

Though both the male and the female belong to the same caste,

yet there Is a distinct difference between the masculine and

feminine genders. So that when the text uses the masculine form
6 brahmanafy

*

5
what possibility is there of the prohibition applying

to the female, who is not mentioned at all ? For Instance, when

it Is said that Eor the sake of a ?on one should make the Brdh-

manl drink
'

a certain substance, it is not understood to mean that

the male Brahmana should be made to drink It, In the same

manner when a text makes use of the masculine form, what It

asserts cannot be predicated of females. It Is true that in .some

cases, significance is not meant to be attached to the particular

gender used ; e.g.> in the text * the Brahmana should not be

killed *,
where the prohibition Is understood to apply to the killing

of the female Brahmana also. But what happens In this latter

case is that the direct signification of the Accusative case-ending

marks out the * Brahmana *

to be the predominant factor by
reason of his being what Is most intended to be fi

got at
*

by the

preadicate j and us a rule in the case of the predominant factor no
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significance is attached to the gender, or the number or any other

factor^ except what is expressed by the basic noun itself- E.g.

the injunction
* wash the cup

9

is not taken to mean the washing
of only one cup. In the case under discussion^ however, the

prohibitive text is in the form ^BrahmaniJna sura na peyu* (
4 wine

shall not be drank by the Brdhmatia
9

],) where the ' Brdhma-na

appears as the Nominative, and as such, an accessory in the

fulfilment o the act denoted
;
so that in the case of the prohibi-

tion in the form & The Brahraana shall not drink wine *

also,

the nominative being denoted by the verb (with its conjuga-
tional ending), is expressed by the basic noun (

* brahmana 9

) and

comes to be taken as something conducive to the fulfilment of the

act denoted by the verb ; so that the nominative ending in this text

is to be construed on the same lines as the Instrumental in the

preceding text ; and it has to be taken as a. subordinate

factor. And in connection with a subordinate factor, all that is

expressed by the word has to be taken as significant ; for instance,

in the case of the text '

pashimd yajeta \ (
c
sacrifice with an

animal '), it is the male animal that is always sacrificed (and this

on account of the Instrumental ending marking out the animal
as the subordinate factor),"

Our answer to the above is as follows : -In such cases as the

one'nnder consideration whether a certain thing form the predom-
inant or the subordinate factor is not determined by the Accusative

or Instrumental case-ending, but upon its being or not being already
known. That is to say, what is not already known, that alone

can form the subject of the Injunction, and this is to which due

significance is meant to be attached ; and this for the simple
reason that it is denoted by a word which can have no other

denotation ; while what is already known from other sources, and

is mentioned for the sake of the Injunction/has to be taken as

subserving the purposes of the Injunction in exactly the same
form in which it has been denoted by the previous word. In
the sentence c the Brahraana should not be killed

1

, all !that the

Injunction directly signifies is the prohibition of the act of killing,
and everything else (mentioned ii^the sentence) is such as IB already
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known from other sources. Even so however., due significance

has to be attached to what Is expressed by the basic nouns (in the

sentence), as otherwise, their very use would come to be meaning-
less, But the gender, the number and other elements, which are

denoted by the case-endings, it is just possible that these are used

simply because they are invariable concomitants of basic nouns

(which cannot be used by themselves without a case-ending) ; and

hence sometimes these latter are meant to be significant, some-

times not. As regards the killing of the Brahmana, no man

requires to be urged to do it by an Injunction ;
as he is urged to

it by his own hatred of the man he kills ; and all men are, by
their very nature, prone to do this act* But as regards the pro-
hibition of it, unless it were directly enjoined, it could not be

got at by any means
; specially as it could not be obtained from

any other source. So that, since it is not in any way conducive

to the fulfilment of an act, nor is it the qualification of anything
so conducive, hence, even though it were to be included under

the nature of man, it could not be connected -with the context.

Consequently, for the purpose of connecting it with the context

it is necessary to attribute to it the character of the topic ; and
when the prohibition in question has been made the topic of the

Injunction, it is no longer necessary to make the denotation o

the verb the topic. Thus then, the topical character having been

wrested by the Prohibition, what is denoted by the verb naturally
loses that character. The performance of the act (denoted by the

verb) is such that its performance is secured through ordinary
tendencies (of men) ; so that for its own accomplishment it does

not stand in need of being embraced by any Injunction ; and all

that it needs is the capacity (and desire) of the man to do the act ;

and this, act of killing, being got at by other means of know-

ledge, establishes the man's capacity for doing the act ; so that it

is through a qualification of theman that it becomes correlated with

the sentence. Thus it is quite in keeping with the theory of words

denoting only correlated entities. The act, along with its qualifi-
"

cation, thus not forming the topic of this Injunction, man's ten-

dency to it has to be explained as being due to ordinary wordlv

14
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causes. As a matter of fact, in the case of killing, such tendency
and motive power is present, in the form of the man's passion ;

and

certainly no^restrictions of gender or number pertain to passion ;

or the activity might be due to the man's hatred,

From all this it follows that the word, whose denotation

does not form the topic of the Injunction, on the ground that it is

already known, renounces its denotative power and indicates

a sense that is determined by other means of knowledge.
And in as much as gender and number are not

s
even by import,

signified by the word
s
how can any significance be attached to

them ? It being necessary to speak of what is denoted by
the basic noun, 'it has to be spoken of with the help of some

number and it cannot be used entirly by itself
; and it is for

this reason that. gender and number are added.

On the point at issue thus the conclusion is as follows :

The man, who has determined to take upon himself the

character of the agent of the act of killing, is urged (by the

prohibition) to what is signified by the negative word. So that

in a prohibitive sentence, no significance need attach to the use of

the Accusative ending, which therefore may be ignored. Even
sentences where we find the Instrumental Ending, or even the

Nominative e.g.,
' wine shall not be drunk by the Brahmana

', or
* the Brahmana shall not drink wine ', what is denoted by them

being already got at from other sources, they do not form topics
of the Injunction and hence they are taken as spoken of only by
way of reference. In the case where the Accusative comes in

as a qualification of the motive, the Nominative and the

Instrumental endings are always taken along with the Accusative,

Even when the Accusative is directly used, that which is not

already known from other sources forms part of the enjoined

(predicate)/an<3, as such, is regarded as duly significant ; for

example in the case of such*texts as bharydm upagachcJihet
'

(* one
should have recourse to his wife

y

),
c

apatayam utpadayet* ('one

beget a. child ') [where due significance attaches to
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singular]"number in wife' and fi

child']. The * wife
5
is not a

a thing acquired in the ordinary worldly manner ; as she can be

acquired only by means of the marriage -rites. Nor is it a thing
that has beers definitively described in an Injunction, which

would strictly restrict it to what is enjoined therein ; as there is in

the case of such texts as 4 dshvinam grahndti* (* holds the cup
dedicated to the Ashvins *),

& maitravarunam grdhndti (* holds the

cup dedicated to Mitra-Varuna '), and 4

dashaitanadhvaryur-

grhndti* ( the Adhvaryu holds these then') [where the exact

character of the cups has been prescribed by the texts laying
down the dedication], and :the cups taken up are of the precise

number mentioned in the texts ; consequently, their number being

known, they become connected with the injunction of the washing,
in sequential accordance with that number. Now in this case,

there being no other sentence, and the sentence in question itself

being the originative injunction, there are no grounds for rejecting

the directly expressed number ;
so that any rejection of what is

expressed by the self- sufficient denotative power of words could

proceed only from the mind of man. Similarly in the case of the

text *

pashund yajeta
'

(
fi one should sacrifice with an animal '),

the Injunction pertains to the sacrifice, which is of the nature of

something to be accomplished $ so that when we proceed to seek for

the means by which it could be accomplished, all that is mentioned

in the injuactive text, qualification and all, comes to be regarded as

the object of the Injunction ; specially because the function of the

Injunction cannot be regarded as having been fully fulfilled only

by the laying down of what is signified by the root yaji \

*to sacrifice
5

; 'why, then, should not the words be taken in the

sense that is indicated by their own denotation as helped by the

denotation of other words connected with them ?

Persons versed in the science of " Pramanas " however regard

the text as a self-sufficient Injunction ; and in this they only

repeat what has been said by other people. What we
,
have said

is easily understandable ;
and it does not demand any very keen

acumen to grasp it* It is the very essence of things.
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science is useful only so far as the Injunction is concerned ;

anything more than that is a mere show of learning, a purely

exaggerated description. Such description is of use only in a

case where the Injunction does not supply all the information

needed ; as for instance, in the case of the injunction regarding

the "laying of pebbles ',
there being several articles such as butter,

oil, salt and the like, that are helpful towards wetting, it being
doubtful as to which of these is to be used in the wetting of the
*

pebbles', it is the description (of Butter as '

longevity itself ')

which leads to the conclusion that Butter should be used. Or

again, in the case of the 4 Ratri-sattra
',

the performance of

sacrificial rites during the night being unheard of anywhere

else, the subsequent description o the 6 men obtaining honour *

helps to indicate the propriety of such performance by one who
is desirous of acquiring honour or fame. In the case in question
however the sentence (which in Adh. 11, verses 92 etc. prohibit

wine for the Brahmana) is complete in all respects, at the mention

of
i Brdhmanas *

;
so that all needs having been fulfilled, the only

purpose served by the description is
6 commendation.' It might

be argued that what is said under 11-96 is treated on the same

footing as the assertion that * the sinful man comes by accom-

plished happiness ',
so that the prohibition of wine-drinking

comes to have a footing, though a partial one, as referring to the

male only. But there would be no force in this
; because females

also are entitled to partake of the butter and other substances,
which have been left after the offerings to the Gods have been

made
;
and they are permitted to recite Vedic texts also at the

Darsha-purnamasa and other sacrifices ; such texts, for instance, as
*

videyakarmasi, &c, &c.
5 Even such Injunctions as one should

make the performer of Shrdddhas drink wine '

indicate that wine
is permitted for women.

Nor is any such distinction (between male and female) made
in the case of *

Brahmana-killing/ So that upon the question
here raised, the final conclusion is that the prohibition of wine-

drinking pertains to the whole caste (89)*
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YEESE (90).

PHE STUDEHT, CABBYIHG HIS OWN DEAD TEACHES, OB TUTOB, OB

FATHEB, OB MOTHEB, OE MONITOB, DOES NOT SUFEEB 3N HIS

OBSEBVANCES.-(90).

Bhdsya*

Some people think that the term ^
his own 9

qualifies the

Teacher '

only ; and it serves to exclude the Teacher's Teacher
s

rould be thought of as deserving the same treatment, according
o what has been said above under 2.205.

Others again explain
s his own* as standing for one's

Delations*

But in this latter case, it would seem unnecessary to mention

he * father
' and the * mother.' But it may be explained as em-

phasising the obligatory character of the rule as regards these

>artieular relations.

' Monitor \
c

Guru\ is one who has been described in 2*149.

There is no harm done to his observances by carrying the

lead body of these persons ; and what the text means by this

ipeeification is that there is interference in the observances by the

carrying of the dead bodies of persons other than these (90)*

VERSE (91).

SHOULD CABRY THE DEAD SHUDKA BY THE SOUTHEBN GATE
OF' THE CITY ;

BUT THE TWIOE-BOBN PEBSONS BY THE WES-

TEEN, NOBTHEEN AHD EASTBBN GATES EESPEOTIVELY-(91).

Bhdsya.

The term City
'

stands for the village &c. also.

This rule applies to those places where there are several

gates ; the advice pertaining to such" persons as may be capable of

following it.

The Shudra has been mentioned first, because it is an in-

auspicious subject. And this reversal of the order indicates that

the term *

respectively
'

indicates that the Vaishya should be
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carried by the western, the Ksattriya by the northern and the

Brahmana by the Eastern gate. (91) .

VERSE (92).

THE TAINT OF UNCLEANLINESS DOES NOT ATTACH TO KlNGS, OK TO

THOSE KEEPING- A VOW, OE TO THE PERFORMERS OF SACRIFICIAL

SESSIONS; BECAUSE THEY OCCUPY "THE POSITION OF SOVER-

EIGNS AND ARE EVER OF THE NATURE OF BRAHMAN. ~
(92).

BhQsya*

Though the term fi

rdjan \
t

king *, Is denotative of the

Ksattriyaeaste, yet, on account o the reason being stated in the

words that i

they occupy the position o sovereigns
9

,
it follows

that it indicates the ruler of countries. This we shall explain

fully under the-joext verse.

Those who are keeping a vow,
'

i.e., those who are observing
a vow, and undergoing such penances as those of the 6 Chandra-

yana
f and the like.

Performers of sacrificial sessions ;' i.e. those who are per-

forming the fi

Gav&wiayana
*

sacrifice, or those who have been

initiated for the other sacrifies also. Says Grautama (14"1)
* For

sacrificial priests, for one who has been Initiated and for the

Student.'

In support of this we have the laudatory statement (In the

second line). ^Position of Sovereigns ;* i.e*> the kings
e

<?ccwp.v/-

maintain, the 'position* place
*

of sovereigns' of rulers of

men ; and the other two the keepers of vows and performers of

sacrificial sessions"have attained the character of Brahman.

6 Taint of uncleanliness
9~zme. Impurity*

Others have explained the term c

Sattrinafy
'

to mean

persons who are constantly making gifts. But in its primary

denotation, the term refers to a particular form of sacrifice, (92).
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VEESE (93).

IMMEDIATE PUBXFICATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED FOE THE KING ON THE

MAJESTIC THRONE ; AND THE REASON FOR THIS LIES IN HIS

OCCUPYING- THAT POSITION FOB THE PBOTEGTION OE THE

PEOPLE. (93).

Bhasya.

&

Majestic
?

i.e. that seat whose character is grand, glorious ;

this
6

majesty
'

consists in the fact that it is seated upon this

throne that the man is enable to carry on the work of protecting
the people ;

and herein lies his sovereignty over men. This is what
is meant by the clause

c and the reason for this lies in his occupying
that position

'

; and what this means is that mere caste does not

entitle the man to the consideration that the rule implies ; what
entitles him to it is his work of protecting the people. The term
6 dsana ', 'position, also does not mean here a seat or a couch

; it

stands for the duties incumbent upon one who takes his seat upon
it. It is for this reason.that the older writers have explained the

present rule to mean that there is no impurity in the case of any

person who is capable of protecting the people, even if he be a

non~Ksattriya by caste.

* For the purpose of protecting the people? The meaning of

this is that all the observances relating to impurity are not to cease,

but only those that would be incompatible with the proper fulfil-

ment of his duty of protecting the people ; for example, the

giving of food-grains out of his granary during times of scarcity5

and so forth, the performance of rites for the allaying of

celestial, atmospheric and terrestrial portents. Further, it becomes

incumbent upon the king to attend to such business as may be

brought up suddenly by gentlemen ; or, when it becomes neces-

sary for him to speak out for the purpose of settling disputes

and religious doubts that may arise among twice-born persons in

the higher stages of life.
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VERSE (94.)

ALSO IN THE CASE OF THOSE KILLED IN A RIOT OR BATTLE OK BY

LIGHTNING OE BY THE KIHG ;
AND OF THOSE WHO HAVE DIED

FOB THE SAKE OF COWS AND BftAHMANAS J
AS ALSO FOB THE

PEBSON FOB WHOM THE KING DESIRES IT. (94\

Bhdsya.

6 jDhnba ',

f Riot \ Is fighting done by many people, without

weapons ;

& Ahava^ is battle.

In the case of persons killed in these^ there is immediate

purification.
*

Lightning
' This has been already explained.

* Pdrthiva '

the lord of the Earth, who may belong to any
of the four castes.

Also in the case o one who, even apart from battle, has been

killed in water, or by tusked animals, for the sake of cows
and Brdhmanas.

6 Also Jor the person for whom the King desires it *
9

i.e. the

person who has been deputed by him to do a definite work.

Question :
" Why should this be so ? In the case of th,e

king himself, immediate purification has been ordained only in

reference to his work of protecting the people ; how then could

the impurity of any and every person, without any restriction,

cease merely by the king's desire ?
"

[The answer to this is supplied by the next two verses].

(94).

VERSE (95).

THE KING HOLDS IK HIMSELF THE BODY OF THE EIGHT GUABDIAN
DEITIES OF THE WOBLD, OF THE MOON, * THE FlBE, THE SUN,
THE WIND, INDBA, THE LOBD OF WEALTH, THE LOBD OF

WATER, AND OF YAMA. (95).

JBhdsya.
c

Body
J here stands for a portion of their effulgence.
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1 Lord of Wealth f

Vaishravanaj Kubera*
* Lord of Water *

Varuna.

To the same end we*have also a second laudatory declara-

tion in the next verse, -(95).

(96).

THE KINO is POSSESSED BY OF WOHLD ; HO IM-

PBBITYj THBEBFOBE
5

BEEN HIM | FOE THE
PUBITY AND IMPUBITY AFFECT MOBTALS ABB HAVE OBIGIN

AND EMD IM THE WOBLDLY REGIONS. (96).

Bhasya.

The king is possessed by the said Lords of the World ;
for

him there ^is no purity or impurity ; because the effect of these is

only uponjfmortals ; and their origin and end proceed from the

world ; hence they affect mortals, and not the Lords of the

World. (96).

(97).

FOB ONE WHO IS KIIAED IN BATTLE WITH BRANDISHED WEAPONS, IN THE

MANNBE BEFITTING THE KsATTBIYA
?
SAOEIFlCIAIj PBBEOBMANCES

BECOME INSTANTLY COMPLETED ; AND BO ALSO IS THE IMPUEITY |

SUCH IS THE ESTABLISHED LAW- (97).

Bkasya*

* Shastra \
&

weapon \ is that by which people are slain,

killed ; hence by the present role
?
also for the man who is killed

by pieces of. stone or a club or such other things,, sacrificial per-

formances become completed*

* J[hava \
& Battle \ is so called because in this men are

challenged (dhuyante) to fights through mutual rivalry.

* Manner befitting the Ksattriya ; i.e. never turning his

back, fighting in the defence of his people^ or tinder orders from

his master.



s
'

fi

Sacrificial performances
f

-such as fae-Jyotistoma.---ariA the

rest
;

i become instantly completed
'

finished. That. isf ,

the man

becomes endowed with the merit proceeding from the due perform-

ance of the sacrifices.

Impurity also in their case is the same
;

i.e. it ceases imme

diately*

Some people construe the term 6

sadyaJ} \
6

instantly
>9

9
with

the word t
killed

1

;
and according to this what is said here would

apply to the case of only that man who actually dies on this

battle-field, and not to one who is moved away from there and

dies on some other day.

This point however is open to question. -(97).
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of

VEESE (98).

THE BRAHMANA BECOMES PUBIFIIB BY TOUCHING- WATEB
;
THE

KSATTBIYA BY TOUCHING HIS CONVEYANCE AOT> WEAPONS
;
THE

VAISHYA BY TOUCHING EITHEB THE GOAD OE THE LBADINO-

STBINaS
|
AND THE SHUBBA BY TOUCHING THE STICK, HE

HAS PEBFOBMEB THE BITE (98).

Bhasya.

After the completion o the prescribed period of impurity

of ten days, &c. there is something more that has got to be done.
f

Touching Water
3

stands for bathing, as we have already

explained before.

^

After he kas performed the rite.
9

This goes with the

Ksattriya and the other two that follow ; and the
*

rite
9

meant is

only bathing^ noue other being found to have been prescribed.

The meaning thus is that,
'

having bathed, they should touch

the conveyance and other things*
1

Others however explain the term *
rite

'

as standing for the

Shraddha ceremonies ; the meaning being that all become pure after

having performed the Shrdddha-ceremonies^ but the Brdhmana

after he has 4 touched water \ and the Rsattriya and the rest

after touching the conveyance and other things. (98).
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la the of the

of

(99).

OE BBAHMANAS
?

HAS DBSCEIBBD TO YOU THE

IN CASE OF 6 SAPINDA-BBLA-

TXONS.*- (99).

The two halves of this verse are meant to serve respectively

the purpose o recapitulating what lias gone before and introdu-

what Is to come. (99).

(100.)

A BBAHMANA^ CARRIED, LIKE A KELATION, A DEAD BBAH-

MANA WHO IS HOT HIS SAPINDA
1

BELATION, OR THE NEAR

EELATITES OF HIS MOTHER BECOMES PURE IH THREE DAYS.-
(100).

Bhasya.
4 Like a relative \ i.e., from a religious motive, (

and not on

payment of wages .

Near relatives of his mother
?

i the term ^
near

*

is meant to

include such close relations as the maternal uncle and the like.

From this it appears that the term *

non-sapinda
?

here stands for

those who are not 4 samanodaka f

,
and not only for all except

sopmrfa-relations . (100) .

(101).

BUT IF HB BATS THBIR FOODa
HE BECOMES PtJBE IN TBH BAYS J IF

HOWEVEB HE DOES NOT EAT THEIB FOOD, HE IS FUBIFIBD IN ONB

BATt IF HB BOBS NOT DWELL IN THAT HOUSE, (101).

Bh&sya.

If he does not eat food, but dwells in the house, then the im-

-purity lasts ior three days^ as already kid down before* But if
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he does not eat ood
?

nor dwells in the faouse^ then it for

one day only ; while If he eats the food, as well as lives In the

house
t
then It lasts for ten days, (101).

HAVING VQLUNTABILY FOLLOWED A

HI BE A BELATION OB NOT
5
HE BECOMES BY BATHING

WITH HIS CLOTHES ON
3
TOUCHING FIBB AND EATING CLABOTED

BOTTEB. (102).

Shdsya.
*

Following
3

going ater
f Intentionally* I he happen to

follow It by chance, then he need not bathe with clothes on*

Bathing^ Touching of fire and Eating of clarified butter^ all

these collectively are the means of purification.' (102 ).

(108).

ONE SHOULD NOT HAVE A BEAD BBAHMANA OABEIEB BY A SHUDBA
?

WHILE HIS OWN PEOPLE ABE THEKE. FOB IT WOULD BE AN

OBLATION INTO FIBE
3
DEFILED BY THE TOUGH OF THE SHIIDBA,

AND AS SUCH HOT CONDUCIVE TO HEAVEN. (103).

Rh&sya.

Have carried
f have taken out*

6 While his own people are there
3

i.e., men of the same caste.

The use of the term ^oblation into fire
*

implies that the body
should not also be burnt by the Shudra.

The specification of the * Brahmana *

is not emphasised ; for

the Ksattriya and the, Vaishya also the Shudra's touch is defi-

ling ;
hence what the supplementary statement indicates is that

the prohibition applies to the case of these two also. (103).
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of for

(104).

WISDOM, AUSTEBITY, FIRE, FOOD
f CLAY, MIND, WATEE, SMEABING,

WIND
5 ACTION, THE SUN AND TIME AEB MEANS OF PUEIF10ATION

FOB CORPOEBAIi BEINGS^ -

-(104).

Bhasya.

s Wisdom * and the rest are mentioned only by way o Illus-

trating the purification by lapse of time
; the sense being

&

just
as these are the means of purification within their own spheres so
Is Time also, and the efficacy of this latter should not

?

be
doubted.'

Of the several things mentioned here
? what Is efficatlous under

what circumstances shall be explained in the present context It-

self ; and the efficacy of other things shall be described in parti-
cular places*

* Wisdom spiritual knowledge ; such as is taught by the

SaAkhya-Yoga. This serves to set aside Ignorancef and re-
moves attachment and other Impediments, whereupon wisdom
becomes free from all defects. This is what Is going to be des-
cribed under 108

3
where it is said 1

Intellect becomes purified by
wisdom/

^
Austerity j

9

the Krhehhra, the Ghandrayana and the rest.

This serves to remove the taint of major and minor sins.

* Fife
f

Is the means of purification of earthen-ware vessels
and such other things as have been mentioned as being

*

purified

by re-baking
'

(121).

gFood
j

f

lle.j the eating of such pure things ais milk and roots*
This also serves to purify In the same manner as Austerity
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The fact of fi

clay
9

apcl
* water

J

being the means of purifica-

tion is well-known. That of the 'mind 9

is going to be described

under 108.

*

Smearing f- i. e, cleaning and whitewashing with such

things as eowdong?
lime and the like,

1 Wind ?

purifies pieces of grass and wood lying on the

roads, which happen to be touched by the chandala and such

others*

* Actions
;

?

e* g., the saying of Twilight Prayers and such

other rites. It has been decleared under 2-102 that one should

stand saying the morning prayers, thus he removes the sin

committed during the night
1

; what this means we have explained
under Discourse II.

Though
*

Austerity
?

also is an fi action \ it has been mentioned

separately for the purpose of emphasising its importance. In

fact, in the^srciptures 'Austerity' is generally mentioned separately ;

e.g.
;

in Yajilavalkya, Achara 221 4

Karmanisthdstaponisfhd^

-(104)

VERSE (105)

AMONG ALL MODES OF PUBLICATION, PURITY IN KEGABD TO WEALTH

HAf BEENr OBDAINED TO BE THE MOST IMPOSTANT ;
FOB HE WHO

JS PUBB IN BEGABD TO WEALTH IS BBALLT PURE, AND HE IS NOT

WHO IB MBEBLY PUEIFIBD BY CLAY AND WATEB. *

(105).

Blidsya*

J* What is the connection of this in the present context ?
*'

What is meant is that fi

just as one who, after having

paid the calls of nature, immediately betakes to purifying himself

by clay and water, so whenever, through carelessness and mis-

take, one happens to steal what belongs to others, or to do any

such act,- he should immediately betake to the necessary expiat-

tory rites, for the purpose of purifying himself*; as is going to

fee explained under Discourse 11* (105).
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(106).

LEABNED MEN BECOME PUBE BY TOLBBANCB ;
BY LIBEEALITY THOSE

WHO HAVE DONE WHAT SHOULD NOT BE BONE ;
SECEET SINNEBS

BY THE BEPEATINO- OF SAOEED TEXTS |
AND BY AUSTEEITY

THOSE WHO WBIL-VEBSED IN THE VEDA, (106).

Bh&sya.

Those who are learned are purified by tolerance ; they are

never affected by hatred, jealousy or Ill-will
;
hence even when sin

is rampant^ they remain ever pure,
* Tolerance

s

Is the property
of the Mind which consists in having the same consideration

for all.

Of 6

liberality
'

also the efficacy in remoYing the sin of doing
what sought notito be done has been described under 11.139,

where It is declared that * murder is wiped off by charity \

In the section dealing with 4 secret sins
*

also it has been

declared that for the expiation of secret sins, one should repeat

the sacred texts.

For persons well-versed in the Veda
3 'austerity? ; which. In their

casef
consists In repeating the Vedic texts and also cultivating

knowledge; as It has been declared that 6 for the Br&hmana,

learning Is the real austerity
9

(11/235). As regards the
6
krchchfira

' and other penances^ they are means of purification for

all men
?
not only for those versed In the Veda. (106).

VERSE (107).

WHAT NEEDS PUEIFIOATION is PURIFIED BY CLAY AND WATMB j

THE EIVEB IS PUBXFIBD BY ITS OUBBENT ;
THE WOMAN OF

UHCLMAH MIND BY MENSTRUATION J AND . BBAHMANAS BY

RENUNCIATION* (107 ).

Bhdsya*

When the banks of a river with water shallowed down becomes

defiled by unclean things, its water becomes purified by the

of the same river
? when It has regained its curreyit strong
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enough to demolish its sides* The banks of rivers are purified

in the manner In which other ground is purified
"
by means of

five things
"
(Verse 123).

Or, it may be that the text has declared that f the river is

purified by Its current
?

in view of the Idea that people may have

in regard to the river having become defiled on account of tin*

clean things flowing along Its current j and the meaning is that it

should not be thought that, inasmuch as the river has become

contaminated by the flowing along of unclean things coming from

all sldes
3
it can never become pure.

The woman who has not been found to have had carnal

intercourse with any man
?
but continues to think of the beauty and

good qualities of other men, Is regarded as
^

of unclean mmd f

f

and such a woman becomes purified by
* menstruation

9

; i.e., / by
the flow of blood during her courses*

6 Renunciation
f
shall be describtd In Discourse VI, and by

this are Brahmanas purified. And no mere mental process re-

moves the sin that they 5
In their ignorance, may have committed

in the shape of having entertained thoughts for the killing of

small insects and so forth. '(107).

(108).

THE LIMBS ARE PURIFIED BY WATEK
;
THE MIND IS PUEIFIEB BY

TRUTHFULNESS ;
THE SOUI. PEOPEE BY LEAKM^TQ AHD AUSTEBr

ITY |
AND COGNITION IS PUJRIFIED BY KNOWLEDGE. (108).

Bhasya*

The 4

personality
9

entitled to the performance of acts consists

o the following factoBs- (1) The person himself, Le
, the Inner

Soul, (2) the Internal Organ, I.e., the minds (3) the Intellect and

(4) the Body f
the receptacle of experiences* The Sense-Organs

being material, do not constitute a separate factor. Of these

factors some are purified by one thI0g 5
and some by other ; the

statement that * Time purifies everything
f

being purely

tory.
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&

Limbs^ standing for the parts^ indicate the whole^ the body ;

the sense being that 4

by water' i,e, 3 by bathing
* the body

becomes purified.*

The * mind * -described (in Discourse I) as consisting of sthe

existent and the non-existent '-becomes contaminated by evil

intentions ;
and it becomes pure by 'truthfulness

5~i e., by good
intentions. In a previous verse (104) the mind has been spoken of

as a fi means of purification
?

; but that has to be taken in an in-

- direct sense ; and the present text can not mean that & words *

(truthful) are the means of purifying the mind ; and the Shrati

also speaks o 6 the word being prompted by the Mind
?
whence

the word uttered by one who is absent-minded becomes fit for

.demons and not for the gods
9

^Learning
5

'produced by the proper study of the Saftfehya

and the Vedanta ;
and 'austerity

9
in the form of the Krchchhra

and the rest ; when endowed by these the soul proper
'

be-

comes purified. The term c
bhiita

'

(in the compound
*
bJiut-

dtmd )' means proper, real ; i.e., that which is really the soul, the

object of the notion of the 4

ego
5

as free from the notion of 6
I

',

and not the material entity consisting of the body,

Buddhi 9

is cognition
' which is regarded as contaminated

when it appears in the form of a thing that is non-existent, or

when it does not take any account of the distinction between the

.real form of the thing cognised and the apparent form in which
it is cognised when, during dreams and such conditions, it is

obsessed by .wrong notions of things ; or & Buddhi '

may stand

for that faculty of the personality which is the product of the unex-

piated portions of his past misdeeds, and which may, by virtue

of each single sin committed in the past, Lesetthat personality in the

form, of Ignorance, appearing in the shape of the notion of diver-

sity, or in the shape of the non-discrimination between the Soul

and the material attributes, which operates in the form of attach-

ment to children, wealth and such things, and becomes the source

-of extreme longings.
* This * Buddhi *

becomes pure by
4 know-

ledge ;

f

i.e., proper understanding of the means of cognition as
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indicating the self-luminous character of all cognitions. Cognition
is distinct from the Object cognise i^ by reason o the latter having
a shape, and it being impossible for the former to become modified

into that shape ; and hence it becomes purified by the conviction

that it is
? by its very nature, unmodifiable*

The term
*

learning
'

in the 'previous clause stands for the

knowledge of what is taught by the Veda ; and its capacity for.,

purification is of the same kind as described under 11.246 'as the

fire
5
in one moment, etc/

Being purified in the above manner
?
the person reaches the

regions of Brahman. Such is the four-fold purification. And
what is intended to be expressed is eulogy of such purification as

leading to the fulfilment of the highest ends of man in the matter

of his births and other -ciruumstances.- (108).
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of

(109).

THUS HAS BEEN EXPLA1NEBD TO YOU THE BULE EEGAEDING BODILY

PURIFICATION J LISTEN NOW TO THE EULE BEGABDING THE

PURIFICATION OF VAEIOTIS SUBSTANCES*-(109.)

Bfiasya*

i

Of various things ;

? ~
i,e.,

of substances that are used by man f

In the form of products that are igneous, earthyf liquid, solid,

isolated, compact.

This verse points out the difference of what is going to be

described from the purification described above* In the foregoing

Section the most important purification was shown to be that of

the Soul, that of substances deserving attention only because of

their being used by the personality ; while in the present section

the reverse is the case.

* Listen to the rule \ This verse is meant to avoid the two

sections being comounded. (109).

VERSE (110)

OF IGNSOUS SUBSTANCES, OF GEMS AND OF EVEBYTHING MADE OF

STONE,- THE PUBIFICATION HAS BEEN OBDAINED TO BE ACCOM-

PLISHED BY MEANS OF ASH, BY WATEB AND BY CLAY. (110)

Bhdgya*

The name Igneous substances
s

is applied to all those subst-

ances that melt at the contact of fire
j

e. g. silver, gold ? copper,
iron

3 lead, zinc and so forth,

*
G-ems

9

things of the nature of the rock-crystal,

*Ashma* is stone ; and what is made of It is called
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'Sarvasya,
9 V everything.

9

This has been added for filling

up the metre ; the justification for It being found In there

being two kinds o stone that quarried from mountains and that

obtained from river-beds,,

By ash*
; since both ash and clay serve the same purpose^

they are to be regarded as optional alternatives
;
while swater* is

meant to be used along with each of these two.
" What is the use of. these ?"

The removing of stains and smells. It has been declared

that *the purification of the unclean thing consists in the removal

of its stains and smell'; and again *so long as from the object
besmeared with an unclean substance^ the odour and stain do not

pass off &c* &c 5

Both ash and clay are, by their very nature, non-greasy ;

hence purification Is brought about by these in the case of

oily effects.

The ^purification
5

of the 'impure
9

thing consists in making
it fit for use by removing its defects.

" If this is so, then it should be necessary to describe In

detail the impurity attaching to things in some such form as

*such and suoh a substance becomes impure when In contact with

such and such a substance *.
* But these are worldly things j and

all this would be known from ordinary usage/ Not so ; be-

cause from ordinary usagef the thing Is known only In a vague

general form. Further5
in ordinary usage what Is called 'impure

'

is

only what has Become disgusting by being contaminated by urine,

ordure and blood
;
while what is meant by 'impure

9
In the present

context is that which Is unfit for touching &c. ; and It is only from

the scriptures that It could be learnt whence this unfitness arises,

Then again, a man is called pure when he does not fall into a

mistake in regard to what belongs to others. From all this it is

clear that no useful purpose can be served from what is thus

known, from ordinary usage3 regarding the signification of the

term in question. Though It is generally known that what has

been contaminated Is impure^ yet It cannot be fenown by what

particular thing a certain thing becomes contaminated*-*-** Bt$
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howfcan the exact signification o a term be ascertained from

scriptures, when, as a matter of fact, what the scriptures provide
is the knowledge of what should be done^ and not the meaning of a

certain word, which latter is what is done by the work of Paninif

that this Is so follows from the fact that the Smrtis of Hanu and

others are based upon the Veda (whicb deals only with the

Duties of Man) *. Our answer to this is as follows : In the case

in question, we do infer an injunction in the form one should

not make use o a substance that has become contaminated by such

and such a substance '

;
and there would be nothing incongruous

in the notion that the substance by whose contact the thing
becomes unfit for use is the cause of contamination* Similarly as

regards purification also, we can recognise its basis in some such

injunction as 6 when a thing has become contaminated, it may be

used after it has gone through the prescribed process of washing
&e ?

; and yet such an injunction would not mean that *

purifica-

tion should be done '. For if it did this, then, he who would not

do it would incur sin. What happens is that in the case of ordi'

nary secular acts, it being possible for the man in need to make
use of any kind of vessels, pure or otherwise, the Scripture lays
down the restriction that *

if need arises, one should make use of

such vessels, and not of others '.
fi if it is to be treated as a

restriction^ then it would be incumbent upon only one who seeks

prosperity ; and every other man would be free to do as he
chose ; just as in connection with the question of the correct

forms of words, though the correct and incorrect forms are both

equally expressive, yet there is the restriction which indicates that

the use of the correct form brings merit, while that o the in-

correct form is sinful [and this means that only people seeking
merit need use the correct form]/ This would be true only it

there were no text prohibiting the use of unclean vessels. But
when there is such a prohibition, how could anyone make use of the
vessel that has not been, purified ? As for the rules regarding
purification, these only represent exceptions (to the prohibition
of unclean vessels, the meaning being that if the unclean vessel

Jias been purified, it may be used). How then could there be any
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prosperity arising from what Is a mere exception ? Since all that

It means Is that if one acts according to the exception^ he does

not Incur the sin of transgressing the prohibition.
" Or again, the Smrti may be taken as dealing with the

explanation o the meanings of word s
5 resembling the Smrti

that deals with the correct and Incorrect forms of words* As for

the notion that fi the works of Manu and others have their

basis In such Vedic texts as deal with the subject of what ought to

be done \ we ask wLo has said that this is so ? As a matter of

fact, our presumption o the basis for the assertions of Manu and
others depends upon the merit o each individual case. For

instance, in the case of the Astakd^ which is of the nature of a

rite, we presume Its basis in the form of a Vedic text enjoining
what ought to be done

;
but in a case where the assertion deals

with things as they really exist, the corresponding basic text also

must be of the same Mnd
5 dealing with an accomplished entity.

As regards the subject of the exact meanings of words, the idea

regarding the priority of a particular denotation may always be

derived from usage ;
as In this matter there is no question of any

thing to be done. In the case in question however (where there is a

question of something to be done) 9
it is not possible to derive any

knowledge from mere usage. Specially because puriiication being

something that can be brought about only by means of Vedic

texts, how could it ever be made dependent upon usage ? If it

were, then all injunctions on the subject would be absolutely

futile,
c But we have such injunctions as that of P&nini, to the

effect that one should make use of correct, and not Incorrect,

forms of words 5

(where also there is no act to be done, nothing to

be brought into existence)*
5

This is not Panini's injunction at all;

all that his rule says is
4
this is correct, not that *

; though it is

true there is a rule like what has been quoted in the works of the

authors of the Dharmasutras all this may be learnt in detail

from the Abhidhdndsara) .

* In this Smrti itself we find such

injunctions as that (1) claimants to property shall divide it in

such and such a manner, or that (2) the eldest brother shall take

four shares (9*153), or that (3) the eldest brother shall take
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&c (9*105). The proper denotation of the injunction has been

declared to extend to directing and other factors also.

In fact the denotations of the words are In the form of

injunctions and direction^ and other factors are only supplementary
to the injunctions ;

for in all these cases the notion derived from

the words is in the Form o urging to activity (towards a certain

end)/ But what sort of urging could there be in the case (1) of

causes and effects, or (2) of the pronouncing of blessings f
or

(3) of opportunity (all which are sometimes expressed by the

Injunctive affix) ? Nor could the taking (oi the four shares, men-

tioned in the texts just quoted) form the object of an injunction ;

since it is what Is liable to be clone by reason of the eldest bro-

ther being desirous of taking all he can.-
s But the desire of the

eldest brother would lead him to take his own as well as the other

brothers
9

shares, and hence the said injunction serves to restrict

what should be taken by each/ As a matter of fact however
f

there being no possibility perceptible of any one demanding more

than his prescribed share, ithere is no room for any restrictive injunc-

tion. Well, on account of the prohibition, the text may be

taken as a preclusive injunction.* This would be all right ; but

in that case, if at the time of division itself, any o the brothers

were to take something in excess of his prescribed share, with

the acquiescence of his brothers, he would be incurring sin, even

though the permission of the brothers would be there. Nor could

the text be taken as indicating the man's ownership over a certain

share of the thing concerned ;
because the coming into existence

of ownership has been already mentioned in the injunction of

receiving one's share ; and what the prohibition does Is to point
- out that over everything else, apart from the prescribed share, the

man has no rights of ownership. But even so. If one were to

transgress this prohibition and take possession of an excessive share,

his ownership would certainly come into existence. It Is for

these same reasons that ownership has been held to be produced
even by stealing and such acfcs. And for the time, apart from

possession^ no such idea is entertained as that this man has no

ownership over the thing.
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" Thus then, It being found that the text in question cannot

be taken either as an Injunction, or a Restriction, or a Preclusion
f

all that the dividing means is the apportionment of the shares

so much is the share of this person and so much o that.
1

Consequently the injunctive in 'vzbhajeran *,

c should divide \
indicate opportunity ; and that the term should take

f

only
refers to what actually happens in ordinary worldly practice ; Just
as in the injunction the hungry man should eat ', or fi

for the

sake of the acquisition and safe-guarding of Ms property one shall

seek the help o the king/ Gautama has distinctly enumerated

(in 1039) the sources of ownership as 4

Inheritance, purchase,

&c., &c f

" Thus then, since we have such direct Sicrti-injunctions as

those of the Astaka and the like (which are something to be done

and hence fit subjects for injonction) 5
what is said in them regard-

ing Impurity and Purity can only be taken as laying down some-

thing that is entirely of a sanctificatory character ; and since this

also has its basis in a (Vedic) Injunction, it may be regarded as

prescribed by that injunction ifself. So that it is only from the

scriptures that it can be determined what is impurity and what is

purity. For this reason it is necessary that the nature of impurity
also should be fully explained/

8

Our answer to the above is as follows ; This has been

explained under 135 below
?
where s

fat, semen
? &c./ of men

have been mentioned as constituting
&

impurities
*

; and the

specifying of * men f
is only illustrative

?
as is clear from other

Sinrti-t&Kta, of all such animals a the dog3
the cat, the asss

the

camel, the monkey, the crow, the village-hog, the village-cocka the

rat, the jackal and other carnivorous animals and birds, also

nailed animals and the mungoose ; and
s fat

f and the other things
include also the flesh and the hair.

What is meant by the declaration of purification
'

(in the

present verse) is that whenever the substances mentioned become

contaminated by urine and such things they have to be sanctified

in the manner laid down ;
and this need not be done when they are

to be used ^
in their natural condition. Because gold and othef
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are not impure by their nature, when alone they could need

purification whenever they would be used*

Or
?
the verse may be taken as laying down the purification in

connection with a visible act
9

but with a view to an invisible

{trancendental ) result t just like the laying down of the rule

that c one should eat facing the East.
5

In latter case however, the mention of &

purification
f

would be incongruous.

As for the ordinary clearing and washing of vessels before

eatingi those are done on account of usage9
and not by virtue of

the Smrti-rule regarding purification (which pertains to only such

articles as have become defiled by the touch of the unclean

thing)*

As regards the other things that are * untouchable
f

by man
siich

3
for instance^ as the Chanddla and the like or garlic, onion

9

wine, meat and so forth
9

-these also are sources of defilement

of substances*

What particular form of purification shall be used in the case of

the contamination by what unclean thing, for this it is necessary to

look out for usage and other Smpti-texts. Details on this point have

been .'supplied by Harfta, Apastamba, Parashara and other sages

but all these passages we have not quoted here, for fear of having
to write too much, in the manner of the philosophical writer

Chandragomin. (1 10) .

(111).

A GOLDEN VESSEL, FBOM STAINS, BECOMES PUBE BY WATBB
ALONE ; SO ALSO WHAT IS PBODUOED IN WATER, WHAT IS MADE

OW STONE AND WHAT IS MADE OF SILVEB, IF IT IS NOT ENCHASED

(OB VEBY MITCH DEFILED).' (HI).

Bfi&sya*

This rule applies to two particular metals, gold and silver,

when they are free from stains ;
as for other metals, copper and

rest, their cleansing is to be done with washing with powdered
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bricks and such things, Just as In the ease of their being defiled

by leavings of food. There is no stain in a vessel in which milk or

water has been drunk. As regards the case where parts of the

vessel become stained by the leavings of meat
9 butter, milk and

such things, the author is going to lay down distinct means of

cleansing
*

By "that from which they sprang &c.* (113)- Then

agaio 3
since the text has spoken of the removal of c smells and

stains *, we should make use of such cleansing substances as may
be capable of removing a particular stain

;
and it is not necessary

to make use of ash and water in all cases, Harita mentions

several such cleansing sut>stanees
?
as

c

powdered wheat
?

rice
s peas?

barley? kidney-bean and lentil
*

; and he proceeds to say
* even

when gold and silver vessels are not stained^ if they have been

touched by a Chandala
f
or by a menstruating woman^ they should

be cleaned with ash twenty-one times/

Shaftkha however has declared thus 4 Of metal vessels defiled

by a dead body or blood or semen or urine or ordnre
?

there should

be either alteration or scrubbing or washing twenty-one times

with ash *. There should be &
alteration

y

in the case of vessels

long immersed in uriae &c, ;

4

alteration
f means the destruction of

the original name and form and the bringing about of another

shape and name ;
-
scrubbing

*

means scratching with a sharp

weapon or with stone*

Another Srorti-text has prescribed
fi

(1) melting^ (2) heating
and (3) hammering/ When the vessel has been put into the

"melting-pot by the goldsmith^ it becomes pure ;
*

burning ', ie.,

being put into fire by goldsmiths ; hammering \ L e.", heating and

then placing on the anvil and hammering^ in the melting-pot ;

it being declared that *
all mines are pure/

* What is produced out of water
3

-the conch-shell
? the rock-

crystal and the like. For the stained conch-shell there is purifi-

cation by the paste of white mustard, or by cow
f

s~urine and water
f

or by milk. We read in another Smrti *The couch-shell is

purified by water ; if it is defiled and oily5
then by milk and*

water* and by the paste of white mustard*
9
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^

AnupasJcrtam
5 f

\ i.e., the chasings In which are not

filled (with tinelean things), not very much defiled. This goes with.

every one of the things mentioned ; hence In the case of every one

of these being defiled with the touch of dry unclean things or of

the chandala and the llke
?

even though there be no stain
,

the

purification is to be as described before, in accordance with other

Smrti-texts. -(111).

(112.)

OUT OF UNION OF WATBB ;

PUBIEICATION OF TWO IS BEST

BY OF SGUBC1L (112.)

Bhasya**

This is a purely commendatory description*

In the series of commendatory passages beginning with the

words &

mgnirvai varunam * and ending with abhyakdmyata \

the origin of gold and silver has been described ; the meaning of

which is that *

A^ni approached VaroBa
?

i. e., water
?

in the

manner of a male approaching a female^ and had sexual inter-

course ^with it, and out of this sprang gold and silver/

For this reason the purification of these is done by means of

their
* source

f

; i. e., by fire when there is much defilement
?

and also by water*

Another reading is
*

Sayonya
?

; in which case the meaning is

*

by that which has the same source as themselves *, Le*5 by ash

And in accordance withfthis view cleansing by means of clay is alsd

sometimes permitted.

The *

purification is best done *.~-(112),

(118).

OF COFFEE, IRON, BBASS
3
PEWTBB AND TIN, THE PURIFICATION SHOULD

BE DONB
5
ACOOEBJNG TO SUITABILITY, BY MKAKS OF ALKAL3NE

SUBSTANCES^ OF LIQUID ACIDS AND OF WATBB, (113),

Bhasya*

According to suitability
f~According to'what may be suitable
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to a particular tiling ; i.e.
8

that substance should be for

cleaning which is best fitted to remove the dirt from the object to

be cleaned* It is for this reason that in another Smrti we find it

stated that c

things made of tie lead are to be cleansed by
means of cow-dung and chaff*

3

Similarly
-* Brass-articles smelt

by the cow
9

or defiled by the food-leavings of the Shudra,
or defiled by dogs and cows become cleansed by of

alkaline substances/ It is with a view to this that we have the

various varieties of alkalines^ such as those prepared out ol

gruel, or of pomegranates and so forth. (118).

(114).

FOB ALL LIQUIDS, PUBLICATION TO CONSIST IN

THEOWING OUT A LITTLE ; FOB SOLH)S ?
IN ; AND

WOODEN ABTICLES
?
IN SCRAPING.* (114).

Bhdfya.

6

Liquids.
9 Substances that have the tendency to flow ; e. g.,

clarified butter
5 oil, groel and so forth ;

when small quantities of

these, not more than a seer are defiled by the cowand other things^

their purification is done by means of *

utpavana \ ie
s
the

removal or throwing away, of a portion of the original contents*

In another &mrft'-text it has been declared as follows : Utpavana
is done by means of two blades o Kusha5

with the hymn
6

pavamana^suvarjana^ &c.'

Others have explained
*

utpavana
'

to mean c make to over-

flow
*

;
the meaning being that another similar substance is to be

poured into the defiled liquid till the vessel becomes filled to over-

flowing and a portion of the liquid flows out.

What is here prescribed is to be done in the case of direct

contamination*

In the case of small quantities* the liquid has to be thrown

away.

When, on the other hand
?
it is the vessel that is contaminated

and there is no direct defilement of the liquid Itself It should

be removed into another vessel. In the case of liquids becoming
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contaminated by the contact ol food-leavings, It has been declared
&
clarified butter should be placed in water and Vedic mantras

recited ?

; and it is clear that the things have to be poured
Into another vessel, which latter is to be placed in water ;

for if

the oil itself were placed in water, it would not remain fit for

use. Similarly in the case of clarified butter also*

The said *

utpavana
'

is meant for liquids* But when liquids

come into contact with urine and other unclean things, to this

extent that their own odour and colour cease to be perceptibles

they have to be thrown away.

As regards such liquids as have been boiled^ Shaftkha has

prescribed re-boiling also*

This same purification pertains to even urine and other

unclean liquids^ when they are to be used by the Shudra and

others* But in this case s

utpavana
5 would mean only

*

overflow-

ing '. As Vashistha has said fi for things on the ground it is like

water *.

* Solids
* hard substances \ such as cooled clarified butter,

curds, sugar-candy, cakes and the like* In the case of these, if the

portion that is defiled is thrown away^ the remainder becomes

purified. Shaftkha has declared s In the case of dry substances^

by the removal of contamination '.

Ors the term s
samhataJ}

?

may stand for things composed of

several components ;
such as

y
coueh

3 seat, bed and the like, which

are composites, composed of homogeneous as well as heterogeneous
constituents*

But in all cases, purification is obtained by the removal of

contamination.

In the case of contact with a dead body, or with unclean

things that have dried up, that part which has come into direct

contact with such things is to be washed and the rest of

the thing is to be sprinkled with water.

In the case of wooden articles i. e.
3 things made of wood
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onlys
such as a seat

3
a board and the like made of wood if these

are contaminated by the touch o a dead body ? or a ckandala or

Shfidra5
there should be scraping.

Others hold that scraping is to be done only when the thing
touches Ordure ; in which case

5
the stain and the smell have got to

be removed by scraping5
and the rest of the thing is to be washed

and sponged with clay and water.

On contamination by a dog and snch things^ there should be

washing3 as in the case of ordure,

In the case of the wooden bed and such things made op of

wood and ropes &c, ->nd not of wood only) 3 purification is

secured as in the case of &
solids

J

or *

composites \ :114).

(115116.)

DUBIHG SACRIFICIAL PERFOBMANCE THEBE SHOULD BB CLEANING OP

THE SACBIFICIAL TESSEIiS ;
THE PUBLICATION OF SPOONS AND

CUPS IS ACCOMPLISHED BY WASHING ; (115)

THE PtJEIFICATION OE THE e CHABU \ THE * SEUK ' AND THE
6 SBUVA *

is BONE BY MEANS OF HOT WATEB ; AS ALSO OF THE
* SPHTA ', THE WINNOWING BASKET,, THE CABT, THE PESTLE AKD
THE MOBTAB. -(116).

Bhasya.

These two verses are to be taken as citing examples in illus-

tration of what has been laid down in the ShrutL

When the cups ?
the spoons and other sacrificial vessels have

been used in one performance^ they become smeared with

clarified butter and oth^r offering-materials employed at that

performance ; and with a view to avoid the contamination of the

fresh performance by such stains and smearings, these have to be

removed by means of hot water ; and this cleansing has to be

done in the manner prescribed for each case : sometimes by hand,
sometimes by kusha-grass, sometimes by the threads at the end

of one's garment, and so on.

The purification here mentioned is in connection with sacri-

ficial performances ; in the event of the vessels becoming defile4
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with food-leavings etca?
the cleaning Is to be done In the same

manner as In the case of ordinary vessels* In as much as we

have the Vedlc declaration
4

they do not become unclean by
Soma f

j
it is understood that in the case of other defilements

f
the

ordinary purification is to be done*

The exact shapes o the ^graha* the * chamasa* and the
4

sphya
9

are to be ascertained from persons versed In sacrificial

lore. (115 116).

(117).

OF GRAINS AND OLOTH
3
IN LAROB QUANTITIES^ THEBE IS SPBINKLING-

WITH WATER ;
AND IN SMALL QUANTITIES^ THEIB PUBLICATION

HAS BEEN OBBAIHED TO BE SECURED BY MEANS OE WASHING

WITH WATEB* (117).

Bhasya.

Grains are declared as to . be regarded to be fi In large

quantities
3 wKen . they are more than one & drona f

In weight

(about thirty-two seers). Others hold that they are to be regarded
as c much *

In relation to particular men and to particular time and

place ;
e eg. 5

for "one who Is In a poor condltlon
f
even a 4 kudava *

(a

quarter seer) may be much 5

; similarly under certain conditions^

grain Is regarded as much \ only when there is a large accumu-
lation. Says Baudhayana (Dfaarmasutra 1-5-47)

* One shall

employ the method of purification after having duly considered

the place^ time, the man himself, the substance^ the use to which
It is going to be put, its origin and condition/

Some people would apply the same rule to cloth also.

'

Though things have been declared to be s

many
f when they

are three and more
5 yet9

since the text has used the plural number
in the term 6

alpandm \
4 those in small quantities \ we take it that

upto (and including three), they are to be fregarded as of * small

quantity *,

fi With water *

(In the second time) This is purely illustra-

tive $ hence the cloth Is to be washed with that liquid which 'may
be able to remove the contamination that has defiled it. This
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already explained before. The c f

for the purpose of emphasising the of water, tlie

being that 6 the sprinkling Is to be doae with only.' It is

on account of difference that the
*
icith

f

twice.

If even by washing in the cloth not go?
that

much of It should be cut off
3

or the whole should be ofly

as down by (1
-33). (117).

(118),

METHOD OF -PUB1FYIN3 LEATHi,2 ASTD IS

TO TFAT OF CI-OTH33 ;
L3"D UC3 VES-ZTABLES, BOOTS

THE 13 U2TU T-K1T OF OtlllKS. (118).

* Leather
*

t i* e.) goat- skins and such as are

touchable ;
and not the skin of the or

as are by their nature unclean.

The rale holds good regarding also made of the

leather^ in the shape of siioes
?
armour and the like,

In the present context, wherever the original constituent

cause is mentioned, it Includes the product also
;
and vice versa.

So that the rale laid clown In connection with & wooden articles
?
Is

applicable to wood also* Yashistha, having described the purifi-

cation of wooden articles^ proceeds to speak o 6 woocl
f
bone and

earth
f

; and if the cause did not include its product, how could

the author apply the purification, (prescribed for wooden articles^

not for iDood) to the wood ? In fact the inclusion of the

product by the cause is only right, since the notion of the latter

does not certainly cease in regard to the former*

4 Vaidala
f

stands for the bark of trees other like things*

In another jfifmrfe'-text this same purification in laid down for

feathers^ kusha^ skins^ chowries^ grass f cane^ hair
f
and tree-bark

9

Here *
feather

f stands for the peacock's feathers^
'

and
"

things

made of them
?
such as umbrellas^ Aair ornaments and so forth ;

the term 4 f
stands for kusha^ also for clot!} made of

18
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kusha*
f the term *

grass
f

stands for palm-leaves ; according to

the assertion that
s the palm is known as the king among plants

f

;

and the part of the wood (i.e.,
i trna \ which is part of 4

trnaraja *)

denotes the whole, like the term 4 deva
*

denoting the name
* Devadatia *;

4 Aaar^
?

i, e., of the cow
?
the horse and the goat,

not of man ; as the latter, when fallen from the bodyt
are un-

touchable ; for in the present context all the purification mention-

ed pertains to cases where a thing has been defiled by the touch of

another substance, and not where the thing is unclean by its

very nature ; that this is so is indicated by the fact that exactly

the same purification has been laid down for cloth and grain.

Vegetables have to be dealt with in the same manner as

grains. That is just as sprinkling and washing are the means of

purifying grains, while they are still in the form of grains, and

have not undergone embellishment by means of thumping and

the like acts^ so also are they for the purifying of vegetables also.

Hence the "present rule pertains to uncooked vegetables only. As
for cooked vegetables, even though they are spoken of as
*

vegetables *, yet some other method of purification has to be

found for them ; as it has been said 4

by clean water and by the

flame of fire
s and so forth* For vegetables taken out of large

heaps, as also for gruel, cow's milk and the rest, sprinkling
and heattng on fire have been specially kid down by Harlta ;

and similarly, for all grains in pods, scrubbing and pounding and so

forth.

All this is for the purpose of removing all doubts in the

event of their being touched by foot, as it has been said that
*
all tKings in large quantities are pure/ (118).

VERSE (119).

SlLKBH AHD WOOUSN STUFFS, BY MEANS OP SALINE EABTH ; OF
BLAHKBTS BY SQAP-BEBBIES ; OF *

AMSHU-PATTA,
9 BY THE

FBUIT ; ANB OP MNBH BY WHITE MUSTABIX (119).

Bhdsya.
6

I7sa
*

is saline earth*
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The *

soap- berry
s and other things mentioned are well-known*

When the stuffs spoken o are stained by an oily

substance, they have to be robbed over with the powder of the

things mentioned, and then washed .

^ Silken- stuff \
6

kausheya \ is a particular kind of cloth | so

also the 4

amshu-patta
9

;
the 4 avika \ Is woolen stuff. In eonneo

tion with this latter Hdrlta has declared that & woolen articles are

purified by the sun.
5 But this should be understood as pertain-

ing to such stuffs as are constantly worn
$
and hence come Into

contact with the bodies o several persons ; and not when they
have become defiled by foreign contamination

&

By reason of all these being
i cloth \ It might be thought

that 4

sprinkling and washing
9 would be the means of purifying

them ; and the present text prescribes the methods for moving
the stains of oil

y
&c.

4 Ksauma 9

)

c Linen \ includes jute stuff also. (119).

(120).

THE ItNABNED MAN SHOULD PUBIFY OONCH-SHEI/LS, HOBN AHD

THINGS MADE OF BONE A.HD TUSK, LIKE LINEN ; AKD BY

UEIHE OB WAT r
>lB. (120).

The s bone
S

3

fi horn ? and * tusk
? meant are those of: the touch-

able animals, the cow
?
the sheep and the elephant, and not of

such animals as the dog, the ass and the like.

1 Water f and * cow's urine
'

are optional alternatives ; while

the use of 6 white mustard *

is to be combined with either of

these. (120).

VERSE (121).

GBASS AHD WOOD AKD STBAW BECOME Jb>TJBE BY SPBINBXIis?G | THE

HOUSE BT SWEEPING- ANB SPBIHKIJNG ; AND AH EABTHEN FOT

BY BE-BAKIHa, (121).

Bhdsya.
6 Paldla \

* straw
9

f
Is the name applied to corn-stalks used In

the making of mats and such other things
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*

rrass
9

, i.e., ordinary and so fordi.

" IB connection with the mention of s wooden articles
f

(114),

it been remarked that the mention of the produuf. implies the

also 5 under the circumstances, why should i wood 9

be men-

tioned in present verse ?
"

It is mentioned for the purpose of emphasising the fact that

alone is what should be done* And it is in virtue of this

that until the cause contamination is very serious, people do not have

recourse to scraping wood. In the event of its being touched

by Obr-ndd.a and such unclean persons, the purification is

brought about 5

by means of the rays of the snn
9
cl the moon

and wind* ; but in the case of things made of wood,, such as the

ladle and Hke.if contamination is slight, people desirous

of in connection with food &c., should have recourse

to scraping.

'is the clearing of the house,, which consists in

removing o the stains of smoke such things*
4 9

i. e., rubbing the floor with cow-dung^ oi"

some such thing.

All this should be understood to be necessary in of

the whole wall of the house becoming defiled by the toucli of a

dead Tbody ?
a eJiandala^ a menstruating woman and such persons ;

while in the case of only a portion of the wall being defiled t only
that part should be But in the case of defilement by
a dead body falling on the roof, walls should be scraped, rays of the

sun should be made to the house, and the inside should be ex-

posed to of ; and in some cases re-building also been

laid down. All comes under the term c

clearing

Of earthen articles, there should be g

re-baking \ That is^

when it has been touched by a man with unwashed mouth
f

It shall

be heated on fire ; actual rebaJcing is to be done only lia the case of

its being defiled by such unclean things as a wine-keg and the

like. When however it is touched by the wine itself, It should

be thrown away. This is what has been thus declared by
-Vashistha (S 59)

* An earthen article is not purified by re-
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bakliags
if It been touched by wine, urlne^ ordure,

pus blood
9

e (121).

BY CLEANING BY BY

BY THE LODGING OF COWS BY LANB

(122).

Sprinkling "with cow ?

s urine or water; or by milk, as laid

down In some books,
c

Scraping.
9

Scratching with some weapon and throw-

ing away the scraped earthy according to direction that
6 of there should be throwing away

s

(1.32).
6

By
J This re-iteration is with a view to indicate

methods may be used singly or collectively*
c *

9

without' 4

\ is a means of purifying a spot which is not

supplied with a dust-bin. If the ground is stained with urine

or ordure, "here should be scraping and sweeping, In the case of

river-banks and forests, there should be sprinkling with water.
4

Lodging o^ cows
*

-making the land a cow-pen for a single

day*
All this should be done in the case of land lying near the

cremation-ground. in the case of land containing bones and

skull, a portion o the earth should be taken out and thrown away
to another place ; also where all these may not be visible, but

where their existence and subsequent appearance may be sus-

pected. (122).

(123).

WHAT HAS BY A BIRD, WHAT HIS BY A

COW, BLOWN UPON, OB SNEEZED AT
5
OB DBFILSD BT HAIH AND

IN8EOTS
f
BECOMES BY SCATTBEIM0 BARTBL~(123) B

The use of the term $ eaten
*
indicates that the text pertains to

food.
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JSy birds
?

i.e., parrots and other birds that are eatable-

what has been eaten, out of (rendered a *

leaving). This does not

apply to what may have been eaten by the crow
f
the vulture and

other such birds ; as In connection with this extensive expiatory
rites have been prescribed under the text * what has been licked

by a bird &c.
s &c.,' which lays down the expiration to be per-

formed in the case of food which, by itself, is quite pure. Thus
It is that there is no purification for food that has been eaten

out of by the cow, in connection with the eating of which a

similar elaborate expiation has been laid down. Though such

may be the law, yet it Is necessary to find out other Smrti-texts

and usage bearing upon the subject* As a matter o fact, when

food
? larger In quantity than ten cupfalls, has been defiled by the

crow and other such birds, what cultured people do is to throw

away just that portion of It that has been touchfedj and make use

of the remainder after having purified It bat If It Is less than ten

cupfulls, they throw it away. Here also the peculiar circumstances

of each case have to be taken into consideration.

In another Smrti-text, food defiled by the black birds has

also been prohibited.

* Blown upon
* with breath from the mouth

3
or over which

a piece of cloth has been shaken for the purpose of being dusted.

4 Sneezed at
*

that food on which some one has sneezed.

4 Hair 5

of men from their heads. * Insects *~small or-

ganisms ; some of these, born out of moisture in the house, If

they fall upon the food while living, they do not defile the food ;

just as is the case with flies. The present purification is laid

down for the case where dead Insects fall on the food- Those

Insects, on the other faand> that are born out of impure sources,

or which live upon dirt, they defile the food
?

even when living.

Says Gautama (17'89)
fi What Is defiled by hair and insects Is ever

uneatable/ When the food happens to be covered by a large
number of these, the whole of It -should be thrown away.

In'the case of large heaps of food. If a small portion of It

'happen to be contaminated by impure insects, that much alone *<>
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the food has to be tlirowii away uaJ die reaiaiuJer i purified.

In the case of contamination by hair, another Start*, has laid

down that the food shall be touched by vessels of gold s silver,

kvsha and gemSg, along with water. In certain works heating also

has been prescribed.

Some people have taken this verse as laying down a rule for

the purification of land. Bat they go against (a) other Smrti-

texts, (b) usage and (c) the direct meaning of the text. (124).

(125).

AN OBJECT TAINTED BY AN UNCLEAN SUBSTANCE, AS LONG AS

THE SMBIiL AND THBl STAIN CAUSED BY IT BO NOT DISAPPEAR^

SO LONG SHOULD BABTH AND WATER BE APPLIED TO IT, IN ALI*

CASES OF THE PUBIFICATION OF THXN0S. (125).

Bhasya.
* Unclean ?

- Untouchable.

" If that be so
9
then what is not eat-ible by the person con-

cernedj that atone will be a source of contamination for him
; e.g.,

wine and spirit would bef
4 unclean 1

for the Briihinana, but not for

the Shudra."

This is not right ; because substances intended as offering-

materials at a sacrifice are not eatable \ before the offerings have

been made ; and yet they are not 4 untouchable f
* As for wines

and spirits, even the touching of these has been prohibited for the

Brdhmana* So that that thing may be regarded as a source of con-

tamination for a man the touching of which has been prohibited

for him. So that what is true is, not c what is not eatable is

untouchable?
* but that * what is untouchable is not eatable?

& Tainted '-besmeared ; contaminated.

So long
S

5
this prescribes repetition of the act.

4 Earth and water
f

; all this to be is used only if inhere is

need for it
;
and the need would consist in the removing of the smell

and stain. So that in the case of the touch of such unclean

as are dry?
'*or in the case of the eontammatiop ^
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place long ago ?
since the smell and stain would have been

removed by the lapse of time, -washing with earth and water

should have to be done once only.
" The use of earth and water is for a visible purpose, since

it is only by their use that the stain is removed and the thing Is

purified ;
what then is the use of the phrace

i as long as <$rc.

9

?
"

The explanation is as follows :The qualifying phrase has

been added with a view to exceeding the restricted number of

applications^ specifically laid down in such texts as s once to

urinary organ ?
thrice to the anus- Ac, &c f

(3 448) ; the sense

being that if the removal of the stain &c^ of the excretions be

found to be impossible by the restricted number of applications,

said restrictions are to be ignored more applications

used. All that the mention of the exact number of applica-

tions means is that even if the smell and stain be removed by a

number of applications^ the prescribed number be

made up*
1 Earth and water

? have been mentioned only as indicating

things that may be used as a means of purification . Hence
even thoiigh the contaminating substance may have been washed
off by water, yet it should be rubbed with saline substances^ BO

that not a trace of the substance may be visible.

*

Disappear
f

go off
y
cease .

* Caused by it
f

caused by the unclean substance. Hence
there would be no contamination if the smell of such substances

as musk and the like did not disappear from clothing &c But in

the case of a thing painted with ku^kuma and such substances, if

any portion of it should happen. to be contaminated by an unclean

thing, then the kuhkunia also has to be removed from that

portion ; and this for the simple reason that the kunkuma also is

in contact with the unclean thing ; specially there also the & smell

and taint
9
are present. If however the colour of Jcu^Jcuma happens

to be attached to one's body^ and it cannot be removed by rub-

bing, then purification may be attained (even by the use of earth

.and water). -(125).
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(126).

THE OBDAIMBD THINGS BfiAHMAXAS :

WHAT IS NOT WH4T IS AND IS

BY WORD. (128 ).

Bhasya.
L Pavitram f

pure.

The mention of the gods is by way of commendation.

The term * Rrahmana *
includes

9 according to usage, all

castes.

4 What is not seen
*

;
-* a thing that, though lying In an un-

protected place5
Is yet not actually seen to have been contaminated

by the touch of the dogs the crow or such other things. The
mere presence of such animals should not be made the ground
for suspecting actual defilement, until It Is actually perceived.

Similarly there can be no harm In a partaking of food

prepared in the kitchen by cooks and others who may have done

the cooking without having themselves undergone a cleansing

process [if anything unclean is not actually perceived].

In this connection
?
no one should entertain the Idea that

*there would be nothing wrong In the partaking of food If the

defilement were entirely unknown,' As this would be contrary to

what has been declared (in 5-20) regarding the sinfulness of

eating certain things unintentionally,

Thus the conclusion is that a thing is to be regarded as pure In

connection with which no contamination is known by any of the

recognised means of knowledge* But when
5
even In the absence

of definite proof, there be even the slightest and most far-fetched

suspicion regarding contamination, the thing concerned should be

washed with water. E.g. when from among a large* number of

dishes and cups lying in the same place,, if even one has been seen

to be contaminated by the touch of the dog or some such thing,

all the rest of them also should be washed with water.

To this same category (of hvhat is not seen') belongs also ^what

is commended by word* That Is cultured men should be made to

19
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pronounce the thing to be pure. They sny that things become pure

by the Brahmana's word. The present tense in 'prashasyate \
fi

w?

commended', has the force o the Injunctive.

Some people explain the e commendation* here spoken of as

follows :
" When the person going

1 to make use of a certain thing
has seen it being defiled^ even if he does not himself see it being

purified^ he should believe it to have been purified if cultured

people assure him. that it has undergone purification."

This however is not right* Since the assertion of a trust-

worthy person has nowhere been spoken of as being unreliable^ to

assert it here would be a needless repetition.

Others have explained the term 'what is washed with water' as

meant to be an example^ and the &unseen* and the ^commended
-

by word* as the two whose purity is here enjoined ;
the sense being

5Just as what is washed with w&ter is pure5
so also should be

regarded what is not seen and what is commended by word*
u If everything is pwre, in which no contamination is cognised

by either Perception or Inference or Verbal Authority, then why
should the Ghandriiyana*h&v% been prescribed (under 5-21) as to be

performed for the expiation of the sin of having partaken of

defiled food
?
without knowledge ?"

What has been said under 5.21 is in conrection with what Is

At for being eaten ; while the present text deals with purification In

general. Or, a distinction may be drawn between the two decla-

rationsj either on the ground of one refering to cases of more

serious defilement than the other, or on the ground of one refering

to times of distress and the other to normal times. (126)

VERSE (127;.

WATEB COLLECTED ON THE ABOUND is FUEB, IP IT is SUFFICIENT TO

ALLAY THIEST OF THE COW
;
BUT ONLY IF IT IB HOT CON

TAMINATED BY ANY tJNCLKAN THING, BECOMING AFFECTED BY WITH
ITS BMBLLj OOLOUB AND TASTE. (127)

Bhasya.

The Aground* is mentioned only by way of illustration ; so that

prater In canals Is also pure. Water on the ground^ as also In
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atmosphere^ is, by its very nature, pure ; but the gronnd ? being in

contact with unclean substances^ Is slightly Impure ; lience when
water is collected on the ground ,

it Imbibes Impurity by
contact ;

and the present test proceeds to point out what quantity
of water thus collected Is to be regarded as pure : 'Sufficient to

allay the thirst of the cow ^

; 'vaitrsnyam* menus freedom from

thirst This is meant to Indicate a particular quantity ; this ex-

planation having been adopted by the ancients on the strength of

the words of the Veda cso that the dawlap of the cow dapples in

vrater &c* &c/ Thus the quantity meant Is that in which the

cowf

s dewlap becomes submerged^ or which allays her thirst*

Water collected on pure ground Is pure^ even In small quan*
titles,

"How is it to be known that water lias been 'contaminated by
an unclean thing

1

?
J?

In answer to this we have the phrase ^becoming affected by
its smell) colour and tasie,"* The Instrumental ending In ^amedhyena*^

^by an unclean thing* ^
has to be changed here Into the genitive ;

the meaning being Svhen the water imbibes the smell^ colour and
taste of the unclean thing^

then It Is to be regarded as contaminated

by it.' According to this construction^ if in a tank
?

an unclean

thing be found In one part5
while in another part the water be

found to be free from Its smell &c
a? then this latter Is to be regarded

as pure (127).

(128).

THE ABTiSANf
e HAND is ALWAYS ; BO ALSO is MEBCHAHBISB

SPBEAD OUT FOB SALE ; THE EOOB BEGGED AHB HB&D BY THB

STTJDEHT IS BTEE SACBBB ; SUCH IS THB ESTABLISHED RULE

(128).

Bh&fya

&Karu9
is artisan ; such as the cook; the dyer, the weaver and

so forthj the hand of these people is ^always pure.
9

It Is for

reason that they are touchable eYea during periods of
impurity
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to be regarded as pure eveo when found to be actually bearing the

stains of ordure or such unclean things.

What is stated here is on the same footing with what as been

asserted before regarding certain people being
6

iminediately" puri-

fied/ Nor is there any superfluous repetition ; as no such puri-

fication has been declared anywhere else in the Institutes of Mann.

Then the present text contemplates another case also
s e.g.

weavers^ as a rule, weave cloth without bathing ; for separating

the yarns from the pillars they make use of dough and gruel &c. ;

they place the vessels containing these things at random : the

*impiirity
f
involved in all this is what is negatived by the preeent

text ; and it is not meant that people who are impure by their

very nature are to be regarded as 'touchable* by taking to the work
of artisans ; because such work has not been ordained for them*

This same reasoning holds good regarding the view that

things touched by JMlechch/ias are not impure. In connection with

these
? sprinkling and washing have to be done, as laid down by

Shaflkhaj who reads *The artisan's hand is pare, and so also are

substances in a heap/
*Merchandise ; the substance that is sold for money, or is

exchanged for some other substance, is called ^merchandise* % and
when this is Spread out

9

in the market-place, it is pure* That is,

it does not become defiled by such contaminations as being handled

by several purchasersf being spread out on unwashed ground and
so forth, even though one may perceive such contaminations again
and again. Since the text speaks of its being ^spread oief, it follows

that so long as the thing is stored within a room
s
it is not pure, even

though it is *in the market-place
1

. As regards cooked substances,
sueh as fried flour, cakes and the like, though these also are *pure

?

(when spread out in the market-place), yet they are not fit for

eating ; as declared by Shaftkha 'things exposed in the market-

place are not fit for eating'*

'ffeld by the student*. By reason of the s

purity
f

being spoken of

in this verse along with this term, it is to be regarded as
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to such contamination as the following (a) treading along the public
road In course of begging (b) the sight of unclean objects, (c)

spitting and sneezingf (d) the dropping of one hand on the food

obtained and so forth,, all which are probable.
1

Sacred; -this is meant to imply purity (128).

(129).

OF WOMEN IS ALWAYS
; AS ALSO THE BIBD IN

OF FBUITS
; CALF IS PURE IN CAUSING THE FLOW

(OF ; DOG IS Hf CATCHING OF BEER

(129).

The mouth of all women is *ptW for the purposes o kissing &e
4Women doring sexual intercourse etc/ says another Smrti-text.

What is said here applies only to such women with whom sexual in-

tercourse is possible5
and not to the mother^ sister and such women.

This should not be understood to be the denial of the impurity

attaching to the mouth until it is washed after food. Because

even though the wife is a woman with whom sexual Intercourse Is

possible^ yet it has been declared In discourse IV that 6one should

not eat with his wife'.

IDhe addition of the term, ^always* Implies that the mouth Is

pure, not only at the time of the actual Intercourse, but also during
the acts that lead up to it,

&The bird in the dropping of fruits*. Though the term usAa

kuni\ *bird\ denotes all kinds of birds, yet by usage? what Is said

here Is not applicable to the crow, the vulture or other such birds as

feed upon unclean things,,

Since the text uses the term ^dropping*) the present role applies

only to fruits on the tree.

&ln causing the flow* . When the cow Is being milked f the calf

is made to touch the teats for the purpose of making the milk to

flow j
and yet it has been declared that fccow$ are pure except in

their mouths* ; so that the touch of the calFi month might b^
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regarded as a source of impurity ;
it is with a view to pre-

clude this notion that we have the present text.

The dog itself is not pure ;
but it is to be regarded as pure

when in the course of hunting, it catches^the deer (129).

(130),

OP AWIMAL KILLED BY DOGS MANX! HAS DECLARED TO

BE PtJBE ; AS ALSO THAT OF THE ANIMAL KILLED BY

CABNIVOROUS ANIMALS AND BY THE CHANDALA AND OTHEB LOW

CASTES. (130).

Bhdsya.

In the preceding verse sthe dog is pure in the catching o

deer* all that was meant was that in the act of catching deer, the

dog is pure ; while the present verse goes into further details and

declares the purity of what has been killed by the dog, as also of that

killed by others with the stroke of sticks &c. Hence it is only the

latter part of the verse that lays down something new.

Carnivorous animals the kite, the jackal and the rest.

^Chanddla and others'; and others' is meant to include the

Shvdpada and people of that class.

6Low castes* ; the Nisada, the Fyadha and others^ who live

by killing animals.- (130).

(131).

THE OAVITIEB THAT ABB ABOVE THE NAVEL ABB ALL PURE
; THOSE THAT

ABE BELOW IT AEE IMPUEE
; AS AXSO ABB ALL BXCBETIOHS BBOPFED

BODY. (131).

BJiasya*

The term 'Ma* stands for organ ; hence the organs of action

also become included ; and thns taking the two feet, the plural
number becomes justified in the phrase ^hose that are bdow it are
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This explanation (by which the lower organs are all made impure)
is not right ;

as it is contrary to what has gone in the first half.

Therein It has been declared that the purity of those above the navel

is of a higher grade and superior ; and this could have a meaning
only If the lower ones also were pure ;

for what Is white cannot be

called more black.

Further
?
the term 'kha

9

does not signify the organ. It only

signifies the cavity or hole. It Is for this reason that the organs
have been spoken of as 'saptashirsanyatfi 'having seven seats

1

(the

cavities of the two ears, two eyes, two nostrils and the mouth)-
There are two ^cavities

5

below the navel
; but the plural number

has been used on account of the male and female generative organs

being regarded as distinct.

According to this, there would be no uncleanliness of the hand
involved in touching the inside of the mouth

; but only If it does

not come Into contact with the phlegm or other things that may be

there. So* that If the hand does become contaminated with some

such defiling substance, the mouth shall not be touched by it (131)

(132).

FLIBB, WATEE-BBOPS, SHADOW* THE GOW
5
THE HOBSK, THE SUN^S BAYS

DUST
5 EABTHj AIR AND JflRB SHOULD BE BBGARDEJ> AS PURE TO

TOUCH, (132).

Bhasya*

'Flies
9

* ll sweat-born Insects.

The 6eow* Includes the goat and. sheep*

The 'horse* Includes the elephant and the mule.

The 'sun* Includes all luminous bodies*

1

Viprusay, ^water-drops' such drops of water as are invisible

and can be felt only by touch*

oi the Chandala and other unclean things.
f~In contact with, or walked over by, the Ch&ndftla and

the like is pure. In other cases its sweeping has been prescribed,*
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The flies &c mentioned here, even though coming Into contact

with ordore and other unclean things^ do not become sources of

defilement*

Another Smrti-text says ^Goats and horses are pure in their

mouths
;
cows are pure except In their mouths ; cats and moDgoose

are touchable, -as also other auspicious birds and animals5

. (132).

(133).

FOB THK CLEANSING OF THE BJEOTOES OF URINE AND FAEOES
3
EABTH

WATEB SHOULD BE USBD
9
AS MUCH AS MAY BE NECESSARY ;

AS AL80 IN THE TWELVE CLEANSINGS OF THE BODILY EXCBKTIONS.

(133).

Bhasya.

The Impurity of the bodily excretions haviog been asserted

in 131, the present verse proceeds to lay down directions for their

cleansing*

'Ejectors of urine and faeces' 4. e. the organs by which

these are passed,^*, e* the Anus &c. ; for the cleansing of these

one should 'use earth and water^ as much as may be necessary
9

;

i. e. not minding any restrictions as to t}je number (of washings
and rubbings), one should go on taking up as much water and

earth as may be necessary for the total removal of smells and

stains,

^Bodily* -proceeding from the body, ^excretions*******which

are sources of impurity. In connection with the purifications ne-

cessitated by these also, earth and water are to be used as much as

may be necessary* In another Smrti we read- *In the' case of the

former six excretions both earth and water should be used ; in the

case of the latter six one is purified even by the use of water only*.

In connection with phlegm &c* it is thus declared in another

Smrii 'The viscid excretion from the nose is called Phlegm* $ and
since this occurs among the latter group of six, for cleansing it

need not be used at all* (133),
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(134),

BLOOD, MABEOWj NASAL BAB-

WAX, PHLEGM, TBABS
?
RHEUM OE AHD PERSFIRATIONj

TWELVE ABE THE ^EXCBETIONS* OF HUMAN" (134).

Bkasya*

The twelve ^excretions
5
or 4

impur!ties
f
are here Indicated,

iHuman beings
9

includes all five-nailed animals. As regards

dogs and jackals^ their excretions are impure by reason of their

own untouchability*

'Urine and ordure
1

of all animals, except those of the goat,

the sheeps the cow and the horse*~(134)*ff

(135).

ONE WHO DBSIBES CLEANLINESS SHOULD APPLY EARTH ONCE TO THE

URINABY OEGAN, THBIOE TO THE ANUS, TEN TIMES TO ONE HAND

AND SEVEN TIMES TO BOTH HANDS. (135).

Bhdsya,

After the passing of urine and faeces, for the cleansing of the

urinary organ, earth should be applied to it once.

In another Smrti it has been laid down that one should take

as much earth mixed with water as can be contained in one hand,

What I assert is that in view of what has been said regarding the

using of as much earth and water as may be necessary, the proper

quantity wduld be what is stated in the present text .Some people

quote, in this connection, the following saying
6The hand being

filled upf
the first (and largest) measure of it is called Prasrti, the

second Is half of it j and the third part of it is called mrttika?

But this measure applies to the case of anus-cleansing only,
'

In all other cases, as much is to be used as may be necessary.
20
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In the case of a single evacuation also, the number of appli-

cations Is to be as here prescribed ; and what Is prescribed is

repetition of the act (of rubbing and washing)

There Is a distinction among the various kinds of 'earth', Just as

there Is among the various kinds of the ficow ? and other things. In

present connection, for Instance^ it has been declared that Dearth

should be got from a place far removed from an ant* hill, as also

from the stables
5 and so forth. No account need be taken however

of the distinction Into 'white',
fi

black
f

,
*red' and so forth

gWho desires"- who wishes. (135).

VERSE (136),

IS THE PUBLICATION FOR HOUSEHOLDERS
; DOUBLB OF THIS

FOB STUDENTS, TREBLE FOB HERMITS^ AND QUADBUTLB FOB BE-

NUNCIATBS. (1 .36).

Bhasya.

The rules regarding Purification vary with the stages of life.

For those who do not belong to any. of these stages^ the only rule

is that as much earth and water shall be used as may be necessary.
The same holds good for the Shudra also, who Is entitled to

observe the rules regarding the stage of the Householder ; so that

he also has to observe the same number of applications. (136).

VERSE (137).

HAVING PASSED UBINE OB FAECES, AHD SIPPED WATTCB, OHE SHOULD
TOUCH WITH WATEB THE CAVITIES ; ALSO WHEN HE MAY BE
ooisra TO BEAD THE VEDA, ANJ> ALWAYS WHEH GOING TO TAKE
FOOD. (137).

Bhdsya*

Having
*

passed
9 L e., cleansed away according to the afore-

said directions^ all taint of urine &c.
5
from the urinary organ,
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eta ;
*

,'

6 on* touch the

*.

/. .p accord-

ing to the course of Vedic study prescrbed in Discourse II.

In accordance with its primary signification^ the word
4 Artvd \

&

having passed
f

5 appears to mean fi

having evacuated
?

;

and the meaning is that 4 after having passed urine and faeces

and washed the anus and the urinary organ t one should sip

water
9

Also when goiny to rvad the Veda ;

5

-the sipping of

water has been prescribed as a necessary duty in connection with

the course of Vedic study, under 2*70. What is prescribed here

is meant for all sorts of reading of the Veda either by one

who is teaching it, or reading it. In other cases, people are said

to be c

reciting
s
the Veda (iidnharantafa)* The meaning is that

after having done other secular acts, one should not pronounce the

words of the Veda, without having sipped water.

when yoing to take food? (137).

(188).

BODILY PURIFICATION, ONE SHOULD SIP THMCJE ;

HB SHOULD TWICE WIPS HIS MOUTH ; BUT THE WOMAN
SHOULD EACH DO IT ONLY. (138).

Bhasya,

This is jtfae reiteration (of a former injunction) ?
for the

purpose of enjoining what is necessary for the woman and the

Shudra* Though what is said here has been already declared

before^ yet it is repeated here for the sake of women and Shudras*

Some people explain this text as follows : According to the

rule that * the Shudra is purified by touching water \ all that the

ordinary Shudra is to do is to touch water | hence wa&hiftg and

touching of the ear
? etc., that are understood as applying to tlje
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Shudrci) arc regarded as pertaining to the better class of

As regards women, the general rule being that bthe Brahmana
is purified by water reaching the heart &c., &c,

f

(2. 62), where the

different castes are specified ,
it would seem as if all that is pres-

cribed for males is to be done by females also ; and it is with a

view to preclude this notion that we have the present text.

g

Desiring bodily purification *;
-this indicates that if one

is quite clean when going to read or to take food, he need not

necessarily repeat the acts thrice ; nor need there be washing; all

that need be done is the sipping of some quantity of water, and

the touching of the organs ; and not all the details that have been

laid down in connection with the *

sipping of water f

prescribed

among the duties of the Student. (138).

VERSE (139).

B SHUDEAS LIVING AC00B0XNG TO I*AW
9 SHAVING SHOULD BE D0HE

BVBBY MONTH ; THEIE MANNER OF PUBLICATION SHOULD BB J^IKB

THAT OF THE VAISHYA ; AND THEIK FOOD SHALL CONSIST OF

THE OP TWICE-BQBN MEN* (139).

JBhSsya

A general rule of conduct is here laid down for the better

class of Shudras*

1

Living according to law ;

*

i*e* attending on twice-born men
and performing the great sacrifices* By these &

shaving
?

of the

head shall be done ^every month
9
. The Genitive in Shudrandm has

the sense of the Instrumental. Or, in as much as shufocts are

entirely dependent upon Brahnianas their shaving shall be got
done by these latter ; and in this case the root * kr

5

f
which ha

several meanings, is to be taken in the sense o advisingm

The details of the manner of purification in connection with

births, deaths and the rest- should be like those of the Vaishya*
* Their food shall consist of the leavings or twice-born

has been already explained before. -(189)*
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(140).

MOUTH, IF BO NOT BEACH THE BODY, BO

IMPURE ; NOB THJfl OF THE BEABD THAT

MOUTH ; WHAT TO THE TEETH, ( 140)*

Bhashya.

In the text s on having spat and on having told a lie &c.
f

(5.144) it has been laid down that on spitting one should sip

water ; which indicates that until one has sipped waterf
he re-

mains impure. Drops issuing from the mouth would also be a

form of &

spitting; ; so that the issuing of drops of water from, the

mouth standing on the same footing as the spitting of phlegm^ it

might be thought that it should necessitate the sipping of water*

With a veiw to this contingency^ the author has added the

present verse*

*

Mtikhya^,
9

produced in, or issuing from, the mouth
;<

sueh
&

drops
f do not make one impure, if they do not fall upon the body*

* But it has been already declared that drops are pure (5lS2.)
9f

But that was with reference to things other than bodily
excretions* That this was meant there is clearly indicated by the

present verse ; which makes it clear that all kinds of drop were
not meant when they were declared to be pure*

* Shmashruni *

hairs of the beard^-
& that enter the mouth9

6 do not make one impure *j this has to be construed with the

present phrase ; so that they do become the cause of some slight

evil effects ( even though they do not make the man impure)*
So also *what adheres to the teethS In connection with this we

hare greater details in another Smrti text
6 What adheres to the

teeth is like the teeth
s except what is touched by the tongue |

some say that this is so before it falls off from the teeth ; what

falls off is to be treated as saliva ; the man becomes pure by
swallowing it/ (Gautama 1-38 to 40.) *Those that fall off* i.$.

without being touched by the tongue ; since the toack trf the

tongue has been declared to be not pure, (140).
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(141),

THE DROPS THAT TOUCH THE FEET OF ONE WHO IS HELPING

OTHEES TO WASH SHOULD BE BEGABDED AS ON THE SAME

FOOTING AS THOSE ON GBO0NU; ANJ> HK IS NOT

BY THEM. (141)

Bhasya.

6

Helping others to washfi. e offering water to other

persons.

The meaning is as follows : *WheD one is pouring water for

another person and the latter begins to sip water
?

if drops of

water flowing out from between the fingers of that person

happen to fail on the ground and rising from it, touch the feet

of the man who is offering the water, that man is not made im-

pure by them.

6 Those on ihe ground \ The drops o water falling from

the hand of the washing person, though unclean, should be regard

ed to be as clean as small quantities of water collected on clean

ground.

*By tkemf touched ?
the man does not become impure, (141)

(142).'

HE WHO, WITH SOME SUBSTANCE IN HAND, HAPPENS TO BE TOUCHED

BY AN UNCLEAN OBJECT} BECOMES PURE BY WABHITO
S
WITHOUT

LAYING DOWN THAT SUBSTAHCB, (142).

Bh&sya

The man who has committed something necessitating
*

washing
f

is called
*
unclean '. For instance, one who has

passed urine or evacuated his bowels, and has not performed
the purificatory ablutions ; or when he has been defiled by the

contamination of sdme unclean thing.
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With some substance in hand ;

9

the person who Is holding
In his hand some thing to be eaten or some metal or cloth

s
&CM Is

called &

dravyahastafa ', the use of the compound being similar to

such compounds as ^

khadgahastajf.

If such a person happens to be touched, then l without laying
down f

without setting aside that substance
f

he should wash*

^ How can the man wash
s
when he has a substance in his

hand ? The procedure of washing has been described as *

washing
the hand upto the wrists and so forth."

In answer to this some people offer the following explana*

tion : What is meant by the man being
* with some substance

in hand 1
is that he should have the substance somewhere on MB

body 2
not necessarily in his hands* Similarly in the case of im-

purity also If the man become defiled, the contamination affeete

substances that may be lying on his shoulders also* Similarly

purification is obtained by washing. Hence the man should per-

form the washing by removing the substance from his hand and

keeping It on Ms fore-arm, in his lap or in some other part part

of his body. The meaning Is that just as the Impurity of the

man makes the substance Impure so also the purification of the

man renders the substance pure.

G-autama has declared that 6 The man with a substance In

hand, happening to become unclean, should wash after having

kept away the substance* (1.28). This they explain as follows :

Though both (washing and keeping away} are spoken of together^

yet it is' the keeping away that Is meant to be enjoined by this

text, otherwise all that would be necessary In the circumstances

'would be the purifying of both himself and the substance ; and

where would there be any necessity for the keeping away of the

substance ? Hence, since, in the absence of the text quoted, there

would be no possibility of the keeping away, this text must be

taken as meant only for enjoining this latter,
u How then would

the substance be purified ?
n

It would be purified by being

held by the pure person, or by the 4

washing
*

prescribed by

smother Smrti-t&ct : viz :
6 while dealing with foods and drinks
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If one happens to touch an unclean thing$
he should wash the

article and then sip water ; In this manner it does not become
*

" In the present verse nothing is said regarding the necessity

of having to keep away the substance^ and yet if it were to be

taken as implied ?
the phrase

c without laying down * would be

absolutely futile."

As a matter of fact, the same purpose rues through all

Smrtis ; and yet from the direct words of the texts in the present
instance we understand that there is a clear difference of opinion

(between Manu and Gautama). So that the two should be re-

garded as optional alternatives
; and the role determining the

option would be that (a) if the substance is a heavy one it shall

be laid aside
3
otherwise it may be kept on the body5

~-or (b) when
the man himself eats the food (carried),, or he touches a large

quantity of unclean things^ or is touched by a person who should

have washed but has not yet washed^ in all these cases the

touching of the substance would be a source of uncleanliness (142)

VEESE (143).

HAVING VQMITTED OB PUBGBB, ONE SHOULD BATHE AND THEN EAT
CLABIFIED BUTTER . APTBB HAVING EATEN HIS FOOD, HE
SHOULD ONLY SIP WATER, FOB ONE WHO HAS COPULATED BATH-

ING HAS BEEN OBDAINED* (143).

Bhdsya.

&

Vomltting
' and purging

f
are wellknown. The man who

throws out the food that he has* eaten is said to have * vomitted %
The man the number o whose motions has gone beyond the

number eight, either through disease, or through his having taken

Harltakl or some such purgative is said to have *

purged*

These two persons should first of all bathe.

Then, they should eat clarified butter and then any other kind

of food ;
and the injunction of eating clarified butter is meant to be a
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prohibition of other kinds of food. Just as In the case of expiatory

rites, ashes and water are regarded as means of purification, so In

the case in question 9
Is the eating of clarified butter.

i

After having taken Jood he sltoidd only sip water? After he

has taken his food, if he happen to vomit or purge on the same

day, then he should do the sipping of water only,

bathing and eating of clarified butter.

Others have taken this independently by Itself, to mean that
4 after having taken his food he should sip water ', this beb-g a

reiteration of the water-sipping that has already been prescribed
as to be done after meals.

6One who has copulated" i. e., one who has had sexual Inter-

course with ii woman, 'becomes pure by bathing. (143).

(144),

SHOULD SIP HAVING ST.BFT^ AFTEB HAVING

AVTEB HAVING BATEN
?
AFTEE HAVING SPAT, AFTEB HA1IHG TOLD A

MB, AFTEB HAVING DRUNK WA.TEB, GOING TO

THK V
TEDA

?
EVEN MB MAY BE QUITE (144).

Bhasya.

&
After having sneezedjatte? having done sneezing^ which

Is the name given to the sound that "emanates involuntarily from

the nostrils of a man moved by Internal wind.

6 Even though he may be quite pure.
9

-This Is to be construed

only with the phrase when goiny to read the Veda f

; the mean-

ing being that even though he <be quite pure, he should,

when going to read the Veda, read it after having sipped water ;

i.e., the water sipping-should be done as part of the procedure laid

down in connection with Vedic study ; while after sleep &c.
9 the

water-sipping shall be done once only*

11
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As for the following declaration"
4

Having slept9 having

sneezed, having eaten
f having drunk water, the wise man .shall

sip water and then again sip water
;
as also after having spat and

told lies
9

,
this has to be-constraed to that

6

having sipped

water
f
he should eat and then sip water again/ In a case however

where it is clearly stated that
g one should sip water twice^ the act

has to be repeated consecutively,
5

(144)
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(If)

of

(145).

THUS HAS THE WHOLE BULE EEGABDING AND PURIFICA-

TION OF SUBSTANCES FOB ALL CASTES EXPOUNDED TO YOU ;

LI8TBN NOW TO THE DUTIES OF WOMEN. (145).

Bhasya.

The first three quarters sum up the section dealing with

Purifications ; and the fourth states briefly what is going to be

explained.

The term *
rule regarding cleanliness \ though a general one?

yet, by reason of the proximity of the term 6

purification of

substances \ is to be taken as standing for purification other than

this latter ; just as in the case of the expression
&

go-balwarda
f

(the term i

go
f

stands for the cow as distinguished from the

bull) ballvarda).
s Duties of women, '-such duties as have to be performed

exclusively by women ;
those that are common to men and women

such as the performance of sacrifices and the like^ are not

described here. ( 145 ).

(146).

SHE BE A CHILD, OB A YOUNO WOMAN
S

OB AN AGED

WOMAN, SHOULD HOT DO ANY ACT BY HEBSBLF, BVBN IN THJE

HOUSB. (146),

The sense of the teaching is that under no circumstances should

there be independence for women. The mention of the various

stages of her age* is meant only to indicate where she has to be
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others, and no significance is meant to attach

to it._(i46).

(147)..

IN SHOULD THE CONTROL OF HBB FATHER,
IN TOOTH THAT OP HUSBAND

f
AND ON HUSBAHD*S

DEATH THAT OF SONS J
THE WOMAN SHOULD

HAVB TO INDEPENDENCE. (147).

Uhftsya.

It has been declared thus & In the absence of any sapinda-
relation of her husband, some one on her father's side shall be the

womao's protector ; on the total extinction of both fomilieH
f

the

King has been declared to be the woman's guardian/
This refers to a case where the husband is no more. (147).

(148).

MOT SBPABATION FROM FATHBB
5
BBSBANB

OB
;

BY SBPABATING, THE "WOMAN WOULD ERNDEE- BOTH

DIBREVQTABLH. -(148).

Bhdsya.

The gi'ound for *

disrepute
? would consist in the irregularity

of her life ; this is what is meant by the words ^wo-uld render both

families dUrtputabk? This passage has to be explained as
*

By
living or going about in other villages, apart from the persons

mentioned^ &c., &c.
f

(148).

(149).

SHOULD BB ALWAYS OHEBBFUIi AND ALEUT IN HOUSEHOLD-

; SHOULD UTENSILS WELL-CLBABED 4MB IN

SHE BK CLOSE-FISTED* (149).

Bhasya.

The *

\ like the term *

nitya \ signifies
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ft

Cheerful
f

always smiling. Even though elsewhere

might have had reasons for anger and sorrow^ yet when she sees

her husband* she should show that she is happy, by means of

a cheerful face, smiles
5
sweet words and- so forth. This advice is

meant for the married as well as the unmarried girl.

4
Alert in houschold-uwrlcj--*in laying by and spending

money In such religious acts as bathing and the like* What is

fihousehold-work
f

has been explained in 9*11. In all that she should

be *
alert \ expert That is to say, she should be able to cook

food quickly and so forth.

4 She should have the utensils well cleaned.'- Vessels used in

the house ? such as the Jar, the tub and so forth, are called

1 utensils
f

; and all these should be *

well cleaned \ thoroughly
washed and nice-looking.

s In spending
*

wealth^ over the feeding of friends, relations

and guestsf

6 she should be elo$e<*fisted
f

not too liberal ; that is
9

she should not spend too much.

i

Susamskrtopaskaraya
?

is a Bahuvrihi compound
6 she

whose upaskaras, utensils, are sitsainskrta,
*

well-cleaned/ Simi-

larly
s

mukta-hastaya
? means 4 she whose hasfa^ fist

?
is rnufcta

9

open
J

;
and this is compounded with the negative particle.

But apart from its literal meaning, the word *

mukla-kata *

denotes, by convention^ liberality (149).

HlM TO WHOM FATHER MAY HBBf
OB

THB F&THEB*S PBEMISSIOH 8
"SHE SHALL ATTEND AS LOHG- AS

H3i blVfiS, MiD BHAIiL HOT HIM -WHEN HE IS DEAB.

(150).

i Or her brother with the father* permission? Just as the

brother is entitled to give away the girl only with the father
?
g
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perrnission f
so also is the father entitled to give her away only

with the consent of her mother, though the present texfc speaks of

the father as If he were free to give her away without consulting

anyone else* And the reason for this lies in the fact that in all

things the husband and wife have joint title, and the daughter
belongs to both the parents. In fact in Discourse IX it is pointed
out that if the father Is not alive, the girl may be given away by
the mother. The child is born of both parents, and on this rests

their right over her; hence it is only right that both should con-

each other.

Attend upon 'Serve.
g When he is dead., she shall not disregard A/m.

f *

Disregard-

ing
J means not minding. The meaning is that she should not

behave as if she were her own mistress ; just as daring her hus-
bands

s life-time she is dependent upon him, so after Ms death

also^ she should ever remain subservient to him. Since it has

been declared that * the fact that she has beea given away consti-

tutes the ground of his ownership over her\~as soon as the father

gives away his daughter, his ownership over her ceases, and then
comes into existence the ownership of the man to whom she is

given away* This giving away
?

happens not only at the time
of marriage^ but even at the time at which the bridegroom is

chosen .

" For what purpose then is the marriage performed f
ff

[The answer is given in the next verse.]

(151).

THBIB WEDDING, THE SACRIFICE TO PEAJAPATI, WHICH IS THB
M1ANB OJF SECURING WBLFARE

3
IS PEBFOBMBD FOB THE PUBPOSE

OF FBOOTBINO GOOD FQBTUNB
; IT IS THB GIVING AWAY THAT IS

OF OWNBBSHIP. (151).

Bhafya.
1 Good fortune

l

consists in the accomplishment of the desired
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object ; what brings about this is said to be * for that purpose ;'

it is for this that there is
6
sacrifice to Prajapati/ The term

4

ma&galartham
9
is in the neuter form, because it is an adverb*

&

fivastyayanam
f

is that by which *
scasti

f

? welfare *lyat,
'

w- secured; i.e. whereby the person's loved objects do not become lost.

s Their 'of women.
* At wedding *, sacrifice

*

is offered to the deity Prajapati*

This refers to certain offerings of butter that are prescribed as to

be made at marriage with the mantras ^PrajapatP &c 3

This is

only illustrative ; it indicates the other deities also e. g. Piisan?

Vfiroija and Aryaman. Indicative also of these other deities are such

mantra-texts as 'Pupannit devam rarunanmi devam, <Jv?., ^c!

What the present text means is that even without the

marriage, ownership is produced by the fffrmff away ;
and no

BignificaBce is meant to be attached to the statement that the

marriage-sacrifices are performed only for the purpose o secur-

ing good fortune ; because *

marriage
*

ha? been declared to

consist in the *

taking of a wife
*

; and even though there may
lie ownership, the girl does not hoeome :

\vifc*
*

until the marriage
is performed.-(151 ).

(152).

HUSBAND WHO HAS PEEFOBMED THE MANTRIO SAGRAMBNTAZi BITES

FOB WOMEN IS THE IMPABTEB OF HAPPINESS TO THEM BOTH IN

SEASON AND OUT 06 SBASON
?

AS WE'LL AS IN

WOBLD. (152).

Bhasya.

The husband is ^the imparter of happiness* to his wife 6 out of

season
J

also,- in accordance with the rule one may have

recourse to his wife at all tiraes
? except on the days expressly

prohibited/
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4 Mantric sacramental rite
f L e. f the marriage-ceremony ; he

who lias performed this is called the i MantrasamskarakrC
g In the next world.

s

Since It Is only along with her husband

that the wife Is entitled to the performance of religious acts
y
and

the acquiring of their results, the husband is called
&
fhe imparter

of happiness in the next world.'- (152).

(158).

BE HE ILI/-MANNERBD OR OF LICENTIOUS HABITS OK DESTITUTE OF

QUALITIES^- HUSBAND SHOULD ALWAYS BE ATTENDED

PPOS A G-OD BY THE TRUE WIFE* (153).

Bhasya.
4 Ill-mannered. 'Addicted to gambling and other evil habits.

Of licentious habits
f

-whose nature is prone to be voluptuous,
c

Destitute o; cjwd yualities' devoid of learning, wealth nd

other good qualities.

/ Should lie n1tended upon
?

served.-- (158)*

VERSE (154)

THEBB is HO SEFABATE FOB WOMEN, MO OBSEEVANCBS
S

NO FASTINGS; IT is BT MEANS OF SEBVJNG HER HUSBAND THAT SHE

BECOMES EXALTED IN^HBAVBN.* (154),

JKhasya.

It has been more than once explained that women separated

from their husbands are not entitled to the performance of sacri-

fices. From this it follows that,, when going to keep tin observ-

*nce or to take to a fast, she should obtain his permission.
6'Observance

*

here stands for the vow to give up meat, wine

and such things ;
it does not stand for the Krchchhra and other

penances ;
because the repeating of mantras and offering of liba-

tions form part of these latter, and to these the woman is not
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entitled. It will not be right to argne here that" it would be

sible for the woman to perform the Krchchhra other penances,

omitting the mantras and the libations
"

; because it can never be

right to abandon, at one*s will, the details of a sacrificial perform-
ance ; specially as it is only the act complete in all its details that is

regarded as leading; to prosperity and success. Nor does the

dropping or adding of details depend upon the varying capacities

of performers. Then again f
a woman has always available

of her own caste, among the three higher castes^ who could perform
for her the said acts. For these reasons neither the woman nor

the Shildra, desiring her own welfare
5
is entitled to the perform-

ance of the Krchchhra and other penances. "We shall explain this

in detail under the Expiatory Rites.

&

Fasting 'living without food, giving up eating for one

day, two days or such limited periods.

6 Serves
*

-attends upon. *( 154).

VERSE (155).

THE GOOD WIFE, DESIROUS OF BBACHIHG HER Ht7SBAND9
S BBGIONS 3

SHOULD NEVBB DO ANYTHING THAT MAY BE DISAGREEABLE TO

HU3BAND9
ALIVE OB BEAD,' (155).

Bhdsya.

* Her husband's regions
f The regions to which she has

become entitled by the performance of religious acts in the

company of her husband .

*

Being desirous* of reaching those regions,-* she should never do

anything that might be disagreeable
*

;
i. e.t such acts as intercourse

with other men and so forth, which have been forbidden by the

Scriptures. It is .not possible for anyone to ascertain what is

agreeable or disagreeable to the dead person ; it is not necessary

that what was agreeable to the living would be agreeable to tfee

dead also ; because notions of pleasure and displeasure vary with the

varying conditions of men* From all this it follows that what is
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meant by
*

disagreeable
'

here is that i freedom of life
5 which has

been forbidden for women
; and this the good wife should

avoid*- (155)

(156).

MACEBATE BODY BY MEANS OF PURE FLOWBES,

FEUITS ;
BUT SHE SHOULD NOT EVEN MENTION

OF ANOTHER MAN, AFTER HEB HUSBAND IS DEAD (156).

What lias been said in the preceding
1 verse is explained more

specifically in the present verse.

As in theVase of men, so in that of women also suicide is for*

bidden. As for what Aftgiras has said
5

they should die after

their husband ', this also is not an obligator}
7

act, and so it is

not that it must be done. Because in connection with it there is

an eulogium bestowed upon the results proceeding from such

.suicide* Thus then, the performing of the act being possible only
for one who is desirous of obtaining the said result, the act stands

on the same footing as the Shyena sacrifice. That is, in- connec-

tion with the Shyena sacrifice we have the Vedic text 6 one may
kill living beings by means of the Shyena sacrifice/ and this makes

the performance o this sacrifice possible ; but only for one who
has become blinded by extreme hatred

;
so that when the man

does perform the act, it does not become regarded as *

Dharma,'
a * meritorious act

*

; exactly in the same manner, when the widow

happens to have a very strong desire for the results accruing from
the act of suicide

3 it is open to her to disobey the prohibition of it

and kill herself ; but in so doing she cannot be regarded as acting

according to the scriptures. From this it is clear that the act of

killing herself after her husband is' clearly forbidden for the

woman* Further, in view of the distinct Vedic text * one shall
f tiot die before the span of his life is run out' being contradicted

by the Smrti-text of Aftgiras/this latter is open to being assumed
to have some other meaning* Just as in the case of the Smrti rule
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* one should take the final bath after having the Veda \ the

inj unction o the bath, as pertaining to one who has not yet
studied the meaning of the Vedic texts

2
has been as having

a different meaning.

It may happen so that the widow is childless, has not in-

herited any property from her husband and has to maintain her-

self by spinning
1 or some such work

;
and she does not wish to

marry again, because her husband was very dear to her and any

disregard for him would be against the scriptures and Is even dis-

tinctly forbidden
;
so that knowing that in abnormal times o

distress all transgressions are permissible,, as was the case when
Vishvamitra partook of the- dog's thighshe might, being

pinched for a living, be tempted to some transgression. It is

with a view to such a case that the author put forward

the present text.

Under the stated circumstances ' welt might
?

the woman
1 macerate '-reduce' her body'

*

by means of flow4rs%
roots and

fruits
5

; i. e
aj
she might maintain herself npon these^ according

as they may be available ;

* but she shall not even mention the name

of another man 'by saying to him &

you are my husband to-day *.

As for the text fi When the husband is lost or killed or be-

come a renunciate, or is found to be impotent, or become an out-

cast, under these five difficulties, another husband is sanctioned

for women *

(Parashara what is meant is that she may for the

purpose of obtaining a living by doing such work of as that of

the maid &c., have recourse to another man as her protector^*

this being the literal meaning of the term * \

This shall be fully dealt with under discourse IX.

This rule also is applicable to the woman whose husband has

gone out on a Journey.

The use of the term * kamam ? * well might
f

is meant to

indicate the author's displeasure at the course of conduct ug-

gested ; the sense being
* the emaciating of the body is bad,

and worse still is the act of having intercourse with another

mau.
1

(156).
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(157).

BEA.TH
?

SHOULD BEMAIN PAT1KNT
5
SELF-CONTROLLED AMD

CHASTENSEEKING THAT EXCELLENT MEBIT THAT ACGBUBS

T0 A SINGLE HUSBAND. (157).

Bhdsya.

What has gone before is further explained,
1
Till her death she should remain chaste

*

; i. e
5
even under

the said distressing conditions she shall not seek to maintain her-

self by misbehaviour*

6 Patient
s

disregarding the troubles caused by her circum-

stenceSj she shall not allow her chastity to be disiigored by hunger ;

shall not allow her mind to be disturbed by the waves of

passion,

The compound 'ekapatriP may be expounded either as * those

who have a single husband/ or 6 those who are wives of single
men '

; such women, as Savitri and the rest
;

the * merits f

accruing to such women ; which brings such results as the capa-

city to confer boons and pronounce curses ;

6

seeking
9 such

meritj the woman should not renounce chastity.

Under the said circumstances^ i
$ by living upon fruits and

roots, she happen to die
?

-there would be nothing wrong in

this. (157).

VERSE (158).

MANY THOUSANDS OF UNMAEBIED BBAHMANA STUDBHTS HAVE GONE
TO HBAVBN

9 WITHOUT HATIN0 PEBPBTUATED THEIR RACE (168).

Shasya.

The preceding verse has prohibited intercourse with another

man for the purpose of maintenance ; the present verse prohibits

it, if betaken to for the purpose of continuing the race*

It has been declared that * there is no heaven for the childless
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person ('aputrasya').' But in this sentence no significance

attaches to the masculine gender used. In view of tills a

widow might be prompted to take to another husband ;
and it is

for meeting such a case that we have the present text.

*

Maoy thousands of unmarried students 'life-long cele-

bates 6 have gone to heaven
* do go to heaven.

As for the 4

Niyoga
'

that is prescribed for the widow in

Discourse 1
JX

9
that refers to a case where she is commanded to

do so by her elders and not where she herself desires offspring.

c Without having perpetuated their race
9 The begetting o off-

spring is for the purpose of perpetuating one's race ; and they did

not do it ; i. e., they did not beget children.

s

Mant/y ancfcani'.ln a negative compound the latter

forms the predominant factor ; hence the use of the plural ending
is open to question. Even though the compound contains

the negation of unity ,
vet plurality is Inadmissible. What the

word signifies therefore Is a very large number, though its exact

nature is not expressed, and the character of unity is abandoned.

Just as It Is In the case of such words as
'

modat\?)^
6

grdtnaty

and the like which denote multitude. Says the author of the

Chnrnika c The form anekasmat becomes justified*, where he

has declared the correctness of the use of the singular number.

Or
3
the term 'anekd* may signify

6 alone
5 helpless

?

; the mean-

ing being
* the men who had become helpless by the death of their

wife/ (150).

(159),

OK THE DEATH OF HBB HUSBAND, THE GOOD WIFE WHO

GOES TO HBAVBN,* EVEK -THOUGH OHILDXJBB8 ; JUST LIKE

ST0BKMTS. (159)*

Bhdsya

The same thing is repeated again, for the purpose of strength*

eniog our convictioB..* (159).
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VERSE 060;.

THAT WOMAN, sowsvaa. ITECX i^oii A LOHGI^G FOS A CHILD, DIS-

REGARDS HUS"BAiK, I3I1IXG3 DISGSACE TO IK

WOBI.D FALLS OFF FSQM H&S PLACE IN

WORLD. (160).

Her longing being" nuiy e dilk> be born to me 5

;
this Is the

4

longing for a child." From this cause if the wonmn disregards

her husband and becomes wedded to another mtin, she brings

to herself
'

disffrace^biifL nsime
'

: in this world*; never

reaches heaven. -f 160).

(161.)

WHAT is OP A.NOTHEE is NOT A s CHILD ?

;
is OHB

ON ANOTHER WIFE
;
FOB GOOD WOMEN A SECOND

IS NOWHBRB

Bhdsya.

The child that is born for her from another man Is not her
& child

*

; similarly what is begotten by a man on another man 9

s

wife is not his child. (161.)

(162).

WHO, IS

HAS TO IS

IN IS A 4

,

?

It is not only contempt and disgrace that is here ;
but

something more (described in the verse), -(162),,
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THE WOMAN, WHO. THROUGH '?^zL"*jn:: 'y HITS DUTY TO HER HUSBAKXX

BECOMES AST OPJEC'T OP CG^TZ'JPT I "A THE WCKLP. COPIES TO BE'

BOBX AS JACKAL ..^T' IS 'LGV^IiO" .''Er* B\ Fs-'UL M CEASES.

(168).

rshilxuti.

For these reasons, the \vouitu: shall not fail in her duty to

her husband, either vrith a viaw to -.vcrLily or henveuly joys.-

WHO DOES KOT FAIL 127 SEH ^ITTY TO HER HUSBAND, HAVING

HER THOUGHT, SPEECH A1SD SGI'V WELL-COX'I TIOLI.SD. KBACHES

HCSBAMD^S IJEGIONS : AND ly CA"LL!?!1>
; GOOD * BY AI.L GENTLE-

MEN. /" 164).

BY CQSDtTCT. THE WoMAX, HAVJXG 12EB THOrGHT, WORD AKD

BODY WKLL-CONTBOLrjED. OBTAINS EXCELLENT FAME IK THIS

WOBLD
3
AND ALSO HUSBAND'S ttkGIOX IX THE OTHEB WOULD.-

(165).

These verses sum up the duties of women ; and these duties

are easily intelligible ;
hence 1 have devoted no attention to

the explanation of these*

The meaning of tiie teaching is as follows : Though the man
is permitted (in 167) to teke to another wife, yet that does not

permit of the woman taking- smother husband ; because according

to the injunction' she shnll not disregard him when lie is dead 5

9

there can be no possibility of her marrying again ; and by the

assertion that 6 even childless persons go to heaven ?

it is made
clear that the bearing of children, even in times of distress^

is forbidden. Ic is only in the Smri sanctioning
1 *

Niyotja
?

that

this latter is permitted. Hence in view of these (prohibition and
the two courses are as optional

-
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and between these two Smrtis we cannot determine which Is

superior and which inferior
;

since one of them enjoins the

bearing of children, and the other clearly forbids it. Hence

by taking them as optional alternatives we make room for

both (164 135),

TWIOB-BOBN MAW, KNOWING THE LAW, SHOULD OBEMATE
WIPIC OF HIS OWN CASTE, -WHO BEHAVES HEBSBLF IN SAID

MANNEB
?
AND DIES BEFOBE HIM, WITH THE SACRBD F1BB AND

ALONG WITH THE SACJSIFICTAL IMPLEMENTS. (16G).

Bhusya.

This verse reiterates what is already implied by the law.

In as much as she is a good
?

wife, it is only right that she

should be cremated with the sacred Agniliotra fire
; specially in

view of the assertion 4 on the death of the wife the Fires are not

maintained
1

(16(5).

VERSE (Ifi7).

j
DUBING TUB T.AST BITES, GIVEN A.WAY THE SACKED FIRES

TO HIS WIFE WHO DIED BEFOBK HIM, HB MAY MABBY AGAIN AMD

KINDLE THE FIEES AGAIN*- (167).

Shasya
The present verse is added with a view to indicate the man's

title to another marriage ; L e.
7

an exception in favour of his

wedding another wife ; and it also serves to prohibit the man
forthwith taking to the life of the Recluse or the Renunciate, as

soon as he finds himself deprived of his help-mate ; and this

because he has still got to fulfil certain duties. Says the

Shruti ^ He is abandoned by old age, or by the omission of his

duties/

Others say that a 4

yadd\
4 when *, should be supplied in this

verse ; so that there would be no incompatibility between this

the Shruti laying down life-long Agnihotra. (167)*
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Conclusion.

(168),

IN THIS MANNER, OKE SHALL NOT OMIT THB FlVB SACRIFICES ;
AHD

DURING THE SECOND PART OF HIS LIFE, HE SHALL TAKE TO A

WIFE AND DWELL IN THE HOUSE, (168),

Bhasya.

This verse sums up the Discourse,

The s

five sacrifices
?

are mentioned as including ail duties.'

(168).

EN010F DlSCQUBSE V.





VI.

of the and the

(1).

Introductory.

(1),

THE TWIOB-BOBN ACCOMPLISHED STUDENT, HAVIKG, IN THE AFOBB-

SAID MANNEB, LIVED, ACCORDING TO LAW
5
THE LIFE OF THE HOUSE-

HOLDEE
f
SHOULD DWELL 1H THE FOEEST, IN THE PBOPBB MANNER,

SELF-CONTBOLLED AND WITH HIS OEGANS UNDER SUBJECTION (1),

Bhdsya.

The term
6

yrMshrama
'

means that ashrama \ life-stage

which Is characterised by the
*

grha', Iiouze^L e. the presence

of the wife.

Having
*

lived
?

there
?

i. e s having duly fulfilled the duties

o that stage of life lie sheaid dwell in the forest This is the

.injunction here set forth.

The affix in *sikitm\
i

having lived \ indicates the priority

of the Householder's life to that of the Hermit
;
and the mean-

ing is that one should proceed from stage to stage in the right

order ; it is only one who has lived the Householder's life that

is entitled to the forest-life of the Hermit*
t

What is Baid here is in accordance with the view that a man

should pass through each and all the four stages. There i$ how-

ever the other view that from the life of the purely celebate

student also one can proceed at once to the forest-life ; as . is

going to be described later oo

4 With "his organs under subjection 'with Ms impurities

washed off, Ms passions calmed down.
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The phrases
'

according to law
?

and 6
in the proper manner 9

have been added only for the purpose of filling up the metre
;

as

we have already explained in several -places.

All that is meant to be enjoined here is that 4

having com-

pleted the Householder\life, he shall betake himself to the life

in the forest.' (1).



The Procedure to be adopted.

VERSE (2),

WHEN THE HOUSEHOLDS KOTICES HJ> "YHIXKLES AXD GPtEvxass,

AND SEES HIS CHILD \ CHILD, fiE SHOULD RETIRE TO

FOIiEST, (2).

It lias been said before thtr: rln person w")o is ^iititleJ to the

life of the Hermii, i* only oi>j \vho lias abandoned nil longing

for the objects o sense : and this is what the author Is explaining

now,

4 Wrink/e* ''Looseness of! ^kin.

Greyne** "the whiteness o the hair,

4

Child's child.' They explain this to mean l

son's son '.

And cultured people have held that this rule does not apply
if the man has only a son born to his daughter, or a daughter
born to his son.

Others however have taken the 6

greyaess o hair
J and *

birth

of the grandchild
'

only as Indicative of old aye. So that even if

an old man's hairs may not, for some reason, become grey5
he

should^ at the approach of old age s
retire to the forest. Just as

the person who has got a son and has his hairs still black is entitled

to the *

kindling of fire \ so is the man who has got a grandson
and has Ms head turned grey entitled to the Hermit ?

s life.

And in the former case also the birth of the soa 5 and s
blackness

of hair
?

are only indicative of a certain age.

Some people have taken the text to mean that & one should

retire into the forest neither too early nor too late in life* But in

is necessary to find out an authority for this. (2).
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<3).

HAVING GIVEN DP CULTIVATED FOOD AND ALL HIS BELONGINGS, HB

SHALL REPAIR TO THE FOBEST
?
EITHEB MAKING OVBR HIS WIFE TO

HIS SOKSj OB ALONG WITH HER.~(3).

BJidsya.

From this time onward he shall not eat any food consisting

of barley, paddy aad the like
;

this Is what Is meant by
c hav-

ing tjiren up \ This Is what has been described as 5

living

on roots/

Belongings
?

Consisting of cows, houses, clothing, seats and

beds, etc.

If the wife wishes lt
s
then they should go away together j

otherwise he shall go alone. Others explain the text to mean
that If the wife Is still young he shall commit her to his sons

3
and

if she is old, he is to take her with himself*

It is only when the wife is there that there can be any rule

regarding her either being made over to the sons or going to the

forest with her husband. If the wife has dled
?
then also the man

should retire to the forest, as declared by Apastamba and others, In

connection with the Ee-klndllng of Fire*'

Only that man can be a Hermit whose senses are not too

mobile ; otherwise, he should take another wife ; such is the

established rule. '(3.

VERSE (4).

TAKING WITH HIM THE SAC BED FIBE, AS ALSO ALL THE RITUALISTIC
APPUBTENANCES OP THE, FlBE

?
THE MAN SHALL GO J?OBTH FKOM

THE VILLAGE TO THE FOKEST AND LIVE THJSBK, WITH HIS SENSES
UNDER COHTEOL. (4).
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Bhasya.

The term ^

agnihotra
'

here stands for the tires themselves,

Taking with himself the Fires that had been kindled accord-

ing to Shrauta rites, and also
b

the ritualistic appurtenances of the

fire f
in the shape of the sruk, the sruva and the rest The

abandoning of all belongings having been laid down, the present
text makes an exception in favour of those pertaining to the

Fires 4
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(8)

Details of line Hermit's Life.

VERSE (5),

THESE SAME GREAT Sicnoieas
'

EE SHOOLB OSFEB, ACCOBBBTG- TO

RULE, WITH VAEIOUS KINDS 0? PURS POOD FIT FOB HERMITS, OB

WITH 1IEEBS
?
KOGTS AXD 5^RUITS.- r

(5)

77it<,tf *a?/3f' those that have been prescribed for the

s eholder
;

6 /^ ./wz</t/ ^/f>?
J

?

perform.
*

According t<> ru?*?* ; this Is ti reiteration, for the [purpose

of filling up the rnetr?,- ("*).

tl SHOULD WEAR EilliEE SKIN OB A 1!IT OF OLOTII
;

ilE SHALL

BATHE IN THE EVEKlNtJ, AS \Lftii) IN THE MOBKING ; OE SHALL

ALWAYS WEAli AtA'I TF.D 1 Oi'Kf^ AS ALSO liS^HP. UA1T? ON JI!^

BODY AND NAlLsJ. (<J a

of, the bull, the deer am] other ueh tirdnuilt-
1

.

C7?7/v/ 'a bit of cloth.

fi

Kcenirnj
J end of the d-ay,

4 Mo-min<j '-opening of tlu; day,

This rule regarding bathing in the evening implies that the

man Is to eat at night only ;
because bathing after meals is for-

bidden.

This view, some say, is not right ;
bemuse among the

observances of the Accomplished Student, it is said that
fe

after

taking hia food he shtill lathe
?

(which shows that bathing after

meals is not entirely forbidden), In fact this bathing after meals

is declared in the M<thitl>ln'irui*t n.s to bo done by each nnd every

person.
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It Is open to the Hermit to bathe thrice during the day
this being a matter of option,,

fi flatted locks
^ beard^ hairs on the body and nails

*

;
all this

he shall not have cot. (6)

VERSE (7).

WHAT HE EATS
S
OUT OF THAT HE SHOULD MAKE THE OFFERINGS

AND GIVE ALMS, ACCOBDING TO HIS CAPACITY
;
AND THOSE WHO

COMB TO HIS HERMITAGE HE SHOULD HONOUR WITH WAU BB,

BOOTS AND FRUITS AND ALMS (7).

It has been said that ^food fit for hermits' should be used j
this

consists o wild grains, such as N 7cara and the rest
3
and of "wild-

growing herbsj etc. The term anna ',

* food \ is generally used

in the sense of some preparation of grains, such as rice
s

fried

flour, cake and so forth ; and it is for this reason that, though herbs,

&e., also are s food fit for hermits *, they have been mentioned

separately.
* Hermits ?

are ascetics, and their food is called
s food

fit for hermits.* And what is meant (by verse 5) is that the man
should perform the Five Sacrifices, which are duties related to

cooking on the household fire- This might give rise to the notion

that when the man lives upon ripe season-fruits (and does not

cook his food) he should not offer the said sacrifices ;
it

is with a view to preclude such a notion that the Text adds

what he eats '; the meaning is that whatever, in the shape of

flour, &c., be eats, that he should offer to the best of his capacity.

4

Offerings
9

apart for the A gnihotra- libations ;
those that

are laid down as to be madejo Indra
f &

Indrapurusa
' and so

forth.

In this view 9
there are no offerings poured into the "fire,

they say.

But this is not right ;
as the term * bali \ offering \ is a

generic name for all kinds of oblations ; and hence it stands equally

for those offered into the fire
?
and those not offered ipto tbe fire.
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If the right view to take were this that c one shall offer only

what be eats
;

and that also into the fire only ?
and that offer-

IDgs into the fire roust consist of cooked food '5- then the hermit

would cook just that much herb, &c as would be needed for

the offerings, and he himself would eat the ripe fruits of the

season. Even for one who lives upon seascn-fruits 3
it is neces-

sary to offer the Vaitshvadrva oblations into fire 9

The compound in the second line is a copulative one, formed

of fi

ap \
&

water', and the rest
;

the meaning being that 6 the

traveller that happens to come to his hermitage he shall honour

with water f roots, fruits and alms consisting of Nlvtira and

other grains', (7).

VERSE (8).

HE SHOULD BE ALWAYS ENGAGED IN VEDIO STUDY, MEEK, CONCILIA-

TOBY, QUIET, EVER LIBBBAL, NOT ACCEPTING ANY GIFTS
?
AND

COMPASSIONATE TOWABDS ALL LIVING BEINGS.-(8).

This being a distinct stage of life, people might think thnt

such duties as Vedic Study and the like, which pertain to other

life-stages, should have to be omitted now ; hence with a view to

show that they do not cease, the Text has added always
engaged

'

;^and not as in the Householder's stage, during which,
the man being busy with his household work, their performance
leaves no time for Vedic study and such duties.

Meek * endowed with humility j free from haughtiness.
*

Conciliatory
'

abounding in the friendly spirit ; always
saying what is agreeable and wholesome ; ever ready to conciliate

his neighbour
'

Quiet' Even when urged by others, he should not speak
much of what may be irrelevant*

6 Ever liberal
'

in Kicking gifts of TTftter
?

frviits an4
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L Not accepting any yijts
? He should not beg anything for

his medication or diet and such needs, from a person belonging to

another stage of: life and coming^to see him.

*

Com23assionafe towards all living beings?-* Compassion
?

is pity. But even though he
t
be compassionate, he should not,

for the sake of any persons beg anything from another per-

son. (8).

VERSE (9).

HE SHALL OFPEB, ACCOBDIKG TO RULE
?
THE SACBIFICIAI* OBLATIONS,

TAKING CABE NOT TO OMIT TUB * DARSHA ' AND TEE 6 PAUBXA-

MASA 5

SACSIFICE.

BJiasya

Vitana \ is vihdra, sacrifice'} what pertains to it is
*
sacri-

ficial*,
fi vaitanikam'* ; i. e. the rites pertaining to the Three

Fires
;

-this he shall c

offer
3

, perform,

The term 5

agnihotra* primarily denotes the wild barley and

other substances that are employed in sacrificial oblations
;
and it

is not the name o a particular rite ; it is in this sense that

we have the tc;rm used as the object o the verb c
shall offer

*

;
and

we get at the meaning that 6 he shall offer, by means o the

Agnihotra and other rites, the oblations into the JLhavariiya
Fire

;

f
it is in this way that the use o the verb *

juhuydt \
&

shall

offer
9 becomes justified. In this explanation the word &

agnihotra*

becomes synonymous with the denotation of the root hu \
i to

offer into the fire.
9

Objection
" The text has just prescribed the optional alter-

native o committing his wife to his sons ; in this case how can the

man, in the absence of Ms wife, be entitled to the performance of

shrauta rites ? It might be said that * the man would be entitled

to them in the same way as the man away from home is entitled ;

just as the man who is away from home, though at a distance

from the Fires, is regarded as the performer of the rituals by reason

o his having made arrangements for the offerings to be
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by a proper substitute, in the same manner, in the case in ques-

tion, when the man is starting for the forest, his wife shall permit
him to carry on the rituals

;
and in this manner the joint charac-

ter of the title would not be disturbed,
9 But this cannot be right*

The procedure of employing a substitute is permissible only in

cases where the man is forced by human or divine agencies to go

away from home, and not when he goes out o his own accord.

Because in such a procedure, many of the details would become

omitted, even though the man would be perfectly capable to

accomplish them (if he himself remained at home) ; e.g. in con-

nection with the Darsha~Paurnamasa sacrifices it is laid down
that the sacrifice/* shall make his wife repeat \hz mantra i

vedo-si

vittirasi) &c 3

; and this would be omitted (during the eacrificer's

absence).

" It might be said that the rule laid down in the present

verse may be taken as pertaining to the case where the house*

holder is retiring to the forest along tcith his wife (and not

when he is going alone
9 leaving her in charge o his sons).

But this also is not possible; because we do not find any such

restrictive specification. Further in connection with the con-

tigency of leaving the wife behind, the scriptures have prescrib-

ed another method of: disposing of the Fires (in the shape of the

direction that they should be committed to the charge of the wife.)

"Then again, even if the rule were taken as pertaining to

cases where the wife accompanies the husband, the following
direction (contained in verse 11) would not be relevant -

s With pure grains, fit for hermits, which grow in spring and in

autumn, and which he has himself collected, he shall prepare the

cakes and the boiled messes, according to law ?

; the grains

meant here are the wild ones, JVlyara and the like, because he

has been directed to relinquish all his village-belongings ;
and

yet in the Veda cakea are laid down as to be made of Vrihi and

other grains, which are cultivated* Nor could the rite be completed

by using any other pure grain, either in accordance with the

maxim that whatever is produced may be used9

(* Utpanna-
r
nyaya

'

)3
or in accordance with the law of options ( VrlM*
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nyaya). Because any such grains it would be difficult for the

wife to obtain. Lastly, tlie performance o the Atinihnfra being a

life-long duty, how can there be any relinquishing of that rite, or

of the wife ? From all this it is clear that the rule regarding
the entering into the next stage of life is not compatible with the

performance of the Sacrificial Acts.
3 *

On this point a special effort lias to be made (for reconciling

the apparent discrepancy).

(A) Some people say that the term g

sacrificial
'

in the text

has been used, by way o praise, for the smnrta (not shraufa)
rites

;
and in connnection with the smdrta rites there are no such

scriptural restrictions as that cakes should be made of the Vrlhi

and other cultivated grains only. In fact in connection with these

rites it has been declared that c The deities of a man partake of

the same food as the man himself
?

(Vfilrnlki-Ramayana Atodhya
kartda}. So thafc there would be nothing wrong if the Hermit

performed these rites with ''grains fit for the hermit.' Even if

this were incompatible with the injunctions regarding tbe use of

Vrlhi and other cultivated grains, this incompatibility could be

easily explained away,
" But even in this case there would be the law relating

to the joint right of the husband and wife to the performance,

which would be infringed by the man doing it when separated

from his wife/ 5

Well, as regards the Vedic declaration
* One shall offer sacri-

fices when accompanied by his wife,' this can pertain to sJirauta

rites only [so that the said difficulty does not arise in connection

with the sinarta rites.J

(B) Another explanation is that the rule laid down in the

present verse does not refer to the Householder's
'

Fire at all ; it

refers to what has been prescribed by Gautama (3*27) regarding
6 the kindling of fire in the month of Shrfiuana.* In the present

treatise also, the author is going to add the phrase
*

following
the

methods oE the hermit
*

(Verse 21). From all this it is clear that
'

the rites referred to here are those that have been prescribed in the -
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scriptures, as entirely apart from the rites relating to the Agni-

hotra, etc. And the terms * Darsha
? and * Paurnamdsa 9

too

have been used only figuratively. Thus the said kindling of the

Fire by the Hermit is to be done by him, without his wife* As

regards the household Fires of the Agnihotrctj the method of dis-

posing of them is laid down (in verse 25 below) in the words
c

Having reposited the sacrificial fires in himself, &c. &c.
5

As regards the contention based upon the life-long character

of tha Aynihotra-vite, that the abandoning of the Fires cannot be

right, -we shall deal with this when we are considering the

question of the sequence among the four life- stages.

(C) Others again explain as follows : What has been for-

bidden for the Hermit is the act of offering oblations of cultivated

grains, and not that of employing these for the sake of the Deities.

" But the sacrifice!* has got to eat of what is offered to the gods,

according to the law that the four priests, with the sacrificer as the

fifth, partake of the sacrificial cake.'*

True; but that eating is one that is "prescribed by the

scriptures, and not the ordinary one ; and what has been

forbidden under verse 8 is the ordinary eating. And for pur-

poses of the scriptural act^ even if the man were to go into

the village, there would be nothing wrong in this
;

in fact

it is going to be declared below (verse 28) that c he may eat

the food after having obtained it from the village/

This however is not right ; because of the express injunc-

tion that he is to make use of only such grains as are fit for

hermits.
9

%

Thus we find that the whole explanation regarding the text

referring to the fire kindled during the month of Shrdvana

(explanation B above), and all that follows is not acceptable.

Further, verse 4 has spoken of the man *

taking with himself

the sacred fire', and not leaving it behind. AS for its being com-

mitbpd to another person, it is going to be laid down that it is to be

done either by the man who is going to die, or who is going out for

the first time- Then again, the Turayatta and other rites that are
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prescribed (In verse 10) for the Hermit (and which are bllShrauta

rites to be performed in the Shrauta Fire of the Agnikotra)
cannot be explained, i the present verse refers to the fresh

Srnarta fire kindled in Shnlcana. In fact, this -latter Fire-kind-

ling could be done only by one whose wife has died, such being
the implication of the actual words laying it down. Or, it may
be done in a case where the man retires to the forest immediately
after Studentship*

From all this it follows that when an Atjnihotrin retires to

the forests he shall do so along with the Fire
3
and accompanied

by his wife.

In the forest,, the rites are to be performed
*

according to

law \ with VrlM and other grains ; and these grains (though

belonging to the cultivated category) may somehow or other

be brought under the category of 'grains fit for hermits.' Specially

as V-rlhi and Yava (which are cultivated grains) are quite sacred*

For the man who has not maintained the Fire, the duty of
s

committing the Fires to his wife* may be accomplished

somehow with reference to the Fire kindled according to smdrta

rules. This would be only right, as both are 6 smarta? acts. In

the case cf a man who has two wives, and one of these has taken

charge of the Fires, the 4

committing of the wife to the children
*

would apply to the second wife.

lNot omitting,
9

*0mission' is disobeying the Injunction; the

non-performance of an act in the form in which it has been

prescribed. This has been added only or the purpose of filling

up the metre ; similarly also the term fi

yoqataj), \
*

taking carej

The construction is 'yogatab askandayan\ taking care not to ornif,

i. e.
5 carefully keeping up. The 6

care
J

here refers to the in-

junction itself (9),

VERSE (10).

HE SHALL PERFORM THE DA&SHE&TI AND THE AGBAYAISIA, AS ALSO

THE CHATXJBMASYA SACBI^ICBS, AHB THE TUBAYANA. AHB

DAKSAYANA IN DUE OEDEB, (10).

Bhasya.
f Z)qrsh3st$$grayanam is 9 copulative compound consisting*
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of the two terms 4 darshcsti
p

aacl c

a<jr<iyana '.
4

4

Turayana
9 and k

D^iksctyana
"

are the names of particular

shrauta rites.

According to some people the performance of the Turayana
and the rest is obligatory (10).

VERSE (11),

WlTH THE PURE GEA1KS PIT FOB HERMITS, WHICH GROW IN SPRING

AND IN AUTUMN', AND WHICH HE HAS HIMSELF GATHERED, HE
SHALL SEVERALLY PBEPABE CAKES AND BOILED MESSES, ACCORD-

ING TO LAW (!]).

Blwsya.

If the phrase
g

grains fit for hermits
5

Is not connected with

what has gone before
3
then there is no room for the objection

fi how can the sacrificial offerings be made
?
which are laid down

as to COB sis t of Vrlhi and other cultivated grains ?
5f

The fi boiled mess ' and *cake* meant here are those that have

been prescribed by the rules laid down for Hermits.

* Vasanta
9

those that grow, or ripen, during spring ;

similarly sharada \
6 Sacred* this is a mere re -iteration.

'*Which he has himself- gathered \ This forbids such means
of livelihood as receiving gifts and the like. For the due fulfil-

ment of the aforesaid smdrta rites, grains have to be fathered

by wandering'hither and thither.

'According to law\
4

severally \ Both these terms are

added for filling up the metre, (1 1).

VEESE (12).

HAVING- OEFKEBD TO THE GOBS THAT MOST PUBE' OPEEEING CONSIST-

ING OF WILD-GROWING THINGS, HE SHALL TAKE TO HIMSELF

THE REMNANT, AS AL^O THE SALT PKEPARED BY HIMSELF (12)*

JShasya.
He should eat only what remains after the offerings to the
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gods have been made on the Xew and Full moon days, -and not

any herbs^ roots
?
fruits and the rest.- 6 He shall take to himself the

remnant 3

; -shall use It for his own purposes, i.e. for the sus-

taining of his body,

He should eat only such salt as Is
i

prepared by himself
f

not rock-salt &c.- (12).

(13).

HE SHOULD BAT VEGETABLES THAT ON LAND
IN WATER ; ALSO FLOWERS, ROOTS AND EBUITS, THE

DUOTIONS OF ; AS WELL AS

FROM FRUITS. "

He should eat those growing on land and In water
; as also

flowers^ roots and fruits. (13).

VERSE (14).

HE SHALL AVOID HONEY^ MEAT, CABBAGES-^ MUSHEOOMS^ THE
FBAGEAHT GRASS, THE P0T-HEBB AND THE *SHLESMA-

TAEA' FKUITS, (14).

Bhasya.

iJ3haumani KavaMni\ The term 'kavaka* has already

been explained (under 5'5) as a synonym of 'chhatraka? (mush-

rooms). These mushrooms grow on the ground, as also In

the hollow of trees and other places. Hence the specification

This however would appear to be contrary to usage y spe-

cially as among the duties of the Householder, all kinds of mush-

room have been forbidden ,
and for the Hermit, the discipline^

If anything, should be stricter,

25
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For this reason the term 'bhaurndni' should be taken sepa-

rately by Itself ; and it should be understood as standing for the

^gojihvika? (cabbage) ?
which is well-known among foresters

?

<~and

not for anything grown on the land.

Mushrooms having been already forbidden before, their

repeated prohibition in the present text is for the purpose of

indicating that the eating of the fragrant grass and other things
Involves the same Expiatory Rite as that of mushrooms.

^Bhustrna* (fragrant grass) and ^shiyrukcC (pot-herb) are

the names of particular kinds of herbs well known among
cultivators (14)-

(15).

IN THE MONTH OF AsHYIKA* HE SHALL THROW AWAY THE
FOBMEBLY-GATHEBED fiHBBMIT ?

S FOOD*, AS ALSO THE
W0EH-OUT CLOTHES AND THE HERBS, BOOTS AND FBTJ1TS,

(15).

Bhasya*

This throwing away of the food during; the month of Ashvina

is applicable to cases where the man is either one who lays by
provision for six months or for one who does it; for a year*

"As a rule hermits
3

food should be collected only in such

quantities as may be actually needed for the rites to be performed ;

go that there can be no surplus ; under the circumstances, what

would be there to be thrown away ?"

The answer to this is as follows : At the time that the man
is gathering food he cannot always keep a weighing balance in his

hand ;
hence it is quite possible that some small quantities may

be left over ; and it is these that have to be thrown away during
the month of Ashvina.

i Worn out clothes\ There is no throwing away of such

clothes as are not worn out, (15),
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(16).

HE SHALL HOT EAT ANYTHING FBODUCED BY PLOUGHIH0S

THOUGH IT MAY HATE THROWN AWAY B

SOME ONE
;
NOB SUCH FIiOWBBS AND FRUITS AS ABB

GROWN IH VILLAGES, EVEN THOUGH HE IN BE IN BISTBBSS.

-(16).

Bhasya.

Of. forest-grown things also, those c

produeed by ploughing*
are forbidden

;
whlie things grown in villages, even though not

'produced by ploughing', have been already forbidden by Terse 3

above; the present fresh prohibition Is meant for flowers and
ruits

?
and this prohibition applies to the use of village^grown

flowers and fruits in the worshipping of gods &c e

'Even though he be in distress'. That is, even though

nothing else be available, and the worshipping of gods
be absolutely. necessary,- -these things shall not be used even as

substitutes .

The term *ap? 9 ^even\ should be construed away from where
it occurs ; the sense being 'even flowers shall not be used

?
what

to say of grains ?
f

(16).

(17).

Hi MAY BM ONE LIVING ON FOOD COOKED BY FIRE, OB ONE

BATING ONLY WHAT RlPEHS IN ITS OWN TIME
;
HE MAY

USE THE STOHK FOB GEINDINO OB HE MAY USB HIS

TBE3JH AS THE MOBTAE.~(17).

Bhasya.

'One living on food cooked by fire
9

. One whose food consists

o vegetables and rice &c. cooked by fire.

Or he may eat only such fruits of trees as ripen themselves

in their season.
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Or his food may consist of flour obtained by grinding
riivdra other grains. That is he should grind these grains^

and having thus turned them into dough 3
eat it.

Or this phrase may mean that those nuts that ripen in their

own seasonj and which have a kernel beneath a hard erust
5

the

outer crust of these should be broken with stone and the inner

kernel eaten*

'Dantolukhalikab*. One who has his teeth for the mortar*

That is the outer crust of nuts may be removed with the teeth,

This however ought not to be clone even though the nut may
have been cleaned .

Or the phrase may be taken as qualifying the eating ;
the

sense being that he shall eat in such a way that his teeth may
serve the purposes of the mortar, in the thumping and removing
of chaff'. (17).

VERSE (18).

MAY BE BITHBE ONE WHO WASHES OFF IMMEJDIATBL1
3

OE WHO IiAYS BY FOB A MONTH, OB ONE WHO
LAYS BY FOR SIX MONTHS, OB ONB WHO LAYS BY FOB A

1OTAB, (18).

Bhasya*

The food that has been described above
9
he should obtain

day after dayt just enough to serve for the day,

.TJJie
man who has a collection that lasts for one month*

The form is obtained by the adding of the affix 'than*. Or the

reading may be ^masasaHchayakaV and the word explained as a

B&huvnhi compound : he whose collection Is sufficient for a

month*.

Similarly with the last two expressions. (18j,
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(19),

HAVING COLLECTED FOOD TO BBST OF HIS ABILITY, HB
SHOULD EAT IT AT NIGHT, OE DUB1NG THE DAY ; OE

HB MAY DO IT AT EVBBY FOURTH TIME, OB AT

TIME. (19).

Bhdsya.

Two meals having been prescribed for the rnan^s ordinary

purposes, the present text lays down the dropping of one
of these meals for the Hermit. The sense Is that as age

goes on advancing, the man should go on dropping the meal-

times one by one* The 'fourth* meal-time is to be computed
in the same manner as the 'eighth

5

: Three days having

elapsed^ If one eats in the evening o the fourth day f
he

comes to be regarded as eating 'erery eighth time. The act

of eating being the subject-matter of the context^ the

'fourth
1

(or 'eighth
1

) time has to be taken as referring tc

that act (19).

(20).

Ofi HE MAY LIVE DURING- THE BBIOHT AND DABK 10BTNIGHTS

IN THE MANHBR OF THE 'CHAHDBAYANA* PBNANOH J

OR HB MAY BAT ONCE AT THE END OF EACH OF THE TWO

roRTHIGHTS, BOILED BABLBY-GRTTEIi. (20).

Bh&sya*

Ends of the fortnights i.e. the New Moon Day and the

Full Moon Day j
on these two days he shall eat boiled

barley-gruel ; 'onee* i,e either in the morning or in the

evening., (20),
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(21),

OB, HE MAY ALWAYS SUBSIST ONLY ON FL0W1BS
5
BOOTS

ERUITS
?

HAVE IN THEIR OWN SEASON

SPOMTANBOUSLY
9

FIBM IN

WAYS OF IN THE ^VAIKHAMASA*

INSTITUTES. (21 ).

JBhasya.

*

Ripened in their own season'. The jack-fruit and some other

fruits are ripened (artificially) by means of fire also ; and it

is with a view to exclude these that this epithet has been

added* But fruits ripened by means of fire are- not forbidden

for the Householder.

L Vaikhdnasa* is the name of a treatise where the duties of

the Hermit are prescribed ; keeping firm on these rules ;
Le

he should seek to learn also the other details of life prescribed in

that treatise. (21).

VBESE (22).

SHALL ROLL ABOUT ON GBOUtfD, OB STAND ON TIP-TOE

DXJBING THE DAY
;
HB SHALL BEGUILE HIS TIME BY

8TANDIH0 S1TTIM0
S

GOIMC5 TO WATBK AT THB

JBh&sya.
*

Rolling a&<?wf
>

-*-Lying down on the ground on one side

for sometime and then turning over on the other side. He shall

pass his time thus rolling about
f except during meal-time and

the time during which he has to move about
5

he shall

neither sit down nor walk about, nor sit on a bed t or a seats or a

parapet.

'On tip-toe* *prapadaih\~'He shall stand
9

.

*By standing and sitting* .-^During the day ; as for the

nightp
it is going to be declared that the man should sleep on

bare ground*
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lAc savanas*'i.e* in the morning, at midday and
In the evening ; 'going to wafer\This indicates that where

river or some such reservoir of water is not available,
one may perform his bath even with -water pulled out (of
a well),

(23).

HE SHALL FIRES; THE
KAINS

3
HE SHALL HAVE THE SKY FOB HIS SHBLTBB

; MVB
DUBIHG HE SHALL CLOTHES ;

GRADUALLY IKGBBASIKG HIS BEITIES. (23).

JBhdsya.

He shall heat himself with five fires ; lie shall kindle four

fires close to himself on his four sides and shall expose himself

to the sun at the head.

During the rainy season, he shall have the sky for his

sole shelter; i.e. he shall live in a place where the rain falls,

and he shall not hold the umbrella or any such thing to ward off

the rain,

During the winter*, i.e. whenever it is cold ; i.e. during
the two seasons of Hemanta and Shishira (Winter and Mid-

winter) he shall have Ms clothes wet.
1

Gradually
3
* In due course* (i

VEESE (24).

BATHING >T THE SAVANAS ? HH SHALI* OFEEB H-
BATIOHS TO THE OOPS AND PlTRS J ANB PEAOTISING

HABSHBB AHD HABSHBB AUSTBBITlKSj HK SHALL BMACIATB

HIS BODY. (24).

Bhasya*

'bathing*
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g
Austerities* -such as holding up the arms permanently,

fasting during the whole month, or for twelve days, and

so forth.
&
HarsJier^ what Is calculated to cause greater suffering

to the body.
He shall 'emaciate

9

,- make to dry up, his body. (24).

(25),

HAYING REPOSITED
?
ACCORDING TO SHRAUTA FIRES

WITHIN HIMSELF, HB SHALL BE A SILENT HERMIT,

WITHOUT FlUKS AND WITHOUT A HOUSED LIVING UPON

HOOTS AND FRUITS. (25).

Bliasya*

1 Vait&nc? Shrauta.

These fires he shall reposlt within himself, by swallowing
their ashes and perfoming such other rites as have been laid

down in connection with it. The exact procedure of this re-

positting should be learnt from the Shravanaka (?).

When austerities have been performed for a long time,

and the man has reached seventy years of age? then,- still remain*

ing a hermit, he shall be ''without fires and without a house* ;

I e he shall give up Ms thatched dwelling-house*

"Where then should be live ?
ft

He shall dwell a/ th& roofs of trees'
9

as is going to be

said in the next verse.

*He shall be a silent hermit
1

. Ths construction is
6

munify

syd? 9
*he shall be a muni' ; which means that he shall keep

his speech under control ; the man who has his speech under

control is called *a keeper of the vow of silence '.

'Living upon roofs and fruits'. This serves to exclude all

other kinds of food ; he shall not eat even Nwara and
other wild grains, (25}
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(26),

MAKING NO EFFOBT TO OBTAIN PLEASUEB-GIVINO OBJECTS,

MAINTAINING CEL1BACY
S
HE SHALL ON GROUND ;

HOT CABINS EOS SHELTEB, HE SHALL HAVE THE

BOOTS OF FOR HIS DWELLING. (26).

Bfiasya.

He shall make no effort to obtain things that give pleasure ;

eg 8 troubled by heat
5

lie shall not- move into the shade, and

troubled by cold
5

lie shall not kindle fire. If
? hovrever, bis

sufferings are removal by such. rritm\il '.jav.ses as the feline*

of the sun's rays and the like, -this i not forbidden. This

rule refers to seasons other than the rains
; because special

rules have been prescribed with special reference to this

latter season*

Or, the text may be taken as prohibiting the use of medicines

by the hermit if he happen to fall ill, being cured of disease

also being a kind of 'pleasure ;' hence he shall not make any
effort; to secure this pleasure*

*

Sleeping on the ground*; i.e.' lie shall sleep on the

ground, covered only with grass*

^Shelter* dwelling-places, such as houses
f

tree-roots and

so forth for these he shall not care j he shall not have any

hankering after the possession ol these*

He shall make the roots of trees his dwelling. la the event

of their being not availables stone-slabs
s mountain-caves and such

places have also been ordained for Mniu~(26) s

VEBSE (27).

HK SHALL BEOBIVK ALMS JUST ENOUGH FOE SUBSISTENCE,

ONLY FBOM BBAHMANA-HERMXXS, OB ^BOM SUCH

TWICE-B0BH HOUSEHOiLDEBS AS LIVE m F

-(27).

Bhasya, *

The Locative ending1 in ^awasesu* &c. hsu fhn-
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the Ablative
; meaning *from hermits' *A0 shall receive

in the event o his being unable to obtain fruits and roots ;

ior from such householders as live in the forests
9

.

^Enough for subsistence*? what is just sufficient to satisfy

his hunger* (27).

in the absence of such

(28).

WHILE DWELLING IK THE FOEEST, HE MAY BRING FOOD

YIIiLAGE
3
-BBCBIVING IT EITHER IN HIS

HOLLOWED HAND OB IN A POTSHBBD
5

-AND EAT

MOBSBLS. (28).

JBhdsya.

The nse of the term morsel ?

implies that the alms are not

to consist of fruits and roots only. In fact the present text permits
the use o cultivated grains, in the absence of wild ones*

Receiving the alms either * in the hollowed hand 5

-without a

dish- or in a piece o broken earthenware, dish
5
&c tt
~

(28).

VERSE (29.)

TBLB BBAHMANA DWELLING IK THE FOBBST SHALL ATTEND TO

THESK AND OTHBB BESTBAINTS ; AND ALSO TO THE SEVBBAIi

VEDIO TETTS CONTAINED IN THE UPANISADS, IN OBDEE to

ATTAIN THE ^SBLF.
-

(29).

Bhdsya.

These *
restraints

*

observances and * others
?

such as

standing in water, keeping the eyes closed and so forth.

1 Vedic texts contained in the Upanisads.''*'ELe shall study
the texts contained in the esoteric sections of the Veda

3
and think

of them and ponder over them ;

& in order to attain the Self.
9

Or this may refer to the several forms of worship that have

been laid down for attaining Brahman,
* Several

*

this is a mere re-iteratiop,- (29).
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(30).

SUCH OF AS HAVE ATTENDED TO BY SAGES

MAXA H0USEHOLDEBS, FOE THE ADVANCEMENT Of

AUSTBRITIESj AND ALSO FOB PUBLICATION OI8

BODY-(30),

It has just been stated in general terms that * he shall attend

to others
?

; this might b* taken to Imply the propriety of practis-

ing the restraints and observances laid down in the Shdkya \
the 4

PdsJiupata
3 and other heterodox scriptures* Hence the

present verse Is added for the purpose precluding these.

&

JBy sagesJ The Mahabharata describes several restraints

and observances practised by the ancient sages*

Those attended to by
;

Urdhmina-householders p

j- as has
been declared under Gautama (3'9)

e This refers to those coming
later, also

?
because there is no Incompatibility in this/,

4

Knowledge
9 the realising of the unity of the Self ; this

one should s advance
?

*confirffi
? strengthen by the study of the

Veda,

4 For the purification of the body
?

he should attend to the

restraints relating to the regulation of food (30).

(31).

OBj, HAV1HG FIXB0 TOOK THE NORTH-B^TSBLY BISECTION, HB

SHALL GO POEWAED, MOVIHG STBAIGHT OH, INTEHT AND LIT1N0

UPON WATER AHB AIB
S

TILL THE FALLING- OFF OF HIS

BODY* (31)*

BKasya.

The c

Apardjiffi
*
is the name of the NorthEasterly direction

3

known among the people as * Aishdnl
?

;

*

Having -fixed upon
*

this direction* -as
lfithis Is the direction towards which 1

shall go',- he should proceed towards it.
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'Moving straight on 9
not swerving from his path, not

seeking to avoid even rivers and streams. Tills Is a rule laying
down the going towards the North -East.

4

Intent^ living upon water and airy till the falling 0$ of the

body? -That is, until tliejbody falls off, lie shall live upon air

and on water*

1
Intent *, having concentrated himself by the rules of Yoga e

This refers to the 4 Grand Journey
f

(towards certain

death), (31).

(32),

HAVING DISOAEBED HIS BODY BY OF THBSB MBTHODS

ADOPTED BY THE GrBEAT SAQBS
5
THE B&AHMANA, WITH SOEROW

EEAB DEPARTED, BECOMES ffiXATLKD IN THE BEGIOH OF

BBAHHAK. (32).

Bhasya.

The austerities spoken o above and the * Grand Journey
9

just Ispoken of constitute fi

the methods adopted bg the Great

Sages? By s one of these 'by drowning ia a iiver
? by falling

from a preicipice, by burning one 'self by fire, by starving one'self

to death one should discard his body.

The result o this Is that & with sorrow and fear departed
*

he reaches the regions of Brahman. * Sorrow s

consists in the

experiencing of the sufferings o hell, etc.,-
s Fear 9

of going to

hell. Both these disappear for the man; and directly not having
to pass through the several stages of Light, etc, he goes to the

region of. Brahman.

The s
region of Brahman *

is a particular place, superior

than Heaven itself ; and in that c he becomes exalted
' remains

to honoured* This does not mean, that he obtains the c Self-

sovereignty
*

of Brahman ; since the text distinctly adds the

term fi

region
*

; specially as Liberation is going to be spoken as

being led to from the fourth Life-stage.
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They say that Liberation is nofc attained by mere Action,

But tliis Is rot right ;
since in this very work it has been

said ^

lie should study the Vedic texts contained in the Upani-
sads in order to attain the Self

*

;
and 'attainment o the Self

'

is

nothing more than meditating upon the Self and thereby becoming
absorbed in it ; there can be no other meaning o the term 'attain',

And further what is to be meditated upon by yogins in connection

with the Upanisad- texts is the Self: *0ne fixed in Brahman
reaches immortality\

she becomes,absorbed therein' and so forth.

It might be argued that u there are other forms of success

proceeding from austerities, spoken of in such texts as *i he is

desirous of reaching the regions of the Pitrs etc. etc/ j wherein

we find it stated that man can. attain that degree of greatness
which belongs to Brahman

?
and which is acquired by his

determined activity ; but this cannot be Liberation"

But this is not right. Because there is no distinction made*

The man of action is just as much entitled to Immortality
*

( which is Liberation ) as to the forms of worship leading to

inferior results. It* is nowhere declared that those forms of

worship which relate to Non-duality shall be followed by the

Renunciate only.
"
But, having declared that c there are three departments o

Dharma*) the Upanisad (Chhandogya) names 4
sacrifice

5 study

and charity *, which represent the duties of the Householder ;

then it mentions *

austerity
* which refers to the Hermit ; then

it speaks of the * Student dwelling in the Teacher's house', which

refers to the Life-long Student; and lastly it mentions c one

who is fixed in Brahman*, and this refers to the Renunciate*

Further on
?

it declares that the former three lead to 'sacred

regions
5

; from which it follows that it is the remaining fourth^

the Renunciate, who attains Immortality.
'f

Not so at all
;
the term * brahmasamstha *,

'fixed in Brahman* ,

is used in its literal sense of c one who is given up to meditating

upon Brahman *

[and this has . no reference to any particular

stage of life].
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"If ail men were equally entitled to it, then all that the

UpanLsad need have said is
* one who Is fixed in Brahman reaches

Immortality' [and nothing need have been said regarding the

three life-stages]".

Not so
;
what the passage means is that,-

- the several life-

stages lead to sacred regions, which constitutes the result

mentioned in connection with the Injunctions relating to the

stages ;
but if, while still in the same stages^ if a man fixes himself

upon Brahman, he attains Immortality ^
which means non-return

to birth.
9

" Those who know the Self have declared that Brahman is

non -dual ; and It is also celled
1 one in whom all activity has

ceased* ; the Life-stages on the other hand, all constitute the

path of activity, consisting of the performance of various acts

leading up to various results
;
so that there is a clear incom-

patibility between the s

knowing of the non-dual Self
? and the

performance of the Agnihotra and other rites, which are

inseparable from the stages of the Householder &c*, and which
are all based upon notions of diversity*

Our answer to this is as follows : This would be equalK
applicable to Renunciation also, which also consists of restraints

and observances, which presuppose diversity,

It might be argued that "For the man who has renounced

all activity and entered the path o Inaction, there are no

scriptural injunctions at all".

Such certainly is not - the meaning of the scriptures*

Renunciation is going to be described as c the surrendering of the

notions of / and mine \ and not the abandoning of all that is

enjoined by the scriptures. Further, in connection with the

Reminciate also, when he is hungry and goes about begging food,
the notion f action and agent is always present. Under the

circumstances, what reasonable man could assert that "in the

case of the Renunciate there is no incompatibility between his

engaging in the said acts pertaining to the ordinary worldly life

and his realising of the non-dual Brahman, while there is a
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elear incompatibility between this latter and the performance o

the Agnihotra and other acts prescribed by the scriptures" ?

The following argument may here be put forward :
" When

the Eennnclate Is hungry and engages himself In eating^ there is

certainly incompatibility between this act and bis knowledge of

Self
;
but this incompatibility or incongruity lasts during that

ime only ; Just when a man walks in the dark he may put hist

foot upon thorny places ;
but when the sun rises and he obtains

sufficient light, he places his foot only upon the right path ?

which is free from thorns
;
in the same manner, during the time

that the man is suffering from hunger, he loses sight of his

knowledge of Self ; but as soon as the cessation of hunger comes

about, like light in the other "case, his firm conviction regarding

the Self reasserts itself and the man regains his knowledge",

The same may be said regarding the Hermit also*

For the Householder also
3

there would be nothing incon-

gruous in his attending to his wife and children and also

meditating upon Brahman.

" But how can the man of manifold activities, who has

become identified with diversitty, ever obtain conviction regarding

Non-duality" ?

In connection with the duties of the Householder also it has

been laid down that *he shall meditate in solitude
5

(4.248), and
1

having made over eveything to his son &c.
f

(4.247,\

"
It has been declared in the Shruti that the man desiring

heaven should not die before the span of his life has run out
?

;

how then can there be any ^giving up of the body* for the Hermit ?

It is not possible for the present text to restrict this Shruti-tesft

to cases other than that of the Hermit. Because the Shruti is

more authoritative
?
and as such, could not be restricted in its scope

by the Smrti"

There would be no going against the said Shruti if the man

were to seek death when his body is torn up by old age and by
sorrows and he knows that death is near at hand. WW fh*
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Shruti says Is
4 before the span of Ills life has run out 9

; where as

if dying were not considered right under tiny and every circum-

stances, then it would have simply said * one desirous of heaven

should not die/ Further, the Upanisads speak of several signs
of approaching death

;
and these also have their use in connection

with the Shruti in question : the sense being that w

unless a man
knows o impending death by means of such signs he shall not

seek to die." (32)



SECTION. 4

(33)

HAVING THUS PASSED THE THIBD PAET OF
a
HIS LIFE IN THE FOEEST

?

THE MAN SHALL
3

DURING THE FOUBXH PABT, RENOUNCE ALL

ATTACHMENTS AND GO FORTH (A WANDERING- MENBIOANT)." (33),

Bh&sya.

Henceforward we have the description cf the fourth life-

stage.

1 Third part.' i. e* having remained in the forest for

some time
;
for such time as would suffice for the due performance

of austerities and the proper allayment of ioiiging for objects of

enjoyment. The phrase cannot be taken as standing precisely for

the exact
i
third part

5

of the man's life ; because the period o

the life-stage is not determined precisely with reference to one

hundred years (the alleged span of man's life); because the time

for entering on the third life- stage has been indicated as that

marked by the appearance of fi wrinkles and grey hair
?

| and in every

man these do not always appear at the completion of fifty years*

Then again f
elsewhere it has been declared that

* one should

go forth on the completion of his austerities
1

*

". In the case of the other life-stages the time has been pre-

cisely indicated e.g. (a) Studentship shall continue till the

Veda has been got up 5 (b) the life of the Householder shall

continue till the appearance of wrinkles and grey hairs ; in the

present instance however no such time is indicated j whether we

take it to be the * third part
J

as asserted in the present text, or
* on the completion of austerities/ even so we stand iu need of

information regarding the exact time meant; for there is no

knowing by what time one's austerities might be completed*

For these reasons it i& necessary that the time should be indicated*

bv the words of the text/'
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It lias already been explained that the * third part of life
f

cannot be determined with reference to
c
a hundred years

9

; and as

regards the exact time, It has been clearly indicated by such

words as 4 one should take to the life of the Wandering Mendi-

cant after the body has fully ripened
5

; which means that *one

should go forth after he has performed enough austerities, and till

sufficiently advanced age^ to be convinced that there is no more

chance of any recrudescence of the passions*
1

c

Having passed
'

having lived through ;
i.e. having carried

on the duties as^detailed above.

s

Renouncing of attachment
J

consists in not harbouring
notions o 1 and mine, in resting within one*self* (33).

(34)

OHB
S
AFTEB PASSING FROM STAGE TO STAGE AND AFTEB OFFEEING

THE SACEIFICESj WITH SENSES SUBDUBD
5
TIBED OF ALMS AND

OFFERINGS! 'GOES FOETH AS A WANDERING MBNDIOAHT, AND THEN

DIES, THEN HE PBOSPEBS. (34)

Bhdsya

This verse lends support to the view that one should pass

through all the life-stages.-* Passing from stage to stage ; that is

passing from the Householder's stage to that of the Hermit.
c

After offering the sacrifices* during both the stages.
* With senses subdued*. when he becomes so, then alone he

should go forth.

*

If he die$i then he prospers
*

/. e obtains most excellent

for splendourt

4 Tired of alms and offerings
'

by having recourse to these

a long time.

This is a reiterative reference to the duties of the
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VEESE. f35)

ONE SHALL TURN HIS MIND TOWARDS LlBEEATION ONLY AFTER HAYING
PAID OFF THE THEEE DEBTS

; WITHOUT HAVING BAIB THEM, IF HE
SBEKS FOB LlBEBA.TION

3
HR SINKS DOWNWARDS. (35)

Bhasya.
1

Paying off' Clearing off the debt.

' One shall turn his mind toicards LiberationsThe term
'liberation' here indicates the stage of Renunciation; it is

this stage that is spoken of as the principal path which
leads to Liberation only; not so the other stages (which lead
to other results also) ; hence '

liberation
'

means the Stage of
Renunciation. (35).
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(36).

AFTBB HAVING STUDIED THE VEDAS ACCOBDING TO

HAVING BEGOTTEN SONS IN THE BIGHTFUL MANNBB, AND

HAVING OFFERED S1CBIFICES TO TEE BEST OE HIS

ABILITT
?
~HE SHALIi TUBN HIS MIND TOWAEDS LlBEBA-

TIOJST. (36).

Bhasya.

This $ww*&'-text reiterates what has been said In the follow-

ing STiruti****"
& Man Is born beset with three debts the debt

of sacrifice to the gods ?
the debt of offspring to the Pitrs,

and the debt of vedic study to the sages
?

(Shatapatha-rah-

manctt 1.7,2.1).

" But the Jabala-shniti has declared that * one should go
forth as a mendicant after having been a house-holder^ or he

may go forth directly after studentship
1

.

55

Our explanation o this is as follows : What the text just

quoted does is to mention the mere coming Into existence of

the stage of Eenunciation
;
and if It were taken in its literal

sense it would be contrary to what is said in the following verse

regarding the impropriety of
'

going forth, without having

begotten offspring
1

.

**

Well, when we have the Shruti just quoted f
what If it

be contrary to a /ffmrft-text?"

- We explain. The necessity of taking to the House-

holder's life has been directly enjoined (with all its details; ;

while all that the text does in regard to the Kenunciate

Is to enjoin that
* one shall go forth

'

j and nothing is

said as to the rites to be performed by the Eenunciate, or
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the procedure to be adopted in regard to those rites. As

regards the Householder on the other liand
?

the Agnihotra
and other rites have been prescribed aloo^

1 with all their

appurtenant details. This Is what we meant (by urging
that the Shruti text quoted, If taken in Its literal sense?

would be contrary to the *Smrfr'-text) Those persons then

who
?
not knowing of the Shruti text describing the 4 three debts *,

take their stand upon Smrft'-texts only ?
and become life-long.

s students f

,
find themselves running up against the fi House-

holder
?

s Life* which has been directly enjoined.

There are some people who explain the Smrti- texts relat-

ing to the c

Life-long Student J

as applying to the case of such

men as are suffering from Impotence or some such debility, and
are

s
on that account

f
nofc entitled to entering upon the House*

holder*s Life.

But we do not understand whkt these people really mean.
Their meaning may be as follows : Such a person is not

entitled to the rites laid down In the Shruti, on account of their

being incapable of properly accomplishing such acts as the ex-

amining of the clarified butter (which cannot be done by the

blind) 9
or the walk hi Visnifs steps (which cannot be done by

the lame) ;
and that even so the said Shruti-texts have their

application In the case of such men as are capable of duly

accomplishing the rites with all the said details ; so that there

is no need for taking them as forcing the disabled persons

also to perform the acts
55

If this is what is meant^ then as regards the Starte-texts

also which speak of the &

Life-long student^"- such a student

-also would have to
4
fetch water for the Teacher,* to beg for foodf

and so forth ; and In regard to the Eenunciate also It has ben
declared that

* he shall not dwell in any one place for a second

night ** So that how could the blind and lame be entitled to

these life-stages as prescribed by the Smrti~textB ? In fact the

Initiatory Ceremony (upanayana) itself is clearly indicative of

all (the four life-stages), Hence the desire of the person for

marriage?
which is referred to later on (9*203) in the text
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*i lie has need for a wife etc. &c," Though In connection

with the Initiatory Ceremony also
?

there are several details
}

such as looking at the sun^ going round the fire and so forth

(which cannot be done by the blind or the lame), yet In as

much as the uninitiated person^ by reason of Ms having become

an outcast
?
would not be entitled to marryf

-it is open to the

man to keep up bis studentship, even though defective^ by

serving his Teacher to the best of his ability. As for the

Impotent man, he is, by his very nature, unfit for the Initiatory

Ceremony ; in fact, like the outcast, he Is not entitled to any-

thing at all.

From all this our mind is not satisfied with the

view that the life of the Eenunciate (directly after student-

ship ), or that of the Life-long Student, is meant for disabled

people* In fact the two methods may well be regarded
as optional alternatives ; as Is done In the case of the

two Vedic texts laying down oblations to be offered

before sunrise
' and 4

after sunrise '. And It is in accordance

with the alternative view that all the four life- stages should be

passed through that we have the passage
s without paying

off Ms debts &c. \ which Is deprecatory and not prohibitive (of

Life-long Studentship, or Direct Renunciation). Ors It may be

taken as referring to cases where the married man is going to

take to Renunciation.- -(36).

V.KKSK !/>7)

TUK ,i\\ [t'K-'UOKX 1 EBsoK. \VIJu SKK!i,S LlDKKATION, wriHof'T HAVittd

bTUIXiKD THK Y&DAft, WITHOUT HAVING MGOTTTO
AND lYLTHOl'T HAYJLSli Oi'Jt'KBKD HACRii'ICKS, QIKKS

(37).

BJiasya.

s

Sacrifices
*

such as the Aninial-Sacrifi.ee, the Soma*
Sacrifice and the like^ which are obligatory on persons who have set

"up the Fire. (37).
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of as a

(38),

HATING PBAJAPATTA SACBIFIGE^ WHEBEIN ALL HIS

BBLONQINGS ABE GIVEN AWAY AS THE SACBIFICIAL FKE % AND

HAVIHG BEPOSITBD THE FlBBS WITHIN HIMSELF, THE

BBAHMINA SHOULD GO FOETH FEOM HIS HOUSE. (38).

Shasya.

c

Prdjdpatya Sacrifice
?

as prescribed in the Yajurveda ; at

this the giving away of all one
?

s belongings is enjoined. After

this has been performed^ the Fires are reposited by the man
within himself ; the exact procedure of this re-positing also has

to be learnt from that same Veda.

The compound
c Sarvavedasadaksinam *

is to be treated as

a Bahuvrlhi compound ;

6

that at which all one
?

s belongings are

given away as the sacrificial fee '.
^ Vedas f mean wealth

j
and

the whole of this is to be given away. This is the sense

attributed to the *a??
?

affix in the term c sarvdredasa
f

* Or the 'an*

affix may be taken in the reflexive sense
; the

i

Prajnadi group
f

(which are laid down as taking the said affix in this sense) being a

purely tentative one.

Others have explained the *Prajapatya sacrifice
J

as human

sacrifice. At this latter the Brahmarsa forms the first animal to be

sacrificed in accordance with the injunction
4 the Brahmana should

be sacrificed to Brahman '

;
and *

Prajapati
s

is only another

name for Brahman ; and since a sacrifice is named after its chief

deity?

*

Prajapatya
'

is the name for the human sacrifice. Furtherf

it is only in connection with this sacrifice that the scriptures have

enjoined the giving away of all belongings^ the repositing of the

Fires within oneself and the going forth as a mendicant. We have

the following Shruti-texi on this point :
*

Having reponited the
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Fires within himself, and regarding this repositing as a worship

rendered unto Aditya 5
the man should go forth ; then alone

does he become securer than gods and men '.

Some people have held that the *

repositing of the Fires

within himself \ which is mentioned in connection with Renun-

ciation, becomes fulfilled if the Fires are made over to the wife

at her death ; and hence Renunciation Is to be taken to only in

the event of the wife
f
s death, when a second wife need not

be taken.

Bat in that case the texfc bearing on the subject should have

been in some such form as c in the event of the wife dying
first

s
the Fires should be made over to her at her funeral rite ',

and since the present treatise is the work of a human author., and

not a Teda
?
the answer would not be available that no exception

can be taken to its words, (f) (38).

(39).

Hi WHO GOES FORTH EROM HOME AFTEB HAVING GRANTED FEEEDOM

FBOM ALIi FEAB TO ALL BEINGS, TO THAT BXPOUNBEB OF THE

VEDA BELONG BEGIONB OF LIGHT. (39),

Bfaasya*

This verse eulogises the fourth life-stage at the expense o

the ELousehblding stage.

At sacrifices animals are killed ;
the cutting o herbs and

grasses also constitiites killing \ according to the theory that 6
all

that grows is animate *. It is this that constitutes the fi fear
5
of

living Beings. So that when one has gone away from home, and

has disposed of the Fires, there is no such fear from him. This

is what is meant by the words"-* 4

having granted freedom from fear

to all beings* This also indicates that the lienunciate shall not

pick up for his use any such leaves or twigs as have not quite

ctried up.
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c

Of light
f~ever ; where the rising and setting of

the sun are not perceived ; this is what Is described by the words
of the Upanlsads~

e

Beyond this the Fun does not rise or

set/ (39).

(40)

THE TWIOE-BOBN PEESONj FS03! WHOM 2SQT BAKGBE

TO LIVING BEINGS, SUFFERS NO SOUBCE,

HE HAS BECOME FEOM HIS BODY. (40).

Bhdsya.

The same Idea Is repeated again,

4 When he has become Jreed from his body
' -i. #. when his

present body falls off, (40)

(41).

HAVING DEPABTED FBOM HIS HOUSE, FULLY EQUIPPED WITH THE

SAOBE3D THINGS, HE SHALL GO FOBTH
?
SILENT ANB WHOLLY IN-

DIFPEEBNT TOWARDS PLBASUBES THAT MA BE PBESENTED TO

HIM, (41.)

Bhdsya*

6 Sacred things
f

-the muttering o sacred texts5 fcusha-grass;

water-pot and deer-skin ;~ Equipped
''

supplied with these.

Or &

pavitra* may be taken as stnnding for the purifying penances,
6 Muni \

6

silent^ speaking little,

6 Presented
'

offered* by some person ;
c

pleasures
*

pleasure-giving objects, such as nice food and the like, which may
come to him by chanee, or the sounds of music &c., or sons and

other relations. When these happen to be presented before him,

lie should be *

indi/erent
*
to them; t e. he shall not look upon

them for long with loving eyes, shall not listen to them
?
or shall

not sit with them.
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(42).

HE SHALL ALWAYS WANDSB ABOUT ALONE
?
WITHOUT A COMPANION, IN

OEDBB TO ATTAIN SUCCESS ; ONE EBALISES THAT SUCCESS

AOOBUBS TO THE SOLITAEY MAH
f
HE FOBSAKES

BECOMES FOBSAKEN. -
(42J)

This verse enjoins solitude.

6 Alone
f

-denotes the giving up of past acquaintances.
1 Without a companion

?

: lie shall not take with him even

his former servant &ca It is only in this way that the man becomes

free from riendship 3
hatred and love ; and thus comes to look

upon all things as equal. Otherwise
3

if a servant happen to be

near him, he could have the notion that this man is mine^

not that* ; and this is the attachment that becomes the cause of

bondage.

When he realises this, then he does not *

forsake
'

-no son or

anybody else is ever forsaken^ by him. ; and hence he himself

also is not &

forsaken
9

not separated from this son and others ;
x. e.

he is not beset with the pain of separation Irom them. Other-

wise if there had been attachment "the giving up would cause

great pain. In fact, for such a man no one dies
5
nor does he die

for any one* (42).

VERSE -{43)m

HE SHALL BE WITHOUT FIRES AND WITHOUT HOMB ; pE MAY GO TO A
VHiBAaB 3?OB FOOBJ DIBIHTEBBSTBBjj STEA3>Y

?
SILENT AHD CALMLY-

DISPOSED.' (43)-

Bhasya.

The abandoning of the IShrautaJirea has been mentioned
before ; this verse speaks of the abandoning of the demesne fire.

Or this may be taken as forbidding the act of cooking, and of

seeking for fuel for the fire required for the allaying of cold and
other purposes*
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s Nikefa f

Is home.
* J30 may #0

?

for one night
:
#0 a tillage for food

J

;
and

having got what lie neecls
5
he should spend, the rest c his time

in the forest- This living in the village for a single- night has

been declared by Gautaina. If the man happen to be near a

village3
then lie shall enter it only for obtaining food ; but i he

happens to be far off from it, then lie may dwell there for a

single nlght5
and pass on to the forest for the second,

i Disinterested
?

;
he should not own his even such

inanimate objects as the water-pot and the like. Or, it may mean
that he shall not have recoursee to any remedy for his bodily
ailments*

Some people read c

asa&kusukafa
s

;-
4 sahkusuka ? means

fickle
? unsteady ; and the opposite of this denotes firmness

of mind*

c Silent
? with the organ of speech under Ms full control

6

Calmly disposed
9 Calm in disposition; i. e., he shall

give up all mental imaginings ; he shall be calm by disposition

not in mere speech (43).

(44),
^

THE POTSHBBD f
THE BOOTS OP TBE38P, COARSE CIiOTHj BOLITU3DB

?

EQUALITY TOWABBS ALL, ABE THB MABK OF THE

IiIBBEATBB MAN. (44).

Bhasya.

The c

potsherd
f the broken jar- shall be his dish and his

begging-bowl ;
the 'roots of trees" shall be his home.

'Coarse cloth
9

Rough and torn pieces of cloth*

'Equality* towards the Mend and the enemy, to one who is

neither a Mend nor an enemyf as well as towards himself.

'Mark of the liberated person** What this means is that for

such a man Liberation is quickly attained ; not that the man
be-_

comes liberated by these alone* (44).
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(45).

NOT BEJO1CE AT DEATH ; NOB SHALL HE REJOICE AT LIFE ;

HE SHALL AWAIT HIS TIME, JUST AS THE

FULFILMENT OF HIS CONTRACT-(45).

HE SHALL AWAIT HIS TIME, JUST AS THE SERVANT AWAITS

Bhasya.

This denotes freedom fr&m troubles.

He shall not seek death ; nor shall he seek life, for the pur-

pose of acquiring more knowledge.
& Se shall await Ms time '.He shall cultivate the habit of

thinking
4
let anything happen at any time it may \

1 Just as the servant waits for the fulfdness of Ms contracf
s This work I have got to do for him during the day, if I stop
in the middle^ 1 shall not obtain full wages \

Worldliness having thus ceased, when the man's body falls off
9

he attains Liberation, by this process and not by doing whatever

he likes, (45)

VERSE (46).

HE SHALL PLACE HIS FOOT BIGHT-PTJIOTJEBj BEINK WATBB CLOTH-

OLABlFISDj UTTER SPEECH TBUTH-SANCTIEIED AND ACT WITH
MIHD (46).

Bhasya.

Having looked over the path with the eye 3
he should place

his foot on a spot where there may be no animals to suffer from
his tread*

It being already^known that one should tell the trath
f the

term c

puta\ Sanctified \ Is meant to show that the term &

mtya*y
*
truth \ Is purely indicative ; hence there is nothing incongruous

in this.

One hall always remain pure in his mind
; i.t, he shall not

think of possessing what belongs to another and so orth.-(46}
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(47),

SHALL PATIENTLY BEAR IMPROPEB WOHDS
t
AND SHALL HOT INSULT

AHYONE
; AHD HE SHALL NOT MAKE ENMITY WITH ANY ONE S

SAKE OF HIS PKESENT BODY*-(47).

Bhasya*

When one speaks In a manner contrary to the scriptures^

Ms words are called improper
J
- i.e. liard

s disagreeable taunts ;-

these he shall
& bear patiently *i*e. tolerate, not answer back*

In fact, he shall not bear ill-will even in his mind ; what is

implied by the direction is that &on being cursed lie shall pronounce
a blessing," which forbids even mental perturbation j and it does

not mean that he shall actually ask the man *
is it well with

yon ?' Because if he spoke thus (and bore anger in his mind) he

would be a liar
s saying one thing and thinking of another.

* He shallnot insult
?

shall not show disrespect towards any
one. That is

s
he shall not omit to show respect to his elders.

4 for the sake of his present body ;

5

i.e. if some one were to

strike Ms body
6 he shall not make enmity with him/ He is to

think all the time in the following strain*
5 what would it matter

whether this body perished or not, I may have an effulgent

body/ (47).

(48).

TOWARDS AN ANGRY MAN HE SHAL.L NOT RETOBT IN ANGBB ; WHBK.
HE IS OUBSBDj HE SHALL PEOKOUNCE A BLESSING ; HB

SHALL NOT UTTER AM UNTRUE WOED,
GpENiNea*- -(48).

Bhdsya.

6 S^ven openings
p

(1) Duty and wealth, (2) duty and

pleasure, (3) wealth and pleasure^ (4) pleasure and wealth, (5)

pleasure and duty? (6) wealth and duty 3
and (7) wealth pleasure

duty* He shall not utter am untrue word spreading over all these.

All these are based 8

upon notions o diversity ; and all diversity is

untrue ; hence the word relating to these is called * untrue
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Tlae sense Is that the man shall speak only such words as

pertain to Liberation.

Or^ the seven openings
5

may stand for*the seven breaths in

the head ; and these are the *

openings
'

of speech. Or
s
it may

stand for the six sense-organs and Intellect as the seventh. It is

only when objects have been perceived by means of these that

words speak o them. Others explain that the ^ seven openings
9

stand for the seven declensional terminations, (48).

CBNTEEBB IN SPIRITUALITY., DISINTERESTED, FROM LONGINGS,
WITH HIMSEIiE AS HIS SOLE COMPANION, HE SHALL WANDER
FOBTH IN WOBIiD, SEEKING BLISS. (49) .

Jihdsya.

Spirituality
f

disposition to concentrate one's attention

upon the quest for the true nature o the self ;- "centered* always

thinking of it, he shall remain,

6 Disintrested f this re- iterates what has been already said

before regarding his not caring for the due fulfilment of Dharma
and other things*

Niramisaty free from longings. Flesh is *amisa\ which
indicates (figuratively) longing', by reason of the fact that living

beings have a great liking for flesh; and this longing is forbidden*

All the rest has already been explained before. (49).

VEKSE (50)

HE SHALL NEVEB OBTAIH ALMS EITHEB BY MEANS OF 3PR0DICHBS

AMD POBTENTSS OE BY MEANS OF THE SCIENCE Ol1 ASTROLO0T
AHD PALM1STBY

6 OB BY MEANS OF OOUHBEL AND

BISOTOSZON,* (50)

JBhasya.

^Prodigies
9 "

-appearing in the heaven, in the atmosphere and
'on the earth ? e* g. aclipess, the appearance of particular planets.
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the appearance of a comet, reddening of the atmosphere, earth-

quake and so forth . The man shall not go about describing the

probable effects of these5 for the purpose of obtaining alms,

^Portents^^th evil effects of planetary aspects.
6Science of astrology* the science which enables one to

say -'To-day the moon is in the asterism of Krttika^ which Is fit

for starting on a journey and so forth .

'Science of palmistry' 'Trhicb. describes the effect of marks

in the palms and other parts of the body.

'Counsel
9

offering advice to the EiDg and his subjects^ in

such form as 6
lt; is right to act in this manner, -make peace with

this King declare war with that- why did you do this ?- -why
don't you do this ?

9

^ Discussion* -the urging of arguments In sheer arrogance, for

and against certain doctrines in regard fco which there Is difference

of opinion* (50j

(51).

HE SHALL NOT - GO A HOUSE THAT IS FILLED BY HERMITS^

BBAHMANAS, BIEPS, DOGS OB OTHBE MENDICANTS-(51)

Shdsya
'

*

' *Filled* where many people have collected for the purpose
o obtaining food^ to such a place he shall not go for alms. (51)

(52).

HlS HAIB9
NAILS AHD BfiABD CLIPPED, EQUIPPED WITH ESSELS

? STAGES

AND WATBB-POTS
HB SHALL CONSTANTLY WAHDEE

SELF-CONTBOLLED AHB NOT CAUSING PAIN TO ANY

BEINGS*

Bhasya

Vessels
9

-to be described later on.

s'-~tlnree; the Rentraciate being required to carry three
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iKn$it<mbha'
s

i ivater-pot, not the colouring substance*

What is said In the second half of the verse has been already

said before* (52)

{58}

HlB VESSELS SHALL BE NON-METALLIC AND PROM HOLES;

CLEANSING OF THESE HAS BEEN QBDA1NED TO BE DONE BY

WATER, JUST THAT OF VESSELS AT A SACBIFIGE(53)

Hhasya*

'Non-metallic :^ -His vessels for carrying food or water shall

not be wade of gold or other metals.

^Free from holes' not having any holes etc
9J

These are cleansed^ like the sacrificial vessels^ by means o

water alone; but only when they are not stained; if there are

stainedg these should be removed by the use of other (cleaning)
substances also. (53)

VERSE (54)

MANX!, THE SON OF SVAYAMBHUj HAS DECLABED THAT THE VESSELS OF

THE EENUOIATE SHALL BE A GOUE3>
?
A VESSEL OF WOOD OB

OE EABTHENWABE
?
OB OF SPLITS. (54)

Bhasya
*

Splits
9

' i. e. o cane
3
or bamboo or such other split things.

6 Vessels of the Renunciat^-^ioT carrying food and water. (54)

VEESE (55)

'HE SBAtJj GO FOB ALMS OHLY ONCE, AND SHALL HOT SEEK FOB A LABGE

QUANTITY; BEOATJSE THE BENUNCIATE WHO BECOMES ADDICTED

TO COLLECTING ALMS BECOMES ATTACHED TO SENSUAL OBJECTS

ALSO, (55)

Bhasya

What is laid down here is that the man shall eat onee, this

being the purpose of the alms; it does not mean that he shall go to
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beg only once. What Is intended here Is the prohibition of eating

twice; that Is, the man, having gone for alms once
?
shall not save

out of it for eating again. It is with a view to this that we have

the prohibition of eating. It is for this reason that the text adds-*A#

shall not seek for a large quantity
*

Seeking for a large quantity can

only be for the purpose of eating again and again ; specially because

for one who delights in solitude, large quantities of food would not

be wanted for the sake' of servants and other dependents. By
supplying a reason for what is laid down, the text implies that

even at a single meal the man shall not eat too much* ,55)

VERSE (56).

THE REN0NCIATE SHALL GO FOB BEGGING ALMS AT A TIME WHEN THEEB

.IS NO SMOKE ISSUING, "WHEN THS PESTLE HAS CEASED TO PLY,

WHEN FIEE EMBERS HAVE BEEN EXTINGUISHED, WHEN PEOPLE HAVE

EATEN, AND WHEN THE REMOVAL OF THE DISHES HAS BEEN

FINISHED. (56;

Bhdsya

That time at which people have already eaten* Similarly
with the other epithets,

4 Vidhume* and the rest.

'Removal of the dishes' the throwing away o the dishes in

which people have taken their food
;
when this has been finished.

From all this what follows is that he shall beg for food after

the first occasion for the giving of alms, during the first instalment

of the cooking, has passed away.
* When there is no smoke* etc., indicate the impossibility of the

cooking being done again.

When the pestles have ^ceased to ply
9

i. e. kept aside. (56)

VERSE (57).

HE SHA&Ii NOT BE SOBEY AT NOT OBTAINING ALMS; NOB SHALL HE

REJOICE AT OBTAINING IT; HE SHALL HAVE ONLY WHAT SUFFICES TO

SUSTAIN HIS LIFE, AND BE FREE FROM ALL ATTACHMENT TO HIS

ACCESSORIES. (5 7)

BMsya

If at the stated time he should fail to obtain food, he shaE
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not be s

sorry/ dejected in mind. He shall not allow grief or joy
to overtake him at failing or succeeding to obtain food.

*What suffices to sustain his life?* This irdicates the

quantity of food to be begged. What this implies is that in the

event o his failing to obtain alms^ he shall sustain his life by
such fruits, roots and water as do not belong to another person.

4 Accessories- vessels, staff and so forth
;

*attachment to

these
9

i. e. making special efforts to obtain them
;

from this he

should be 'free
9

;
that Is he shall harbour no longings. (57)

VERSE (58),

HE SHALL DISDAIN -ALL HONORIFIC PRESENTS
;
BY "HONORIFIC PRE-

SENTS THE RaNTJNOiATEjJEVEN THOUGH LIBERATED, BECOMES

FETTERED '(58).

BJiasya*

"Honorific presents
J what Is given after due honouring ;

this he shall
4 disdain 'deprecate, shun

;
and what Is deprecated

he shall not do.
6 All

'

at all times ; not even for a single day he shall

accept such an alms.

The second half of the verse is a purely laudatory exaggera-
tion j In reality one who has been liberated can never be c

fettered
*

again. (58).

VERSE (59)

BY EATING LITTLE FOOD AND BY STANDING- AND SITTING IN SOLITUDE,
HE SHALL RESTRAIN HIS SENSES, WHEN ATTRACTED BY

SENSUAL OBJECTS. (59).

Bhasya,

* In solitude
'

in a place devoid of. people he shall stand

and s|t f
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This indicates that c

subjugation of the senses* Is the result

of living In solitude. Or, It may be taken to be indicative of

freedom from curiosity*

He shall not stay even for a moment at a place where large
number of people3

men and woinen
s
with various kinds of dress

and ornaments, congregate. (59)

(60)

B THE RESTRAINING OF THE SENSES, BZ THE DESTRUCTION OF LOVE

AND HATBED
3
AND BY NOT INJUBING LIVING BEINGS, HE

BECOMES FIT FOB IMMORTALITY. (60)

Bhdsya*

'

Restraining* preventing from operating on their objects.
s Becomes -fit for immortality.

3 He is enabled to become

immortal. This shows that what is mentioned here is as useful

as self-knowledge itself. (60)

VERSE (61)

HE SHOULD REFLECT UPON THE CONDITIONS OF MEN, ARISING FBOM

THE DEFECTS OF THEIE DEEDS, THEIR FALLING INTO HELL AND

THEIR SUFFERINGS IN THE ABODE OF THE DEATH GOD. (61)

Bhasya.

What is stated here is a mode of meditating upon the

Supreme Truth, consisting in the noting of the fact that birth

and rebirth, abound in pain.

Finding that life in the world abounds in Bufferings caused by
the separation from friends, relations

3
sons and wife and the loss

of wealth &c.
3
how could the man voluntarily go on undergoing

the physical troubles of wandering about, begging for alms and so

forth ?

The *
conditions

'
of men abound in pain and result from the

defects of their actions^ from their doing what is forbidden
j e.g.*

such acts as doing injury to living being% stealing^ adultery, cruelty^
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back~bitiDg,p Improper Intentions and so forth. Or Conditions 11

may stand for what the man undergoes in the world of the living

itself,, in the shape of sorrows resulting from poverty, disease
f

ill-treatment and so forth*

As regards the other world, there is
*

falling into hell* i.e.

being born as worms and insects in places filled with urine, ordure

and dirt Ac.
&

Sufferings in the abode of the death-god
*

in the form of

Kumbhlpaka and other hells,,

Something more has to be reflected upon (and this is pointed
out in the next verse). (61)

VERSE (62).

ON THE SEPAKATION OF LOVED ONES AND THE MEETING OF HATED

PEESOHS ; OH BEING BESET WITH DECBEPITUDE AHD SUFFEB-

ING FEOM DISEASES* (62)

Bhasya.

The Accusative ending is due to the verse being construed

along with the verb * should reflect
*

(of the preceding verse.)

6 Loved ones
* sons and other relations.

*

Separation '-caused by their untimely death.

* Hated persons
f Enemies,

*

JHeetmg
'

in battle &c.

*

Decrepitude.*
*

Decrepitude
'
is a peculiar state of the body

during the fourth quarter of man's age.
*

Being beset
'

i.e.

having the shape of the body spoilt, feebleness, weakness of the

senses, the advent of asthma and other diseases, being loved by
none, being jeered at by all ; all this constitutes being

6 beset

with decrepitude,
5

c Diseases
'

even before the advent of old age, some

people are attacked by diseases.- (62)

Even when reduced to such a condition, if strong desires

continue to appear in the man, he is, irresistibly and involuntarily

led on to the following contingencies :
-
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(83,

THEBE is FOE HIS ISNEB SOUL DEPARTURE FBOM THE BODY, THEN

AGAIN BIETH IN THE \\ OMB
?
AND TRANSMIGBATIONS AMONG

MILLIONS OF LIFE-FOEMS. (60)

Bhasya.

There Is departure '-going outof the life-breaths ; and

this constitutes unbearable pain.
1 Birth in the womb 'where there are several kinds of pain :

the organs are not yet developed, the child In the womb Is In

utter darkness, and It also suffers frorn diseases, described in the

medical science, as proceeding from the extremely cold and hot

foods eaten by the mother In varying quantities.

*

Transmigrations* passing through
i

among millions of life-

forms*; the soul being born la the bodies of lower animals,

worms
3 insects, dogs and so forth.

Objection "The Inner Soul is held to be omnipresent and

eternal ;
how can there be any

&

departure
5

for it, when It Is

present everywhere? how again can there be any 'transmigration*

among life-forms ? how too can there be any
4
birth

'

for it

when it is eternal ?'*

Our answer is as fallows : The theory of some people Is

that there lies within the body the *

personality
*

of the size

of the thumb, composed of rudimentary substances, mind and

intellect ; and it is this personality that goes on being born

during the entire series of births and deaths ; and when this

becomes endowed with a certain merit, the faculty of consciousness

becomes manifested In it ; and It is through this faculty that the

qualities of the said Personality come to be attributed to the Inner

Soul.

Or?
the explanation may be that the inner soul is related to

certain entities in the shape of the life-breath and so forth; and

when these depart^ the soul is said to ^depart/ Similarly with

birth.'

All this we shall explain again under Discourse XII and w&
m

need not prolong the discussion here. (63)
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(64)

ON IBM INFLICTION Off PAIN UPON LIYING BEINGS, CAUSED BY DEMEBIT;

AS ALSO UPON THE IMPEEISHABLE UNION WITH HAPPINESS

PKOCEEDING FROM THE ESSENCE OF MERIT. (64)

Bhasya*

The &

infliction'-Q^periQncmg^of pain* proceeds from Demerlto

'Merit -SLB described above. Is an &

artha\ an 'entity* and

from this entity, essence proceeds
c union with imperishable

happiness*.
This also has to be reflected upon.

The meaning is that Renunciation constitutes the principal

merit, (gi)

VERSE (65)

BY MEDITATION HE SHALL BEGOQNISE THE SUBTILE CHAEACTEE OF

THE HlGHEB SELF, AS ALSO THE POSSIBILITY OF ITS PEESENCE

IN ALL OEGANISMS, HIGH AND LOW, (65)

Bhasya.

sMeditation* steadiness o the functioning of the mind, as

described by Pataiijali. By means of that, he shall recognise the

subtile character
9

of the conscious entity in the body 5
the sonl; and

he shall not look upon either the body etc, or the life-breath etc9

as the 'Soul/ which latter is to be understood, by the help o

intuition born of meditation, as something different from all

external and internal things,- this is "what is meant by the text.

Of the Soul3
there are no grosser manifestations. And just as

he can realise the 'possibility of its presence
1

in the higher orga-
nisms in the form of the bodies of the Gods and other such beings

i. e. the fact of its ensouling- these bodies and passing through

experiences born therein
,
even though in reality it is omnipresent,

exactly in the same manner can one realise it also in the lower

organisms, of lower animals* spirits, demons and so forth.
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According to the philosophy of Iionism
5
the souls in the

organsims are only so many manifestations of the Supreme Self;

and it is for this reason that the text has spoken of the man

recognising the *

transmigrations of the Higher Self/ ^65)

VERSE (68)

EVEN THOUGH HE BE AI>OBNEP
5
THE MAN SHOULD FULFIL HIS DUTY, TO

WHICHEVER ORDER HE MAY BELONG* HE SHOULD BE EQUAL
TO ALL BEINGS

;
MERE EXTEBKAL MARKS ARE NOT CONDUCITB

TO MJ3BIT. (66)

Bh&sya.

'Adornvd* with flowers, bracelets and other ornaments.

'Duty
1
*

all that has been prescribed for the Renunciate,

such as meditation on the Self and so orth
3
he shall perform with

care. In fact one should perform the duties of that order to

which he may belong.

One should not consider himself to have become a Benunciate*

merely by wearing such external marks as the *three staffs* and

the like 5
in fact 'he should be equal to all beings ;

-that is, he

should, with care, eschew all love, hatred and greed.

By deprecating the external marks it is not meant that the

man should wear ornaments.---(66)

VEESE (67)

THOUGH THIS FBUIT OF THE KATAHA THEE CLABIFIBS WATIK, YET

WATEB DOES NOT BECOME OfiEAB BY THE MBEE MBNTIOH OF

ITS NAME. (67)

Bhasya*

When the fruit of the kataka tree is pnt in dirty water, the

water becomes clarified
f

takes the clear form* But it does not

become clear by the mere mention o the name o that fruit it
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needs action. Similarly, the wearing of external marks is like the

pronouncing of the name of the fruit
;
and success Is attained, not

by that wearing alone, bat by the due fulfilment o such duties

as Cresting in solitude',
^

meditation", equal-mindedness towards

all beings
5 and so forth.

This verse is a laudatory supplement to what has gone
before. (67)

VERSE (68)

WlTH A VIEW TO THE SAFETY OF LI7ING RBINGS, HE SHALL ALWAYS
p

BUSING DAY AND NIGHT
?
EVEN DURING BODILY IIiLNBSS

3
WALK

AFTER HAVING SCANNED THE GBOUND*- (68)

This verse shows the necessity for what has been said above

(46) regarding the treading on the ground
*

sight-purified/
fc Even during bodily illness

9 when the body Is suffering

from some disease,; during day and nighf when the grass -

bed has been spread for sleeping, he shall not lay down his body
upon It without having carefully looked over it. The trans-

gression of this rule involves the necessity of performing an

expiatory rite.

Or, the text may be taken as referring to those minute
animalcules that become attached to the man's body and perish by
the mere moving of the limbs.- (68)

VERSE (69)

BY BAY AND" BY NIGHT, IF THE RENUNCIATE UNINTENTIONALLY

INJURES SOME LIVING OBEATTJBES, HE SHALL, EOB THE
PURPOSE OF EXPIATING IT, BATHE AND THEN PEBEOBM SIX
e BKEATH-SUSPENSIONS.'-(69)

Bliasya.
*

Living creatures
s>

here, should be understood as standing
for minute animalcules

j 'for the expiation of the sin accruing
from the Injuring of these

9

; such is the construction of the

passage. *(
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(7)

of

(70)

THESE 5 BBEATH-SUSPBNSIONS
3

* ACCOMPANIED BY THE
* VYAHBTI '-SYLLABLES A^D THE SYLLABLE & CM \ WHEN

DULY PEEFORMAB, SHOULD BE BEGAEDED AS THE HIGHEST

AUSTBBITY FOB THE BEAHMANA. (70)

Bhasya*

By using the term * brdhmana ?

the text Implies that what is

mentioned constitutes the doty of the whole caste, and is not

restricted to the Renunciate only.
^ Even three

? more than three lead to more excellent results;

three are absolutely necessary.
s

Vyahrti syllables'* those mentioned under 2.81.
* Pranava 5

the syllable
fi om 5

.

The breath-suspensions are to be 'accompanied by these \

This indicates the duration o the breath-suspension.

These breath-suspensions are o three kinds, named l Kum
bhaka '

(total suspension ) 5

fi Puraka* (inhaling ) and Rechalca*

(exhaling). The total suppression of air passing out of the

mouth and the nostrils constitutes the (inhalation and suspension);

and when the man does not inhale breath but continuously

keeps on exhaling, It is called
c Eechaka f

s

* exhalation.* The
exact duration o each of these bas been described under

Discourse II. Or, in view of Its being spoken of as *

austerity/

It may be continued till It becomes actually painful. (70)

VERSE (71)

JtJST AS THE IMPUEITIES OP METALLIC! OBKS ABE CONSUMED WESN
THEY ABE BLASTED, EVEN SO ABE THE TAINTS OP THE SENSBS

CONSUMED THROUGH THE SUSPENSION OF BBEATH. (71)

Shdsya.

When the * metallic ores/ of gold for instance, are blu&ted in

30
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a furnace^ what Is left behind, is pure gold ; similarly when the

senses apprehend their objects, the man feels joys and sorrows,

and these are productive of sin ; this sin is consumed through
the suspension of breath.

For the mail seeking Liberation indulging in joys and

griefs has been forbidden .

But even in a man who has given up all attachment, and has his

organs under his*control
?
these are bound to appear, in howsoever

mall a degree, through the sheer nature of things, whenever by
chance various kinds of colour, sound &c become presented before

him. And it is for the removal of the taints due to these that

breath-suspensions have toHbe practised (71)

VERSE (72)

BY MBAHS OF * BREATH-SUSPENSIOH
9 HE SHALL DESTROY THH TAINTS a

y

AND BT MEANS OF *

CoNENTBATI0N,
? ALL SIN ; ALL ATTACHMENTS

BY MEANS OF s

ABSTRACTION/ AND BY MEANS OE * CONTEM>
THOSE ATEBIBUTES THAT AEE HOT INDEPENDENT.-(72)

J3hasya.

What is said here regarding Breath-suspension has already
been indicated in the preceding verse.

But some people explain thi& verse to mean that *one shall

destroy the taints** -i. e. love, hatred &ce

But how can these latter be destroyed by means of Breath*

suspension ? What can be destroyed by it is tin (not love &c)5

specially as it is sin only which has its origin aa well as destruction

both indicated in the^scriptures, and hence imperceptible ; while

Love or Hatred and the rest are all directly perceptible j so that

what destroys these, and what is destroyed by them, can also be

learnt by perception, and not through the scriptures. I the

scripture were to speak of the destroying o these, its meaning
would be that *one should destroy these things, which are by their

very nature, destructible'; and what would be the authority

attached to such a declaration ? From all this it is clear that

i$ me^nt by the term fi

taint
*

is the evil deecl that proceed^
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from Love and the rest* And this is ^destroyed* by the destruction

of its effects j because as for the act itself, it perishes by reason of

its evanesctnt character* This is what is meant by
* daJia \

c

being

consumed*, and not being actually burnt to ashes.

Thus the present verse is only a reiteration of what has gone
before in the preceding verse.

&

By means of Concentration l -

Objection
l *Kilvi$a* is sin, so is ^dosa* also- Hence the

words of the text should have been by means of Breath-

Suspension and Concentration he shall destroy all taints,

dosas*; and there would be no need of mentioning kilvisa, sin,

separately. Or, only
* kilvisa

9

, sin^ need have been mentioned, and

where was the need for mentioning
*

dosaj
4

taint*, also ?"

The explanation is as follows : It is absolutely necessary to

mention the *taint
?

3
in ord^r to show tbat what are destroyed by

means of Breath-suspension are only particular kinds of sin^ not

all. The term taint* stands for Love and other like things ; and

hence the word can be rightly taken as figuratively indicating

such sinful acts as are prompted by Love, Hatred &c.9 as has

been already pointed out.

S If o, then, let the taint be mentioned, what is the use of

mentioning the *

kilvisaj sin ?
5f

No objection can be taken to it, as it is mentioned only for the

purpose of filling up the metre. Further (the use of the second

term gives the further meaning that) Breath-suspension is

destructive of the sin accruing from the taints of Love &c., while

Concentration stops the sin from arising at all*

14 What is Concentration
9
?
f>

By a longing for sensual objects and their enjoyment the

mind is sometimes drawn away from the point where it may
have been resting during the periods of quiescence, self-control

and the like ; and it is by means of * Concentration,
*
that it is

concentrated, kept fixed on that same point. As a matter of feet,

when one perceives brightness, charm* youth, shapeliness of the

body and so forth in a woman, they give rises to his longing for
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her ; all these details are apprehended by concrete perception;

and all such perceptions are so many thoughts* Hence they

can be counter-acted by counter-thoughts pertaining to the defects

In the object perceived, such as 'her body Is filled with urine

and ordure/
fithe very object Woman consists o skin and bones ;

fie upon the men that long for such a despicable object ; even

the slight pleasure that she affords is momentary ?
and ultimately

leads to terrible sufferings at the hands of the Death-god', This

is what is called 'reflecting over* the object. This reflection o

the defects^is what is spoken of below under verse 76,

The same method of reflection Is to be employed regarding food

and other objects of enjoyment. For instance fi

all this sugarf

cakes, fresh butter, milk-rice and so forth stands on the same

footing as coarse food obtained in alms; there being no difference

In their nutritive power ; the slight difference In their taste that

may_ be felt on the tip of the tongue, is felt for the infinitesimal

part of a second, so that even this momentary taste is like the

imaginary city. Similarly one may reflect upon the defects in the

objects of touch ; and so forth. This is what is taught in the

present text (by the term 'Concentration').

Others offer the following explanation of the term ^dharana*

of the text : When a roan by constant practice succeeds in con-

centrating his breath, moving along his mouth and nose, in the

cavity of his heart, -this is what constitutes 4 Concentration '.

**In what way would this differ from Breath-suspension ?'*

The difference is that we have fi concentration
'

also when
the breath Is held up in such places as the arms, the forehead and

pie like ; whereas in Breath-suspension there Is always exhalation

at the end.

Others again hold * Dhdrana \
8 Concentration

f

,
to con-

sist in the qualities of 'Friendliness, Joyfulness, Pathow and

Indifference.
5

'Friendliness, Kindness, Joyousness and Indifference,

towards all living beings, carry the contemplation to the regions
of Brahman j and these constitute Dhdrand \ (says an old

text.) Here *
friendliness

'

stands for absence of hatred9
and not
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friendly affection ; as this latter would be of the nature of a hind-

rance
;

c

kindness
9

is pity, a disposifciton of the mind
;

it consists

in the longing to rescue a suffering person from suffering, and

not the actual desisting from injuring, or conferring a benefit upon ?

others
;

it is in view of this that ir, has been described as a

disposition of the mind, whioh should be practised
s

joyousness
f

also stands for absence of grief at suffering caused by disease^

or at the fear o the sufferings o hell, and not for actual pleasure^

as this would be conducive to attachment
; indifference

5

towards

objects, favourable as well as unfavourable, is well known.

Or again,
fi

concentration
f

may be explained as consisting in

fixing the mind on the inner cavity of the heart, in the process o

meditating upon Brahman.

*

By Abstraction^ all attachment
;

'attachment* here stands

for the connection of the senses with their objects and their

being drawn towards them. This Is destroyed by Abstraction j

whereupon the senses become drawn off from the objects, or

their attraction is obstructed. For Instance, when one happens
to see a bracelet or some such ornament, or a handsome won\an s

he shall not fix his eyes upon them, he shall move his eyes to

something else ; similarly with all the senses. In this manner

the composure of the Yogin becomes unperturbed.

*

By means of Contemplation^ those attributes that are not

independent? The c
attributes

* meant here are those of Harmony>

Energy and Inertia ;
and these are c not independent^ being

subservient to something else }
in the shape of Consciousness.

Though the soul or person Is free from pleasure &c.
? yet there

appears in him the false notion *
I am happy 1 am unhappy* j

though he Is free from attributes, he Identifies himself with them ;

all this has got to be destroyed by contemplating upon the

distinction between the Soul and the Attributes ; that the distinc-

tion between the two has to be drawn in some such, form as -

4 the Person, being of the nature of Consciousness is beyond

Attributes, and it is Primordial Matter that consists of the

Attributes.' (72)
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How Is this to be done f What too is to be contemplated

upon by contemplation ? This Is explained In the next verse*

(73)

BY THE PBACTICE OF MEDITATION HE SHALL BECOGNISB THE PBB-

SENCE OF THIS INNEE SoUB IN ALL BEINGS, HIGH AND LOW
S
-

WHICH IS DIFFICULT TO UNDBBSTANB BY

PEOPLE* (73)

BJidsya.

Inner soul the inner controlling personality ;

^

presence
f

character should be recognised.

Notions of pleasure and pain appear not only among human

beings bat among all kinds of ^beings^ high and low,
9

i.e. among
animals, goblins 5

Pishachas &c. there is the notion of *I* and

'mine' | and this has to be got rid of.

Or, the man may go on pondering over the following ideas
4 This soul is omnipresent, higher than the sky, higher than

heaven, higher than all these regions, having all happinesss
all

tastes, all odours, all touches ; and yet he in beset with hunger
and thirst ; and in the midst of such pleasures and pains, he

passes through the experiences of his physical bodys known as the

/ 1 how wonderful is the power of actions, that even this all-

pervading, all-embracing soul is made subservient to the actions !

I shall never have recourse to these acts, which are like a wicked

master. Like a hired servant I shall wait upon the acts ( already

done by me ) ;
as wfien a man enters a man's service being urged

to it by his needf thinking him to be kind, but soon finding out

that he is difficult to please, irascible, given to beating, and

harsh of speech, the man decides that he would not serve him

any longer, after he has cleared off by service all that may have

been advanced to him/ The thought to be practised should be in

the form I shall get to the end of my past acts by going

through the experiences resulting from them, and shall perform
no further acts*, and so forth. Similarly one should study the

Vedinta, and having, with its help, discussed the question as to
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whether the embodied souls are only manifestations of the

Supreme Self or independent entities, and come to the conclusion

that there. is no soul apart from the Supreme Self
5

he should

ponder over this.

Others explain the text as follows i-^^Dhydna
*

Is Contempla-
tion, and fi

Yoga* is Meditation
; and by means of these 4 he should

recognise the presence of the Inner Sour
;
and having recognised

it, he should meditate upon It*

Or 4

DhydnA-yoga
J

may be explained as c

yoga \ calmness of

mind, for the purposes o 6

dhydna? contemplation ; having
secured "this calmness, / A0 should recognise the presence of the

Inner Soul
'

j i.e. by means of devout worship lie shall realise Its

presence as equipped with the qualities of Immortality and the like,

free from defects, as described In the Vedanta-texts,

c Akrtatman
* *

unregenerate person
?

is one whose * diman *

3

soul, mind. Is akrtaj untutored. By such persons the Inner

Soul cannot be grasped. (73)

VERSE (74)

EQUIPPED w ITH TRUE INSIGHT, HE is HO IIOHGEB FETTEBBD BY HIS

ACTS; BTJl DESTITUTE OF INSIGHT, HE FALLS INTO THE CYCLE OF

BIBTHS AHD PE4.THS. (74)

Bhasya*

This describes the result of what has been just enjoined.

<-Tru insigM true knowledge o the Self, just described;

'equipped* with this, L e. haying^obtained direct apprehension

of it.

*Is not fettered by acts* does not fall into the cycle o^ births

and deaths ; since the past acts have become exhausted on account

of their effects having been already experienced, and no fresh acts

are done.

This does not mean that Liberation is attained by mere

knowledge*
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He who Is not endowed with the spiritual insight^ taught
in the Vedanta 9 and who Is only given to the performance of acts,

falls into the cycle of births ancl deaths. (74)

VERSE (75)

BY ABSTENTION FEOM INJURING, BY THE NON-ATTACHMENT OF THE

SENSES, BY THE ACTS PIHESCBEBED IN THE VEDA, BY THE KIGOBOUS

PKAOTISING- OF AUSTEBITIES, THEY ATTAIN THE POSITION OF THAT
BEING, (75)

Bhasi/a*

These two verses are indicative o the doctrine that Liberation

is attained by Knowledge and Action combined. The preceding verse

spoke of Knowledge and the present one speaks of Action.

Question**
"What are those acts ^prescribed in the Veda/

whose result is here spoken of as the 'attaining of the position of That

Being
3

? As for the voluntary acts, the results of these are already

mentioned in those very texts that enjoin the acts themselves;

and if they were to assume results other than those, there would be

carrying the matter to an absurd length; and it would*give rise to

the great evil that the results of the acts would become mixed up
and confused. Further, since the injunctive text would have all

its syntactical needs supplied by the mention of the single result,

how could any connection be established between that text and

the additional words that would have to be thrown in if we were to

connect the acts with the farther result of 'attaining the position

of That Being
5

? As a matter of fact, the needs of the injunction

having been supplied by what is directly mentioned in the text,

it does not stand in need of anything else/'

Our answer to the above is as follows : In fact in the

Esoteric Section (of the Veda) we have a distinct text to the effect

that *one attains That by means of sacrifice/ So that by a proper

adjustment there would be both kinds of results accomplished

by means of Action ;
and there would be nothing incongruous in

$11 the Toluntary acts leading to the more limited results, as, also
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to the attainment of cthe position of That Being
f

; as two distinct

sacrifices performed at two different times would lead to two
distinct results. The present text moreover has not specified any
particular sacrifice

3
which could justify the conclusion that the

res alt here spoken proceeds from the obligatory acts, and not from
the voluntary ones.

The following argument might be raised against us:-~uln

as much as no results have been spoken of in the Vedic texts

regarding any results following from the obligatory acts, it is only

right that what is mentioned in the present text should be connect-

ed with those acts
5
and not with the voluntary "ones

; because

there would be no difficulty in connecting it with them; and what
the Esoterictext just quoted has declared regarding 'sacrifict* leading
to That5 would also be amply justified by this construction.

9

Why should any importance be attached to the mention of

results in Vedic texts ? Vedic Texts are purely injunctive in their

character ;
their function lies in laying down what should be done ;

and that a certain act should be done is made known to us by
such terms as cas long as one lives' and the like, without the

help of any words speaking of results; so that (even when the

result is actually mentioned) the word expressive of the result is not

needed at all by the sentence; so that in cases where it is assumed

(and not directly mentioned) it would be entirely superfluous,

and hence could not be construed along with the injunctive text,

Thus then, the conclusion is that the esoteric text quoted above

speaking of 'sacrifices' not being capable of being restricted to any

particular kind of sacrifice, must be taken as including all kinds

of sacrifices, obligatory as well as voluntary.

Further, the sesult spoken of in the present text cannot

proceed from the voluntary acts ;
as none of then has been

enjoined as to be done by
' one desirous of Liberation'. In fact

it was with reference to this that the text declared (under 2. 2)

that 'being given up to desires is not commendable* ; and also in

the Mahdbharata 'May thy acts not be done simply with a

view to results. May thou not be addicted to inaction.
5 *

{Bhagavadgitd 2* 47).
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The conclusion thus is that so long as the actor has Ms mind

beset with notions of diversity, is under the influence o

Desire and Ignorance, and is not free from the notions of * I
' and

6 mine \ -the results obtained by him are just the narrow ones

that he had bargained for (on the strength of the Vedic texts) ;

while the other kind of actor
3
who undertakes an act without

reference to any results, and simply because it has been enjoined

by the Veda and as such should be done., attains Brahman Itself,

which consists of the highest boundless bliss.

It will not be right to urge against this the following

argument :
* 4 There are one hundred and seventy-one sacrifices ;

in as much as it would be impossible for anyone to perform all

these, the text would be enjoining an impossibility (if it meant

all kinds of sacwficesY\ Because in the present context the

performance of the acts is meant to be accomplished by the

attainment of true insight itself. The meaning is that all sacrifices

are to be accomplished by the said insight. This is what is meant

by such texts as< 'Other Brahmanas offer secrifices by means of

Knowledge itself
'

Or, the particular position or region spoken of in the present

text as attained (by non-injury &c.) may be taken to be just those

whose special character would be determined by the man's desires-

according as he may be desirous of heaven or sons &c. &c. In fact

persons who have their minds still beset with notions of such

diversity as those of 'past*, 'present' and so forth, are prompted by
false longings, even when betaking themselves to acts leading up
to the highest ends of man ; just as when a child is tempted to

drink a nutritious medicine by the false hope (set up before it) in

the form thut by drinking it it would have long hair.

Another theory on this subject is as follows : The acts

referred to in the present text are the obligatory ones. It is these

whose omission is sinful, and acts as an obstacle to liberation.

And it is the fact of these being properly performed, the obstacle

being thereby removed, that is spoken of by the expression
*

by the acts prescribed in the Veda '

: even though these

have not been enjoined as leading to liberation*
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g

Rigorous
*

-powerfully conducive to the emaciation of the

body.
5

Of that Being
5

ol Brahman.

Position
$

place3 region.
4 Attain

?

Acquire.

Or, the *

position of that^ may mean that character of

Brahman which may be In accordance with Ms desire ; L e. being
the Lord of all beings, or selfsufficiency3

or the attaining of

Its very essence, and so forth, (75).

VERSES (76-77)

HE SHALL DISCARD THIS ABODE OF MATERIAL SUBSTA^CES
?

WHERE THE BONES ARE THE PILLARS
S
WHICH IS HELD TO-

GETHER BY THE TENDONS, PLASTERED WITH FLESH AND BLOOD,

COVERED WITH THE SKIST, FOUL-SMELLING-, AND PULL OP

URINE AND ORDURE
; (76) BESET WITH WRINKLES AND SORROW,

THE SEAT OF DISEASED HARASSED, SULLIED WITH PASSIONS

AMD PERISHABLE. (77)

Ilhasya.

This is meant to create disgust.

To say nothing of the bodies of worms insects and fleas,

which are born in the earth and out of moisture etc., the

human body itself, which has been considered highly desirable,

the likelihood of losing which keeps man In constant fear,

is like a latrine, the abode of urine and ordure, It is this

latrine-hut that is described.

The hones constitute the pillars ; the hut is supported by

the bones ;
It is tied up with the tendons ; it is plastered

outside with flesh and blood ; and it is covered up with the

sjfera j
or roofed over with the skin; 'fitted with urine and ordure**;

the use of the Genitive here is analogous to that in the expression
*
odanasya purnah

5

,
filled with rice. (7 6).

* WrinMes *
indicates a peculiar state of the body in old age,

due to its decrepitude!
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Harassed ?

ever beset with diseases.
4 Sullied with passions

'

i. e. harbouring desires
?
the non-

fulfilment of which brings irremediable unbearable pain.

Realising all this the man 4

shall discard
?

this body ?
which

is the abode of c material substances
'

the products of the Earth,
in the form of fat, marrow, phlegm, urine, semen and blood ;

it cannot be the abode of the Soul
;
because this Is all-pervading.

For all these reasons one should not cherish any affection for

the body. (77.)

VERSE (78,)

HE, WHO LBAVifiS THIS BODY, EITHER AS THE TBEB LEAVES THE

BANK, OE AS THE BIBB LEAVES THE TBEE, BECOMES EBBED

EBOM THE SHABK OF MISERY. (78.)

Ekasya.

Continuing the figure of the body spoken of as the hut, we
have the simile* as the bird leaves the tree \ What is meant is,

not that the bady shoal 1 bs voluntarily given up, by entering
into the fire, or such methods o suicide, but one shall not

cultivate attachment to it. And then the boly shall fall off by
itself, by the exhaustion of Karmic residuum

; just as the tree on

the banks falls off. This is what has been said above (40) in regard

not rejoicing at death.

But when the man has acquired the inner light, has con-

trolled the movements of his breath, and has withdrawn his

mind from all manifestations of illusion ; he may even volun-

tarily leave off the body ;
in the same minner as the bird leaves

the tree.

c Shark * which is like the shark, resembling it in being
a source of trouble ;

hence the text has added the term *

misery';

Bran for the man who has attained discriminative wisdom,
troubles continue tolbeset him so long as the body lasts ; as such

is the very nature of it.

This seconds 'alternative (of leaving the body voluntarily/

"has been put forward in view of there being objections against the
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former one (of awaiting the chance of the falling off of the

body) (78)

(79)

HAVING, BY THE PBA.OTIOE OF MEDITATION, ATTRIBUTED WHAT is

&GBBEABLE TO HIM, TO HIS GOOD ACTS, AND WfAT IS DISAGREE-

ABLE, TO HIS BVIIi AOTS
?

HE BEACHES THE BTEBNAL BBAH*

MAN. -(79)

Blidsya.

Disturbance of the mind caused by pleasure and pain, and ap-

pearing in the forms of joy and sorrow, should be got rid of in the

following manner. [ He shall cultivate the following idea ]

* When such and such a person does anything pleasing to me
it is the result of some good act that I may haTe done in the past ;

and the doer of the act has not done it through any feelings of

affection towards me ; in fact he could not do anything inimical to

me
;
and when some one does what is disagreeable to me, there

also what is the source of my pain is only my own evil aet*;-~

this is what he shall ponder over while practising meditation ;

so that he does not feel any attraction towards the man who
does what is agreeable to him, nor any repulsion towards one who
does what is disagreeable to him.

By doing thus
* he reaches the eternal Brahman \ directly,

and has not got to pass through the intervening stages of the

Luminous Path and so forth.

The presence of the epithet
'
eternal

*

implies that the man
does not return to the cycle of births and deaths, (79)

VERSE (80)

WHN, BY DISPOSITION, HE BEOOMES ffBEE 'JFAOM LONGING FOE Aliti

THINGS, THEN HE OBTAINS LASTING HAPPINESS IN THIS WOEliD,

AS ALSO AFIEK DEATH. (80)

Bhdfya.

ODhis teaches the cultivation of a mental disposition*
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It is not 'by the abandoning of the acquisition of desired

things that one becomes 4
free from longings

?

;
he becomes so

only when he renounces what forms the source o all longing.
&

Disposition
5

is an attribute of the mind
5
or of the soul

?
in

the form of desire.,

* Toioards ,all things '''sarvabhdvesu.
9

---'Ihi8 &econd bhdva j

denotes things. The presence of the epithet *alV implies that

attachment to even such necessary things as articles of food and

drink which are required for the maintenance of the body 5
is to

be deprecated ;
and not the desire. Because the desire for such

things, in the form of hunger and thirst, arises from the very
nature of things and is bound to appear* But 6

desire* is some-

thing different from 'longing*: Longing arises from attachment

and is demeaning ; while desire for food <$*c appears in the man

naturally, after the digestion of what has been eaten and

drunk. (80)

VERSE (81)

HAVING, IH'THIS MANNER, GRADUALLY RENOUNCED ALL ATTACHMENTS,
HE BECOMES PBEED FROM ALL PAIRS OF OPPOSITE8, AND REPOSES

IN BRAHMAN ALONE. (81)

Bh&sya.

^Having renounced all attachments,,'*Attachment* stands for

the notion of
cmine' that people have with regard to such things

as the cow, the horse, the elephant, gold, slaves, wife, agricultural

lands, houses and so forth. When this has been renounced, and the

man has begun to delight in solitude ;
*having taken to this as

the principal method, and in the manner detailed above i.e. by
the due performance of the temporal and spiritual acts prescribed
.-he *

reposes in Brahman^ which is of the nature of pure con-

sciousness ;
and he is no longer fettered by actions. This is what

is meant by the phrase 'from all pairs of opposites* Le* pleasures

and pains as resulting from good and bid acts. A^ becomes

freed?<-(
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(82)

ALL THIS THAT HAS BEEN DECLARED HERB IB APPURTENANT TO MEDI-

TATION
; HE WHO DOES NOT REALISE AND CULTIVATE THE SAID

MENTAL ATTITUDE DOES NOT OBTAIN THE REWARD OF THE

ACTS, -(8 2)

Bhasya.

'Appurtenant to Meditation*^ I e. what comes about only
when there is Meditation

;
what is attained only when meditation

is properly done,

u All this that has been declared here
3

directly described, not

merely indirectly implied. That is
?

the cultivating o the feeling

that good and bad deeds are the causes of agreeable and dis-

agreeable experiences ; when man does something disagreeable,

it is always the outcome of natural forces ?o one's own acte)

and stands on tbe same footing as when fever causes suffering

or fire burns ;
and just as the man

?
who has been burnt by

fire, does not hate fire, so also he should not hate the man
that causes him pain ;

nor shall he forbid him to do it (just as

no one goes to forbid the fire) *

All this becomes possible only when there is Meditation,

when the mind is duly concentrated. Consequently one should

at all times, cultivate the following thought .-Pleasure and pain

are the effect o past Actions ; in reality the King is not the

bestower of happiness, of landed property and other things ; in

fact it is by my own effort that the first approach to him was

obtained ;
it is my own past meritorious act that is .the real

bestower o the gift, and not the King ; similarly the fine

imposed (Penalty i'oflicted) is not what causes me trouble ; it is

my own acts that are troubling me ; peither the King nor any
one else is able to do it.*

All this shall always be pondered over, reflected upon; and all

that has been described above as conducive to disgpst with,

the world thinking o , the body a hut having bones for

pillars &c, (76) this also has to be always pondered over,
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(A) *Anadhydtmavi?i*adhyatma
J

here stands for mental atti-

tude ;
he who does not reallse

?
-does not cultivate-the above-

described mental attitude,--
C
rf00$ not obtain the reward of the

acts
5

; of such acts of the Renuociate, for Instance, as Pegging

alms, living in the milage for a single night and so forth, he does

not obtain the 6

reward/ in the shape of Liberation. That is to

says the mere cotemplation of the body as a hut with bones for

its pillars and so forth does not always bring about freedom from

longing, so long as love and hatred have not been got rid of by
tie attributing of all that happens to one's own acts. When this

attitude of the mind becomes permanantly fixed, then alone is the

reward obtained, and not when it comes about only once in a way,

(B) [Second explanation of 'anadhyatmavif] Or, *what

has been declared
9

may refer to the 'reposing in Brahman 7

(81); and

the meaning thus is that this 'reposing in Brahman* is ^appurtenant
to meditation,

9 and is not attained merely by the perpormance of

acts. And as regards the question as to what is it that has to be

meditated upon, the text adds-'nahyanadhydtmavit
9 and the

term *adhy8trna* stands for those teatsises on Vedanta that have

been composed on the subject of the Soul; he who does not

know this.- Or 'adhydtrna* may stand for that which pertains to the

soul; i. e. such ideas as 'the Soul is something distinct from the

body, the sense-organs, the mind, the intellect, the life- breath and

so forth, and it does not perish when these perish; it is neither the

doer of acts nor the enjoyer of their fruits'
;

-all these notions belong
to one who is swayed by the idea of diversity; when it has destroy-
ed all evil, it is not affected by the taints or their effects; being

one, it is all this, there is nothing apart from it; diversity is only

apparent. One who does not know all this as described in the

Harisavama, Sadaka and other (?) Upanisads, and does not

strengthen these ideas by constant and one-pointed meditation,

does not obtain the said 'reivard of acts? The sense of the verse

in this case would be that 'Except at the time that one is either

baking food or engaged in some necessary act, one should always

keep meditating upon the soul as described ip the Veclanta and

treatises'.
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(C) (Third Explanation ) Or, even though the text occurs

In the section dealing with Renimciation, yet the Reward of acts"

may be taken as refering to the Householder ; specially as

it Is this latter for whom the performance of acts constitutes the

most important duty. According to this view, the meaning of

the verse comes to be this: Though Householders may duly

perform the AgniJiatra and other rites, yet, if they happen to be

ignorant of the esoteric sciences, -those sciences which form the

very essence of the rites, in the shape o the Udgltlia^ which is

described as permeating all acts
5
and with which all persons

learned in rituals are thoroughly conversant^ they do not obtain

the full reward of those rites, which appear after a long time.

This is what has been described in two Sforuti texts of the

BrJiaddranyaJca and the Chhandogya Upanisads:-(a) *O Gargi5
he

who without knowing this syllable., performs sacrifices and practises

austerities even for several thousand years, all this becomes only

perishable ; but what is done through full knowledge^ with faith

and in full accordance with the esoteric science, becomes extremely
virile

9

; that is, excellent results accrue only to him who performs
acts only after having understood the philosophy of the soul,

(b) This has also been declared in the Ghhandogya'ThoQe who know

this and meditate upon it as faith and austerity etc., etc.,* (5-10-1^

It is with reference to these persons equipped with full knowledge
and performing the prescribed acts that the Shruti has declared that

they reach the region of Brahman by the path of light etc.( 82).

The object to be meditated upon ?
for the sake of obtaining

the knowledge o the Soul, having been thus indicated, it would

appear as if the repeating of Vedic mantras were not required at

all ; hence it is this that is enjoined by the next verse.

VERSE (83)

HE SHAL CONSTANTLY BECITE VEDIO TEXTS BEABING UPON SACBIMOES,

THOSE DEALING WITH DEITIES AND THOSE DEALING WITH THE

SOTO, WHICH HAVE BEEN CALLED 'VEDANTA.* (83)

BTi&sya

What this verse permits (for the Benuneiatel is the

32
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reciting of the texts, and not the repeating and getting up of

them, as Is prescribed for the Householder,

^Bearing upon sacrifices
3
- i. e. the Brahmana texts prescribing

the sacrificial rites .

^Dealing with deities
3

those indicating the deities of sacrifices*

A particular kind of texts o this last class is ^those dealing

with the Soulfi. e
6 aham manurabhavam <$r,

9 'aham rudrebhifa

etc* and so forth,

Which have been called ^Vedanta? and which deal with

Action and Knowledge both* This shows that it Is the combination

of these two that makes one reach Brahman,-(83)

TERSE (84)

THIS IS THE REFUGE FOB THB IGNOBA.NT, THIS FOB THE &EAKOTSD;
THIS FOB THOSE SEEKING HEAVEN, AND THIS ALSO FOB THOSE

DESIBING- IMMOBTALITY.~(S4)

Bhasya.

''This* refers to the Veda; which also is Brahman
;

as has

been declared In the following words *Two Brahinans have to

be recognised the Verbal Brahman and the Supreme Brahman;
one who is thoroughly acquainted with the Verbal Brahman reaches

the Supreme One*;one is said to become 'acquainted with the Veda'

when he studies it, understands it and acts according to its

injunctions.

This Terse is a commendatory supplement to the foregoing

injunction.

'For the ignorant' ~tho&e who do not understand the

meaning of Vedic texts, and are yet entitled to and desirous of

their reciting. The revered Vyasa has declared success for the

mere reciter. Or, 'Ignorant' may mean those not knowing the true

nature of the Soul} i. e. those who have not realised, with the

help of the scriptures, the real nature of the Soul, and though
engaged in meditation upon It, have not yet acquired the

requisite steadiness of the mind.
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For these people the Yeda is the ^refuge" ;
as by reciting it,

acting in accordance with It and acquiring some knowledge of

ifc, they are saved from, falling Into the life of worms and insects^

or Into hell

'This for the learned.^ The text proceeds to show how it is

the s

reuge* for the learned--'this for those seeking heaven;* i e.

those who know only the Ritualistic Sections of ^the Veda
?
and

have not acquired any firm conviction regarding the Soul; and

when these people perform the rites laid down in the Veda
5 they

obtain heaven and other rewards. Others however s who have

renounced all attachment and destroyed all passions 5
and are intent

upon the contemplation o "the real nature of the Soul
3
obtain

^immortality^ L e, non-return to the cycle of births and deaths.

For all these the Veda Is the only 'refuge', and there Is no

other path. Such is the sense of the verse r
S4)

VERSE (85)

THE TWICE-BOBN PEESON, WHO, BY THIS SUCCESSIVE PBOGESS, GOES

FOBTH ( AS A MENDICANT ), SHAKES OFF EVIL AND ATTAINS THE

SXJPBEME BBAHMA&* (85)

BJiasya.

*Successive process' the adopting o the method that has

been described as consisting o the combination of action and

knowledge;-!, e. after having paid off his debts.

6 Shakes of evil
9

just as the horse shakes off its hairs,

so the man shakes off evil by means of self-knowledge. This

has been thus described
* Just as the water does not become

attached to the lotas-leaf so evil does not become attached to

the man who knows It.'

* He attains the Supreme Brahman, * becomes one with

Brahman, having got rid of all notions of diversity.

This verse describes the reward following from true know-

led^e and from the proper fulfilment of the duties of the

particular life:stage, (85)*



(8)

of the

(86)

THUS HAVE THE DUTIES OF THE SELF-COHTB0LLED

BEEN EXPOUNDED TO YOU, LlSTEN NOW TO THE DUTIES OF

THE 5 BENOUMOEBS OF THE VEDA/ (86).

Bhdsya.

Those who have taken to the renouncing of the Veda are

called
fi

Veda-sanyasika9

* * renouncers of the
^
Veda.' The

term * veda
'

indicates the renouncing of all such acts as the

pouring of libations and the Iike
5
and not that of reciting

Vedic texts
;
then again, as for meditation on the soul

?
this has

been enjoined for these men also j
so that what are forbidden

for them are such acts as going on pilgrimages, keeping of fasts

and so forth, all which require (for their accomplishment)

wealth as well as bodily labour ;
and the prohibition does not

apply to such acts as the twilight-prayer, repeating of

mantras and the like, for which the man needs nothing besides

himself. All this we shall explain at the proper place.

The first half of the verse sums up the section on Eenunci-

ation, and the second half introduces the duties of the denouncer

of the Veda.' (86).

VERSES (87) & (88).

THE STUDENT, THE HoUSEHOLDEB, THE HKBMIf AND THE RmHJHC*

IATE, <4LIi THESE, SEVEBAL STAGES EMANATE FBOM THE HOUSE-

HOLDEB. -
'(87). B0T ALL THESE, WHEN OBSEBVED 1M DUE OBDEB,

ACOOBDING TO THE SOBIPTUEBS LEAP THE BBAHMANA WHO
HAS (mflB) ACTED ACOOBDING* TO THE LAW, TO THU
STATE. (88).
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Bhasya.

Objection :
" Inasmuch as- the author lias promised that

he Is going to expound the duties of the Rexiouncer of the Veda,

the assertion of the sequence of the life-stages Is entirely

irrelevant/
5

In answer to this some people have explained that the

four life-stages have been mentioned In the present context with

a view to show that Eenunciation 'of the Veda)' is not a distinct

stage3 being Included among these same four
; and the question

arising as regards the particular stage in which it is Included^

the present verse points out that it is Included in the state of the
c Householder

9

j
since the man has to dwell in the * house.

1

Others however point out that the said
'

Renunciation of the

Veda1

is to be Included under the fourth stage of f

going forth as a

mendicant ',
since it resembles this latter on this point that

in both there is
*

renouncing of attachments
'

; nor Is there

any need for Including It under any one stage ; because by
virtue of the qualities of the man and of the Renunciate, the

man would no longer have anything to do with sacrifices and

other acts
; specially as these have been enjoined by means of

such specific words and expressiens as restrict them to a

definite life-stage.

** But if the man belongs to no life-stage, he would be liable

to the penalty of the expiatory rite that has been prescribed

for one who, for one year, remains outside the pale of all

orders."

Since such a state of things would have been brought about

by the strict observance of the words of the text, how could

there be any liability to an expiatory penance ?

E'rom all this it follows that the other orders have been

mentioned in the present text for the purpose of eulogising

Renunciation ;
and this serves the purpose of lending support to

the view that the combination of knowledge and action (aa

represeated by the four orders) is necessary (for liberation)*
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In view of the fact that the house is the shelter^ the

dwellingplace5
for all these orders, they have the Householder for

their * source
'

,
their support* Such is the explanation of the

compound* (38)

VEESE (9)

AMONG ALL THESE HOWBVEB, IN ACCOBDANCB WITH THE INJUNCTION OF

TH$I DIRECT VEBIG TEXT, ,THB HOUSEHOLDBB is DECLABED TO

BE THE BEST ; BECAUSE HE SUPPOBTS THE OTHER THBEE,- (89)

Hhdsya*

" What is asserted here does not appear to be right- For

what it means is that the order of the Householder is directly

enjoined by Vedic texts, which speak of the others only as sup-

ported by the former. In fact, in the event of the order of the

Householder alone being directly enjoined by the Veda, there

would be no room for the other orders ; because the Vedic text

(laying down Householding) would be more authoritative than the

j&pnrfc'-texts laying down austerities and other things (connected
with the other orders.) It might be argued in this connection

that 'the words of the present verse are not to be construed as

By reason of the injunction of the Vedic text ( the Householder
is superior), but that the superiority of the Householder spoken of
in the Vedic text is due to the fact of his supporting the others ;

this is what is made clear by the sentence * A0 supports the other

three
f
. It has however got to be explained how this can be. -

It may be urged that this would be so on account of the other

orders also being enjoined in the Veda, But if they are enjoined
in the Veda, ( and this is what is referred to in the present

verse), then the present text clearly runs counter to the Srapti
text that * the Householder's order alone is directly enjoined by
the Veda *

( Gautama, 3-36 ), Nor is there any other construction

possible.*- It might be urged that ' In view of the Jabala-sJiruti,
where we read that, having become a Householder, one shall

become a Hermitj and having become a Hermit he shall go forth
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as a Wandering Mendicant,- all the orders are equally enjoined %
the Veda '.-But even so

?
the contradiction of the Smrti-text

remains unexplained. Then again* this Jdbclla-shruti is not

injunctive in connection with the other orders ;
it does not

contain any such injunction as that i one shall wander about in the

forest in such and such a manner,--such and such, acts shall be

done by the man dwelling in the forest, and such and such by
the man who has gone forth as a "Wandering Mendicant \ in the

way in which the duties of the Householder, beginning from the

Laying of the Fire and ending with the Final Sacrifice, are

found to be directly laid down ; it merely mentions their name -

having become a householder &c.
s From all this it is clear that

to speak of the Householder's order as well as the other orders

as equally enjoined in the Veda involves a contradiction of

what has gone before.
57

Our answer to the above is as follows : It is true that for

the man who has taken a wife to himself, the Veda has directly

enjoined the duties, commencing with fire-laying and ending
with the final sacrifice. JSTow, in connection with the marriage-rite

itself, we have to consider the question as to what it is by which

that act of marriage is prompted, whether it is prompted by the

Vedic texts that speak of persons entitled to offer the Agni-

fotfra-libations ? oir by the injunction that lays down the duty
of begetting children ? -or by the visible (worldly) purpose of the

man ?

" What sexual love prompts is only the taking of a woman,
and not the marriage- rite ; that alone can be regarded as prompt-

ing an act, without which this latter could not be accomplished ;

and for persons influenced by sexual love, all their domestic

business would be accomplished by simply having a woman
;

why then should they need to perform the marriage-rites ?
"

This would be all right, if intercourse with a mere woman
in general were not forbidden. Though what the Veda says

regarding the fire-laying may apply to any woman in general,

yet the scriptures always make a distinction between the woman

with whom one may, or she with whom he may not, have
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course. Tt Is for tills reason that for men with a steady character,

the desired purpose cannot be accomplished without marriage.

So that it is only natural that there should be the Idea that mar-

riage Is prompted by the Veda itself.

"
If it be as the text says, then there would be nothing to

prompt the other orders. And the purposes of all orders being

accomplished by Householdership alone, what would be the need

of examining what prompts the others. That which prompts the

marriage may serve as the prompter (of Householdership) ; but

if Householdership alone is actually enjoined, how could the

other orders come about ? Under the circumstances again, how far

would any investigation into the prompter of marriage be

justified?"

Our answer is as follows : It has been asserted that the

purposes of all the orders are fulfilled (by Householdership). This

is quite true ; when one order has been duly prompted, and the

aid required by the others becomes indirectly accomplished by
the same, there can be no need for the assumption of what would

prompt these latter. For instance, the Vrlhi corn, the acquiring

of which is prompted by the motive of livelihood, is also used

in the performance of rites ; and there is no acquiring of property
for the , purpose of the rites

;
or again, even though the un-

learned man is not entitled to the performance of sacrifices, yet
the acquiring of learning is not prompted by those performances,

being, as it is, already accomplished in obedience to the injunction
of Vedic study itself. Similarly in the case in question (of

marriage), the necessary motive being already supplied by the

man's own desires, the act does not need the prompting of Vedic

texts. Thus the injunction of the acts to be done would be

applicable to those also who have not married.

Thus it is that the man who has all his passions deadened

during the period of Studentship itself, does not wish to marry at

all; and such a person,, on account of haviDg no companion (wife),

would not be entitled to the second order. Thus not being

*e&titled to the rites prescribed in the Vedic texts, he would
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naturally take to the nest (the third) order (having skipped over

Householdership).

Ochers have offered the foliowing explanation : Marriage
does not stand on the same footing as Property. Without some

property living is Impossible, as It is on property that man lives ;

but in the absence oi the wife living Is not Impossible ; so that the

wife is not as essential as property ;
and the act of marrying a wife

is prompted soley by considerations of religious acts (which cannot

be done without a wife); and it Is necessary to realise in this

connection the necessity of making every effort to become entitled

to the performance of "religious acts. Otherwise3 (if no such effort

..were necessary) ? having lost his title to such acts by reason

of the Imparity brought about by evacuations, if one were to omit

the necessary purifying 'processes, he would not be open to the

charge of having omitted an obligatory duty ; under the

circumstances, why should anyone take the trouble of getting rid

of the impurity caused by death and other circumstances ? It

might be argued that this latter Is also itself enjoined. Even so,

the omission would involve the transgression of this one injunction

only, and not of the thousands of injunctions (relating to the acts

that the man would perform after due purification).

In answer to this, the following arguments may be put
forward: "Of what particular Injunction would It be the

meaning that '

for the sake of acquring the title to the performance

of religious acts, the agent shall make an effort to accquire that

title' ? All the Injunctions that
,
there are pertain to the perfor-

mance of the Agnihotra and other rites, and all that they lay

down is that the acts therein specified ought to be performed,

and they donot urge the bringing into existence of the Fires.

These fires are kindled, In connection with the voluntary acts,

by the man who undertakes them through desire for the rewards

to be obtained from them ; and it Is only when these Fires have

been thus kindled that the man becomes * one who has laid the

Fires,' and hence subject to the injunctions relating to the life-

long performance of the Agnihotra rites. Then again, it Is only

the man with a wife that Is entitled to the
*

laying of fire
'

j so
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that the man wonid desire to marry a wife in the same manner

as he lays the Fires for the purpose of acquiring the title to the

performance of religious acts. So that the seose of no Injunction

is offended if one omits to acquire the title to the performance of

the Agnihotra and other rites [simply because there is no such

Injunction as that one shall acquire this title]. Nor does the

Injunction of Marriage itself indicate that marriage shall be

performed ; because the act of Marriage is a sanctificatory or

sacramental rite* just like the Vedic rites of the obligatory daily

Agnihotra and other rites ; specially as no rewards are mentioned

in connection with it.
"

In answer to this the ancients offer the following explanation %

There is a direct Vedic text laying down the paying off of the
* three debts

* * When the Brahmana is born, he is born beset

with three debts &c. &c. '

; and this text becomes applicable to the

man as soon as he is born ; this c birth
* can not refer to the second

* birth
'

in the form of 4
Initiation

'

; as in that case, the man
would be as good as an animal, prior to his

*
Initiation '. In fact

the exact time referred to by the passage speaking of the c debts
f

is that at which the man, having been born, comes to realise his

responsibilities. Thus then, after the has accquired learning and

thus become entitled to marry, if after having sought for a bride,

he fails to obtain one and becomes grey, he would certainly be

entitled to proceed to the stage of the Hermit. In fact, such

a man comes to the following conclusion c
all through my youth

I have been seeking for a bride ; they say that Fire-laying has

been enjoined for only such men as have their hair still black ;

and by the man of grey hairs Fire is not to be laid except in the

'event of his wife having died,---such is the meaning that they
attribute to the Vedic Injunction'.

The * Householder is the best of all ', because of his connection

with religious acts ; hence the superiority belongs to the stage

.itself ,(

* These three.
* That it supports ths other three stages is

another ground for its -superiority. This is what has been referred
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to by the text-*-* By means o knowledge and by good &e &e/

(89).

This same dea is further supported by means of an example.*-

VERSE (90)

JUST AS BITEBS AND BIVULETS ATTAIN THEIR BESTING-BLAtllS IK THE

OCEAN, so BO HEH ow ALL OTHER OBDEBS OBTAIN SUPPOET IN

THB HOUSEHOLDER.---(90).

Bfadsya*

fi Rivers
9-~the Graftga and the rest ;-~

fr

rivulets 'the
Bhidya and others. The distinction between 'rivers* and 'rivulets*

is based upon the difference o position or o taste.

In actual usage both are treated as one and the same | and

the diversity o gender (in that case) is explained as standing

on the same footing as that in the case o the synonymous words

^bhdrya? (feminine) and 6dara' (Masculine).
6

Resting place support.

Just as the Ocean is the resting place for all kinds o

water, so is the Householder entitled to the performance erf all

duties (90)

VEKSB (91)

BlT TWIOE-BORN MEN BELONGING TO ALL THESE FOtTB OEBEUB THIS

TEN-FOLD DUTY SHALL ALWAYS BE ASSIDUOUSLY OBSERVJBID.

(91)

BTiasya*

This verse introduces what is going to be described below*

*>Tn*toW That which 1ms ten loW or loons.

'He observed
1

Always fee performed.

Tkougfa all these have already been menti^cted before, yet they

are repeated heise in order to indicate their gf^eat imfM3r*aaee ;

and this repetition also lends support to the view ti&a* it k the
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combination of 'Knowledge' and 'Action* that accomplishes the

tightest end of roan (91)

VERSE (92)

(1) STEADINESS (2) FOBGHVENESS, (3) SELF-CONTROL, (4) ABSTEN-

TION FROM UNEIGHTEOUS APPROPRIATION, (5) PtJBITY, (6 CONTROIi

OF THE SBNSE-OBGANS, (7) DISCRIMINATION, (8) KNOWLEDGE,

(9) TRUTHFULNESS, AND (10) ABSENCE OF ANGER, THESE ARE

THE TEN-FOLD FORMS OF DUTY. (92)

Bhdsya

Steadiness and the rest are qualities of the Soul*

(1) 'Steadiness'- the feeling of contentment even at the loss

of property and such things ; expressed by such feelings as

*if it has been lost, what does it matter ? It can be acquired

again.* Similarly at separation from a beloved person, the man

regains former equanimity by thinking that 'such is the way
of the world/

(2) 'Forgiveness* the excusing of wrongs committed; not

seeking to do injury to a person in return for an injury that might
have been done by him,

(3)
c

Self-control '-absence of haughtiness, renouncing of

pride due to superior learning &c.

(4) ^Absention from unrighteous appropriation* :* this is well

known.

(5)
*

Purity
'

cleanliness of food etc.

(6)
fi Control of ^he Sense-organs '-not allowing them to be

drawn even towards unforbidden things.

(7)
*'Discrimination

9
true knowledge, following upori the

refutation of all doubtful and contrary views.

(8)
*

Knowledge
J

of the Soul. The difference between

^discrimination' and fi

knowledge
*

is that the former refers to

and the latter to the Soul.
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In view of this tautology ,
some people read 4

DJilmdyd
*

(wise discrimination). But this is not right ; specially as we have'

explained the difference between the two.

The rest are well known.
* Absence of anger

'

is not permitting anger to arise when
there is an occasion for it, and forgiveness

'

is not doi^g harm to

others even when they may have done harm to one, (92).

VEESE (93).

THOSE BEAHMANAS, WHO PEOPEBLY STUDY THE TEN FOBMS OF DUTY
S

AND HAVING STUDIED THEMS FOLLOW THEM IN PKACTICE
3
BEACH

THE HIGHEST STATE* 93),

Bhasya.

This describes the reward of what has just been enjolnd.

The mention of the reward of study is meant to eulogise the

actual performance.' (93'..

VERSE (94)

THE TWICE-BOEN PEESON, PEEFOEMING, WITH COLLECTED MIND, THE

.TEN-FOLD DUTY, AND HAVING DOLY LEARNT THE VEDANTA

TEXTS, AND BECOME FSEE FROM DEBTS, SHOULD TAKE TO

RENUNCIATION, (
9 4) .

Bhasya.

*

Being freed from debts
,
should take to Renunciation.' This

text Is meant to lay down that Renunciation should coine only

after the three debts have been paid off. Just as all men are not

entitled to go forth as a mendicant at the same period of their

life, so with Renunciation also.

Having duly learnt the Veddnta texts \ There is no

renunciation for one who has not learnt what is contained in the

Veddnta texts. Though the performance of Rites, as well as

the learning of the Vedanta, are both implied in the injunction

of *Vedic study
' both kinds of texts being equally

*

Veda,' yet

the learning of the Vedanta texts has been reiterated here fo
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the purpose of laying special stress on it
; the sense being that

* the man shall devote himself entirely to it '.

" What is the actual meaning of the injunction.
' shall

take to Renunciation 9

? What is this that is called
6 Renuncia-

tion
f
?

JJ

5 Renunciation
*
consists of abandoning the notion that

*
this

is mine ?
.

&i What have been referred to above are the 'Renouncers of the

Veda \ from which it would seem as if there were 6 renunciation
*

of the 6 Veda ?
or of

6 what is contained in the Vedas

9
and not

that of such acts as the accepting of gifts and the like, which are

done for the purpose of enabling the man to perform the acts

enjoined by the Veda."

In verse 84 above it has been declared that the Veda is

the *

refuge for those seeking immortality
*

; so that Vedic study
is enjoined even for that stage at which Knowledge (and not

Action) becomes the predominating factor in one's life. In as

much as the Agnihotra and other rites are accomplished with

the help of material substances, they naturally become renounced

when there is no sense of property (the notion of mine'). Such
fi renunciation

'

is meritorious only for one whose wife is dead,

or who, having made arrangements for the upkeep of his Fires,

concentrates his attention on the Supreme Self. We read in

the Brhaddranyaka Upanisad^ when he thinks of going

away, he says to his son &c. &c.,* which lays down the handing
over of the Fires. This renunciation of the Fires is enjoined

also for the decrepit old man-* By decrepitude does he become

absolved from this/ Those rites however which do not take the

aid of material substances such for instance as the Twilight

Prayers, the daily Agnihotra and the like the performance of

these being not forbidden, one remains entitled to it till his very
last breath, (94).

VEESA (95.)

HAVING^ RENOUNCED ALL ACTS, AND THROWN OFF THE TAINT i KtB

ACTS, AND STUDIED THE VDA WITH MIND SELF-OONTROIiMSi*, BOB

SHAIiL LIVE AT BASE UNDER THE EBOfBCTION OF MIS SOU. *-(95).
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Bkasya.

*

Having studied the Veda '; this Implies that the Veda shall

not be given up. This has been already explained above.

The right reading would appear to be the present-participial

form 4

abhyasyan?
'

studying.
9

4 He shall live at ease under the protection of his son
'

;

L e. if he has a son born to him
; or of any other person

who may be in the place of his son
; such, for instance as Ms

grandson. They say that in this case also one should retire

to another house.- (95).

VERSE (96).

HAVING THUS BENOUNCED ALL EITES, INTENT UPON HIS OWN DUTY
S

FBEE FROM LONGINGS, HE DESTBQYS SIN BY HIS BENUNCIATION

AND ATTAINS THE HIGHEST STATE. (96).

Bhdsya*

4 His own duty
*

meditation on the Soul ; he for whom
this is the highest duty.

* Free from longings* not entertaining a desire for any-

thing, even in his inind (96),

VERSE (97).

THUS HAS THE FOURFOLD DUTY OF THE BRAHMANA BEEN EXPOUNDED

TO YOU, WHICH IS CONDUCIYE TO IMPEKSIHABLE EEWAEDS AFTER

DEATH. NOW LISTEN TO THE DUTY OF KlNGS. (97.)

Thus ends Discourse VI of the Manava-Dharma-Shastra.

Shasya.

**

Fourfold Duty* pertaining to the four life-stages; all this

has been expounded for the Brdhmana.

"At the outset the text has spoken of the twice-born person,
in the opening verse ^Having thus lived the life of the House-

holder, the accomplished twice-born person &c. &c/
?
and it has been

decided that the term stands for all the three castes, as there is no

sort of incongruity involved in this. Under the*circumstances, the

term 'brahmana* o the present verse should also be taken a&
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standing for ail the three castes. There would be a justification for

denying this only if the entire Discourse did not form one organic

whole
? beginning from the opening verse and ending with the

present verse. As a matter of fact, the opening verse is perfectly

amenable to being construed with this last verse (the whole dis-

course thus forming one organic whole); so that it is quite open

to us to take this verse as referring to what has been mentioned

in the opening verse."

As a matter of fact, the sentence is regarded as having that

meaning whicti is found to be expressed by it, after a thorough
consideration of the sentence as a whole. And in this way, it is

distinctly more reasonable to take the term cfcwice-born person
5

(of the opening verse) as standing for the Brahmana (rather than

the other way). Because every
(>Brdhmana>

also is ^twice-born
5

,

but every t\vfce-born person
9

is not a ^Brahmana?. So that the

term 'twice-born
'

being capable of being directly applied to the

Brahmana, it cannot be right to take the term 'Brahmana? as

indirectly indicating the wider circle of twice-born persons.

"But in the Mahdbhdrata we find three life-stages laid down
for the Shudra also

; having started with the words 'for the

Shudra who has accomplished all his work, there is attendance',

it goes on to say
c

all the life-stages have been prescribed for him,

except the Niramisd* that is Renunciation.
5 '

This is not right. Such is not the meaning of the text

quoted ;
what it means is as follows 'the Shildra should not

have recourse to the foijr stages, he obtains the reward of all the

stages by means of service and the begetting of children'; which
means that c

during Botiseholdership he obtains, by means of

serving the twice-born iiien, the rewards of all stages, with the

sole exception of Liberation, which 'is the reward of .Renunciation.'

From this it follows that the Soar, Life-stages are meant for

the Brahmana only. (97)

Thus ends the Bhasya on Discourse VI.
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